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FBOM THE

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION,

THIS VOLUME contains matter which, if space had

permitted, I should have included in ' Other Worlds

than Ours,' partly in the way of introduction or

explanation, and partly to complete the information

contained in the several chapters. It will be under-

stood that to make this work complete in itself, I

have admitted certain passages which contain infor-

mation already given in ' Other Worlds than Ours ;'

but such passages amount in all but to some ten or twelve

pages ; the rest of the work is strictly supplementary

to that volume.

The paper on the f Gamut of Light
'

presents the

subject of spectroscopic analysis in a way which I have

found effective with those readers who are not desirous

of discussing the details of this mode of research. In

the next two papers on f Other Habitable Worlds ' and

' Other Inhabited Worlds,' a sketch is given on the
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subject of the Plurality of Worlds. The fourth paper

relates to the application of the Rosse Telescope to

determine the heat of the lunar surface. Then follow

papers on Venus, Mars, and Jupiter ;
two essays on

Meteors, one relating to the past history and the other

to the present condition of meteoric researches ; a paper

on Tyndall's Theory of Comets (a subject deserving

close examination), and another on the general pheno-

mena of comets and comets' tails. The three papers

on the Solar Corona might have been added, almost

as they stand, to my chapter on 6 What we learn from

the Sun,' in ' Other Worlds,' but for the requirements

of space. Lastly there is a paper on the Colours of

the Double Stars, a subject which the same cause

compelled me to leave almost untouched in that work.

I have to return my thanks to the editors and

publishers of the magazines from which these essays

have been taken, for permission to reproduce them.

E. A. P.



PBEFACE

THE SECOND EDITION.

ALL the Essays in the volume have been carefully

revised, and some drawings illustrating Solar Out-

bursts have been added. In other respects the volume

remains almost unaltered.

K. A. P.

LONDON: October 1874.
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THE

ORBS ABOUND US.

INTROD UCTION.

THE GAMUT OF LIGHT.

A FEW YEAKS AGO I had occasion, during the course

of a lecture on astronomy, to explain the nature of

spectroscopic analysis to a mixed audience. I had

gone through the usual statement of the laws on which

this mode of research depends; but I felt convinced

that the explanation had been insufficient. That

sense of sympathy which enables every lecturer to

tell whether his hearers are following him assured me

that the audience, with all willingness to be con-

vinced, had not grasped the essential principle on

which spectroscopic analysis depends. It will be

understood that my object was not to give a complete

account of the new analysis ; but it was essential that

the convincing nature of the evidence which the ana-

lysis affords, should be brought clearly before the

* B
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audience. I knew that before long I should have to

tell them certain very startling facts, and that, unless

they had some solid ground for believing these facts,

the whole lecture would resolve itself into a mere

series of statements to be accepted on trust, whereas

the end and aim of lecturing is, or should be, to

demonstrate.

In this strait, it occurred to me to re-state, but in

a new form, the evidence on which the application of

the spectroscope depends. It is no new conception to

compare light and sound together, or to illustrate the

analysis of light by a reference to the combinations of

musical notes. In fact, I had long before employed

this method of illustrating the subject. But it was a

new thing to me at least to test the efficiency of

this method of explanation by bringing it before an

audience immediately after the ordinary explanation

had failed. It was, therefore, with no small interest

and satisfaction that I found the audience grasping at

once the points I was so anxious to enforce, and

becoming eager to hear how the mode of analysis they

now trusted in, had been applied by physicists to

astronomical problems.

This experience, and the fact that day after day
new facts are being revealed by the spectroscope,

induce me to think that an explanation of the powers
of the instrument on the plan referred to may be

serviceable to many who daily hear the work of the

spectroscope mentioned, and have perhaps often seen

its action scientifically explained, but have yet no
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clear and definite ideas of the nature of the evidence

it supplies, or of the reasons on which men of science

base their acceptance of such evidence.

Everyone is familiar with the gamut of Sound. It

is also easy to conceive the orderly succession of notes,

separated by definite tone-intervals, replaced by an

arrangement in which the difference between succes-

sive notes should be imperceptible. We can imagine,

for instance, that in place of the white and black keys

between two C's of a piano there might be an indefi-

nite number of keys, so that, supposing these swept

from C to C, every possible gradation of sound

between those notes would become audible. We shall

call this arrangement a continuous gamut.
Now it is found that when the light of an incan-

descent solid or fluid body is dispersed by a prism, it

forms a rainbow-tinted streak, dn which all orders of

colour from red, through orange, yellow, green, blue,

and indigo, to violet, are present, without break or

interruption. So that we can compare this rainbow-

tinted streak (or spectrum, as it is called) with the

stream of sound in which all orders of tone, from one

C to the next above it, are heard without break or

interruption. We need not concern ourselves about

the scientific exactness of the illustration if it suffices

for our purpose.
1

1 It is the attempt, to secure at the same time clearness of illustration

and strict scientific exactness, which causes so many explanations to

perplex instead of edifying. Scientific exactness can come afterwards

if the beginner is encouraged to pursue the devious tracks which lead to

it, by obtaining a ciear view of what he will gain by the labour.

B 2
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And now, before proceeding, let us take an ex-

ample of the application of this first and fundamental

fact, With special exceptions, into the nature of

which we need not now enter, it may be said that all

incandescent solid and fluid bodies show this continu-

ous rainbow-tinted streak, and that only the light

from such bodies will exhibit a continuous streak of

colour from deepest red to deepest violet. This is an

experimental fact. Now suppose there is some self-

luminous body that we cannot attain to, and we wish,

to tell what its nature may be. If we find that its

light, when dispersed by the prism, shows a continu-

ous rainbow-tinted streak, we can conclude as surely

that it is an incandescent solid or fluid, as we could

tell that our imagined set of keys from C to C had

been swept from end to end, if we heard the whole

succession of sounds, even though the instrument were

out of sight. Always supposing a certain keenness ot

perception on the part of the auditor, it would make

no difference to him whether the musical instrument

were close by, or in another room, or even in another

house; so long as he heard the whole succession ot

sounds he would know that the whole series of keys

had been struck. And just as certainly the physicist

can tell that light comes from an incandescent solid or

liquid because the whole series of colours is present in

the spectrum without break or interruption, even

though the source of light be millions .of miles away.

As our imaginary auditor would be certain so long as

he could hear the continuous succession of sounds, so
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the physicist, using the spectroscope, is certain as long

as he can see the continuous spectrum.

Let us now consider another case. Suppose cer-

tain notes only of those forming our continuous gamut
of sound were struck in quick succession. An auditor

would be able to tell what those notes were. He
would recognise them as a definite set of notes. If

the same series were struck simultaneously, either by
the fingers of a musician, or by some instrument con-

structed for the purpose, the auditor would be able, if

he were a practised musician, to tell the exact set of

notes thus sounding simultaneously. But it will be

convenient for the purposes of illustration, to consider

the case of a succession of definite notes ;

l because

1

Kecently, attention was directed, in the Quarterly Journal of

Science, to the analogy between sound and light. It appears to us that

although such an analogy undoubtedly exists, an attempt was made to

push the analogy farther than the evidence warrants. In the spectrum
we have a succession of colours precisely as in the gamut we have a

succession of notes
;
but the succession in one case depends on position,

in the other 'on time. The colours of the spectrum are seen to succeed

each other as the eye passes from the red end to the violet end
;
the

notes of the gamut succeed each other as they fall one after another on

the ear. Hence a chord in music corresponds to a spectrum compounded
of several prismatic lines. So far the analogy may be followed. But

we cannot reasonably extend the analogy so far as to assert that there is

anything in the theory of colours corresponding to the effects produced

by concordant or discordant sounds. If three successive notes of the

gamut are sounded together we have an unpleasing sound; but if red,

orange, and yellow lights are commingled, the resulting light is not un-

pleasing no eye can, in fact, distinguish it from pure orange light. And

similarly of other combinations. Three or more colours corresponding

(so far as the waves of light are concerned) to a pleasing musical chord,

produce together a colour which is not a whit more pleasant than the

colour produced by mixing three or more colours corresponding to a

discordant combination of sounds. Who would pretend to say, for
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everyone can understand how such a succession could

be recognised, whereas the musician's power to recog-

nise the component notes of a chord is less common.

Now it is found that when the light of a glowing

gas is examined by the spectroscope, it is resolved into

a definite number of coloured bands or lines. Some

gases show only one or two lines ; others many ; others,

again, show broadish bands, with dark spaces between

them. But we may assert in a general way of the

spectra of glowing gases that they are discontinuous

under ordinary circumstances. Further, setting aside

as before certain exceptions, the consideration of which

belongs to a more advanced stage ofthe science, we may

say that each gas has its own family of lines, which

always make their appearance when the light of that

instance, that the coloured rings seen when a lens of glass is pressed

against a glass plane, or the colours seen in a bubble, are less pleasing

to the eye than' the colours of the prismatic spectrum; yet the latter

are pure, while the analogue of the former colours in sound would

be a series of noises as painful to the ear as saw-filing.

It may be questioned, indeed, whether there is such a thing in nature

as an ugly colour, that is a colour which, apart from some association

of ideas, is painful to the healthy eye ;
whereas only certain combina-

tions of sound are pleasing to the tutored ear, and many are essentially

painful even to those who have no musical taste.

On the other hand, it is worthy of notice that whereas certain com-

binations of pure colour by juxtaposition are essentially unpleasant, it

may be questioned whether any sequence of simple notes can be so re-

garded. It would, however, require more space than is here at our dis-

posal to discuss this question, since each of the parts into which it divides

itself are associated with a subject of some difficulty. It would be no

easy task to determine either on the one hand the essential principles on

which the pleasing or unp] easing effects of juxtaposed colours depend

(the laws of complementary colours being by no means sufficient for the

purpose), or on the other, the principles which render certain sequences
of sound more or less pleasing to us.
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gas is examined. So that we can compare the spectra
of gases with the succession of certain definite notes

just considered.

The reader will, therefore, understand the confidence

with which the chemist or the astronomer who recog-
nises one of these discontinuous spectra, infers that the

source of light is such and such a gas glowing with

intensity of heat. Precisely as a musician would have

no hesitation in pronouncing that such and such a suc-

cession of notes had been struck, even though the

performer were in a distant room, so it makes no dif-

ference to the physicist whether the source of light is

far off or near. So long as he sees in the spectrum $,

certain succession of coloured lines, he knows certainly

that the particular gas which has the power of showing
those lines as its spectrum, is the source of light. We
can even compare the method which a spectroscopist

adopts to assure himself that such and such lines (and
not others nearly in the same place) are seen in the

spectrum, with those which a musician might employ
to assure himself that such and such notes (and not

others nearly resembling them) are successively struck

by a distant performer. For we can imagine our

musician to have before him a piano capable of giving

the same continuous succession of notes between two

C's as we have conceived already. If, then, this mu-

sician were in doubt whether a certain succession of

notes had been struck, he could test the matter by

striking that succession himself. He could repeat this

process until he struck the exact succession he -had
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heard ; and then he would no longer have any doubt

as to the nature of that succession. In like manner

the spectroscopist who is doubtful whether a certain

set of coloured lines really corresponds with a set be-

longing to a known gas, can cause his spectroscope to

show both sets side by side ; then if the lines of the

two sets agree exactly, line for line (so that each line

of one set is in the same line with one of the other set),

he knows that the source of light really is the glowing

gas he had supposed it to be. If there is no such

agreement, he can try other spectra until he finds one

which corresponds exactly.

Lastly, there remains to be considered the case

where all the notes of the continuous gamut, save a

certain definite set of notes, are struck in succession.

Suppose the performer to hold down a certain chord

while he sweeps the notes from end to end. There

would then be heard a succession of notes, with here

and there certain breaks. A practised ear could tell

as readily what notes corresponded to those breaks as

though the notes themselves were separately struck.

Or conceive that certain instruments were formed, by
each of which a special chord could be held down.

Then if any one of these instruments were employed
while the notes were swept from end to end as before,

the musician could recognise the absence of certain

notes, which might (according to the nature of the

instrument) be any in number, from one or two to

many.

Now it has been found that when an incandescent
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solid or fluid body is shining through a gaseous or va-

porous envelope, the spectrum of the body's light is a

rainbow-tinted streak, across which there lie certain

dark lines. According to the nature of the gaseous

envelope these lines may be more or less numerous.

Some gases cause, not lines, but bands, to appear in

the spectrum of an incandescent body shining through
them. But speaking generally, we may say that the

spectrum of such a body is a rainbow-tinted streak

crossed by dark lines. Further, setting aside as before

certain exceptions, we may say that each gas has the

power of producing its own family of dark lines (these

dark lines having precisely the same position as the

bright lines seen when the spectrum of the same gas

is separately examined
).

So that we may compare the

spectrum of an incandescent solid or fluid shining

through a gaseous or vaporous envelope, with the case

in which the continuous gamut of sound is crossed (as

it were) by a silent chord.

Hence, in this case, as in the two former, the

reader will understand the confidence with which the

spectroscopist who recognises certain dark lines across

the rainbow-tinted streak forming the continuous

spectrum, is able to pronounce that the source of light

is an incandescent substance shining through certain

gases. A musician who noticed certain gaps in the

continuous gamut of sound, could not feel more certain

as to the particular notes which were held down (or

silent) than the spectroscopist is that the source of

light is surrounded by an envelope of such and such a
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constitution. Distance makes no more difference in the

one case than in the other, provided always that in

one case each sound is distinctly audible, and that in

the other each portion of the spectrum is distinctly

visible.

In this instance, also, as in the former, it is possible

to illustrate the method by which the spectroscopist

assures himself that the dark lines in the spectrum cor-

respond to the bright lines of any gas. We can con-

ceive that our musician, recognising the absence of

certain notes, and not certain of the power of the

unaided ear to determine what those notes were, might

try the experiment of sounding certain notes to see if

they corresponded to those of the silent chord. Now

precisely in this way the spectroscopist brings a spec-

trum of bright lines into comparison with the gaps of

a spectrum crossed by dark lines ; and only when he

finds that the bright lines and the dark lines correspond

exactly, does he conclude that the particular substance

which produces the dark lines exists in the atmo-

sphere surrounding the source of that light which he is

analysing.

We are now upon the most important part of our

subject, so far at least as the application of spectro-

scopic analysis to the celestial objects is concerned.

For although no inconsiderable proportion of the

celestial objects show spectra of bright lines or bright

bands, yet the number of different bright-line spectra

hitherto recognised is singularly small. All the

gaseous nebuke, for example, show the same set of
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bright lines. Among them are some, indeed, which

show only one line, whereas others show three, or

even four. But the difference, such as it is, doubtless

depends only on the relative brightness of these

objects, for where only one line is shown, that line

always corresponds with the brightest line of the set

of three where that number can be seen. But the

number of dark-line spectra seems almost illimitable.

Every star has its own peculiar spectrum, as distinct

from that of any other star as the spectrum of hydrogen
from that of iron. We may arrange the star-spectra

into four orders, as Father Secchi has done, or we may

arrange, them according to other modes of classifica-

tion ; but it is resemblance, not identity, which

determines the arrangement. Probably, among all

the milli^is-ofl^m-illions of stars in the sidereal system

there are not two which have spectra exactly alike

or, in other words, there are probably not two suns in

the universe which are in precisely the same physical

condition.

It is to be noted, further, that those nebulae which

have stellar spectra exhibit the same variety in the

number, arrangement, and intensity of the dark lines

or bands. The planets also, though we examine them

under less favourable conditions, show the absorption-

bands peculiar to their several atmospheres, and

amongst these, too, we find a similar variety. Nay,
even one and the same object may present a varying

spectrum. Our readers are probably familiar with

the change which came over the spectrum of the star
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T Corona? when this orb suddenly blazed out in May,

1866, after shining for hundreds of years (at least) as

a tenth-magnitude star. But there is an instance

nearer at hand, in the case of our own sun. Different

parts of his surface give different spectra. The spots

have not the same spectrum as the bright parts of the

disc; the ordinarily bright parts have not the same

spectrum as the exceptionally bright parts, called the

faculse. Then the spectrum of a solar spot is variable,

actually changing under the eye of the observer.

It is this wonderful variety in the spectra of the

celestial objects which renders it so important that the

student of astronomy should recognise the absolute

certainty which characterises the results of spectro-

scopic research. It seems so amazing that objects

lying at distances as enormous as those which separate

us from the nearest fixed star, should yet admit of

being analysed, that the student can scarcely believe

that there is not some flaw in the reasoning, or some

over-confident acceptance of theories which do not

admit of proof. When he feels that, wonderful as the

new mode of analysis is, its teachings differ only in

degree, and not in kind, from the information con-

veyed by the ear, he grasps at once the full signifi-

cance and value of the new method. And this is,

indeed, a true statement of the case. The great range
of the spectroscope seems to make a comparison with

any instances of the analysis of audible sounds altoge-

ther out of the question. At the outside, sounds can

be distinguished at a distance of but a few miles,
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whereas the new analysis is applied to tell us what is

the constitution of orbs whose distance is so enormous

that a million of miles is an altogether insufficient unit

for their measurement. But when it is remembered

that, after all, the same distinction applies to the range

of vision as compared with that of hearing, this diffi-

culty vanishes. If we can tell that in a musical band

a few hundred yards off there are performers on the

bassoon, the ophicleide, the big drum, and so forth, it

is because the band falls within the limits to which

the hearing extends. And therefore, since our eye-

sight ranges over the countless millions of miles which

separate us from the stars, it need not be regarded as

an incredible thing that an optical instrument should

be able to analyse light from such distances, as well

as from nearer sources. The power of analysis is, in

fact, merely the analogue to the power which the

tuning-fork gives the musician to determine the pitch

of a note which he hears. For what does the tuning-

fork in such a case? It tells him that within the

limits of his hearing, a cord or metal tongue, or the

air within a pipe, or the like, is vibrating at such and

such a rate. And precisely of the same nature is the

information conveyed by a dark line or a bright line

in the spectrum of a celestial object. It tells the

observer that within the limits of vision (aided, if need

be, by the telescope) some molecules or atoms are

vibrating at a particular rate, so as to send out, or to

absorb, light of a certain colour.

Even the work of the telescope in aiding the
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spectroscope "has its analogue in the theory of sound.

The true analogue is not to be sought (as I have

seen stated) in the power of sounding-boards, or

vessels of a certain shape to condense sound near its

source. The speaking-trumpet of the seaman is not a

sound-telescope, though it causes sounds to be per-

ceived at a distance. Nor can we regard the pheno-

mena of whispering-galleries as in any sense illustra-

ting the work of the telescope. But an ear-trumpet

is a true analogue of the telescope. Such a case also

as that well-known one in which the sound of bells

ringing a hundred miles away was rendered audible to

men at sea by the action of a ship's mainsail, tautened

by the wind into a vast curved reflector, illustrates

exactly the work of the great curved mirror of the

Rosse telescope. If a musician on board that ship,

provided with a tuning-fork, or several, had tested the

sounds thus rendered audible by the sail-reflector, he

would have been doing, in the case of those sounds,

precisely what the spectroscopist does in the case of

light gathered up for him, so to speak, by a powerful

telescope.

It may occur to the reader to enquire whether the

phenomena of sound which thus satisfactorily illustrate

the simpler phenomena dealt with by the spectroscope,

may also be employed to illustrate some of those

special modes of research to which that instrument

has been applied. I propose now to show how

aptly the analogy followed out so far may be emr

ployed to illustrate two subjects which have lately
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attracted a large share of attention, and have been

regarded as specially surprising.

The first is the application of the spectroscope to

determine the rate at which a celestial object is mov-

ing directly from or towards the eye.

Now it is to be remarked that not only does the

theory of sound illustrate, but it actually suggested,

this singular mode of research. It had been pointed

out, as a result of the nature of sound, that if a source

of sound is approaching, or receding very rapidly

(whether by its own motion or the hearer's), the tone

of the sound must be affected. For the tone of a

simple sound depends on the rapidity with which the

sound-waves successively reach the ear, and clearly

more or fewer will reach the ear in a given time if the

source of sound is approaching or receding, respec-

tively. Experiment showed this to be the case. In-

deed, Professor Tyndall has remarked that, without

our having to renew the elaborate experiments by
which the theoretical deduction was shown to accord

with observed facts, everyone who has heard the

peculiar change in the tone of a railway whistle as the

train sweeps past us (first rapidly approaching and

then as rapidly receding) has had this fact sufficiently

demonstrated to him.

It was argued by Doppler that a corresponding

peculiarity ought to affect the light of a star, which,

either through its own motion or ours (or both), was

very rapidly approaching or receding. In the former

case its light, he reasoned, ought to be bluish, in the
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latter reddish this relation corresponding to the

waves of light of different colours. His reasoning

was incomplete, though I need not here enter into

the explanation of its weak points. Suffice it to say

that, though no peculiarities of colour could be ex-

pected to arise in this way, yet the lines of the spec-

trum which correspond, as we have seen, to musical

notes ought to be appreciably changed in place, if

only the rate at which a star recedes or approaches

bears an appreciable relation to the amazing velocity

of light. I believe that Dr. Huggins was the first

who put the idea forward in this practical form. Pro-

fessor Maxwell made the requisite mathematical en-

quiries, and confirmed Dr. Huggins's view; and as

everyone knows, or ought to know, Dr. Huggins

presently applied the method so successfully as to be

able to prove that Sirius is receding from us at the

rate of seven hundred miles per second. The method

has also been successfully applied to determine the

velocity with which cyclonic storms sweep over the

surface of the sun. The results on this point may be

accepted as proving, if not actually that the solar

hurricanes move so many miles per second, at least,

that they have a very enormous velocity.

This brings us to the other instance, in which the

phenomena of sound serve to illustrate the results of

spectroscopic research.

Few circumstances have attracted more notice

than the discovery that the bright lines which form

the spectrum of the solar prominences can be seen
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when the sun is shining in full splendour. It is known

that the ordinary appliances for viewing the sun fail

altogether to show the prominences, for this sufficient

reason, that the light of our own atmosphere when

illuminated by the solar rays, is so much stronger than

the light of the prominences as to obliterate those

objects altogether. We may, by means of dark glasses

or like appliances, reduce the atmospheric light as

much as we please ; but we reduce, part passu, the

light of the prominences, and they
(

go out
'

altogether

while the atmospheric light is still strong.

Under these circumstances, it seems incredible that

the spectroscope should be able to make the promi-

nence-lines visible, and still more that the prominences

themselves should become visible (as they actually

do) by the aid of this instrument. But the analogy

of the musical continuous gamut at once explains the

mystery.

We have seen that the continuous spectrum corre-

sponds to the continuous gamut of sounds, the juxta-

position of colours in the spectrum corresponding to

the succession of notes in the gamut. And the longer

the spectrum the slower the succession of notes must

be supposed to be, for distances along the spectrum

are analogous to time-intervals in the sounding of the

gamut. K"ow, if all the time that the gamut is being

swept a certain note is sounding, we should clearly

have so much the better chance of hearing this note

as the gamut was more slowly sounded. If the gamut

was very slowly swept we should be sure to hear the

c
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sound. And precisely in the same way, if while we

get a rainbow-tinted streak (our gamut of light) as

the spectrum of the illuminated air, we also get from

the prominences certain bright lines, we also clearly

have so much the better chance of seeing the latter

as the former spectrum has the greater length ; and if

the length of the atmospheric spectrum is made very

considerable, we shall be sure to see the bright lines of

the prominences.

In the same way, the visibility of the prominences

themselves, as distinguished from the visibility of their

bright-line spectrum, is illustrated by the analogy of

sound. The bright lines, be it remembered, are merely

images of the slit which admits the liffht. When thiso o

slit is widened, we get images of the prominence

instead of images of the slit, for the prominence is

then wholly included in the opened slit. The case may
be compared to that of a picture concealed by two

curtains which can be opened by drawing them hori-

zontally apart, so as to disclose a vertical section of the

picture. Here, if the curtains were nearly closed, we

should have a mere strip of the picture visible a ver-

tical bar, so to speak ; whereas, when the curtain is

fully open, we have no such vertical limits to the

objects forming the picture, but see the true shape.

Returning to our musical illustration, we must con-

ceive that in place of a note sounding uniformly all

the time that the gamut is being swept, the note is re-

peated some set number of times at definite time-in-

tervals as, for instance, three semiquavers, a quaver,
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a crotchet, and three semiquavers. The recognition of

this fact by the auditor would correspond exactly to

the recognition of the shape of a prominence by the

spectroscopist ; and precisely as the former would be

rendered so much the easier according as the gamut

(whose sound would partially hide the sound of the

single note) was more slowly swept, so the recognition

of the figure of a prominence by means of the spectro-

scope is rendered so much the easier according as the

spectrum of the illuminated atmosphere (which par-

tially obliterates the image of the prominence) is made

of greater length by the dispersive power of the

spectroscope.

It has been asked what prospects there are that the

history of the spectroscope will resemble that of the

telescope, insomuch that at some distant date men will

look back at what we are now doing as we look back

at the work of Galileo or Huyghens. This is a ques-

tion which is not very easy to answer. There are,

undoubtedly, limits to the powers of the spectroscope

as there are to those of the telescope ; but whether

those limits have been already nearly reached, or will

only be reached after a long interval of years, is not

so easy to determine. Taking for our guidance the

telescope, we should have to regard the present work

of the spectroscopist as unimportant compared with

that which future ages will see. We should gather

that the labours of a Huggins in our day bear the same

relation to the work of future years, as those of Galileo

bear to the researches of the Herschels, Rossa, and

c 2
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Lassell, But we are inclined to view the matter some-

what less hopefully, to regard the first ten years of the

spectroscope's history as comparable rather with the

interval between Galileo and the elder Herschel than

with that during which the first feebler eiforts of tele-

scopists were directed to celestial exploration. There

will doubtless be improvements in spectroscopic appli-

ances, as there will doubtless be improvements in

telescopes ;
but there is little reason to hope that the

work of any future spectroscopist will as far surpass

what Husfffins has done, as the labours of Sir W.oo

Herschel surpassed those of Galileo. Presently,

indeed, we may hear of great results obtained by Dr.

Huggins himself. With a far more powerful telescope,

and a corresponding increase in the dispersive powers

of his spectroscope, he is about to renew his re-

searches into the celestial depths. But while full of

hope, or rather, we should say, while absolutely

certain, that the results will be of the utmost impor-

tance to science, it would be too much to hope that

they can be comparable in interest with those with

which but four or five years ago the new analysis

startled the astronomical world.

Our opticians are not idle in devising new means of

attacking celestial problems. Mr. Browning's auto-

matic spectroscope, for instance, is most ingeniously

contrived to purify the spectrum to make the gamut
of light run smoothly from end to end. By this con-

trivance, any part of the spectrum can be examined as

satisfactorily, after dispersion through six prisms, as
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though a single prism alone were used, and of course

with far more important results. And the principle

has been extended to give a pure spectrum of much

greater extension.

There remains, however, in all such arrangements

the necessity for increased light-gathering power. We
can only apply the spectroscope effectually to light

which has been gathered for us by the telescope.

The problem, therefore, which telescopists have been

so long attacking^ that of increasing the light-gathering

and defining qualities of their instruments, until the

great Eosse telescope comes to be regarded as a rather

puny instrument, affects importantly the fate of the

spectroscope also. Sir David Brewster said that ( the

long interval of half a century seems to be the period

of hybernation during which the telescopic mind rests

from its labours in order to acquire strength for some

great achievement.' If this is so, the time is approach-

ing when a telescope powerful enough to dwarf the

fame of the Parsonstown reflector should be in process

of construction. When the new telescope is com-

pleted, we may look for very important spectroscopic

discoveries.

The St. Pauls Magazine, February, 1871.
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OTHER HABITABLE WORLDS.

NOT many years have elapsed since Whewell, in f The

Plurality of Worlds/ and Brewster, in f More Worlds

than One,' respectively oppugned and defended the

belief that there exist other inhabited worlds besides

our own earth ; yet so many and such important dis-

coveries have been *nade in astronomy and physics

during the interval, that the question which was at

issue between Brewster and Whewell may be said to

have assumed in the present day a totally different

aspect. The invention of a mode of physical analysis,

the powers of which seem absolutely incredible to any-

one who is unfamiliar with the laws on which they

rest, has enabled the modern physicist to answer some

of the very questions respecting which Brewster and

Whewell were at issue. I propose to discuss, very

briefly, the more important of the discoveries referred

to above, and then to consider the evidence we have

respecting the habitability of certain members of the

solar system.

One of the arguments on which Whewell laid most

stress was founded on our want of knowledge respecting

the constitution of the celestial bodies. We know

nothing, he reasoned, even respecting the substances of
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which our own moon is constituted, and this body is

but a quarter of a million of miles from us. What,

then,, can we ever learn respecting the constitution of

bodies which are many millions in some cases hun-

dreds of millions of miles removed from us? For

aught w7e know, not one of the elements which exist

on our own earth is present in these distant globes.

.Nay, he even ventured to express positive opinions

respecting the immense difference which he assumed

to exist between several of the celestial bodies and our

own earth. He held that Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

and Neptune are but ( immense clouds,' or ' water and

vapour packed into rotating masses.' The asteroids

he held to be f mere shreds and specks of planetary

matter
' '

watery globes, with perhaps a lump, or a

few similar lumps, of planetary matter at their centre.'

In expressing the opinion that astronomers could

never obtain any certain knowledge of the constitution

of the celestial bodies, Whewell can hardly be said to

have been unduly confident. Even his opponent con-

curred with him here. Brewster held, indeed, that the

physical constitution of some, at least, of the other

planets may resemble that of our own earth ; but he

was compelled to acknowledge that his views could

never be established by positive arguments. He held

that they were more probable than Whewell's, and

that was all he ventured to say for them.

And indeed, if we consider the subject a little at-

tentively, we cannot but feel that no scientific man

could have hoped, with any show of reason, for posi-
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tive information respecting the constitution of the

celestial bodies. One might almost as well have hoped

that it would one day become possible to communicate

with the inhabitants of these outer worlds. A certain

philosopher once said, jestingly, that if there be inhabi-

tants on the moon, we might interchange ideas with

them respecting mathematical problems, by means of

trees planted in geometrical figures.
' For instance,'

he said,
' we might construct in this way a figure illus-

trating the famous forty-seventh proposition of Euclid,

and wait until the lunarian geometers showed by some

corresponding labours their appreciation of our mathe-

matical acquirements.' Ridiculous as this notion may

appear, it certainly does not seem more absurd, at a

first view, than the expectation that, by any processes

man might invent, he could learn the physical consti-

tution of bodies even more distant than the moon

that he should be able, for instance, to assert with the

fullest certainly of conviction that enormous quantities

of iron and copper exist in the sun's mass.

Yet it is precisely such knowledge as this which

has been deduced from the application of the won-

derful method of research termed (

spectroscopic

analysis; the principles of which are explained in the

preceding paper.

The evidence supplied by this powerful analysis

affords very complete and satisfactory informa-

tion on the points mentioned by Whewell. The

rainbow-coloured streak of light which forms the solar
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spectrum is crossed by hundreds of fine lines here

separated by well marked intervals, there clustered

together with almost inconceivable closeness. It is

evident, therefore, that the solar light reaches us

through a very complex atmosphere. And when these

lines are compared with the lines of the various ter-

restrial elements, it is found that many of the most im-

portant of these certainly exist in the solar atmosphere.

Other terrestrial elements are probably present, but

some of their fainter lines are not seen ; and the lines

of some elements are wanting altogether. We are

not, of course, to assume that those elements are

wanting whose lines are not seen ; because, if any
element were present in small quantity its lines would

be proportionately faint. We find, indeed, a certain

correspondence in this respect between the solar con-

stituents and those of our own earth. Iron is present

in large quantities as an element in the earth's com-

position ; and we find the iron lines in the solar spec-

trum so strongly marked that no doubt whatever can

exist respecting the presence of enormous quantities of

iron in the solar atmosphere. The same remark applies

to sodium, magnesium, calcium, and other elements.

But gold and silver, mercury, antimony, arsenic, &c.,

which are so much less common on our own earth, have

not yet been detected in the solar atmosphere. Copper
and zinc, which are moderately common terrestrial

elements, are found to exist in the solar spectrum, but

probably in less quantities than iron, sodium, magne-
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slum, and calcium, since the fainter lines of the two

former elements are not noticeable in the solar

spectrum.

We need hardly point out how largely the discovery

that terrestrial elements exist in the sun modifies the

views we are to form respecting the constitution of the

planets. As the planets are opaque, we cannot tell

what elements exist in their substance ; but -when we

know that the great centre of our system is formed of

the elements which constitute our own earth, we are

justified in accepting as highly probable the opinion

that all other planets are similarly constituted.

But this is far from being all. The range of the

spectroscope extends beyond the centre of our own

system- Unlike the telescope, which can do simply

nothing with the fixed stars revealing them, indeed,

with heightened splendour, but affording no indication

whatever of their true nature the spectroscope tells

us more about them than we could have hoped to learn

even of our nearest neighbour, the moon. We obtain,

in fact, precisely the same sort of evidence respecting

the stars as we have already had respecting the sun,

with this important difference in the evidence itself,

that whereas the sun exhibits a close affinity to our

own earth as respects the proportions which exist be-

tween its elementary constituents, the stars (centres,

doubtless, of other systems) exhibit no such affinity.

It may seem rashly speculative to found a theory on

this evidence alone ; but we cannot but regard it as a

legitimate deduction that, in all probability, all the
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members of a planetary system circulating around any
star are similarly constituted,, and that the nature of

their common constitution is exhibited by the spectro-

scopic analysis of their central sun.

But there is evidence of yet another kind to show

that the elements we have been in the habit of speak-

ing of as 4
terrestrial

'
exist in other parts of the solar

system. Although meteoric stones, or aerolites, have

fallen on the earth at intervals during many hundreds

of years, it is but recently that the scientific world

has accepted as indubitable the fact that these stones

are really visitants from the interplanetary spaces.

Now that this fact is recognised, the chemical analysis

of aerolites becomes the chemical analysis of portions

of the solar system.
' There is an interest attached to

aerolites,' says Humboldt,
(

wholly different from that

connected with any other objects of astronomical or

physical research, inasmuch as by means of them we

are brought into contact, so to speak, with external

space, and are permitted to weigh, to handle, and to

analyse masses not belonging to our terrestrial forma-

tions.' The analysis of aerolites exhibits to us the

same fact which has been revealed by the spectro-

scopic analysis of the sun. We find that the very

elements which are most common on our own earth

occur most commonly also as components of meteoric

stones. But, remembering that the stones which

reach the earth are few in number compared with

those which are wholly dissipated in the upper regions

of air, the enquiry is suggested whether we cannot
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learn anything respecting the structure of these

objects also. They are luminous through intensity

of heat, and therefore they are suitable objects for

spectroscopic analysis. But the difficulty is to view

them with a spectroscope during their hasty swoop

across the sky. Patient observers have, however,

overcome this difficulty ;
and although it is impossible

to obtain a well-defined spectrum from the light of a

shooting-star, yet it has been found that certain elements

which happen to have well-marked lines, and notably

sodium which, it will be remembered, is one of the ele-

ments most plentifully distributed throughout the solar

atmosphere exist in the masses of these wandering

and minute members of the great planetary family.

Another argument on which Dr. Whew ell laid

great stress was founded on the doubt whether any

planet has an atmosphere resembling that of our own

earth. Astronomers had been led to suspect that

most of the planets if not all of them are sur-

rounded with atmospheric envelopes of some sort ; but

there was little real evidence on this point, and still

less respecting the constitution of the planetary atmo-

spheres. Here was another negative argument, which

it seemed wholly impossible that men should ever be

able to oppugn satisfactorily. Yet here again the

spectroscope has afforded the clearest evidence. We
have said that, the planets being opaque, it is impos-

sible to learn in what manner they are constituted.

But we can learn or, at least, there is a possibility of

our learning whether the light reflected from a
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planet's surface has passed through an atmospheric

envelope ; for, if the planet's spectrum is crossed by
dark lines not existing in the solar spectrum, these

lines must be caused by vapours existing either in the

earth's atmosphere or in the atmosphere of the planet ;

nor is it so difficult as, at first sight, might be sup-

posed, to determine in which of the two atmospheres

those vapours exist. In observing the planet Mars,

Dr. Huggins noticed that the spectrum was crossed by
a number of lines which appear in the solar spectrum

when the sun is low down, that is, when his light

passes through the denser strata of our atmosphere.

Now, although Mars was not so low down as to

suggest the probability that the lines were caused by
the earth's atmosphere, yet it was not wholly impos-

sible that they might have been, because the constitu-

tion of the atmosphere, as respects the amount of

aqueous vapour present in it, &c., is not absolutely

constant. Therefore it did not become certain that

the vapours indicated by these lines exist in the

atmosphere of Mars until the following crucial test

had been applied: The spectroscope was directed

towards the moon, then lower down than Mars ;
so

that, if the vapours were due to the earth's atmo-

sphere, their lines must have been more strongly

shown in the moon's spectrum than in that of Mars.

But they were not seen in the moon's spectrum. Thus

it was proved that there is a Martial atmosphere, and

that it is loaded with the very vapours that are found

in the earth's atmosphere.
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It has been shown that the same vapours exist

also in the atmosphere of Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn;

but their lines are not quite so distinctly seen as in the

spectrum of Mars for this reason, probably, that the

light received from the former planets is not reflected

from their true surface, but from vaporous masses

floating above the denser atmospheric strata. Thus

the light has traversed a smaller quantity of these

characteristic vapours, and their lines are proportion-

ately indistinct.

Sir David Brewster laid great stress on the ana-

logy between the planet Mars and our own earth.

He pointed to the continents and oceans of the ruddy

planet, to its snow-crowned poles, to the clouds which

float in its atmosphere, and to numerous other analo-

gies which mark it as well fitted to be the abode of

creatures resembling those which exist on our own

earth. Dr. Whewell was not ready to admit that all

these analogies really exist. He argued that what we

call continents and oceans may not be so, and that it

is assuming too much to say that the white specks of

light which cap the Martial poles are certainly masses

of snow and ice. On these points recent discoveries

do not speak quite so positively as on the others. But

this has been done : it has been shown that the so-

called lands and seas are permanent features. They
have even been charted and named, and a globe of

Mars has been constructed. It has been shown that

the red colour of the ' continents
'

is not due to the

Martial atmosphere. The waxing and waning of the
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polar snow-caps have been more carefully watched

than before, and found to correspond closely with the

progress of the Martial seasons. Then, as we have

seen, the existence of aqueous vapour in the Martial

atmosphere has been established, so that we cannot

doubt that water exists on Mars in large quantities.

And lastly, clouds covering extensive regions have

been observed to melt away with the progress of the

Martial day, exactly as the morning mists are dissi-

pated by the heat of one of our summer days. The

words applied by Brewster to long past ages of the

earth's history will at once suggest themselves as

applicable to the planet Mars. If this orb be indeed

uninhabited, then it exhibits to us physical relations

*

fulfilling no purpose that human reason can conceive ;

lamps lighting nothing, waters quenching nothing,

clouds screening nothing, breezes fanning nothing,

and everything around, mountain and valley, hill and

dale, earth and ocean, all meaning nothing.'

But perhaps the most important of all Whewell's

mistakes was his assumption that the climate of each

planet must necessarily correspond with the planet's

distance from the sun. He argued that Mercury and

Venus must be as unfit for habitation, through exces-

sive heat, as Jupiter and Saturn through excessive

cold. He drew, in particular, a dismal picture of the

climatic relations presented by the giant, planet Jupi-

ter, an orb which exceeds our earth more than twelve

hundred times in volume, and outweighs all the other

planets taken together more than twofold. A dismal
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mass of snow and ice, clothed in perpetual fog, with

perhaps a cindery nucleus such was his picture of

that magnificent orb, the centre of a system whose

motions have formed for three centuries a subject of

study and contemplation for astronomers.

The labours of Professor Tyndall and his compeers

have shown that it is quite impossible to judge what a

planet's climate may be from the mere consideration of

the planet's distance from the sun. The extent and

quality of the atmospheric envelope around a planet

exercise fully as important an influence on the planet's

climate. The sun's heat may either be retained or

radiated away as fast as it is received. If a planet

has an atmosphere which is always loaded with aque-

ous vapour, the heat poured on the planet passes

freely through this vapour to the planet's surface : but

it does not pass freely away again ;
it is retained and

stored up precisely as in a glass-house. But dry air

has not this power ;
the reflected heat passes as freely

through it as the heat directly received from the sun.

There are vapours and gases which have yet more

power than aqueous vapour in preventing the escape

of heat. Amongst these are the gases emitted from

flowers ; and Tyndall estimates that ' a layer of air

two inches in thickness, and saturated with the vapour

of sulphuric ether, would offer very little resistance to

the passage of the solar rays, but would cut off' more

than one-third of those rays which would otherwise pass

away as soon as received. ( It would require no inor-

dinate thickening of the layer of vapour,' he adds,
( to
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double this absorption; and it is perfectly evident

that, with a protecting envelope of this kind, permit-

ting the heat to enter, but preventing its escape, a

comfortable temperature might be obtained on the

surface of our most distant planet.' When we remem-

ber, on the other hand, that during the full heat of the

tropical summer the lofty slopes of the Himalayas and

the Andes remain covered with snow, we see how

largely a diminution in the extent of a planet's atmo-

sphere may diminish the effect of the sun's heat.

Thus the inhabitants of Venus and Mercury might

enjoy a climate as genial as that of our own earth. 1

We know so little of the planet Mercury that it

would be idle to discuss at length the physical rela-

tions presented by this small globe. The same remark

may be made respecting the distant planets Uranus

and Neptune. No telescopes have sufficed to supply

any positive information respecting the surface-contour

and other physical relations of these important mem-

bers of the solar system. We shall, therefore, confine

the remarks we have to make respecting the habita-

bility of planets to the four orbs, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn.

If we were to accept Whewell's method of reason-

ing, and assume that where any one of the principal

physical relations presented by our own earth is want-

ing a planet is not habitable by beings resembling

those which subsist on the earth, we should be com-

1 For further considerations on this subject, see Other Worlds than

Ours, chap. iii.

D
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pelled to pronounce at once against the habitability of

the above-named planets. For it happens that al-

though all these relations subsist severally in one or

other of these planets, they do not subsist collec-

tively in any one of them. In Venus we find the

following features wherein the planet resembles our

own earth. In volume Venus and the earth are

nearly equal. They differ little in density ;
and the

attraction of gravity is appreciably the same at the

surface of either. The day of Venus is but a few

minutes shorter than our day. Her year consists of

only two hundred and twenty-five days ;
but this is a

comparatively unimportant point. We have seen, also,

that the effects of her proximity to the sun may be

counteracted by a suitable diminution in the extent of

her atmospheric envelope. So far, then, there is little

which need render Venus a habitation unsuited to the

wants of man. But, if the observations of the few

astronomers who have attended to the point may be

trusted, there is one feature of the habitudes of Venus

which must cause a marked difference in all her physi-

cal relations from those which prevail on earth. It is

estimated that her axis is bowed more than three times

as much to the plane of the ecliptic as that of the

earth. Thus her tropics extend nearly to her poles,

and her arctic regions nearly to her equator. An
inhabitant of Venus must have but a poor choice of

climates if his requirements resemble those of the in-

habitants of earth. If he lives near the equator, he

has, during spring, a climate resembling our hottest

equatorial weather ; but at the seasons corresponding
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to winter and summer, the sun scarcely rises fifteen

degrees above the horizon. If he lives near the poles,

he has to endure an intensity of heat in summer such

as we can form but a faint conception of; for the

sun will appear to circle around the zenith without set-

ting for weeks together. On the other hand, he has

to endure in winter a cold far more excessive than

than that of our bitterest arctic winters ; for not only

is there perpetual night around him, but the sun never

even approaches his horizon, revolving always close

around that point which is immediately beneath his

feet. Lastly, if he lived in either of the wide zones

comprising more than half of the planet's surface

which are at once tropical and arctic, he would suffer,

within the short year of two hundred and twenty-five

days, all the vicissitudes of tlie extremest terrestrial

climates.

Thus it appears that, except near the equator, none

of the races of men could exist on Venus. For al-

though there are men who live and thrive under the

influence of our fiercest tropical heats, and others who

endure without injury the bitter cold of arctic winters,

yet certainly there are no races of men, and but few

individual men, who could long survive the rapid al-

ternation of these extremes.

It must be mentioned, however, that many astro-

nomers are very doubtful wrhether the axis of Venus

is really situated in so remarkable a manner. Venus

is a planet very difficult to observe satisfactorily ; and

we must be prepared to look with extreme diffidence

D 2
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on all observations which deal with so difficult a matter

as the determination of the planet's polar position.

Modern observers of the highest repute such astro-

nomers as Hind, Sir J. Herschel, Dawes, and others

have expressed the opinion that the old astronomers

were mistaken in many of their supposed discoveries

respecting Venus. And certainly, if the exquisite

instruments of the present day, in the hands of prac-

tised observers, fail as they have hitherto done to

afford any evidence confirming the old estimate of the

planet's position, we may assume that this element can

no longer be looked upon as determined.

We know more of the planet Mars than of any

other member of the solar system. He does not, in-

deed, approach us quite so nearly as the planet Venus,

but he is seen under much more favourable circum-

stances. Venus at her nearest approach presents her

darkened hemisphere towards us
;
and at all times, as

already mentioned, the peculiar brilliancy of her light

renders her a very difficult object of observation.

With Mars it is otherwise. He not only turns a fully

illuminated disc towards us when he is nearest, but he

alone, of all the planets, has an atmosphere so con-

stituted that we can examine his real surface. We
have already seen in how many respects the physical

relations of this planet resemble those of our own earth.

There are other points of resemblance, however. The

inclination of his axis differs little from that of the

earth's axis, insomuch that his seasons closely resemble

those of the earth in character. His day is about forty
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minutes longer than our own. His year, however, is

different, being nearly twice as long as ours. One

can hardly imagine that vegetation on Mars can re-

semble terrestrial vegetation, when his seasons exceed

ours so much in length.

But perhaps the point in which the physical rela-

tions of Mars differ most markedly from those of our

own earth, is the nature of gravitation at his surface,

Mars is a much smaller planet than the earth ; and as

his density differs very little from that of the earth, it

follows that gravitation at his surface is much less

than at the earth's. A man who weighs ten e stone
' on

our earth would weigh less than four on Mars ; and

our Bantings and Lamberts would be light active

fellows, seven or eight
( stone

'

or so in weight. All

substances would be similarly reduced in weight-

Martial gold would be no heavier than terrestrial

tin, Martial oak than terrestrial cork, and so on.

Whewell, in his Bridgewater Treatise on Astronomy,

is disposed to attach great importance to the exact

relation which subsists between the force of gravity

and the motions of vegetable juices. If this view is

correct, it is certain that none of our plants could thrive

on the soil of Mars. However, those who appreciate

the power by which Nature adapts the various races

of plants and animals to the soils on which they

subsist, will see little in the habitudes of Mars to

render that planet uninhabitable by races resembling

though not actually identical with those which

subsist on the earth.
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The chief arguments for the habitability of Jupiter

are founded on his enormous magnitude, and the mag-
nificence of the system which circles around him. It

seems difficult to imagine that so grand an orb has

been created for no special purpose, and it is equally

difficult to conceive what purpose Jupiter can be said

to fulfil unless he is the abode of living creatures. He

is, indeed, an object of wonder and admiration to our

astronomers ; but the mind must be singularly consti-

tuted which can accept the view that Jupiter was con-

structed for no other end. When every object around

us suffices to exhibit the omnipotence of the Creator,

we require no such evidence as is afforded by a globe

exceeding the earth 1,200 times and more in volume.

The light afforded to us by Jupiter is so insignificant

also, that we cannot suppose him to have been created

for no other purpose than to supply it. His influence in

swaying the planetary motions is important, and he

also appears to have a noteworthy influence on the

sun's atmosphere ; but neither influence seems neces-

sary to the well-being of the inhabitants of earth.

Thus we appear forced to concede that Jupiter has

been constructed to be the abode of living creatures

unless we suppose that his function is to sway the

motions of his satellites, and that these satellites are

inhabited. Without deciding between these two views,

I proceed to point out those points in which the

physical relations exhibited by Jupiter differ most

markedly from those of our own earth.

The enormous volume of Jupiter is in part counter-
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acted so far as its influence on the inhabitants of

Jupiter is concerned by the small density of the

planet, insomuch that the attraction of gravity at his

surface is not so much greater than terrestrial gravity

as might be supposed. Yet it exceeds the latter more

than twofold
;
so that the weight of an inhabitant of

our earth would be increased in about the same propor-

tion if he were removed to Jupiter as it would be di-

minished if he were removed to Mars. The lightest

men on our earth would find themselves as unwieldy
as our Lamberts and Bantings if they were placed on

Jupiter's surface. We are compelled to recognise in

this circumstance a peculiarity which would render

Jupiter unfit for beings constituted exactly like the

inhabitants of earth ; but modifications not much more

marked than those which distinguish the various species

of the same genera on earth would be sufficient to

enable terrestrial races to endure, without discomfort or

inconvenience, the powerful gravitation experienced by
the inhabitants of Jupiter.

The day of Jupiter is less than ours in the propor-

tion oftwo to five, while his year contains nearly twelve

of ours. His axis is so nearly perpendicular to his

orbit that there are no appreciable seasons on his sur-

face. This circumstance has been pointed out by some

astronomers as a convenient offset against the effects

of his enormous distance from the sun. But it will

not do to dwell too strongly on this point, since we

find no such arrangement in planets which are yet

further removed. The small density of Jupiter's
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substance led Whewell to pronounce the planet to be

a fluid mass
;
and Brewster was at some pains to deal

with the peculiarity. He endeavoured to show that

Jupiter might be formed of solid substances, because

there are such substances on our earth of even less

specific gravity than Jupiter's. However, the possi-

bility that Jupiter's sphere may be smaller than we

might infer from the apparent size of his disc an

extensive cloud-laden atmosphere bounding the disc

we measure is sufficient to remove any objection to

the habitability of the planet founded on this pecu-

liarity alone.

In many respects the physical relations of the planet

Saturn correspond closely with those of Jupiter.

There are, however, two points of difference. In the

first place, gravitation at his surface is far less than at

Jupiter's, and differs so little from terrestrial gravita-

tion that we may look on this relation as one with

respect to which Saturn is well fitted to support ter-

restrial races. On the other hand, the influence of the

Saturnian ring-system would be so unfavourable to

most terrestrial races, that one can hardly suppose but

that Saturnian races are constituted very differently

from those which subsist on our earth. It results from

a careful examination of the effects of the two gigantic

rings which surround Saturn that the sun is totally

eclipsed by them for years together in the temperate
and sub-tropical zones of Saturn ; and that in Satur-

nian latitudes corresponding to that of Madrid total

eclipse lasts for more than eight years.
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It appears to me that a careful consideration of

all the evidence leads to two conclusions : First,

there is an obvious adaptation . of the physical consti-

tution of the planets we have been considering to fit

them to be the abodes of living creatures ;
and secondly,

there are obvious reasons for doubting whether these

living creatures can very closely resemble terrestrial

races.

To some minds it may appear that to discuss the

fitness of the planets to be the abode of living creatures

different from those which subsist on the earth is alto-

gether beside the question we are dealing with. The

habitability of the planets, many argue, means their

fitness to support terrestrial forms of life. But this

view appears to mo a mistaken one. If indeed it can

be shown, that in any planet, not one of the physical

relations subsists which we hold to be essential to the

existence of terrestrial races, then indeed it seems idle

to speculate upon the general question of the habita-

bility of that planet. For instance, when we consider

the case of the moon without air or water, subjected

to a scorching heat during its long day of half a month,

and to a corresponding intensity of cold during its

equally long night, and that it is in other important

respects utterly unfit for habitation by terrestrial races

we seem little encouraged to discuss how far the

moon may be fitted to support other forms of life, since

nothing in our experience enables us to conceive what

1 This was written in 1868. At present (1874) I hold somewhat

different views.
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forms of life could possibly exist in so sterile an abode.

But when we find in certain planets an obvious pro-

vision made for the support of forms of life corre-

sponding to the forms existing on the earth, we seem

to be justified in recognising and discussing the habita-

bility of these bodies.

And this leads me to point out a mistake which is

commonly made in the application of that argument
from the analogy of our own earth, which those who

believe in the habitability of other worlds justly use.

We cannot reason from the fact of the earth's habita-

bility to the habitability of the other planets. We
might as reasonably argue from the presumed unfitness

of the moon for habitation that the other celestial

bodies are also uninhabited. But we can derive a

powerful argument from the analogy of our planet

when we consider the economy of life upon its surface.

When we see the scorched regions of the tropics and

the solid ice within the arctic circle freely supporting

terrestrial races, while not only the continents, but the

depths of the ocean and the realms of air are crowded

with living creatures
; when we find that in long past

ages, during which different physical relations from

the present have subsisted, the same abundance of life

has existed on the earth's surface, we niay fairly assume

that the planets which present so many physical rela-

tions resembling those of our earth are not untenanted

by living creatures.

The St. Pauls Magazine, October, 1868.
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IN the preceding essay we considered the conditions

of habitability of the four planets Yenus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn. We selected these as being the

planets which, so far as we know, present the closest

features of general resemblance to our own earth. Yet

we could not fail to perceive that although each of

them exhibited a striking resemblance to the earth as

respects one or more features which we are in the

habit of associating with its habitability, there was

also, in each case, some distinctive peculiarity which

prevented us from pronouncing any of the four planets

to be a suitable dwelling-place for man, or probably

for any of the principal races now subsisting upon the

earth.

And if the four planets which had been selected as

affording the strongest evidence in favour of our thesis

that there are other inhabited worlds, must be pro-

nounced not to be habitable by terrestrial races, it will

be readily conceived that the orbs which urge their

stately course elsewhere through space, under a

thousand different conditions of heat, of illumination,

of seasonal changes, or the like, would for the most

part be altogether unfit abodes for the present inhabi-

tants of the earth.
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Yet it will be noticed that in adopting a different

title for the present paper in which I propose to

deal with worlds which seem thus wholly unfit for

habitation I have assumed one which in reality

asserts more than the former one. The title
' Other

Habitable Worlds,' simply inferred the belief that

there are regions throughout space which are more or

less fit for habitation, without implying any opinion

as to the fact of those worlds or any others being

actually inhabited. At present I am about to deal

with worlds, many of which may at once be admitted to

be uninhabitable by most, if not all, of the races living

upon the earth, yet I adopt a title which implies the

belief that those worlds are certainly the abodes of

living creatures.

The fact is, that although when contemplating
our solar system we recognise evidence of adapta-

tion to the wants of living creatures, it is when we

attempt to conceive the immensity of that space,

thronged with suns, which lies beyond the solar system,

that we are most powerfully impressed with the con-

viction that there must be oth^r inhabited worlds.

Insignificant as our earth undoubtedly is when her

dimensions are compared with the magnificent propor-

tions of many of the other planets, and still more when

considered with reference to the grandeur of the solar

system itself, we have a far more startling contrast to

contemplate when we compare the solar system with

the dimensions of the sidereal scheme. From the

nearest of the fixed stars the orbit of Neptune would
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have an apparent diameter scarcely equal to one-sixth

part of the moon's, and the orbit of the earth would be

but as a point. Even the gigantic orbit of Neptune
would seem but a point, as seen from many of the stars

which shine conspicuously in our heavens. But the

lucid stars, far off as they are from us, are quite close

in comparison with the stars which come into view

under the searching eye of the telescope. It has been

calculated that some of the stars seen with Lord

Rosse's telescope shine from such an enormous dis-

tance, that light takes upwards of 50,000 years in

travelling to us from them. Now consider for a

moment the flight of a light-ray from a star at this

distance on one side of our system to another as far off

on the opposite side. For 100,000 years the light

speeds onward each second sweeping over nearly

200,000 miles; past stars and systems it rushes on,

but far away on every hand are other stars and other

systems to which it comes not near. During 3,000

generations of mortal men if one can conceive that

our race could last for that time the pulsations of

the ether are transmitted along the tremendous line

which separates the two stars. Yet during all that

time if we are to accept the opinion of those who

hold that our earth is the only inhabited world the

onward-rushing light never approaches a .single spot

where sentient beings are to be found, save one tiny

globe, around which it could circle eight times in one

of the seconds which make up the vast period of its

flight.
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But if the magnitude of the sidereal system forbids

us to regard our small earth as the only inhabited world

within the universe, the evidence afforded by other

features of interstellar space is not less convincing.

If it could have been proved that the stars are

mere lights that, in some inconceivable way, they

have a power of shining from enormous distances upon
our earth and her companion planets we might indeed

be perplexed to find so elaborate a scheme of illumina-

tion prepared with no other end but to supply an

amount of light which two or three small moons could

have furnished equally well ; but we should have little

to encourage the notion that the stars resembled our

sun. For we know of the sun that it is constituted of

the very elements which form our earth ; that it is a

massive globe swaying all the movements of the

system of which it is the centre ; that while it is

indeed a lamp, it is also much more than a lamp that

it is, in fine, the very life, so to speak, of the planetary

scheme.

But the stars have been proved to be also suns, not

merely in the sens-e that they are lamps as brilliant as

our sun, and many of them much more brilliant,

but also in physical constitution. In the paper on
* Other Habitable Worlds,' I simply touched upon the

method of this proof; it is necessary, however, that

we should now discuss the subject somewhat more at

length. Let us begin with the consideration of the

noted star, Aldebaran.

How far from us this brilliant orb may be we do
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not know. Although it is so conspicuous as to sug-

gest the idea that it is much nearer to us than most

of the fixed stars, and although the largeness of its

proper motion that is, its change of position amongst

neighbouring stars suggests the same conclusion,

this orb has resisted all the attempts of astronomers

to determine its distance. In other words, although

the earth sweeps round the sun in an orbit upwards of

180,000,000 miles in diameter, the apparent position

of Aldebaran is not appreciably affected by this enor-

mous orbital range not more affected, for example,

than the apparent position of a steeple twenty miles

off would be if we observed it first through one pane

of a window and then through a neighbouring pane.

It will be understood, therefore, that Aldebaran shines

from a vast distance.

Now, when we combine the consideration of the

enormous distance at which Aldebaran shines with the

fact that the star is so brilliant, we see that the true

splendour of this orb must be very great. Probably

Aldebaran shines with thirty or forty times as much

light as our sun
;
and certainly its brilliancy is not

less than that of the sun. If, then, Aldebaran were

constituted like our sun, if its intrinsic splendour as

distinguished from its actual splendour corresponded

closely with his, it would follow that the star which

seems to us a mere point of light is, in truth, a globe

probably 200 times as large as our sun a vast mass

of molten matter, the centre of forces vaster even than

those which the sun exerts. Yet we know that the
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sun is the seat of nearly all the living energy, so to

speak, of the solar system. The coals we burn, the

food we eat, the works we do, the very thoughts we

conceive, owe their several forms of force to sun-power.

This is no dream, no fanciful speculatioi), but the simple

statement of an established truth. Since the sun, then,

blazing in the centre of the planetary scheme, is to be

looked upon as the representative of all the forms of

force which exist or have existed during countless

seons upon the earth, and also of all those unknown

forms of force which prevail in the other planetary

worlds, so also Aldebaran's glory is the representative

of other unknown forms of force organic, vital,

mental prevailing in a scheme of which he is the

centre. If not, his light is a mockery and a delusion,

and our reason, in so far as it deals with questions of

the sort we are considering, is given but to lead us

astray.

We have said that all this would follow if it were

shown that Aldebaran is constituted in a manner re-

sembling that in which the sun is formed. This is all,

as it seems to us, which requires proof. Once this is

established, all doubt should vanish.

Now, the constitution of the sun, so far as it is

known to us, is peculiar. Therefore we shall be the

less liable to fall into any error in instituting a com-

parison between Aldebaran and the sun, or in recog-

nising any traces of resemblance in their respective

constitutions.

The sun is not simply, as was supposed of old, a
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globe of incandescent matter. The light we receive

from him comes, indeed, from an incandescent source,

but it has been subjected, before reaching us, to a very

singular and characteristic process a process the traces

and peculiarities of which there is no mistaking. From

the incandescent matter which supplies the solar light,

there stream forth light-waves of every possible length

between certain limits, namely, between the length

belonging to the extreme red end of the solar spectrum

and that belonging to the extreme violet end. 1 But

when the light reaches us certain wave-lengths are

found to be wanting. The case corresponds to that of

a harp in which certain strings are missing here and

there. Or, rather, if a harp were constructed with an

indefinite number of strings increasing gradually in

length between the usual limits, so that on striking

the finger across them, a sound would be produced

changing by indefinite gradations from the gravest

note audible by human ears, to the most acute ; then

if strings were removed here and there and sometimes

several close together to the number of several thou-

sands, the sound produced when the finger was drawn

across the strings would differ from that before pro-

duced, precisely as the light received from the sun

differs from that which is actually poured forth by the

incandescent central mass.

Now, from the principles enunciated in the intro-

ductory paper, we have seen how this fact is to be in-

1 Of the former class of waves 40,000 go to the inch, of the latter

60,000.

E
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terpreted.
1 We know that the missing waves have

been absorbed by vapours through which the light

from the incandescent centre has had to pass. And we

learn what the vapours are which thus absorb a portion

of the solar light, with as much certainty as we should

learn what the notes were which were wanting from

the gamut of sound; because we know what the vapours

are which would give out the light that would supply

the darkened spaces of the spectrum, as certainly as a

musician could tell what the notes are which would fill

up the gaps in the chromatic scale. 2

Let us now see whether this peculiarity of solar

light has any counterpart in the constitution of the

brilliant star Aldebaran. It need hardly be said that

the spectrum produced by a fixed star is very much

less brilliant than that of the sun ; but still, when

a powerful telescope, armed with a spectroscope of

adequate power, is directed towards Aldebaran, there

flashes out in all its exquisite beauty, the rainbow-

tinted streak of light which is so full of meaning to the

physicist. And now let us suppose that we are in the

observatory of our leading astronomical spectroscopist,

Dr. Huggins, and that he had so arranged matters

that the spectrum of Aldebaran is sufficiently well-de-

fined to present its dark lines if indeed the constitu-

tion of the star resembles that of the sun. A momen-

tary glance settles the question. There are the dark

1 In the original paper, the reasoning of the introductory essay was

briefly sketched in.

2 See the introductory essay on the Gamut of Light.
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lines which indicate that Aldebaran, like our sun, is a

self-luminous orb surrounded by absorptive vapours.

The star is thousands of times farther from us than

the sun, but this matters little, if its light bears so well

the message we sought to hear. Over millions on

millions of miles that message has come speeding

through the interstellar spaces, and it is brought as

faithfully to us so far, at least, as its main meaning is

concerned as if we wrere no farther from Aldebaran

than from our own sun.

It will be noticed that I have not hitherto laid

any stress on the question, What are the substances

which constitute Aldebaran ? It has seemed sufficient

that it should be proved that this star is constituted

after the same peculiar fashion as our sun. The ele-

ments which appear in its substance might be wholly

different from those which appear in the sun that is,

from the common elements known to us and yet there

would be nothing to discoomtenance the theory that

Aldebaran is a sun, the centre of a system to whose

inhabitants he imparts light and heat. For example,

if there were no iron in the constitution of Aldebaran

we might conclude, with some appearance of proba-

bility, that there could be no iron in the orbs which

circle around him
;
but other substances unknown to

us might perfectly well supply the place of iron to the

inhabitants of these bodies. Nor even would the

absence of oxygen and nitrogen supposing such a

defect could be proved which is not the case affect

the question we are dealing with. It would, indeed,

K 2
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suffice to render it highly probable that the orbs which

form the Aldebaranic system have .not atmospheres re-

sembling our own ; and, therefore, that the inhabitants

of those orbs cannot possibly be constituted like any

living creature known to us. But to conclude that,

therefore, no life subsists on the members of the system

which circulates around Aldebaran, would be as un-

reasonable as it would be for anyone to argue that the

seas are unfit abodes for living creatures because land

animals are not so constituted as to be able to live

under water.

But although not necessary to our argument, the

fact that terrestrial elements actually exist in enormous

quantities in the constitution of the star Aldebaran, is

one whose force is at once apparent. We cannot tell

what may be the amount of any vapour which must

exist in the atmosphere of so distant an object, in order

that the presence of the vapour may be rendered per-

ceptible to the observer on earth. But we are safe in

assuming that the quantity required is very great

indeed. Hence, when we learn that beyond all doubt

iron exists in the atmosphere of Aldebaran, we know

that all the produce of the iron mines on earth would

not form a millionth or a billionth part of the iron

which lies out yonder so many millions of millions of

miles beyond the boundaries of the solar system. Then

follows at once the question, What is the use of all

that enormous mass of iron ? That it has a use,

prospective, if not present, seems to us a reasonable

supposition. Respecting its present use, we cannot
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guess any more than we can respecting the present use

of the iron in the sun's atmosphere. Of its prospective

use I will not speak, though I have an opinion of the

position which the suns will one day occupy as habitable

abodes richly supplied with all the elements which sub-

serve the welfare and comfort of living creatures. But

my argument at present leads me to treat of the iron in

the atmosphere of Aidebaran, rather as symbolical of the

existence of other iron in a form as available as that

of the iron of our mines in inhabited worlds circulating

around Aldebaran. The constitution of a star may be

held to typify the constitution of the system of which

it is the centre. We have, indeed, no other argument
for this than the resemblance which has been dis-

covered between the constitution of the sun and that

of our earth ; but this argument is a very strong one

when rightly considered, since the probability of the

conclusion is measured in such a case by the antece-

dent improbability that a resemblance of this sort

should exist by accident. If there is no necessary

general resemblance between the constitution of a

sun and the constitution of the planets which travel

around it, insomuch that all these planets may have

totally different elementary constituents, and their

sun yet another constitution, then obviously we

must look upon it as a highly extraordinary coin-

cidence that our sun should be constituted of materials

so closely corresponding with those which form our

earth one of the smallest members of his system.

We may, therefore, be permitted to doubt whether
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there is in truth any coincidence of this sort at all, and

to conclude with a high degree of probability that

the observed resemblance evidences the existence of a

law regulating the whole of the solar system. With

equal probability we may conclude that a similar law

regulates each of the systems which exist within the

sidereal universe.

Thus our question respecting the use of iron in the

far distant region of space with which we are dealing,

really refers to the iron which exists, we infer, in the

planetary orbs circulating around Aldebaran. Without

knowing anything about these bodies about the dis-

tances at which they revolve around their sun, or about

the seasonal relations which result from the different

inclination of their axes to the plane in which they

travel, and so on we are yet enabled to pronounce
that they are all supplied with the most useful of all

the metals known to man, and that this supply is not

meaningless. We infer the existence either past,

present, or prospective not merely of living creatures,

but of rational beings,
1 able to make a proper use of

the valuable metal. And this view is strengthened

1 I have passed here somewhat beyond my record, but not without

a purpose. I wish to touch for a moment on a point which is perhaps
more interesting than any other connected with the question of other

inhabited worlds. It seems to me, that to believe our little earth to be

the sole abode of rational creatures, is no less preposterous than to believe

that no life of any sort exists beyond the confines of so minute a speck
in creation. But many are pained even by the mere suggestion of the

possibility that man may not be the only creature which is capable of

appreciating the wonderful power and beneficence of the Creator. There
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when we find that mercury, bismuth, antimony, mag-
nesium, sodium, calcium, and hydrogen exist in

enormous quantities in the atmosphere of Aldebaran,

and therefore probably in the constitution of the globes

which circle around him.

I have hitherto spoken only of the star Alde-

baran. I have selected this star because it happens
to be one which has been very carefully examined by
the eminent physicist to whom modern astronomy
owes so much Dr. W. Huggins. The conclusions

to which he has arrived, and of which I have made

use in the preceding paragraphs, are not merely pro-

bable suppositions they are absolute certainties. The

seems to them something dangerous something irreligious in the

thought. The teachings of Christianity, they argue, mark out mankind
as the object of so special a regard, so exceptional a dispensation, that

to assume the possible existence of other rational and therefore respon-
sible creatures, is practically to deny the truth of Christian doctrines.

To me it appears that those who argue thus misinterpret the doctrines

they seek to defend. If there is one truth which may be said to be the

essence at once of Bible words and scientific teachings, it is that in the

infinity of God's love there are many infinities. It is when we seek to

measure that infinity by our finite conceptions that we are in danger of

going astray, of speaking of God's love for his creatures as of something

exhaustible, and of showing a real want of faith in his words, by the

unwillingness we display to open our eyes to the teaching of his works.

The Christian, fully as much as the man of science, ought to be ready
to admit that, although God's love to man is infinite, yet that infinity of

love does not exclude the possible existence of creatures who receive an

equal share of his gifts. The argument of the well-meaning but per-

verse persons we have alluded to is as unreasonable as would be that of

a creature say an ant who, observing the perfection with which the

structure of himself and his fellow-ants was adapted to ant-life, should

argue that therefore all other creatures must be imperfectly, or not at

all, adapted to the circunibtances around them.
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significant lines in the spectrum of the star have not

been judged merely by a careful comparison of their

apparent positions with those of certain lines in the

solar spectrum, or in the spectra of different elements.

A method, the results of which there is no mistaking,

has been made use of. When the telescope was

directed upon Aldebaran, matters were so arranged,

that side by side with the spectrum of the star there

should be brought, in succession, the bright-line

spectra of various elements. If in any case it was

found that exactly opposite the bright lines of one of

the latter spectra there were well-marked dark lines

breaking the continuity of the rainbow-tinted spectrum

of Aldebaran, this exact coincidence was at once deci-

sive of the existence of the corresponding element in

the vaporous envelope of the star.

But Aldebaran was not the only star which was

thus examined. Betelgeuse, the leading brilliant of

the splendid constellation Orion 3
was dealt with even

more carefully, and the presence of iron, sodium, mag-

nesium, and other elements, determined with equal

certainty. This sun, however, is not constituted exactly

like the sun which we call Aldebaran. And one very

noteworthy peculiarity characterises the spectrum of

Betelgeuse. The lines of hydrogen which are well

seen in the solar spectrum, and in that of Aldebaran,

are wanting in that of this brilliant star.

The star Capella, one of the brightest of the north-

ern hemisphere, was found to have a spectrum closely
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resembling that of our sun, and crowded with lines.

The equally brilliant Yega presents a similar spectrum.

Sinus", which outshines more than threefold the

brightest northern stars, is observed under somewhat

unfavourable circumstances in our latitudes, as he

never attains a high altitude. ' The spectrum is

crossed,' says Dr. Huggins,
'

by a very large number

of faint and fine lines.
3 The presence of hydrogen in

the absorptive atmosphere of this star is indicated in a

very decided manner by the intensely strong lines

which correspond to this element. e It is worthy of

notice,' remarks Dr. Huggins,
' in the case of Sirius

and a large number of the white stars, that at the

same time that the hydrogen lines are abnormally

strong as compared with the solar spectrum, all the

metallic lines are remarkably faint.' The presence of

sodium, magnesium, and iron was, however, demon-

strated in this case as in many others.

We close this part of our case by remarking that

the stars referred to have been merely chosen on

account of their brightness and the consequent dis-

tinctness and splendour of their spectra. There is

every reason for believing that with a telescope of

adequate illuminating power, the faintest stars would

afford precisely the same evidence. Indeed, Dr,

Huggins names a number of stars some of which are

not very brilliant whose spectra he examined, and

he says respecting them :
' Numerous lines are seen in

the spectrum of each, and in some several of the lines
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were measured ; but we have not instituted any com-

parisons with the metallic spectra as yet
'

We see then, in the whole sidereal sy&tem, a series

of suns resembling our own in all essential respects

many of them falling short of it, perhaps, in splendour,

but many of them certainly surpassing it. And around

these suns there circle worlds of every variety of mag-

nitude, many of which doubtless form centres of

systems as varied in character as are those of Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. On these worlds sub-

sist, we doubt not, myriads of forms of life, animal and

vegetable. Thousands of these systems are probably

utterly unfit for habitation by the races which subsist

upon the earth or upon the other members of the solar

system, and it is equally probable that the races sub-

sisting in thousands of these systems would perish if

subjected to the conditions prevailing in any part of

the solar system. But on one point we may rest well

assured. Whatever be the nature of the races sub-

sisting in any of these worlds, and whatever may be

the peculiarities of the conditions to which they are

subjected, the most perfect adaptation doubtless exists

between those unknown living creatures and the

structure of the worlds on which they live. This

lesson is taught by all that we see around us. If on

our earth there were the most perfect uniformity in the

conditions of habitability which prevail in different

lands and seas, or if we could even detect no traces

that in past ages the world had been less well adapted

to support the races which at present subsist upon it,
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and that accordingly former terrestrial races differed

from the present yet even then, the perfect adapta-

tion of the limited number of races which we should

know of, to the conditions under which they lived,

would afford to the thoughtful mind the most striking

evidence that this adaptation is a fundamental law of

nature. But when we find that the most striking

peculiarities distinguish the climate and habitudes of

one country from those of another that animals which

thrive in one country would perish if removed to

another, and yet that no part of the world remains

uninhabited, and not only so, but that the creatures

which live in each part of the world are adapted in the

most perfect and wonderful manner to the circumstances

in which they are placed, we are at once impressed

with the universality of the law of adaptation. And
if any doubt could possibly remain, if we could sup-

pose, for instance, that the law of adaptation only

extends over the range of variability which is observed

in the conditions of life existing under the cognisance

of man, this doubt could hardly fail to be removed by

the careful examination of the geologic record. There

we behold traces of conditions very different from

those which prevail in the present day ; yet there, also,

we obtain tidings of wonderful living creatures, framed

on a plan which fitted them admirably for the circum-

stances in which they were placed ;
and there, too, we

find the signs of a luxuriant vegetation, at once fitted

to thrive in the climates which then existed, and to

supply the wants of the strange beings which then
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inhabited our world. On every side, then, and in

every age, we find the signs of that power of adapta-

tion, which is, so to speak, the secret of the exuberant

vitality of nature. And associated with this law is a

law which seems at first sight opposed to it, a law in-

dicative of the prodigality, and even of the destructive-

ness, of nature's dealings with living races the law

by which races not adapted, or rather less adapted

than others, to the conditions around them, gradually

perish. We say that this law seems opposed to the

other, because it involves a want of adaptation to those

very conditions with respect to which the other law

implies the most perfect adaptation. Yet, in reality,

the two laws are correlative. It is through the action

of one law that the other law prevails. The conditions

of habitability are at each moment slowly changing,

and Nature is careful neither of the individual nor of

the type in changing, pari passu, the qualities of the

living creatures which subsist under these varying

conditions

' So careful of the type ?
'

but no,

From scarped cliff and quarried stone

She cries ' a thousand types are gone,
I care for nothing, all shall go.'

Hitherto we have confined our attention to systems

which, however their members may differ from the

members of the solar system, yet resemble that system
in this general respect, that they circle around a single

central sun. But I must now touch on the possible
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existence of life under circumstances which do not

even present this feature of resemblance to those with

which alone we are familiar.

Around the double, triple, and multiple stars, there

doubtless travel systems of worlds crowded with living

creatures. How strangely must the conditions under

which these creatures subsist differ from those which

characterise life upon our earth ! To begin with, con-

sider the complexity of the motions which must result

under the action of gravity, when, instead of a single

centre, the planets which form the system dependent

on a double or multiple star are subject to the attrac-

tions of two or more bodies which are themselves con-

tinually in motion around each other. The mathema-

ticians in those dependent worlds should be far better

than ours, if they are to deal successfully with the

problems thus presented to them ;
and the remarkable

climatic changes which must result from these complex

motions seem to involve the necessity that the inhabit-

ants of these worlds must have strong constitutions to

enable them to bear in safety such important variations.

Then again, where the suns are differently coloured,

there must result those curious interchanges of light

suggested by Sir John Herschel ' a green or a red

day, for example, alternating with darkness or with

white light.' He terms them (

pleasing contrasts and

grateful vicissitudes,' and doubtless they are so to the

inhabitants of those worlds : yet we on earth should

hardly find such vicissitudes agreeable to us. The

great law of adaptation exerts its influence, however,
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in these parti-coloured systems as elsewhere; and

whatever doubts we may have respecting the actual

habitudes prevailing there, we may be sure that they

are fully as well suited to the wants of the inhabitants

of those systems as are terrestrial habitudes to the

wants of the inhabitants of earth.

The nebulas again afford an interesting subject of

speculation. Some of these objects have been shown

by spectroscopic analysis to shine with true stellar

light, while others are simply immense masses of

glowing gas. It is a moot point amongst astrono-

mers whether we are to regard nebulas of the former

sort as belonging to our own sidereal system, or as

lying far beyond it forming, in fact, to use the ex-

pressive verbiage of German astronomers, vast ( island

universes' scattered throughout the 'sea of space.'

Nor does it greatly signify, so far as our present sub-

ject is concerned, which view we take. For if it should

be proved that no outlying universes have yet been

peen by man, yet every astronomer who recognises the

true teaching of his science holds that our sidereal

system is no more to be regarded as the only sidereal

system of the universe, than our sun is to be regarded

as the only sun in the sidereal system. Beyond that

system, then, we look into the outlying spaces, and

still the mental eye sees myriads of worlds richly

stored with endless forms of life.

What opinion we are to form respecting the gaseous

nebulas, or respecting their correlatives in our solar
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system the cometsit would at present be difficult to

say. Until we know the purposes which these objects

subserve in the economy of the universe, it would not

be easy to indicate their association with the question

of other inhabited worlds. Our knowledge respecting

the actual nature of these bodies is too recent to permit

us to speculate respecting their functions.

The St. Pauls Magazine, March, 1869.
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THE ROSSE TELESCOPE SET TO NEW
WORK.

THE great Rosse telescope, with its monster tube down

which a tall man can walk upright, and with a light-

gathering power so enormous that even by day the stars

seen through it shine like miniature suns, has not re-

mained idle since the lamented death of the astronomer

who constructed it. Not only has the work to which

Earl Rosse devoted it the delineation of those strange

stellar cloudlets that fleck the dark vault of the heavens

been continued with unremitting assiduity, but its

unrivalled powers have been devoted to aid the progress

of those new and subtle modes of research which have

recently been invented. The task was no simple one.

The gigantic tube, with its ponderous six-feet mirror,

had been poised so skilfully that a child could guide

its movements. But for the new work which it was

to be called on to perform much more was wanted. A
new power had to be given to the telescope a power

of self-motion so exactly regulated that the gigantic

eye of the telescope might remain steadily fixed

on any given star or planet, notwithstanding

the swift rotation of the earth, by which in the

ordinary condition of the tube, the celestial ob-

jects are carried in a few moments across its field
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of view. This power has now been given to the great

reflector, and thereby the value of the instrument as

an aid to scientific research has undoubtedly been

more than doubled. Already it has solved a question

which had been found to lie far beyond the powers of

inferior instruments ; and what it has done is, we be-

lieve, the merest foretaste of what it is likely to do in

coming years.

Let us briefly consider a few of the qualities of this

wonderful telescope, so that we may be able to appre-

ciate its unequalled power in the subtle modes of

research which our physicists are now applying to the

celestial bodies.

As a light-gatherer the Rosse reflector is facile

princeps among telescopes. Sir William Herschel's

great four-feet reflector and LasselFs equally large

telescope come next to it ; but the power of either of

these instruments is less than one half that of the

Parsonstown reflector, the illuminating surfaces of

their mirrors being, in fact, exactly four-ninths of that

of the Rosse telescope. It is, however, when we com-

pare the power of the great mirror with that of the

unaided eye, that we see its enormous capability as a

light-gatherer. On a very moderate computation the

light-gathering power of this wonderful instrument is

found to be upwards of twenty thousand times that of

the unaided eye ;
and it follows that if the faintest

star visible to the unaided eye were removed to 140

times its present distance, it would still remain visible

to the giant eye of the Rosse reflector.
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If tlie other qualities of the great telescope were all

proportioned to the one we have been considering, I

might leave the reader to conceive what its powers

would be, from the simple consideration that any

celestial object would appear as distinctly when seen

by its aid as it would if the unaided eye were brought

to only one-140th of its actual distance from the ob-

ject. Unfortunately this would be largely to over-

estimate the *

telescopic' powers of the instrument. I

have spoken of its strength, I have now to speak of

its weakness ; and the inquiry is rendered so much the

less unpleasing by the consideration that in some of

the new modes of research to which the telescope is to

be applied, the faults which are inseparable from a re-

flector of such enormous dimensions are of compara-

tively small moment.

The fault, then, of the Rosse reflector, as of all

very large reflectors hitherto constructed, is that it

does not present objects in a perfectly distinct manner.

It used to be remarked of the great four-feet reflector

of Sir William Herschel, that it
f bunched a star into

a cocked hat ;

' and it is whispered that Lassell's great

mirror once exhibited an occultation of one of Saturn's

satellites when no such phenomenon had in reality

taken place. The fact seems to be, that in the present

state of mechanical science, it is impossible to construct

a reflector of such enormous dimensions as -these with

that perfect truth of figure which De La Rue has

given to his 13-inch reflector, and which Mr. With

seems able to give, in every instance, to the mirrors
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he constructs for the Browning reflectors. The very

weight of a large mirror tends to change the figure of

its surface ; and though the change may seem insigni-

ficant, yet the defining power of the telescope is

seriously affected. The reader may judge of the effect

of a slight change of figure, from the fact that a single

hair between the mirror of a nine-inch reflector and

the sustaining-bed suffices to cause the most annoying
distortion in observed objects.

It is on this account that we hear so little of any
discoveries effected within the range of our own system

by means of the great Parsonstown reflector. Far

better views of the planets have been obtained by
much smaller telescopes. The late Mr. Dawes

obtained singularly distinct views of the planet Mars

with a refracting telescope only eight inches in

aperture, whereas the views of this planet obtained by
means of the Rosse telescope are perfectly wretched.

I have before me, as I write, eight such views, and

it is impossible to say what they mean. The planet

Saturn, again, the most beautiful and interesting

object in the whole heavens, has exhibited all its most

charming features in the 13-inch reflector of Dr. De

La Rue. In the Rosse telescope, well; all that I

shall say is that a distinguished foreign astronomer

was once invited to look at the planet by its aid, and

his account of what he saw was thus worded :
'

They
showed me something, and they told me it was Saturn,

and I believed them.'

But great reflectors are hot constructed for that

F 2
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sort of work. Their object is to bring into view those

outlying regions of space which are hidden in the

twilight of vast distance. The tiny cloudlets which

shine from beyond the great depths of space are

changed under the eye of the giant reflector of Par-

sonstown into glorious* galaxies of stars, blazing with

a splendour which cannot be conceived by those who

have not themselves looked upon the magic scene. To

span the vast abysms of space, to bring into view

galaxies as yet unknown, and to exhibit the strange

figures, the outreaching arms, and the fantastic convo-

lutions of those which are but barely visible in other

telescopes, such is the work which is looked for from

the great reflector, and such is the work which in the

energetic hands of the late Lord Rosse it successfully

achieved.

But now a new and wonderful mode of inquiry has

been devised, and has rapidly taken its place as the

most important of all the methods of research which

science has as yet placed in the hands of her servants.

I refer to spectroscopic analysis, or the analysis of

light by means of the prism. This mode of research

is one to which the powers of the great telescope are

admirably adapted. For a reason that will presently

appear, it will be well that I should give a brief

sketch of the nature of this mode of analysis.

The shortest and simplest way of exhibiting the

nature of spectroscopic research is by a reference to

some of the best known phenomena of sound.

White light may be compared to the sound heard
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when all the notes of a piano or harp are heard at

once. We resolve white light by means of a prism

into a rainbow-tinted streak, and we have at once the

chromatic scale of light corresponding to the sound

produced when the notes of a piano are swept from

end to end. The red end of the spectrum is the bass,

the blue end is the treble. But some light when thus

resolved shows a spectrum crossed by black lines : in

this case some notes of the chromatic scale are wanting.

Other light shows a spectrum of bright lines only : in

this case some notes only of the scale are sounding.

Chemists have found that the luminous vapour of

every element has its own spectrum of bright lines, in

other words its own chord of light. But when white

light is shining through the vapour of such an element

those lines appear as dark streaks across the rainbow-

tinted background of the spectrum. In other words,

the chord belonging to the vapour, once struck down,

sounds no more ; so that as the chromatic scale is

swept, from end to end, the sounds belonging to the

notes of that chord are wanting.
1

We see at once then that the whole power of the

new mode of research depends on the emission of light

from an object. It matters not whether the object be

in the laboratory of the chemist, or half a mile off, or

a hundred millions of miles off, or in fine as far off as

the most distant star, if we can only obtain light

enough from it to form a distinct spectrum, we can tell

what is its nature.

1 See the Introductory Essay on ' The Gamut of Light.'
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Therefore it is of incalculable importance to the

science of spectroscopy that it should have powerful

light-gathering instruments placed at its disposal. We
have seen that the Eosse telescope is by far the most

powerful light-gathering instrument in the world.

But there was a difficulty. The spectroscopic ob-

servation of a celestial object is an operation of the

utmost delicacy. Without entering into details which

would only perplex those who are unfamiliar with the

subject, and would be of no service to the practical

observer who may read these pages, it may suffice to

remark that the light from a celestial object must be

made to fall upon a minute slit between two knife-

edges, before being subjected to the analysis of the

prism. Now if we suppose a telescope to be so directed

that a star's light falls in the manner required, this

state of things only continues for a second or two,

because the earth's rotation immediately shifts the

telescope's axis. Clock-motion is wanted to counteract

the effect of the earth's rotation ; and in every well-

appointed observatory the necessary mechanism is

applied to the telescope, so that an observer may watch

a star for any length of time he pleases without having

occasion to touch the tube of his telescope.
1

1 I may narrate here an amusing circumstance which occurred

some years since at a celebrated observatory in the suburbs of London.

A visitor was desirous of observing a celestial object which was nearly

overhead, and having the run of the observatory at the moment, he

directed the telescope towards the star, set the clock-work in motion,

and placed himself on his back in the observing-frame attached to the

floor of the observatory. This frame is so constructed that the observer

can fix the head-rest in any position, and as the whole frame revolves
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But while this is a comparatively simple affair when

ordinary telescopes are in question, the case is different

when the telescope to be moved has a tube full forty

feet in length, and weighing (with the great mirror)

several tons. To sway such a tube with the steady

equable motion which alone would be of any use, and

without setting up vibratory tremors sufficient to render

any delicate observation impossible, was a task sufficient

to tax the fullest powers of modern science. The work

also involved an enormous outlay.

The task has been achieved, however ; and already

a number of interesting results have been obtained.

But the application of spectroscopic analysis to the

celestial objects is a process requiring time, and it is to

the future that we are to look for the fruits of this part

round an upright in the middle of the observatory-floor, it is easy to

place the frame so that the observer can look in perfect comfort at any

object on the celestial vault. In the present instance, as we have said,

the observer lay on his back, the object being nearly overhead. But

while the frame remained, of course, at rest, the clock-work was slowly

driving the telescope after the star
;
and as the star happened to be

approaching the point overhead, the eyepiece of the telescope was being

brought continually lower and lower. Intent on observing the aspect

of the star (a celebrated double) our astronomer failed to notice that

this movement of the eyepiece was gradually imprisoning him
; for, his

head was fixed by the head-rest, and the eye-tube was beginning to

press with more and more force against his eye. The telescope was a

very heavy one, and the very slowness of the movement made it irresis-

tible, while the observer's position prevented him from helping himself.

Fortunately his cries for assistance were quickly heard, the clock-work

was stopped, the head-rest lowered, and the prisoner released ;
other-

wise he would undoubtedly have suffered severely. He would, in fact,

have had as good reason to complain of the telescope as the celebrated

astronomer Struve had in the case of the Pulkova refractor,
'

which,'

Struve said,
' was justly called a "

refractor," since it had fractured and

presently refractured one of his legs for him.'
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of the telescope's new work. In the remainder of

this paper we may confine our attention to the re-

markable discovery already incidentally alluded to,

which has been the first-fruits of the recent change.

Astronomers and physicists have long been in doubt

whether we receive any heat from the moon. Attempts

have been made to concentrate the lunar beams by

means of lenses, and so to render their heating effects

perceptible. But though De Saussure and Melloni have,

in turn, announced that they had detected warmth in

the lunar rays, it has been shown conclusively by

Tyndall and others, that no faith whatever can be

placed in the experiments hitherto conducted. Indeed,

Tyndall remarks, that all attempts to concentrate the

moon's heat by means of lenses must inevitably fail.

( Even such heat-rays as reach the earth,' he remarks,
( would be utterly cut off by such a lens as Melloni

made use of.' Then he adds, significantly,
(
it might

be worth while to make the experiment with a metallic

reflector, instead of with a lens. I have myself tried a

conical reflector of very large dimensions., but have

hitherto been defeated by the unsteadiness of the Lon-

don air.'

If any confirmation of the former of these remarks

were needed, it would be found in the failure of Dr.

Huggins to obtain any evidence of lunar heat by means

of the same appliances which had afforded the clearest

possible evidence that heat reaches us from the fixed

stars. The rays of the star Arcturus, concentrated by
means of Dr. Huggins's fine refractor upon the face
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of the heat-measuring instrument called the thermopile,

immediately moved the indicator-needle in a perceptible

manner. The rays from the moon, on the contrary,

notwithstanding her immensely superior light, pro-

duced no signs whatever of the existence of heat.

It is evident that with its new driving apparatus

the Rosse telescope was the very instrument for

attacking this difficult problem. Accordingly, arrange-

ments were made for receiving the rays of the moon

after concentration by the great six-feet mirror upon
the face of a very delicate thermopile. When this

had been done, and after every precaution had been

adopted for preventing misconception as to the true

cause of any deflection of the needle, the evidence

which had been so long desired was at length obtained.

The needle moved sensibly under the influence of the

moon's warmth ; and for the first time in the history of

science, we are at length able to affirm positively, that

the earth receives a sensible amount of heat from her

satellite.

Lord Rosse has even been able to form an estimate

of the relative amount of heat we receive from the

moon and from the sun. He states, as the result of his

observations, that the radiation from the moon is about

the 900,000th part of that from the sun.

But perhaps the most interesting result of the in-

quiry is the determination of the actual heat of the

moon's surface at the time of full moon, or rather at

lunar midday. By comparing the heat received from

the moon with that derived from certain terrestrial
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sources of heat, Lord Rosse finds that the moon's sur-

face must be heated to a temperature of about five

hundred degrees Fahrenheit, or nearly three hundred

degrees above the boiling point !

Nor is this result, startling as it seems at first sight,

to be greatly wondered at, when we remember the cir-

cumstances un(Jer which the moon's surface is exposed

to the solar rays. Fancy a day a fortnight long ; not

as in our polar regions with a sun only a few degrees

above the horizon even at midday, but with an almost

vertical sun for several days in succession. We know

the intensity of the heat which prevails at noon in

tropical countries ; but that heat is a mere nothing

compared with that which must prevail when, instead

of a few hours, the sun hangs for five or six days close

to the zenith, and pours down his rays on a surface

unshielded by any atmosphere. And with respect to

the effects of an atmosphere, let us not be misunder-

stood. It is well known that the intense heat of the

tropical climate is not tempered, but increased by the

density of the atmosphere. On the Himalayan slopes,

several thousand feet above the level of the sea, an en-

durable if not a pleasant climate can be found, because

of the rarity of the air. But the direct rays of the sun

are hotter paradoxical as it may sound on the snow-

covered summits of the Himalayas than at the sea-

level. Those who have travelled over snow-covered

mountains in summer know well that, while the air

may be cool and refreshing, the sun will be peeling the
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skin from hands and face incautiously exposed to his

rays.

Thus it is doubtless on the moon's surface, except

that all the effects of the sun's heat are intensified

through the tremendous length of the lunar day and

the absolute absence of any lunar atmosphere. Indeed,

Sir John Herschel, from theoretical considerations,

was long since led to anticipate the results of Lord

Rosse's researches. He remarked that ( the surface of

the full moon exposed to us must necessarily be very

much heated, possibly to a degree much exceeding that

of boiling water.'

The question of the moon's habitability by such

creatures as exist upon the earth is, of course, finally

disposed of by Lord Hosse's discovery. We could

not live conveniently at the temperature of boiling

water, nor could any beings known to us. The famous

salamander, even if it had all the properties assigned

to it in olden times, instead of being one of the most

cold-loving of all known creatures, would find the

moon an unsatisfactory residence. For tremendous as

is the heat of the lunar midday, the cold of the lunar

night must be still more terrible. It has been well

remarked by Tyndall that were it not for the moisture

with which our atmosphere is laden, the cold of a

single night would bind our fields in a Siberian frost.

Imagine then the effects of a night of three hundred

hours in a region where there is neither moisture to

.form protecting envelopes of cloud or mist, nor an
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atmosphere to support such envelopes even if they

could be formed. Doubtless the cold of the lunar

night is of an intensity such as not even the most

ingenious appliances of our chemists could produce.

Under its influence, not merely would all known

liquids be frozen, but probably every gas known to us

would be converted into the solid form.

And I may notice, in passing, by how many strange

and bizarre theories astronomers have endeavoured to

account for the fact that the moon has no appreciable

atmosphere. At least four views have been put for-

ward. There is, first of all, the theory that the moon

has always been without an atmosphere. Then there

is the theory that the moon's atmosphere has all retired

to that side of our satellite which is always concealed

from us. Thirdly, there is the theory that the oceans

and atmosphere which once rendered the moon a fitting

abode for living creatures, have retired within the in-

terior of the moon's crust. Lastly, there is the theory

that the oceans on the moon's surface first became

frozen as the moon gradually parted with her internal

heat, that next her atmosphere began to yield to the

intensity of cold, and changing first to the liquid and

then to the solid form, became no longer recognisable

as an atmosphere by our astronomers.

Perhaps Lord Kosse's recent discovery seems more

decidedly opposed to the last of these views than to any
of the others. The notion of a frozen mass of oxygen
or hydrogen under the influence of a heat more than

three hundred degrees higher than that of boiling water
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seems bizarre in the extreme. Yet, after all, it is

almost impossible for us to conceive what would happen

when there is no appreciable atmosphere to prevent the

immediate radiation of heat into space. We know that

the snows on the summits of the Himalayas show no

traces of diminution under the full heat of the vertical

sun of India. Yet the air around those snows is ab-

solutely dense when compared with that which exists

(if any at all exist) upon the moon's surface.

Then again, we may look at the matter in another

light. Whatever effects are to be ascribed to the heat

of a lunar day cannot do more than counterpoise the

effects which must be ascribed to the cold of the long

lunar night. During the whole twenty-eight days the

moon receives no more heat (in proportion to its sur-

face) than the earth does in the same time, though the

mode in which the heat is received in either case is very

different. Now Professor Tyndall has shown us how

nature stores up heat, and how she also stores up cold

(to use a somewhat inexact but convenient mode of

expression"). It is with the latter process we are here

concerned, and a very simple illustration will suffice to

exhibit the nature of the case. If we subject a quan-

tity of aqueous vapour to the action of intense cold

(still our mode of expression is inexact but convenient

for our purpose), the vapour parts with as much heat

as it can without changing, but is presently compelled

to change to the liquid form, a process during which it

parts with a large quantity of heat ;
then the liquid

repeats the process, parting with as much heat as it
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can without changing form, but being presently com-

pelled to change to the solid form, a process during

which it parts with another large stock of heat. Now
when we come to subject the ice thus formed to the

action of heat, the processes just described are reversed,

and before we can restore ice to the state of water we

must employ a large quantity of heat without any

apparent heating effect; and we must do the same

before we can restore the water to the state of vapour.

Then only will the addition of further heat raise the

vapour to a higher temperature than it had when we

began. Nature had not only unwound the spring, so

to speak, but had carefully wound it the reverse way,
and in reversing the process we have to unwind before

rewinding, and to rewind before winding the spring to

a higher tension than it had at first.

We see at once, then, that the intense heat of the

moon's surface does not by any means imply that, if

there were much ice on the moon's surface it would all

melt beneath the sun's action, still less that the water

thus formed would all be converted into vapour. The

intense cold of the long lunar night would have so

thoroughly wound the spring the reverse way that all

the heat of the long lunar day would be insufficient to

unwind it.

We know so little, however, of the results which

would follow from such a state of things as exists at

the moon's surface that it would be unwise to speculate

further on these and similar points. Lord Rosse's

discovery gives us good hope that more may yet be
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learned respecting our satellite, and that thus an

answer may be obtained to many questions of interest

which hitherto it has seemed useless to inquire into.

New modes of research seem to be revealing themselves

to our physicists. On every side new labourers are

entering the field of scientific inquiry ; and each day
our men of science are giving fresh proofs of zeal and

industry. The very work we have been considering,

the addition of motive power to the once inert mass of

the great reflector, is even more encouraging from the

proof it affords of the disinterested regard which the

men of our day feel for scientific interests, than from

the immense material aid which it brings to the new

modes of physical research.

Eraser's Magazine for December, 1869.
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THE PLANET OF LOVE.

THE contrast between Yenus and Jupiter (two orbs

which often seem so strikingly alike that only their

position distinguishes one from the other) is in reality

most complete. It is difficult even for the astronomer

to realise the fact that of these orbs one is thirteen

hundred times larger than the other, that the surface

of the lesser is illuminated some fifty times more bril-

liantly than that of the farther and greater. It re-

quires, too, a strong effort of the imagination to picture

to oneself that one orb is solitary, like Mars or Mercury,
while the other is circled round by fear" orbs, the least

of which is as Inrge ^-W
It may be interesting to consider some of the facts

which astronomers have learned respecting the beautiful

planet which appropriately bears the name of the

loveliest of the heathen goddesses. There is much,

indeed, in what is known about Venus which rather

tends to disappoint than to satisfy the questioner ;

much also which is more fitted to invite speculation

than to afford any basis for sound theorizing. When
we compare what has been learned about Venus with

the detailed information which the telescope has given

us respecting Mars, or with the grand phenomena
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whose progress has been traced in the distant orbs of

Jupiter and Saturn, we are apt to feel astonished that

the planet which approaches us most nearly should

have revealed so little, even under the most searching

scrutiny. Yet it is only by comparison with what has

been learned about these most interesting orbs, that

our information about Venus seems small in amount.

In reality there is much which will very well repay

our attention., more especially when we consider Venus

not merely with reference to what the telescope

teaches us respecting her, but also in relation to her

position in the scheme of worlds circling around the

sun.

It used to be supposed that Venus is rather larger

than our own earth. But more careful measurements

made in recent times have shown that she is in all pro-

bability considerably smaller than the earth. A cir-

cumstance had tended to deceive the earlier telescopists.

Venus shines with such exceeding brightness as to

appear larger than she really is. The fact that bright

objects are thus seemingly enlarged is doubtless familiar

to most who read this paper. It is strikingly illus-

trated by the appearance which the new moon presents

when the unenlightened half of her globe is visible, or

when ' the old moon is in the new moon's arms.' The

dark part appears to belong to a smaller globe than the

bright crescent ; yet in reality of course the effect is

but an optical illusion. Indeed, quite recently astro-

nomers had to reduce their estimate of the moon's size

on account of the very effect I am here referring to.

tt
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In the case of Venus the effect is, of course, more

remarkable, especially when considered as affecting

Venus's bulk ;
for she shines much more brilliantly

(though of course giving out very much less light

altogether) than the moon ; and being so much

farther away, the same amount of seeming exten-

sion outwards corresponds in reality to a much

greater error in the estimated diameter. Thus it

happens that in Ferguson's
(

Astronomy' we find the

diameter of Venus set down at 7,900 miles, while Sir

W. Herschel and Arago set it at 8,100 miles ; whereas

the estimate now generally regarded as most trust-

worthy assigns to her a diameter of only 7,500 miles.

Thus her estimated bulk has been very considerably

diminished ; for though her diameter has been reduced

but by about one-sixteenth part from Ferguson's esti-

mate, it is easily calculated that her volume has been

reduced by fully a seventh part in which degree,

also, it falls short of the earth's. Her surface, which

is perhaps a more important feature when we con-

sider her as the probable abode of living creatures, is

less than the earth's in the proportion of about nine

to ten.

Still, it is hardly necessary to point out that these

differences are very slight when compared with those

which distinguish the other planets of the solar system

from our own earth. Mars, with his diameter of but

4,500 miles, on the one hand, and Uranus, with a

diameter of more than 35,000 miles, on the other, seem

startlingly unlike our earth after the relations of
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Venus have been considered ; and yet they come next

to her in this respect. We have to pass from Mars to

small Mercury and the asteroids in following the

descending scale of magnitude,, and from Uranus

to Neptune, the ringed Saturn, and the mighty mass

of Jupiter, in following the ascending scale. In the

whole range of planetary bodies, from Jupiter, more

than twelve hundred times bulkier than our earth,

down to the least asteroid a globe, perchance, not

larger than Mr. Coxwell's balloon we meet with not

one orb which can be regarded as our earth's twin-

sister world, save that globe alone whose glories now

illuminate our evening twilight skies.

In one respect only the comparison fails. Unlike

our earth, Venus has no moon. I shall not enter here

into a consideration of the very singular circumstance

that many observers, and some of them not unknown

for skill and clear-sightedness, have declared that

Venus has a moon, and that they have seen it. As-

tronomers are now agreed that these observers were

deceived, and I suppose little doubt can remain in the

minds of all who are competent to weigh the evidence,

that Venus has no satellite. Still there are few chap-

ters in the history of Astronomy more suggestive than

that referring to the supposed discovery of a secondary

orb, which has, in reality, no existence. Sir William

Herschel's temporary belief in the existence of two

rings at right angles to each other around the planet

Uranus, can by no means be compared with the strange

deception which deluded observers in the case of

G 2
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Venus. For Uranus is so far off that his phenomena

are seen only with extreme difficulty ; and the tele-

scope with which Sir William Herschel chiefly studied

the planet was notoriously imperfect as a defining in-

strument, notwithstanding its wonderful light-gathering

power. It e bunched a star into a cocked hat
' we are

told, and in effect it made the rings round Uranus

which for a time perplexed the great astronomer. But

in the case of a planet so near to us, and so bright as

Venus, one would have thought an optical illusion,

such as the telescopic creation of a satellite, was

wholly impossible. Here was an orb of which its

observers felt able to say that its diameter was about

one-fourth of Venus's, its light slightly inferior to hers

in brightness, and its seeming shape horned, or gibbous,

exactly as her own at the time of observation. And

yet that orb was a mere moon -ghost, an unreal tele-

scopic vision.

We shall inquire farther on, however, whether the

want of a moon necessarily renders the skies of Venus

at night dark and gloomy by comparison with ours, or,

at least, with our moonlit nights.

The chief difficulty which the telescopist meets

with in trying to examine the surface of Venus arises

from the excessive brightness with which she is

illuminated. Of course, I am not here referring to

that splendour which the unarmed eye recognises

in her light. Jupiter, when seen on the dark back-

ground of the midnight sky, shines with a splendour

fairly comparable with that of Venus ; and yet rather
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the defect than the excess of light is what troubles the

astronomer in the case of Jupiter. I am referring

now to the intrinsic brilliancy of the illumination of

Venus's surface this brilliancy depending on her

nearness to the sun. The degree of her brightness

may very well be illustrated by an example. Suppose

the side of a hill to be so sloped that the sun's mid-day

rays fall square upon it. Now, if the slope is covered

with white sand, it will shine rather less than half as

brightly to the eye as the disc of Venus. 1 But we

know how dazzling white sand looks when the sun

shines full and squarely upon it
;
so that it will readily

be conceived that the disc of Venus tests the perform-

ance of even the best telescopes. For it is to be

noticed that although the astronomer can cut off a part

of the light by suitable contrivances, yet these must

needs impair to some degree the clearness of the defini-

tion. Besides, some features may be wholly oblite-

rated by any contrivances for reducing the planet's

lustre, precisely as the dark glasses used in observing

1 This is easily proved. We may be certain that the reflective

capacity of Veiius's surface is not less than that of the surface of the

ruddy Mars. Now Zollner has shown that Mars reflects rather more

of the sunlight which falls on him, than he would if he were a globe of

white sandstone. Supposing Venus to do likewise, then as she is so

near to the sun as to receive twice as much light as the earth does

(surface for surface), her disc must look rather more than twice as

bright as white sandstone fully and squarely illuminated. In all such

cases (be it noted in passing) distance has no effect. Distance may
diminish the brightness of objects seen through air, or other imper-

fectly transparent media
;
and of course distance diminishes the total

quantity of light received from an object. But distance in no way
affects the intrinsic lustre of bodies seen through vacant (or practically

vacant) space.
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the sun blot from view altogether the coloured pro-

minences which really surround his disc.

But although Venus is thus rendered a difficult

object of study, there is one feature in her telescopic

aspect which seems to place it in the power of ob-

servers to learn more about her surface-contour than

even about the details of the planet Mars. Venus

travels on a path inside the earth's. Hence she lies,,

at times, nearly between the earth and the sun,, so that

her dark half is turned towards us
; while at other

times she lies directly beyond the sun, so that her illu-

minated half is turned towards us. Obviously in one

case she is presented as the moon at e
new,

3

while in

the other she is as the moon at 4
full ;

'

nor does it need

much consideration to show that, in passing from one

phase to the other, she must exhibit all the changes of

aspect which we recognise in the moon. With, how-

ever, this farther peculiarity, that whereas the moon

remains always of about the same seeming size while

passing through her phases, Venus, on the other hand,

changes most notably in size, as seen in the telescope.

When she is directly beyond the sun her distance

from us is 66 millions of miles greater than the sun's,

or about 157 millions of miles in all. When she is

directly between us and the sun, her distance falls

short of his by 66 millions of miles, or is reduced to

about 25 millions of miles. Her distance in the latter

case is less than one-sixth of that which separates her

from us in the former; and her disc is more than

36 times larger. So that as she passes from new to
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full she is at once crescent and waning. Her orb is

becoming larger and larger, while a continually dimi-

nishing proportion of it is illuminated. In passing

away from full to new she decreases in seeming size,

while waxing in the sense in which we use -the term

when speaking of the moon. The reader will doubtless

remember how the discovery that Yenus actually

changes thus in seeming magnitude and phase was

among the earliest which Galileo effected by means of

the telescope. That his priority might not be ques-

tioned he announced the discovery in the following

sentence 6 Hsec immatura a me jam frustra legun-

tur, d.y.,' which is very bad Latin for the statement

that ( These matters still immature, and as yet

(studied) in vain, are read by me.' Four months later

he published the key to the anagram in the follow-

ing much more elegant piece of Latinity :
'

Cynthias

figuras ffimulatur Mater Amorum,' or '

Yenus, the

Mother of the Loves, imitates the changing figures of

the moon.'

Now when Yenus presents her full face towards us

she is much too far off to be well seen, and besides she

lies directly beyond the sun, and his light prevents us

from seeing her. On the other hand, when she is

nearest to the earth, her dark hemisphere being turned

towards us, she would be invisible even were she not

in this case also lost in the sun's light. When she is

best seen she presents much less than a full disc ; and,

in fact, she is actually best placed for study when
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showing a crescent phase, somewhat like the moon's

two days before she is half full.

At first sight it might seem that this should render

the study of Venus even more difficult than any of the

circumstances yet named. The central part of her

disc, just that portion which is alone unforeshortened,

can only be seen when Venus is much farther off than

Mars is at his nearest when, also, he is most favour-

ably seen in other respects; while the portion seen

when Venus is nearer is seen edgewise, and therefore

very unfavourably placed for study.

But in one respect there results a means of studying

Venus which is wanting in the case of Mars. I refer

to that very means whereby astronomers have been

able to measure the height of the lunar mountains.

The boundary between the light and dark parts of the

moon is the region where, as seen from the moon, the

sun is rising or setting. The mountain tops near that

boundary catch the sun's light earlier in the lunar

morning, and later in the lunar evening, than the

plains and valleys close around. Precisely as the

traveller who views the phenomena of sunrise from the

summit of the Eigi or Faulhorn,
1 sees the valleys still

enshrouded in gloom, while the mountain tops are all

illuminated ; so out yonder, on our satellite, if there

are living creatures there, contrasts of like sort, but

much more marked, may be witnessed by such Lunar-

ians as care to climb the summits of the peaks around

1 One is willing to believe that there are travellers who have been

so fortunate.
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such craters as Tycho, Kepler, and Copernicus. The

telescopist can see the lunar mountains lit up by the

sun's rays, when the valleys around are in darkness ;

for, outside the boundary line between the light and

the dark portions, he sees spots and streaks of white

light, which he recognises as the peaks of lunar moun-

tains, or the summits of mountain ranges. And by

measuring the distance at which a lunar peak which

has just caught the light, lies from the boundary be-

tween light and darkness or, as one may say, by

measuring how far off the tiny island of light is from

the shore-line he estimates the height of the lunar

mountains.

In Venus, similar phenomena are presented. Only
her greater distance renders it less easy to study them

to advantage. Of course if the planet were a per-

fectly smooth globe the boundary between the light

and dark portions would be quite smooth and uniform.

But as early as the year 1700, La Hire could recog-

nise irregularities in the boundary, when the crescent

was very narrow. But we owe to the German astro-

nomer, Schroter, the first satisfactory study of these

irregularities. Towards the close of the last century

he studied the planet with several powerful telescopes ;

and he was able to recognise distinct inequalities in

the boundary. These irregularities varied in figure

from time to time, precisely as they might be expected

to do when we consider their cause. Now a plain or

sea, now a high table-land, would be at some particular

part of this border-land between light and darkness ;
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now valleys, now mountain peaks would diversify the

seeming figure of the boundary. Some of the effects

recognised by Schroter were so remarkable as to

suggest that the mountains on Venus must be very

much higher than those on our earth. Schroter, in-

deed, estimated the height of some of these mountains

at no less than twenty-eight miles, or fully four times

the height of the loftiest peaks on our own earth.

A circumstance ofsome interest maybe here touched

upon in connection with the researches of Schroter.

Sir William Herschel, having failed with "his more

powerful telescopic means in detecting any of the

appearances recorded by Schroter, wrote a somewhat

lively criticism upon Schroter's statement. Of this

paper, which appeared in the (

Philosophical Transac-

tions
'

for 1793, Arago remarked that it was ' une

critique fort vive, et, en apparence du moins, quelque

peu passionnee.' It must be said, however, in justice

to the greatest telescopist who has ever lived, that the

severity of his tone, though not justified by the actual

circumstances, was by no means unwarranted by the

facts as he saw them. Misapprehension, not injustice,

led to the warmth of his expressions. Schroter answered

dispassionately and effectively in 1795 ; and no doubt

now remains of the general accuracy of the German

astronomer's observations.

The irregularities whose effects thus showthemselves

by notching or otherwise distorting the boundary be-

tween the light and dark portions of the disc of Yenus,

have been detected also as faint spots within the illu-
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minated portion of the disc. It is only, however,

with great difficulty, and under exceedingly favourable

circumstances, that they can be so seen. And singu-

larly enough, it would by no means appear as though
the most powerful telescopes, or even the greatest

observing skill, were the necessary conditions for the

detection of these spots. On the contrary, they have

been seen with small telescopes when large ones failed

to show them
;
and comparatively inferior observers,

like Bianchini and De Vico, have recognised them,

when Sir William Herschel and the eagle-eyed Dawes

have been unable to detect any traces of their exist-

ence. Indeed, all that Sir William Herschel could

detect was a slight superiority of brightness in the part

of the disc near the edge as compared with the part

close by the boundary-line between the bright and

dark portions. This peculiarity he misinterpreted

strangely; for he ascribed it to the existence of an

atmosphere in Venus, failing to notice that it is clearly

recognisable in the airless moon.

The spots in Venus are not seen distinctly enough
to enable us to judge whether they indicate the exist-

ence of land and water, like the greenish and the

ruddy markings on Mars. But they have enabled as-

tronomers to measure the rate at which Venus turns

upon her axis, and they have also shown us how her

axis is placed, so that we can form an opinion as to

the nature of her seasons.

Cassini was the first to time the rotation of Venus.

He found that a certain spot returned to the same
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place on her face at intervals of about 23 hours, so

that the length of the day in Venus appears to be

slightly less than that of our own day. But Bianchini,

in 1726, came to a very different, and a very startling,

conclusion. He said he could not account for all the

changes of appearance he had noted in Yenus, with-

out assigning to her a rotation-period of 24 days and

about 8 hours. Cassini had not been certain about his

results, because he could not follow the spot far across

the face of Venus. Bianchini's results were open to a

somewhat similar objection. His observatory had not

sufficient sky-room to enable him to follow the planet

for more than about three hours. Now he was con-

vinced that the spots did not appreciably change their

place in that time ;
and having made his observations

at somewhat wide intervals, and finding that at the end

of several days a spot seemed considerably advanced

when observed at the same hour of the night, he con-

cluded that all those days had been occupied in this

advance alone. Cassini had judged that each day
there was a circuit and a slight advance as irell.

That excellent astronomer, Ferguson, whose book

(out of date as it is) continues far better worth study-

ing than nine-tenths of our modern elementary treatises

on Astronomy, adopted Bianchini's explanation as

seeming to accord best with the evidence. Working
out the consequences after his usual sound and labori-

ous fashion, he came to some very strange conclusions

respecting the seasonal changes in Venus. Bianchini

had seen reason to believe that Venus turns on an axis
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very much tilted down towards the level of her path
round the sun

; and the effects of this tilt would be

very striking, even though the day of Yenus were

judged to be equal, or nearly so, to our own. But

with the long day of 584 hours (24^ terrestrial days),

the resulting effects were found by Ferguson to be so

strange that nothing we are familiar with on earth

could be very well compared with them.

In the first place (according always to Bianchini's

estimate) there are but 9J days in the year of Venus. 1

1 In my ' Other Worlds '

there is a note referring to a remark in

Admiral Smyth's
' Celestial Cycle

' which had perplexed me. For the

Admiral says that in the year of Venus there are but 9J of her days,
'reckoned by the sun's rising and setting, owing to -which the sun

must appear to pass through a whole sign in little more than three

quarters of her natural day.' In the note referred to, I remark on this,
1 he gives no reason for this remarkable statement, which most certainly
is not correct.' I might well, indeed, be perplexed, not only by this

particular statement, but by Admiral Smyth's whole treatment of the

seasonal and diurnal changes in Venus. For though he nowhere adopts
Bianchini's estimate of Venus's rotation-period (on the contrary, he re-

marks that Schroter's researches have established Cassini's value), yet
none of his statements are just if Venus turns round in about 24 hours.

I have recently found that all Admiral Smyth's remarks on the seasonal

and diurnal changes in Venus were founded on Ferguson's examination

of the matter. So that their incongruity is at once accounted for. But
it is worthy of notice how important it is that no statement however

eminent its authority should be repeated without due examination, or

failing that (as may well happen wheu a subject is very recondite), a

careful reference to the source whence the statement has been drawn.

Admiral Smyth doubtless thought that so accurate a writer as Ferguson
could not go wrong, and so, neglecting inquiry, failed to notice that he

was himself misinterpreting Ferguson. On the other hand, I was some-

what sharply censured for questioning the dicta of so sound a mathe-

matician as the esteemed Admiral
; yet it is now shown how necessary

such questioning was in that instance. But in truth it is always so.

Doubt in such matters ought to be held as an absolute duty by the scien-

tific writer.
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6 We may suppose,' says Ferguson,
' that the inhabit-

ants of Venus will be always careful to add a day to

some particular part of every fourth year, by means of

which intercalary day every fourth year will be a leap-

year, and will bring her time to an even reckoning,

and keep her calendar always right.'

Then, the day lasting so long, the sun's midday

height would be very different on successive days ; so

that if at any place he were overhead at noon on one

day, he would be found far removed from the point

overhead at noon of the next day.
' This appears to

be providentially ordered,' says Ferguson,
( for pre-

venting the too great effects of the sun's heat (which

is twice as great on Venus as on the earth) ; so that

he cannot shine perpendicularly on the same places for

two days together ;
and on that account the heated

places have time to cool.
5 One would have thought

the long night of 292 hours would fairly have sufficed

for this desirable purpose ; but in Ferguson's day men

knew more about the final causes of things than we do

in our time, so that it is only with extreme diffidence

that I venture this suggestion.

When Ferguson wrote, the astronomers of England
were paying great attention to the problem of finding

a ship's longitude at sea. Ferguson points out how

much better off the people in Venus are as respects

their means of dealing with this problem.
' The sun's

altitude at noon being very different at places in the

same latitude, according to their different longitudes,

it will be almost as easy to find the longitude on
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Venus as it is for us to find the latitude on our earth,

which is an advantage we can never have.' Here is

another instance of an easily interpretable design. For

our seamen have the moon to help them in finding the

longitude ; and the voyagers over Venus would be

badly off without a moon but for the peculiarity pointed

out by Ferguson.

But it is as well, before inquiring what purpose was

intended to be fulfilled by certain relations, to assure

ourselves that those relations exist. For example,

before asking why the people in Jupiter and Saturn

get so much more moonlight from their many moons

than we do from our single one, it is as well to calculate

how much light they do actually get ; because the

argument from design is slightly interfered with when

the multiple moonlight in Saturn and Jupiter is found

to amount in all to scarce a twentieth of that which

our single moon supplies to us. So here, in the case of

Venus, it is unpleasing, after calculating all the im-

portant advantages afforded by the long day of Venus,

to discover that the day of Venus is actually rather

less than our own.

This, however, has now been abundantly proved.

Schroter, by carefully noting the interval which

elapsed between the successive appearances of a cer-

tain bright spot close by the southern horn of the

crescent Venus, assigned a rotation-period of 23 days

21 minutes and 8 seconds. This was within a minute

of the time which had been assigned by the younger

Cassini as bringing his father's observations into
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agreement with Bianchini's. But the Italian observer,

De Vico, attacked the question still more earnestly.

He and several colleagues studied Yenus at the Ob-

servatory of the Collegio Romano. They rediscovered

Bianchini's spots, and by carefully comparing their

own estimate of the planet's rotation with the observed

appearance of Venus at such and such hours, as re-

corded by Bianchini, they were able to deduce a very

close approximation to the rotation-period of Venus.

They assigned as the actual length of the day in Venus

23 hours 21 minutes 23 seconds and 93 hundredth

parts of a second. Without accepting these hundredths

as altogether beyond dispute, we may take 23 hours

21 minutes and 24 seconds as doubtless very closely

representing the value of Venus's rotation-period.

Here, then, we have a day closely corresponding to

that of our own earth, and also to that of Mars. In

fact, the day of Venus falls short of our earth's day by
about as much as the day of Mars exceeds our earth's.

Instead of the year of 9 of her own days assigned to

Venus by Bianchini, we find that she has a year of

about 230 days. There is little reason, then, thus far,

for supposing that the seasonal and diurnal changes

in Venus differ importantly from those on our own

earth.

But undoubtedly, when we inquire into other cir-

cumstances on which the seasons and general climate

of a planet must depend, we find some difficulty in re-

garding Venus as likely to be a quite agreeable abode

for creatures constituted like ourselves. Before dis-
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cussing these relations, however, let me as an anticipa-

tory corrective present the enthusiastic description

which Flammarion has given of that which he

can have seen only with his mind's eye, and that

eye gifted with exceptional, and possibly deceptive,

powers.
' Some ill-disposed minds,' he says, as

translated by Mrs, Lockyer, 'have asserted that

although Venus is beautiful afar, it is frightful on a

nearer view. I fancy I see my young and amiable

readers ; and I am sure that not one amongst them is

of this opinion. Indeed, all the magnificence of light

and day which we enjoy on the earth, Yenus possesses

in a higher degree. Like our globe, it is surrounded

by a transparent atmosphere, in the midst of which are

combined thousands and thousands of shades of light.

Clouds rise from the stormy ocean, and transport into

the sky snowy, silvery, golden, and purple tints. At

morning and evening, when the dazzling orb of day,

twice as large as it appears from the earth, lifts its

enormous disc at the east, or inclines towards the west,

the twilight unfolds its splendours and charms."

This is very pleasant to contemplate ; but it is

desirable to inquire how far it is warranted by known

facts.

To begin with the excessive light and heat which

the sun pours upon Yenus. I suppose no one doubts

that quite possibly this great light and heat may be so

tempered as to be not only endurable, but pleasant to

people in Yenus. But so far as terrestrial experience

is concerned, we are assuredly not justified in saying

H
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that this must be so. Undoubtedly, if the sun began

suddenly to pour twice as much light and heat upon
the earth as he actually does, the human race would

be destroyed in a very few months. In tropical regions

the destruction would be completed in a single day.

In temperate regions the beginning of the first summer

would be fatal. Nor would the denizens of arctic and

subarctic regions live through the heat of a midsum-

mer's nightless day.

Suppose, now, we assume that the atmosphere of

Venus, as good observers have judged, is considerably

deeper than our own. This we may fairly do, because

certainly the estimate of observers would be more

likely to fall short of the truth than to pass beyond it
;

so that, when trustworthy astronomers say that they
have seen the twilight zone of Venus extending farther

than we know our own does, wre may fairly conclude

that at a nearer view a yet greater extension of this

sunlit atmosphere for such is the real nature of the

source of twilight would be greater yet. Here,

again, all that we know of the effects of a deep atmo-

sphere would lead us to believe that the heat in Venus

must be intensified by the action of her deep and dense

atmosphere. As a matter of fact, it may not be so.

All I urge is, that, judging from the only analogy we

have to guide us, the depth and density of the atmo-

sphere of Venus seem to promise no relief from the

intense solar heat to which she is exposed.

But it is when we consider the effects of her axial

slope that we find the most urgent reasons for doubt-
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ing how far life would be comfortable to ourselves in

that beautiful planet which so often adorns our twilight

skies,

Bianchini believed in an amount of axial tilt (a tilt

of the axis, that is, from uprightness to the path of

Venus) which has not been confirmed by De Yico and

his colleagues. Still their observations agree in as-

signing an axial tilt much more than twice as great

as the earth's. In other words, the arctic regions in

Venus extend more than twice as far from her poles as

ours do, and her tropical regions extend more than

twice as far as ours from the equator. But we have

only to take a terrestrial globe to see that, if we extend

more than doubly the range of the tropics and of the

arctic regions, these regions will overlap. There will

be no temperate zone at all. Instead of it, there will

be a region which is both tropical and arctic.

Now, when we remember what is meant when we

speak of a region as tropical or arctic, the significance

of this statement will be recognised. At a place

within the tropics the sun is always twice in each year

immediately overhead at noon. At a place within the

arctic regions there is always one period in the year

when the sun does not rise, and another period when

he does not set, all through the twenty-four hours.

Conceive, then, first, the vicissitudes within the

zone which is both arctic and tropical. Here we have,

at one season, an arctic night no sun shining all

through the twenty-four hours ;
at another an arctic

day the sun not setting during all those hours. Be-

H 2
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tween these seasons, but nearer to the latter, we have

two seasons, when the sun is overhead at noon. The

contrast between the bitterness of a season when the

sun does not show at all, and the fiercely scorching

heat of seasons when either the great sun of Venus

does not set, or shines vertically down at noon upon
such beings as may be able to endure hi? fury, is cer-

tainly not a pleasant prospect for terrestrial beings to

contemplate. The young lady whom Flammarion lauds

because she promised
4

swiftly to soar to Venus ' when

her (

imprison'd soul was free,' would have been justified

in declining the visit, on the score of expediency,

while still encumbered with a body. And if
f

now,'

as Flammarion suggests,
( she resides in that isle of

light, and contemplates thence the earthly abode which

she not long ago inhabited, perhaps she hears,' not

without amusement,
( the prayers of those who, as she

did formerly, allow their hopes to mount sometimes
'

to those pleasant-looking regions.

Kor are the tropical or arctic regions more likely to

be comfortable abodes for creatures constituted like

ourselves. The seasonal contrasts and vicissitudes in

these regions are always very marked, and recur much

more rapidly than on our own earth. If the arctic

regions are worse off in having a more marked dif-

ference between the greatest heat of the summer and

the greatest cold of winter, the tropical regions are

worse off in having two summers and two winters

within the short year of two hundred and twenty-seven

terrestrial days.
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I cannot but think that on a fair examination of

the physical habitudes of Venus, we are led rather to

Whewell's than to Brewster's opinion ; though I am

by no means ready to admit that either one or the

other opinion is strictly sound. It is but barely pos-

sible, if possible at all, that Venus may be a suitable

abode for creatures like ourselves and our fellow in-

habitants of this terrestrial globe. But we have no

sufficient reasons for believing with Whewell that

creatures so constituted as to exist in comfort in Venus

must needs be wholly inferior to those which inhabit

the earth.

One word on the celestial scenery visible from

Venus. It is a circumstance worth noticing that from

all the three planets which have no moons, at least one

orb can be so seen as to appear more beautiful than any
star or planet in our own skies. Jupiter, as seen from

Mars, must appear a most noble orb, since his splendour,

owing to the greater proximity of Mars (when most

favourably situated for observing Jupiter), must be

one half greater than that which he displays to our-

selves. His satellites, too, may probably be visible from

Mars. In the planet Venus, again, the Mercurials have

a noble spectacle. Her lustre, indeed, when seen under

the most favourable circumstances, must illuminate the

skies of Mercury with a splendour surpassing ten or

twelve times that of the planet J upiter as we see him

on a midnight sky. From Mercury also the earth

must seem a noble orb, her attendant moon being pro-

bably distinctly visible. Venus has not, like Mercury,
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a view of two planets surpassing Jupiter in splendour.

But, on the other hand, the earth as seen from Venus

must be the most beautiful spectacle visible throughout

the whole range of the solar system. To vision such

as ours the earth must present the figure of a disc,

because we know that under favourable circumstances

we can ourselves recognise the crescent form of Venus

with the unaided eye. This disc cannot fail to exhibit

varying colours; now appearing greenish, now reddish,

according as the terrestrial seas or oceans are more

fully turned towards Venus ; while at times, when the

atmosphere of our earth is heavily laden with vapours,

the glory of the earth as a light in the skies of Venus

must be greatly enhanced, the earth's lustre being at

such times,, however, purely white. In the meantime

the moon must be distinctly visible, as a disc about

one-fourth as large as the earth's in diameter, and not

changing in colour as hers does, unless, indeed, it

chances that the side of the moon we do not see differs

very much in character from the portion we are able

to study. The seeming distance separating the moon

from the earth when they are farthest apart will be

somewhat greater than the seeming diameter of the

moon as we see her. It need hardly be said that the

light actually received from the earth and moon under

these circumstances must be very much greater than

that which we receive either from Jupiter or Venus l

1 The actual amount of light received from the earth, and moon toge-

ther, as seen from Venus, probably amounts to nearly the five-hundredth

pert of that which we receive from the moon at full.
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when at their brightest. We know that Mars, when

seen under most favourable circumstances (once in

about a century), is fairly comparable with Jupiter;

but at such times Mars is half as far again from us as

we are from Venus. He would show a disc much less

than half the earth's if both were seen at the same

distance, and he is illuminated less than one-half as

brightly, owing to his greater distance from the sun.

On all these accounts the earth must shine many times

more splendidly than Mars does, even on those excep-

tional occasions when (as once during the last century)

his ruddy orb blazes so resplendently as to be mis-

taken for a new star. When it is remembered, too,

that Yenus is seen most brightly when by no means at

her nearest, and when showing less than a half disc,

whereas the earth is seen most favourably when

nearest to Venus, and showing a full disc, it will be

seen that the greater intrinsic lustre of Venus is much

more than counterbalanced, and that the earth with

her companion moon, as seen from the planet Venus,

must form a far more glorious spectacle (besides ap-

pearing on a far darker sky) than the Planet of Love

when most she solicits our admiration.

The St. Pauls Magazine, June, 1871.
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THE PLANET OF WAR.

AT a meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society a

few years ago, a globe was exhibited by Mr. Browning,

on which lands and seas were pictured as upon an

ordinary terrestrial globe. By far the larger part of

these lands and seas were laid down as well-known

entities, respecting which no more doubt is felt among
astronomers than is felt by geographers respecting the

oceans and continents of our own earth. Yet the

world which is represented by this globe is one which

is never less than one hundred and twenty times

farther from us than our own moon.

It is rather singular that the planet Mars the orb

which was represented by Mr. Browning's globe
1

is

the only object in the heavens which is known to

exhibit features resembling those of our earth. Astro-

nomers have examined the moon in vain for such

features: she presents an arid waste of extinct vol-

canoes, dreary mountain scenery surrounding lifeless

plains (the seas of the old astronomers) ;
an airless

hemisphere of desolation, in fact, which has no coun-

terpart on the terrestrial globe. The planets Jupiter

and Saturn, orbs which far transcend our earth in

1 The globe was constructed from a chart of Mars formed by the

present writer from Mr. Dawes' drawings of the planet.
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mass and volume, which are adorned with magnificent

systems of subsidiary bodies, and which seem in every

respect worthy to be the abodes of nobler races than

those which subsist upon our earth, afford no indica-

tions which justify us in asserting that they resemble

the earth in any of those points which we are accus-

tomed to regard as essential to the wants of living

creatures. Nearly the whole of the light which we

receive from these splendid orbs is reflected, not from

their real surface, but from vaporous masses suspended

in their atmospheres. It is, indeed, doubtful whether

anything has ever been seen of the real surface of

either planet, save perhaps that a small spot has here

and there been faintly visible through the dense over-

hanging mantle of vapour. And strangely enough,

the two small planets, which present in other respects

the most marked contrast to the giant members of our

system, resemble them in this point. Venus and

Mercury seem both to be protected from the intense

heat to which they would otherwise be exposed through

their proximity to the sun, by densely vaporous enve-

lopes, which only permit the true surface of the planets

to be faintly seen, even under the most favourable

conditions. The planet Mars, however, discloses to

us his real surface, and this surface presents indica-

tions which cannot reasonably be doubted to result

from the existence of continents and oceans resem-

bling those of our own earth in all essential features.

Moreover, that wonderfully delicate instrument of

research, the spectroscope, has confirmed these indica-
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lions in a manner which hardly suffers any further

doubt to rest upon their meaning. I do not think

that my readers will find a brief record of the

process of discovery which has culminated in the con-

struction of Martial charts and globes otherwise than

interesting.

It does not appear that Galileo, when he applied to

Mars the same telescope which had revealed to him the

satellites of Jupiter, was able to detect any features

of interest in the nearer planet. More than half a

century, indeed, appears to have passed, after the in-

vention of the telescope, before anything was detected

which led to the suspicion that Mars has permanent

markings upon his surface. In the beginning of March,

1666, Cassini, with a telescope 16 feet in length, but

not very far inferior in power to many modern tubes

one quarter as long, noticed features sufficiently

remarkable to enable him to determine roughly the

rotation-period of the planet. Not many days later

our own countryman, the ingenious Hooke (who had

detected spots on Mars in 1665), made two drawings

of Mars which will bear comparison with all but the

best modern views. These drawings were taken by

means of a telescope no less than twelve yards long.

At the end of the same month observers at Home,

using Divini's glasses, constructed a drawing of Mars,

which aroused the wrath of Cassini :
e

for,' says he,

e these observers represent the spots they saw as small,

far apart, remote from the middle of the disc, and the

eastern spot less than the west, whereas by observations
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made on the same day at Bonomia, I know that there *

were two large spots close to each other, in the midst

of the disc, and the eastern bigger than the western.'

Certain it is that Cassini deduced from his observa-

tions a nearly correct rotation-period, while the Roman
observers gave a period only one half the true one,

having apparently been deceived by a certain resem-

blance which exists between two opposite hemispheres

of the planet.

In 1704-1719 Maraldi made a series of observa-

tions of Mars, and two of his drawings are easily recog-

nisable. In one there is seen a triangular or funnel-

shaped spot, running nearly north and south, which is

doubtless the feature called s the Hour-glass Sea '

by
modern astronomers. In the other there is an elbow-

shaped spot which powerful modern instruments have

broken up into two important
e
seas.'

Sir W. Herschel, however, was the first who at-

tempted a systematic examination of Martial features.

His object was rather a singular one ; in fact, it will

hardly appear, at first sight, what relation can exist

between that object and the features of Mars's surface,

Herschel wished to ascertain ivhether the lenyth of our

day is constant. He considered that by watching the

rotation of some other member of the solar system he

might be set upon the traces of any change which may
be taking place in our earth's motion of rotation. He
soon found that (as has been already indicated) Mars

is the only planet available for this purpose, as being

the only planet whose surface bears recognisable marks.
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He set himself therefore to construct a series of pic-

tures of the planet.

Herschel was not very successful. I have heard

his pictures described as ( caricatures
'

of Mars.

Their defects are not due, of course, to any want of

care or skill in this eminent observer, but to the

imperfect definition of his large reflectors. These

instruments, though admirably adapted for the ob-

servation of objects requiring a great degree of light-

gathering power, were wanting in that extreme accu-

racy of definition which would alone suffice to present

the surface-details of so distant an object as the planet

Mars. And by a singular accident Herschel was

not even successful in determining the rotation-period

of Mars with the accuracy which might have been

deduced from his long series of observations. In

comparing views taken at an interval of two years,

he accidentally omitted one rotation, so that the

Martial day, as determined by him, was two minutes

too long.

The next series of observations which deserves

special comment, is that taken by Messrs. Beer and

Madler, in the years 1830-1837. They used an in-

strument about four inches in aperture, and rather

more than five feet in focal length. With this instru-

ment, which in less experienced hands would have been

wholly inadequate for observations of such diffi-

culty, they constructed an admirable series of views,

which they subsequently combined in a ( chart of Mars.'

They also obtained a close approximation to the length
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of the Martial day, which they found to consist of

24 h. 37m. 23 -8s., a result not differing much more

than a second from the true value.

I pass over a number of excellent drawings
which have been made by Kunowski, De La Rue,

Lockyer, Nasmyth, the Padre Secchi, and other ob-

servers, to describe the drawings which were con-

structed by the eagle-eyed Dawes, in 1852-1864.

This eminent observer, whose loss astronomy has lately

had to deplore, made use in 1852 of an exquisite

6J-inch refractor from the celebrated Munich works.

He described this instrument to me as '

absolutely per-

fect.' Later observations he made with a fine refractor

8^ inches in aperture, by Alvan Clark, of America.

The first peculiarity which strikes one in examining
Dawes' views of Mars, is the multiplicity of the detailjs

which they contain. One begins to doubt whether all

that is pictured is to be taken as representing what the

observer actually saw. For while there are large and

well-marked features corresponding with those seen in

other drawings, there are a multitude of light streaks

and patches which one might well suppose to represent

merely the general effect presented to- the observer by

parts of the planet not rendered quite so distinctly

visible as the rest. Then again, on a rough comparison

of several views, whether taken on succeeding days or

belonging to different years, one does not find the sort

of resemblance which one would be led to expect.

It is not a little singular that these peculiarities,

which would lead one at first sight to attach little
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value to Dawes' drawings of Mars, are precisely those

which enable us to assign to them their real importance.

It is well known that Mr. Dawes was averse to long

and tedious mathematical processes. Where his ob-

servations required such processes, he left the work to

be done by others. Content with doing that which

none could do so well as he, he left the interpretation

of his observations where this required mathematical

computation of any complexity to those whose tastes

led them to care more for work of that sort. Now,

when many observations have been made upon a globe

continually varying in its presentation towards the eye,

it is a much more difficult and laborious process than

might be supposed, to reduce all these observations in

such a way that the real configuration of the globe

shall become known. Just as our earth in travelling

round the sun bows first one pole then the other to-

wards him, and by rotating on its polar axis brings

different countries in succession under his rays, so

Mars presents a continually varying configuration to

the observer on earth. Nay, there is an even greater

complexity in the latter variations, because the earth

itself, from which we observe Mars, is not at rest.

Thus it becomes a perplexing problem to educe, from

a mere series of eye-transcripts of the planet, the real

features which exist upon his globe. But when this

has been carefully done, it clearly becomes possible to

determine how far those eye-transcripts may be trusted.

If we see that the varying figures presented by the

same feature are due merely to the varying presenta-
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tion of the planet, we not onty learn that that

feature exists on the planet, but we have satisfactory-

evidence of the skill of the observer who has made the

drawings.

Now, when Mr. Dawes' drawings are tested in this

way, it is found that they accord in the most satisfac-

tory manner. Features which present no apparent

resemblance are found to resolve themselves into the

same well-marked ocean or continent, when each is

brought to the centre of the planet's disc. One sin-

gular instance of this is worthy of notice. I have

spoken of a long sea running north and south on Mars'

.globe, which was represented by Maraldi as a dark

triangle, and which, as seen in modern telescopes, has

seemed to merit the name of i the Hour-glass Sea.
7

This sea appears in many of Mr. Dawes' drawings,

and on account of its extent and peculiar figure there

is in most cases very little difficulty in recognising it.

But in explaining his tracings to the present writer3

Mr. Dawes pointed out the existence of a dark marking

near the border of the disc (in two or three drawings)

which he compared to the leg of an old-fashioned table.

It appeared as a double curve resembling Hogarth's
f line of beauty.' Now, when the requisite calculation

and construction had been gone through, it was found

that this mark, brought to the centre of the disc,

assumed the exact figure of l the Hour-glass Sea
'

;
and

a comparison of the position of the marking with the

position of 'the Hour-glass Sea' in another drawing,

reference being made to the planet's rotation in the
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interval, left no doubt that f the Table-leg Sea' and fthe

Hour-glass Sea ' were one and the same.

The numerous details in Mr. Dawes' drawings

being shown in this way to correspond to real features

on the planet's surface, it became feasible to construct

a chart which should represent all these features

exactly as oceans and continents are represented in

the maps of hemispheres which usually accompany
terrestrial atlases. This has been done, and two

charts have been constructed, in which all the fea-

tures detected by Mr. Dawes find a place. For con-

venience of reference, these features have received the

names of those astronomers whose researches have

added in any way to our knowledge of this interesting

planet. These names I shall make use of in giving

a very brief sketch of the Martial oceans and conti-

nents
;
in other words, a brief treatise on Areoyrapliy.

See Frontispiece.

Each pole of Mars is capped by polar ice, which

varies in extent according to the progress of the Mar-

tial seasons. Around each polar cap there is a polar

sea the northern sea being termed in the charts

Schroter Sea, the southern Phillips Sea. . The equato-

rial regions of Mars are mainly occupied by extensive

continents. There are four of these: viz., Dawes

Continent, Madler Continent, Secchi Continent, and

Herschel I. (Sir W.) Continent. Between Dawes

Continent and Herschel Continent flows f the Hour-

glass Sea,' termed in the chart Kaiser Sea, the large

southern ocean out of which this sea flows being deno-
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minated Dawes Ocean. Between Madler Continent

and Dawes Continent flows Dawes Strait, connecting
De La Rue Ocean (southern) and a northern sea,

named after Tycho. Herschel Continent is separated

from Secchi Continent by Huggins Inlet, flowing from

a large southern sea termed Maraldi Sea. In like

manner Bessel Inlet, flowing out of Airy Sea (a

northern sea), separates the Madler and Secchi Con-

tinents. Between Dawes Ocean and De La Rue

Ocean there lie two large islands, Phillips Island, lying

within the Martial tropics, and Jacob Island, lying in

the southern temperate zone. Dawes Ocean separates

into four large seas extending northwards. Large
tracts of land lie between these seas, but whether they

are islands or not is uncertain, as their south polar

extremities are never very clearly defined. In De La

Rue Ocean there is a small island which presents so

bright and glistening an aspect as to suggest the

probability of its being usually snow-covered. It is

called in the chart Dawes Snow Island. Three seas,

separated by lands of doubtful extent, reach from De

La Rue Ocean towards the south pole. I have

mentioned the northern seas Tycho and Airy. These

are connected, and form, with the third sea, named

Beer Sea, a continuous fluid zone around the northern

polar regions. In the zone of land which separates

this sea from Schroter Sea there lies an extensive sea

or lake named after Delambre.

One of the most singular features of the Martial

globe is the prevalence of long and winding inlets and

I
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bottle-necked seas. These features are wholly distinct

from anything known on our own earth. For ex-

ample, Huggins Inlet is a long forked stream, far too

wide to be compared to any terrestrial river, extending

for about three thousand miles from its two-forked

commencement, near Airy Sea, to the point at which

it falls into the Maraldi Sea. Bessel Inlet is nearly

as long. Another inlet called in the chart Nasmyth

Inlet, is yet more remarkable. Commencing near

Tycho Sea, it flows to the east, running parallel to

that Sea and Beer Sea. It then turns sharply south-

wards, and expanding forms Kaiser Sea. Oude-

mann's Inlet connects (apparently) two bell-shaped

seas ; but it is not quite clear whether these seas are

separated or not by an interval of land from Beer

Sea. The bottle-necked seas or lakes are singular

features. The seas connected by Oudemann's Inlet

probably form a twin pair of seas of this sort. Two

very remarkable seas, closely resembling each other

in figure, and each of which is separated from De la

Rue Ocean by a narrow curved strait, $,re very note-

worthy features. Were it not for their enormous real

dimensions each sea is at least 300 miles long by 150

broad, and the channels which connect them with De
La Eue Ocean are fully 250 miles-long one would be

disposed to detect in their singular resemblance the

evidence of artificial construction. The same remark

applies to two closely resembling flask-shaped seas,

which flow into Tycho Sea. Another well-marked sea

of this sort flows into ' the Hour-glass,' or Kaiser Sea.
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On our earth the oceans are three times as exten-

sive as the continents. It may be noticed also that

Europe, Asia, and Africa, form a single large island,

so to speak ; while another large island is formed by
the two Americas. On Mars a very different arrange-

ment prevails. In the first place, there is little dispa-

rity between the extent of oceans and continents ; and

then these are mixed up in the most complex manner.

A traveller either by land or water could visit almost

every quarter of that planet without leaving the

element on which he had commenced his journeyings.

Thus, he might proqeed by water along Nasmyth
Inlet for some 2,000 miles ; thence southwards for

some 1,500 miles along the Kaiser Sea into Dawes

Ocean; thence he might coast along the four seas

which extend for upwards of 5,000 miles around the

southern temperate zone ; thence, after circumnavi-

gating Jacob Island and Phillips Island (a journey

of about 6,000 miles), he could sail into De La Hue

Ocean, and visit the three open seas and the five

bottle-necked seas which are connected with it, a

journey of some 6,000 miles. After this he could

sail down Dawes Strait into the sea which surrounds

the northern temperate zone, and after circumnaviga-

ting this zone he could sail up Bessel Inlet: the

journey after leaving De La Rue Ocean being fully

10,000 miles in length. Thus he would have visited

almost every quarter of the Martial globe, and jour-

neyed upwards of 30,000 miles, always in sight of land,

and generally with land in view on both sides. Again,

i 2
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a traveller by land, starting from Dawes Continent,

could go round the extremity of Nasmyth Inlet and

pass by a long neck of land called Madler Land into

Herschel Continent; thence rounding Huggins Inlet

to Secchi Continent ; thence rounding Bessel Inlet to

Madler Continent; and finally, rounding the south-

eastern extremity of De La Rue Ocean, he could visit

all the lands which surround the southern temperate

zone.

In this intricate labyrinthine fashion are the lands

and seas of Mars arranged. And perhaps, if we con-

sider the physical relations of the planet, we shall

recognise the adaptation of this arrangement to the

wants of the planet's inhabitants. It must be remem-

bered that if the lands and seas of Mars had been

arranged as those of our own earth, the large ocean

masses corresponding to our Pacific and Indian Oceans

would never have been swayed by a tidal wave. If

Mars has a satellite, it must be an exceedingly minute

one ;
for the most powerful telescopes have been

directed towards the planet without discovering any.

The effects of the sun in producing tides must be

almost inappreciable on Mars. These effects, it is

well known, depend on the relation which a planet's

diameter bears to its distance from the sun. Our

earth's diameter is about 8,000 miles, and its distance

from the sun 91,500,000 miles ; and the solar tide upon
our earth is very small. We can conceive, then, how

small the Martial tides would be, when we remember

that his diameter is less than 5,000 miles, and his
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distance from the sun upwards of 150,000,000 miles.

Large oceans, unswayed by tides, would become stag-

nant and impure. It seems probable that the waters

on Mars are sufficiently moderate in quantity to cir-

culate freely by the mere processes of evaporation and

downfall.

We have been assuming that the dark spots on

Mars are really seas, and the light ochrish-coloured

spots continents. Some astronomers have expressed

doubts on this point ; but such doubts may surely be

looked on as unreasonable. We can never, of course,

feel absolutely certain respecting the habitudes of so

distant a globe ; but there are many sound reasons

for concluding that the surface of Mars is really diver-

sified by land and water.

In the first place, there is the colour of the spots.

It was formerly supposed that the greenish tint of the

dark spots might be merely the effect of contrast with

the brighter spots which give to Mars its ruddy tint,

and earned for it the title of 6 irvposis among the

Greeks. But this opinion has been found to be erro-

neous, and all modern observers agree that the green

tint really belongs to the dark spots. In fact, more

doubt rests on the reality of the orange tint than on

that of the green. Astronomers have been disposed to

ascribe the orange colour to the absorptive qualities

of the Martial atmosphere, and it is only within the

last few years that the improbability of this view has

been established.

Then we have the evidence drawn from the white
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spots which cap the Martial poles. If these are really

masses of ice, resembling those which surround the

poles of our own earth, the question must of course be

answered in the nffirmative ; for whence could such

enormous masses of snow and ice be formed, save from

large seas? Now it is not easy to see on what grounds

it can reasonably be doubted that these white spots

are rightly called

The snowy poles of moonless Mars.

Their variation has been found to correspond exactly

with the progress of the Martial seasons and this not

for one or two Martial years, but ever since Sir W.
Herschel first called attention to the periodicity of the

variation. There is something singularly striking in

the contrast between the small sharply-defined ellipse

of white light round the pole of that hemisphere which

is enjoying the Martial summer, and the irregular and

wide-spreading tracts of snowy light round the cold

pole. In the winter these tracts extend as far from

the pole as latitude 45, a circumstance which indicates

an extent of snow-fall corresponding very closely to

that which in winter covers the northern tracts of Asia

and America. In summer, on the other hand, the icy

circle is reduced within a range of about 8 or 10 from

the pole ; so that arctic travellers on Mars are not

likely to approach either pole more closely than Sir

Edward Parry approached the North Pole of the earth

in his celebrated 6 boat and sledge' journey in 1837.

Now, when we see features corresponding so closely
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with those presented by our own earth, and consider

further the a priori probability that our nearest neigh-

bour among the planets would be constituted much as

the earth is, we are led at once to the conclusion that

these white patches are in reality snowy masses, and

therefore that there must exist large seas and oceans

whence the vapours are raised from which these snows

have been condensed.

But further, we have distinct evidence of the ex-

istence of a cloud-bearing atmosphere around Mars.

The features of the planet are often blurred and in-

distinct when every circumstance is favourable for

observation. And it is especially noteworthy that the

wintry hemisphere is always much less distinct than

the hemisphere which is enjoying the Martial summer.
( A variable envelope,' writes Professor Phillips,
f

gathers and fluctuates over a permanent basis of

bright and dusky tracts on the surface of Mars, par-

tially modifying the aspect of the fundamental features

and even in some cases disguising them under new-

lights and shades, which present no constancy a

thin vaporous atmosphere probably resting on a sur-

face of land, snow, and water.' It is also remarked

that the outer parts of the disc are nearly always much

more indistinct than the central parts ;
the former

shine with that white light which we receive from the

cloud-belts of Jupiter ;
and if we remember that the

outer parts of the disc contain those regions of Mars

which have lately come into sunshine, or are about

to pass out of it, we see the meaning of the phenome-
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non to be this, that the morning and evening skies of

the Martialists are more clouded than the midday shy :

a condition which is known to prevail in certain sea-

sons and latitudes on our own earth also. The indis-

tinctness of the wintry hemisphere points to the preva-

lence of cloudy skies during the Martial winter ; and

this peculiarity is not only conformable with recognised

habitudes on our own earth, but corresponds with the

variations of the Polar snow-caps.
( The enormous

transfer of moisture from one hemisphere to the other,'

writes Professor Phillips,
f while the snows are melting

round one pole and forming round the other, must

generate over a great part of the planet heavy storms

and great breadths of fluctuating clouds, which would

not, as on the quickly rotating mass of Jupiter, gather

into equatorial bands, but be more under the influence

of prominent land and irregular tracts of ocean.'

But the strongest argument in favour of a simi-

larity in general physical relations between Mars and

our own earth, is drawn from the revelations which

have been afforded by the spectroscope. This evidence

has been discussed with considerable fulness in my work

entitled ' Other Worlds than Ours.' Those readers

who are anxious to examine the subject more at

length, should read Dr. Huggins' paper on the spec-

trum of Mars, in the (

Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society' for 1867. The main facts

pointed to by his researches are the following: First,

the red colour of Mars is not due to an absorptive

power in his atmosphere, resembling that in our own
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air which causes the ruddy skies of twilight. If this

were so, the snowy poles would lose their white colour,

since we see them through the densest strata of the

Martial atmosphere. But secondly, although the

atmosphere around Mars is not so abnormally dense

as to produce the ruddy tint of the planet, yet that

atmosphere does contain gases and vapours corre-

sponding to those which are present in our own air-;

for lines appear in the spectrum which correspond

with those which appear in the solar spectrum when

the sun's light traverses the lower strata of the earth's

atmosphere.
( That these lines,' says Dr. Huggins,

'were not produced by the portion of the earth's

atmosphere through which the light of Mars had

passed, was shown by the absence of similar lines in

the spectrum of the moon, which at the time of ob-

servation had a smaller altitude than Mars ;

'

so that,

if the lines had been due to the earth's atmosphere,

they should have been stronger in the moon's spec-

trum than in that of the planet.

It appears, then, from the searching scrutiny of

the spectroscope, that Mars has an atmosphere, and

that that atmosphere most probably resembles our

own in general constitution. Combining this evidence

with that which we already possess of the presence of

water in its liquid, vaporous, and solid states, upon

the surface of Mars, and with the certainty that the red

tint of parts of the planet is due to a real ruddiness of

substance (corresponding to the tint of certain soils

upon our own earth), we cannot but recognise the
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extreme probability that -in all essential habitudes the

planet Mars resembles our own earth. One circum-

stance may at first excite surprise : the fact, namely,

that in a planet so much farther from the sun there

should exist so close a resemblance to the earth,

as respects climatic relations. But if we consider the

results of Tyndall's researches on the Radiation of

Heat, and remember that a very moderate increase in

the quantity of certain vapours present in our atmo-

sphere would suffice to render the climate of the earth

intolerable through excess of heat (just as glass walls

cause a hot-house to be warm long after the sun has

set), we shall not fail to see that Mars may readily be

compensated by a corresponding arrangement for his

increased distance from the vivifying centre of the

golar system,
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A MINIATURE SUN.

VENUS herself, when seen under most favourable

conditions, scarcely exceeds in brilliancy the giant

planet Jupiter;
1 and there are times when, setting

aside telescopic aid, even the practised astronomer can

only distinguish her from his beautiful orb by a cer-

tain faint tinge of yellow which characterises her lustre.

Far more distant than she is, both from us and from the
*

sun, and far less brilliantly illuminated, Jupiter makes

up, or nearly so, for both these circumstances by his

mighty bulk, and also, as will presently appear, by a

peculiar light-giving power, which distinguishes him

from the Planet of Love.

I purpose to give a brief account of some of the

characteristics of the noblest planet of the solar sys-

tem, and then to consider certain circumstances which

have received far less attention than they deserve.

And although in the course of this paper I shall have

to refer to several details which I have already dealt

with at length in ' Other Worlds than Ours,' yet I

shall, for the most part, direct the reader's attention

1 "When this paper appeared there were two Evening Stars

Venus and Jupiter shining with rival lustre in the western sky. The

two planets were quite close to each other on May 12, 1871 Jupiter

afterwards passing away from Venus westwards.
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to new evidence in fact, to considerations which have

occurred to me, or have been discussed by others,

since the second edition of that work was published.

Jupiter is a globe exceeding our earth some twelve

hundred times in volume, but made of matter whose

average density is so much lighter than the earth's

that his weight exceeds hers but about three hundred

times. Let this last point not be misunderstood, how-

ever. It can by no means be asserted that the matter

composing Jupiter's globe is lighter bulk for bulk

than our rocks, or even than our metals. It is only on

the average that he is of small density. We may put

the matter thus. A globe as large as Jupiter seems to

be, if made of some substance about one-fourth heavier

than water bulk for bulk would be equal to Jupiter

in mass or weight; whereas a globe as large as our

earth is known to be, would have to be made of a sub-

stance more than five times as heavy as water to equal

her in mass.

Jupiter is more than five times as far from the sun

as our earth is ; and, instead of one year, he occupies

nearly twelve years in travelling once on his path

around the ruling centre of the planetary scheme. As

he speeds along his noble orbit he rotates very swiftly;

so that, notwithstanding his giant bulk, he turns com-

pletely round upon his axis about five times during

the interval which this little earth occupies in making
two rotations that is, during two days.

Jupiter is attended by no less than four moons.

It has been said that these moons are made of even
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lighter material than the planet itself. But this is not

the case. Their mean densities range from 1*14 to 2*17

(water as 1). Our own moon would outweigh an

equal bulk of water much more than three times.

It seems clear that in the case of Jupiter and

his attendant family we have to consider relations

differing wholly hi character from those presented by
our own earth and her satellite, the moon. All that

we know certainly about Jupiter invites us to the con-

sideration that he is unlike the earth, insomuch that if

the telescope revealed features indicative of resem-

blance, one would expect that astronomers would look

with suspicion on the discovery, or would regard it as

something to be explained away. Strangely enough,
the exact reverse is the case. The telescope, when

applied to Jupiter, shows us nothing which can be

compared with any known features of our own earth ;

yet this circumstance, which seems to accord so well

with what has been learned about the bulk, density,

and rotation of the planet, and with the known pecu-

liarities of the subordinate system he rules over, has

been looked upon as a matter to be accounted for by
more or less recondite explanations. Thus it has come

to pass that astronomers have traced analogies between

Jupiter and the earth for which assuredly it is diffi-

cult to find any warrant. We shall presently see

what the real teachings of the telescope have been;

and I think I shall be able to show that they do not

accord in a single respect with any known terrestrial

phenomena. But what I desire specially to dwell upon
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here is the fact that in setting out upon our inquiry

we ought not to expect such accordance ; that, on the

contrary, knowing we have to do with a globe every

one of whose principal characteristics is quite different

from the earth's, we ought to anticipate that the details

brought to light by the telescope would indicate a cor-

responding difference.

The most important peculiarity of Jupiter's struc-

ture revealed by the telescope is beyond question the

existence of belts around his mighty orb. These belts

will, of course, not be confounded with the rings of his

brother giant Saturn. The belts are not outside the

planet, but on his surface that is, they are on the

surface of the globe we see. They may, for anything

that is known to the contrary, lie far above his real

solid body, supposing he has such a body ; but I am

speaking now of his appearance. We see him as a

disc, and across that disc we see -certain bright and

dusky belts lying side by side. We can watch, on

some occasions, the motion of certain irregularities

in the belts ; and we see these irregularities carried

across the planet's disc precisely as they would be if

attached to his surface and carried round by his rota-

tion upon his axis.

These belts are very wonderful phenomena, and to

say truth they are worthy of much more study than

telescopists have yet given to them. What Schwabe

has done for the sun-spots, some astronomer will

hereafter do for Jupiter's belts, studying the belts

persistently, day after day, and year after year, even
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from the time when Jupiter is first visible as a morning
star until, after passing round to his place as an

evening star, the planet is again about to veil himself

for a few weeks amid the splendour of the solar beams.

I venture to predict that in a few years an observer

so working would be prepared to say as Schwabe did

when his solar observations were beginning to bear

noble fruit :
6 1 set out humbly, like Saul when he

went forth to seek his father's asses, and lo ! like him,

I have discovered a kingdom.' And then other la-

bourers would be encouraged to continue the work,

as Carrington and De La Rue and Stewart continued

Schwabe's work, so that we should begin to know

much more than we do at present respecting those

laws according to which the belts of Jupiter pass

through their various changes.

But even the scattered facts which alone we as yet

possess are full of interest and significance.

In the first place, as to the general arrangement of

Jupiter's belts. There is commonly a bright belt

across the middle of the disc, which goes by the name

of the equatorial belt. It has been regarded as analo-

gous to the zone of calms which occupies the earth's

equatorial regions ; but we shall presently see how

little analogy there is between the two. It is usually

of a pearly white colour, but not always. On either

side of this belt there are commonly two dark belts 'of

a coppery, ruddy, even purplish tint.' Then usually

follow several alternate light and dark streaks up to

the polar regions of the planet, the dark belts being
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ruddy, the light intermediate zones yellowish white

near the equator, but greyish towards the polar regions.

These regions are commonly bluish, the blue colour

being sometimes, and in some telescopes, singularly

pronounced.

Now, it would be easy to fill a volume with the

mere description of the details seen in the belts of

Jupiter. But as I am not writing an astronomical

treatise, nor specially for astronomers, it would be

wholly out of place to discuss all the records which

observers have left us. I shall therefore select, in

such order as seems most likely to serve my present

purpose, those peculiarities of the belts which appear

to throw the fullest light upon their constitution.

We have been so long accustomed to look upon the

belts of Jupiter as due to clouds resembling terrestrial

clouds in origin and behaviour, that it may seem sur-

prising to the reader to be told that if the belts really

consist of clouds these must be wholly unlike any with

which our meteorologists are acquainted. Of course

the bright belts would be the real cloud belts, because

clouds would reflect a much more brilliant light than

the actual surface of the planet. A dark spot in a

bright belt would therefore come to be regarded as due

to a vast opening in a bed or layer of clouds. Further-

more, a long dark streak across a bright belt would

represent a long rift through a cloud-zone. Now we

can imagine the existence of a vast zone of clouds all

round the earth in certain latitudes, though as a

matter of fact it is not- likely that any such zone
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has at any time existed even for a single day. And
we can further imagine that a circular opening or

a long straight rift might appear in such a zone of

clouds, and last for months, although, undoubtedly, we

should hear of such a phenomenon with great surprise.

If the combined testimony of many travellers informed

us, for instance, that from the west of France to the

east of Manchooria the weather had been cloudy for

several months, save only over a certain space as large

as Switzerland, where the weather had been persist-

ently fine, we should certainly regard the information

as of a most startling nature. Yet, surprising as it

would appear, we can still conceive that plausible

explanations might be suggested. But what would be

thought if the open space in the clouds travelled

steadily and swiftly, for months, over the above-named

region ;
if it were possible to announce, either east-

wards or westwards, that fine weather was coming, or

cloudy, as the case might be ? We certainly cannot

conceive that without a total subversion of all known

meteorological laws a rift in a great cloud-belt could

travel for weeks until it had traversed a continent, or

perhaps the best part of a hemisphere.

Now in the year 1860 a most remarkable pheno-

menon was discovered by observers of Jupiter. On

February 29 of that year, Mr. Long, of Manchester,

noticed across a bright belt that is, across a zone of

clouds an oblique dusky streak. Its position might be

compared to that of the Red Sea in a view of the earth,

for it ran neither north nor south, nor east and west,
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but rather nearer the former than the latter direction.

The length of this dark space of this rift, that is, in

the great cloud-beltwas about ten thousand miles,

and its width at the least five hundred miles ; so that

its superficial extent was much greater than the whole

area of Europe. But wonderful as this rift appears

when thus regarded, its mere dimensions and its sin-

gular position were by no means the most remarkable

features it presented. First of all, it remained as a

rift certainly until April 10, or for six weeks, and pro-

bably much longer. It passed away to the dark side

of Jupiter, to return again after the Jovian night to

the illuminated hemisphere, during at least a hundred

Jovian days ; and assuredly nothing in the behaviour

of terrestrial clouds affords any analogue of this re-

markable fact. The arrangement of our clouds depends

far more directly on the succession of day and night

than that of the Jovian clouds would appear to do.

But this is far from being all. This great rift grew,

lengthening out until it stretched across the whole

face of the planet. And it grew in a very strange

way ; for its two ends remained at unchanged dis-

tances from the planet's equator, but the one nearest

to the equator travelled forwards (speaking with refe-

rence to the way in which the planet turns on its axis),

the rift thus approaching more and more nearly to an

east and west direction. And the rate of this motion

was perhaps the most remarkable circumstance of all.

I quote the account given by Mr. Baxendell, one of

the observers of these strange changes, and one of our
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most experienced telescopists :

( Since Mr. Long first

observed the oblique streak on February 29, it has

gradually extended itself in the direction of the

planet's rotation, at an average rate of 3,640 miles per

day, or 151 miles per hour, the two extremities of the

belt remaining constantly on the same parallels of lati-

tude. The belt has also gradually become darker and

broader.' As pictured on April 9th, the dark rift

cannot be estimated at less than a hundred thousand

miles in length, or long enough to extend four times

around the earth's equator.

The whole behaviour of this dark ritt is so totally

different from any cloud-phenomena we are acquainted

with, as to seem to dispose of the belief that the belts

of Jupiter are of like nature with our cloud-regions.

The one great point of distinction is this, that in all

their phenomena our cloud-regions are found to depend

on the action of an external body the sun whereas

all the changes which took place in the great rift

above described, as well as the long duration of the

rift as such, imply as clearly as possible that the belts

of Jupiter are due to some cause inherent in the planet

itself.

But there is one circumstance in the behaviour of

this rift which is deserving of special attention. We
hear it often stated that the belts of Jupiter and Saturn

indicate the existence of trade-winds within the atmo-

spheres of these planets, the more rapid rotation of the

planets accounting for the more marked character of

their wind-zones. But the way in which the rift

K 2
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shifted in position will serve to tell us whether this

view is just or not. Let us remember how the trades

and counter-trades come about. An air-current from

polar towards equatorial regions seems to travel west-

wards because bringing with it theslowrotation-move-

mentof polar regions it encounters the more rapid

(eastward) rotation-movement of equatorial regions.

On the contrary, an air-current from equatorial towards

polar regions seems to travel eastwards, bringing with

it as it does the more rapid eastwardly motion of

equatorial regions. But both forms of air-current, if

we could recognise their course from some distant sta-

tion outside the earth, would give the effect of a slower

motion of rotation of the earth's equatorial regions ;

for in one case we have air from the poles falling more

and more behind as it approaches the equator, and in

the other we have air from the equator moving farther

and farther forwards as it approaches the poles.

Now the great rift exhibited the direct reverse of

this, for we have seen that the end nearest the planet's

equator travelled swiftly forwards.

We may note too in passing how vastly the rate of

motion exceeds anything we recognise in the trades or

counter-trades. Both these classes of winds are of

small velocity, whereas the imagined winds of Jupiter

must have rushed along at the rate of 150 miles per

hour a rate three times exceeding that of our swiftest

express trains, and far greater than that of any recog-

nised ae'rial currents. A velocity of 92 miles per hour

is indeed equivalent, Sir John Herschel has stated,
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to a hurricane producing universal desolation, sweeping

away buildings and tearing up trees. Such hurricanes

last, too, but for a few hours. But here we have, in

the case of Jupiter, winds blowing for six weeks at a

stretch (in a direction the direct reverse of that corre-

sponding to the motion of our trade-winds), with a

velocity more than two-thirds greater than that of our

most desolating hurricanes. Assuredly, if the Jovian

hurricanes bear the same relation 'to these persistent

winds that our terrestrial cyclones -bear to the trade-

winds, then we should have to regard the real storms

of Jupiter as holding a place midway between terres-

trial storms and those solar cyclones of which the

spectroscope has given us such startling intelligence.

But being thus led to compare the Jovian with the

solar cyclones, a circumstance which really does seem

to bring the two orders of phenomena into somewhat

intimate association attracts our notice. The solar

spots do not pass round the sun with a uniform rota-

tional movement that is, they are not carried round

as a country, island, or sea on our own earth is carried

round by her rotation. Spots near the sun's equator

travel faster than spots nearer the poles. Nor is the

difference of rate by any means slight. Carrington

our best authority on this matter has shown that a

point on the sun's equator is carried round in four days'

less time than a point midway between the equator

and the southern pole. A point on the equator would

go once round and a sixth (or gain no less than

430,000 miles), while the point towards the south
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would make but one circuit (about four weeks). Now
this velocity of advance is equivalent to no less than

637 miles per hour, or is more than four times as great

as even that swift advance which Baxendell had noted

in the case of the equatorial end of the great Jovian

rift. The significant fact is, however, that, both in

the case of Jupiter and in that of the sun, we find the

equatorial parts of the atmosphere travelling with a

far swifter rotational movement than the other portions

that is, not merely moving more swiftly on account

of the greater circles they describe, but performing

their "circuit in a shorter space of time.

It certainly seems not unreasonable to infer that this

feature of resemblance implies some real resemblance

of condition between the two globes. Taken alone,

perhaps, the peculiarity might not suffice to justify such

a conclusion ; but, when it is remembered that there is

a mass of evidence pointing the same way so clearly

as seemingly not to require any additional testimony,

then the strange facts above recorded will assuredly

seem to admit of but one interpretation. I would not,

indeed, assert that as respects details we can at present

interpret them at all. But this general conclusion, I

think, is forced upon us that the phenomena of Jupi-

ter's belts are wholly distinct in origin and nature

from any which terrestrial meteorology brings under

our notice ; that they are not primarily due to solar

action, but to forces inherent in the planet ; and that

to some extent such forces resemble those which are

at work in the solar atmosphere.
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On this last point we have recently received some

singular information, which, though by no means de-

monstrative, seems certainly to suggest Delations of a

very unexpected nature.

During the years 1869-71 the planet Jupiter

presented an extraordinary appearance. The great

equatorial belt, which is usually white, was sometimes

ruddy, sometimes orange, then coppery, ochreish,

greenish yellow, and in fact passed through a num-

ber of hues, mostly tints of red and yellow ; but at

no time, so far as observation went, exhibited what

may be called its normal tint. Then again this belt

and the two belts on either side of it changed very

rapidly in form
; great dark projections were flung (I

speak always of appearances) into the great equatorial

belt, which thus seemed at times to be divided into a

number of ovals. The whole aspect of the planet

suggested the idea that mighty processes were at work,

tending to modify in a most remarkable manner the

condition of the planet's atmospheric envelope. We
have this on the evidence of many skilful observers.

Now it certainly is a remarkable circumstance that

at the very time when Jupiter was thus disturbed, the

solar atmospheric envelope also was subject to an

exceptional degree of disturbance. The face of the

sun, during the years 1869-71, was marked by many

spots ;
some of these spots were of enormous magni-

tude, even so large as to be clearly visible to the naked

eye, and the spots were of such a nature, so long-

lasting, and so variable in figure, as to imply the exist-
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ence of long-continued processes of disturbance acting

with extraordinary violence. It may seern at first that

the very circumstances of the case should prevent us

from tracing any connection whatever between the

solar disturbances and those which seemed to be taking

place in the atmospheric envelope of Jupiter. Two

orbs, separated, as the sun and Jupiter are, by an

interval of about four hundred and fifty millions of

miles, cannot be simultaneously affected, it would

seem, by any disturbing forces. Nay, it seems so

reasonable to infer that both in the case of Jupiter

and of the sun, the forces at work to produce change

lie far beneath the atmospheric envelope of either

planet, that the idea appears at once disposed of that

these forces can operate simultaneously, except by
mere coincidence.

Yet such considerations have not prevented thought-

ful men from examining a little further into the ob-

served correspondence. The true man of science is

seldom inclined to say either f this or that must be so,'

or f this or that cannot be so.' His rule rather is to

see whether the imagined relation has a real existence,

to compare fact with fact, until the reality of the rela-

tion is established or confuted. Mr. Browning and

others have not been deterred by the seeming impro-

bability of any connection between Jovian and solar

disturbances from following out this excellent plan.

Professor H'erschel, referring to Mr. Browning's ex-

amination of this subject, writes (to him) :
' I see

that you are raising very interesting questions about
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the* appearance of Jupiter's belts, which may lead to

very important results if it is found that the coloured

and disturbed appearances of the belts are subject to

periodical maxima and minima at about the same time

as those of the spots in the sun.' He then gives the

following interesting account of the appearance pre-

sented by the planet in January I860,, when the sun

was passing through another of those periods of great

disturbance indicated by the frequency of spots :

t On a fine night in January I860,' he says,
( I turned

Mr. Pritchard's 6J-inch equatorial, by Cooke, for

about half an hour on Jupiter. The planet was so

well defined, and the details of the markings on the

equatorial belt were so peculiar, that I made a sketch

of them, noting at the same time the remarkable brown

colour of the equatorial belt. One of the edges of the

belt (I think the southern) was beaded or divided into

egg-shaped masses, which must have been of brighter

or lighter colour than the background of the belt, to

have given them so much prominence.'

On this, Mr. Browning remarks, that three days
before he received Professor HerschePs letter, or on

January 7, he made f a careful coloured drawing of

the planet, and the description given by Professor

Herschel of the appearance of the coloured belt in

January 1860, would apply exactly to the appearance

of the belt in this drawing.'

It may be well, also, to compare the account given

by Mr, Webb of the appearance of the planet in

November 1869, when the disturbances now appa-
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rently going on had probably but lately begun.
' The

southern portion of the equatorial zone/ he writes,
c was so progressively toned down into shadow from

the north as to give the impression of a hollow, lighted

obliquely in the opposite direction ; yellow spaces

being enclosed by elliptical arches above and similarly-

shaped festoons below, being most luminous in their

upper part, and being shaded off into the festoons

beneath, received the opposite effect of actual con-

vexity. The illusion was remarkable
;

solid ellipsoids

seemed to stand out of, or be freely suspended in, a

depressed channel ; or it might be compared to a modi-

fication of the moulding known as f bead and hollow
'

in architecture a broad concavity placed horizontally,

studded along its upper half with longitudinal bosses

almost like backs of spoons, and illuminated with an

oblique soft half-light. So singular was the deception

that it required an effort of the judgment to rectify the

mistaken conviction of the sight.'

Mr. Kanyard, favourably known in scientific circles

for the zeal with which he has carried out the

onerous work of collecting the records of the late

Eclipse Expeditions, has examined all the accounts of

past observations which were available (though more

will, doubtless, now be looked up) ;
and his results

seem to confirm the startling theory that Jupiter's

atmosphere sympathises with the solar atmosphere, in

so far that periods of disturbance in one seem to

synchronise with periods of disturbance in the other.
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Now what sort of disturbances should these be,

which thus appear to affect simultaneously two orbs

separated by so vast a distance ? Perhaps if we

inquire into the laws according to which the solar

spots seem associated with the planetary motions, we

may recognise the nature of the action which, in a

sense, encourages solar, disturbance. But as yet this

is by no means so simple a matter as many imagine.

It is very commonly stated in books on astronomy

that the periods when the sun's face shows the greatest

number of spots correspond with the period when

Jupiter is nearest to the sun ;
and even so careful a

writer as Amedee Guillemin has stated that ' there

exists a certain correlation between the proximity of

Jupiter and the most numerous apparitions of sun-

spots.' But this correlation is so far from being esta-

blished, that in the very picture (borrowed from

Carrington's noble work on the sun) which illustrates

Guillemin's remarks, there are shown no less than

eight successive correspondences between the greatest

distances of the planet and the greatest frequency of

sun-spots; and Carrington himself dwells rather on

this relation than on the converse relation so commonly

referred to as f an established fact.'

What we may fairly accept, however, as at least

probable is this, that the planets influence the sun's

atmospheric envelope in some as yet unexplained

manner, and that Jupiter has a large share in the

work; while also it seems shown that whenever
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Jtipiter is so situated as to be at work most effectively

in disturbing the sun, then he is himself most dis-

turbed. Precisely as, if the moon had oceans, the

tides raised in those oceans by the earth would be

largest at the very time when the tides raised by the

moon in our oceans were largest, so also the action

of Jupiter on the sun and the sun's action on Jupiter

would seem to wax and wane together.

But we are thus brought to regard Jupiter as him-

self in some sort a sun. He seems certainly to be

subject to processes of disturbance comparable with

those by which the sun is affected. There is assuredly

nothing in the meteorology of our own earth com-

parable with the association we have been considering

above. From no station in the solar system would

our earth, watched by assiduous observers, be found to

present changes of appearance synchronising with the

solar disturbances. Nor again would the progress of

any changes, apart from those due to the seasons,

indicate any influence due to her greater or less prox-

imity to the sun as she circuits round her orbit.

If the conception shall appear startling that Ju-

piter is the scene of some forms of action resembling,

only much less violent, the processes at work in the

sun, yet let it be remembered that there is much in

the appearance of Jupiter which cannot readily be

otherwise explained. It is very well to compare his

belts, for instance, with our wind-zones our trade and

counter-trade regions. Such an explanation sounds

highly plausible ; and it has so long passed current,
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that we are apt to forget the circumstance that we

have not a particle of evidence in its favour. To get

trade-winds or counter trade-winds, we require cur-

rents of air travelling, in the first place, north and

south, or nearly so
;
and again, to get such currents,

we require great differences of temperature, resulting

in great disturbances of atmospheric equilibrium. The

intense heat of our equatorial and tropical regions may
well be understood to cause an indraught of cooler air

from regions a thousand miles or so nearer the poles.

But if a distance of ten thousand miles and more sepa-

rated the cooler from the more heated regions, the in-

draught would be very much feebler. If we had two

coiled springs, one a foot long and the other ten feet

long, it is clear that a compression by some given

amount say one inch would affect the shorter very

much more than the longer; and, mutatis mutandis,

the above-considered differences of temperature are

very fairly illustrated by this relation. Jupiter being

more than ten times greater in all his linear dimen-

sions than the earth, it is clear that he must have just

such a diminution of all those effects of indraught

or overflow by which we explain our 'own trade and

counter-trade winds. He rotates more swiftly, it is

true ; but against this may fairly be set the fact that

he is five times farther from the sun, and (if other

things are equal) must needs receive but a twenty-fifth

part of the heat which, falling on the earth, rouses our

winds into action. It seems to me amazing that

under these circumstances the sun should ever have
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been regarded as the exciting cause of those processes

which shape the atmospheric envelope of Jupiter into

the bright and dusky zones.

The explanation obviously suggested (not neces-

sarily, however, the correct one) is that the formation

of the belts of Jupiter is due to the violent uprush of

vapours from vast depths below his visible surface.

For vapours thus flung upwards, coming as they would

from regions nearer to Jupiter's centre and therefore

moving more slowly to regions farther away and

therefore moving more rapidly (precisely as the rim

of a wheel moves more rapidly than the middle of

a spoke), would be left behind, and, as seen from a

distant station, would form a trail, so to speak, lying,

as the belts do, parallel to the planet's equator. Nor

are we without evidence of the action of some such

eruptive forces as are here suggested. For white

spots, spoken of by the observers as specks, yet two or

three thousand miles across at the least, have been

seen from time to time, and but for a time, upon the

belts ;
and these can in no way be interpreted so

readily as by supposing them due to explosive action

casting up enormous masses of vapour into the higher

regions of Jupiter's atmosphere.

Before concluding, I would remind the reader that

the evidence here adduced is altogether independent of

that which I have brought forward elsewhere. I have

shown in my < Other Worlds,' (
1
) that the equatorial

bright belts both of Jupiter and Saturn are in no sense

comparable with our zone of calms or doldrums, being
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persistently equatorial, whereas our zone of calms

travels far to the north of the equator in summer, and

far to the south in winter; (2) that the amount of

light received from Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus is

very far in excess of the amount due to the size and

position of these orbs a fact suggesting the theory

that a portion of their light is inherent ; and (3) that

we have evidence of a very strong, nay, all but irre-

sistible nature, to show that even the seeming figures

of Jupiter and Saturn are liable to change. These

and other remarkable circumstances recognised by

astronomers, combined with the evidence adduced in

the present essay, and the striking resemblance of the

outer planets to the sun in the matter of mean density,

do certainly seem to suggest in a very forcible manner

that these outer planets are in a condition very different

from that of our own earth ; and though it may be

going too far to say that they are actually minor or

subordinate suns, yet such a view seems likely to be

nearer to the truth than that which regards them as

habitable worlds like our own.

Regarding Jupiter in this way, we need by no

means consider that he is never to be inhabited. The

processes we see at work out yonder may be fitting

him for the support of myriads of races of living

creatures. For anything we know to the contrary, he

may be passing through stages which our own earth

has long since passed through. In his case the pro-

cesses of change may take up more time, indeed, but

this is fitting when the vastness of his bulk is con-
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sidered. For it must not be forgotten, that light

though his substance may be on the average, he has in

him the materials for 300 globes such as our earth ;

that out of his substance every other planefc now exist-

ing in the solar system might be fashioned, and yet

abundant matter be left for making other worlds ;

that, in fine, in whatever condition he subsists now, or

at any future time, he must always be the noblest of

all the members of the sun's family.

The St. Pauls Magazine for April, 1871.



SHOOTING-STARS, METEORS, AND
AEROLITES.

a calm, clear night, when

All the stars

Shine, and the immeasurable heavens

Break cpen to their highest,

the contemplation of the celestial vault raises in the

least thoughtful mind vague suggestions of infinity,

eternity, and omnipotence. A knowledge of the

wonders which have been revealed by modern as-

tronomical investigations, largely enhances these emo-

tions. Looking into the starlit depths of heaven, the

astronomer knows that the objects presented to him

shine from distances so great, that not only are they

inconceivable themselves, but that the very unit by
which he attempts to gauge them is inconceivable.

He knows that what he sees is not that which is, but

that which was, years ago as respects the nearer

parts of the heaven-scape, but long ages ago, he

doubts not, as respects faintly shining stars visible

only by momentary scintillations. He has good rea

sons, indeed, for surmising that the diffused illumina-

tion, which on the darkest night lights up the back-

ground of the view, had been travelling towards the

earth myriads of ages before she had assumed her
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present state, or had been inhabited by races now

subsisting upon her surface. So long, he believes, has

light which would eight times girdle the earth in a

second been occupied in journeying towards us from

the depths into which he is gazing. Thus the same

view exhibits to him eternity of time and infinity of

space. He sees also omnipotence in the operation of

those laws the impress of the Almighty mind under

whose action all that he sees is undergoing a process

of change, vast, resistless, unending, yet so solemn in

its grand progress that man knows no apter type for

immutability.

To an observer impressed with these emotions, the

contrast is startling when there is a sudden exhibition

of life and motion in the calm realms of night. We
cannot, however, look for any long interval of time

towards any quarter of the sky, without perceiving

indications more or less distinct of objects other than

the fixed stars. Now on one side, now on another we

seem to catch momentary glimpses of moving light,

disappearing too rapidly to be detected. But before

many minutes have elapsed we receive less doubtful

evidence. There sweeps silently and swiftly across

the starlit depths a palely gleaming light, which dis-

appears after traversing an arc of greater or less

extent. I know not how it may be with others,

but to myself the impression conveyed by the ap-

parition of a shooting-star, is that no apter emblem

<3an be conceived of the finite and the feeble. 1 The
1 ' The spinstress Werpejn,' says a Lithuanian myth,

'

spins the
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suddenness with which these objects appear, their

hasty movements, and their short duration, alike con-

duce to render as marked as possible the contrast they

present to the fixed stars.

But though shooting-stars are short-lived, and ap-

parently insignificant, yet we shall presently see that

the relations they present to other celestial objects are

not unimportant. We are brought by means of them

into contact, so to speak, with external space.
( Ac-

customed to know non-telluric bodies solely by mea-

surement, by calculation, and by the inferences of our

reason,' writes Humboldt, 'it is with a kind of astonish-

ment that we touch, weigh, and submit to chemical

analysis, metallic and earthy masses appertaining to

the world without.' The vulgar sense sees, in shooting-

stars, nothing but f

dying sparks in the clear vault of

heaven ;' the reflecting mind will find much to arouse

interest, and much that is worthy of close study and

investigation.

I proceed to present results of observations (i.)

casual and (ii.) particular which have been made on

shooting-stars, meteors, and aerolites.

A careful observer directing his attention towards

any quarter of the sky on a clear night, will see on

an average six shooting-stars per hour. "We may
assume therefore that about fifteen appear above the

horizon of any place during each hour. More appear

thread of the new-born child, and each thread ends in a star. When

death approaches, the thread breaks, and the star falls, quenching its

light, to the earth.' Grimm : Deittache Mythologie.
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after than before midnight, the most favourable time

for observation being from one o'clock to three. In

tropical regions shooting-stars are seen oftener, and

shine far more brilliantly than in our northern latitudes.

This peculiarity is due no doubt to the superior purity

and serenity of the air within and near the tropics,

not to any real superiority in the number of fall-

ing-stars. Sir Alexander Burnes, speaking of the

transparency of the dry atmosphere of Bokhara, a

place not farther south than Madrid, but raised 1,200

feet above the sea-level, says
e The stars have un-

common lustre, and the Milky Way shines gloriously

in the firmament. There is also a never-ceasing dis-

play of the most brilliant meteors, which dart like

rockets in the sky ; ten or twelve of them are some-

times seen in an hour, assuming every colour ; fiery-

red, blue, pale, and faint.' In our climate about two-

thirds of all the shooting-stars seen are white ; next

in frequency come yellow stars, one yellow star being-

seen for about five white stars
; there are about twice

as many yellow as orange stars, and more than twice

as many orange as green or blue stars.

Meteors or fire-balls are far less common than

shooting-stars. They are magnificent objects, their

brilliancy often exceeding that of the full moon.

Some, even, have been so brilliant as to cast a shadow

in full daylight. They are generally followed by
a luminous train, which seems to be drawn out of

the substance of the fire-ball itself. Their motion

is not commonly uniform, but (so to speak) impulsive ;
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they often seem to follow a waved or contorted path ,

their form changes visibly, and in general they disap-

pear with a loud explosion. Occasionally, however,

a meteor will be seen to separate without explosion

into a number of distinct globes, accompanying each

other in parallel courses, and each followed by a train.

*
Sometimes,' says Kaemtz,

( a fire-ball is divided into

fragments, each of which forms a luminous globe,

which then bursts in its turn ;
in others the mass, after

having given vent to the interior gases, closes in upon

itself, and then swells out anew to burst a second

time.' Meteors which move impulsively generally

burst at each bound, giving forth smoke and vapours,

and shining afterwards with a new lustre. In some

instances the crash of the explosion is so great that
' houses tremble, doors and windows open, and men

imagine that there is an earthquake.'

Aerolites, or meteoric stones, are bodies which fall

from the sky upon the earth. They are less common

than meteors, but that they are far from being uncom-

mon is shown by the fact, that in the British Museum
alone there are preserved several hundreds of these

bodies. They vary greatly in size and form ; some

being no larger than a man's fist, while others w^igh

many hundreds of pounds. Marshal Bazaine brought

from Mexico a meteorite weighing more than three-

quarters of a ton ; but this weight has been far

exceeded in several cases. Thus a meteorite was pre-

sented to the British Museum in 1865, which weighs

no less than three and a half tons. It had been found
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near Melbourne, and one half of the mass had been

promised to the Melbourne Museum. But fortunately

it was saved from injury. A meteorite Aveighing

one and a quarter tons, which had been found close

to the greater one, was transferred from the British

to the Melbourne Museum, and the great meteorite

forwarded unbroken to our national collection. A
yet larger meteorite lies on the plain of Tueuman

in South America; it has not been weighed, but

measurement shows that its weight cannot fall short

of fourteen or fifteen tons. It is from seven to seven

and a half feet in length.

There have been twenty well authenticated in-

stances of stone-falls in the British Isles since 1620.

One of these took place in the immediate neighbour-

hood of London, on May 18th, 1680. Besides these,

two meteoric stones, not seen to fall, have been found

in Scotland.

The Chinese, who recorded everything, give the

most ancient account of stone-falls. 1 Their record of

these phenomena extend to 644 years before our era,

their accounts of shooting-stars to 687 B.C. We need

not remind our classical readers of the stone which

fell at 2Egos Potamos, B.C. 465, and which was as

large as two millstones. In the year 921, there fell

at Kami a mass which projected four feet above the

1 The fall of stones said by Livy to have taken place on the Alban

Hill, can hardly be accepted as an historical fact. There are, however,
indubitable records, not due to human agency, of much more ancient

stone-falls
;
since fossil meteorites are found imbedded in the secondary

and tertiary formations.
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river, into which it was seen to fall. There is a

Mongolian tradition that there fell from heaven upon
a plain near the source of the Yellow River, in Wes-
tern China, a black rocky mass forty feet high. In

1620, there fell at Jablinder a mass of meteoric iron,

from which the Emperor Jehangire had a sword forged.

These traditions had long been known, but men

were not very ready to accept, without question, the

fact that stones and mineral masses actually fall upon
the earth from the sky. In 1803, however, a fall of

aerolites occurred which admitted of no cavil. On the

26th of April, in that year, a fiery globe was seen to

burst into fragments, nearly over the town of L'Aigle,

in Normandy. By this explosion thousands of stones

were scattered over an elliptical area seven or eight

miles long, and about four miles broad. The stones

were hot (but not red-hot) and smoking; the heaviest

weighed about seventeen and a half pounds. The sky
had been perfectly clear a few moments before the

explosion. With a laudable desire to profit by so

favourable an opportunity, the French Government

sent M. Biot to the scene of the fall. His systematic

inquiries and report sufficed to overcome the unbelief

which had prevailed on the subject of stone-showers.

Another very remarkable fall is that which took

place on October 1, 1857, in the department of Yonne.

Baron Seguier was with some workmen in an avenue

of the grounds of Hautefeuille near Charny, when

they were startled by several explosions quite unlike

thunder, and by strong atmospheric disturbances.
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Several windows of the chateau were found to be

broken. At the same time a proprietor of Chateau-

lienard saw a globe of fire
e

travelling rapidly through

the air towards Vernisson.' Baron Seguier heard

shortly after that at the same hour a shower of aero-

lites had fallen a few leagues from Hautefeuille, and

in a locality lying precisely in the direction towards

which the proprietor of Chateau-Renard had seen the

meteor travelling. A mason had seen the fall, and

narrowly escaped being struck by one of the frag-

ments. This piece, which was found buried deep in

the earth, near the foot of the mason's ladder, was

presented to the Academy of Sciences by Baron

Seguier.

Aerolites often fall from a clear sky. More com-

monly, however, a dark cloud is observed to form, and

the stony shower is seen to be projected from its bosom.

It is probable that what appears as a bright train by

night is seen as a cloud by day. Something seems to

depend on the position of the observer. The meteor

which burst over L'Aigle appeared wholly free from

cloud or smoke to those who saw it from Alengon,
while to observers in L'Aigle the phenomenon was

presented of a dark cloud forming suddenly in a clear

sky. In a fall which took place near Kleinwinden

(not far from Miihlhausen), on September 16th, 1843,

a large aerolite descended with a noise like thunder, in

a clear sky, and without the formation of any cloud.

The length of time during which fire-balls which

produce aerolites, are visible, has been variously
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stated ; but we have no evidence which would lead us

to accept the story of Dai'machos, that the fiery cloud

from which the stone of ^Egos Potamos was projected

had been visible for seventy days in succession. The

story seems to identify the author with a certain

Daimachos of Plataea described by Strabo as a ' vendor

of lies.'

There is another singular fiction respecting fire-

balls. It was said that shooting-stars and meteors were

in reality fibrous gelatinous bodies, and that such

bodies had been found where meteors had been seen to

fall. Reference is not unfrequently made to this fable

by writers ancient and modern. Thus Dryden, in his

dedication to The Spanish Friar, speaking of Chap-
man's Bussy cTAmboia, says,

( I have sometimes

wondered in the reading, what has become of those

glaring colours which amazed me in Bussy cPAmbois

upon the theatre ;
but when I had taken up what I

supposed a fallen star, I found I had been cozened

with a jelly; nothing but a cold dull mass, which

glittered no longer than it was shooting.'

One circumstance remains to be mentioned among
the results of casual observation. On certain occa-

sions shooting-stars have been observed to fall in much

greater numbers than on ordinary nights. Among the

earliest records of such a phenomenon is the state-

ment by Theophanes, the Byzantine historian, that in

November, 472, at Constantinople, the sky seemed to

be alive with flying meteors. In the month of

October, 902, again, so many falling stars were seen
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that the year was afterwards called the (

year of stars.'

Conde relates that the Arabs connected this fall with

the death of King Ibrahim Ben-Ahmed, which took

place on the night of the star-shower. The year 1029

was also remarkable for a great star-fall, and in the

annals of Cairo it is related that,
e In the year 599, in

the last Moharrun (October 19, 1202), the stars ap-

peared like waves upon the sky, towards the east and

west ; they flew about like locusts, and were dispersed

from left to right.' A shower of stars, accompanied by
the fall of several aerolites, took place over England
and France on April 4th, 1095. This was considered

by many as a token of God's displeasure with King
William II. :

' Therefore the kinge was tolde by
divers of his familiars that God was not content with

his lyvynge ; but he was so wilful and proud of mind

that he regarded little their saying.'

In modern times, also, some very remarkable star-

showers have been observed. Amongst these one of

the most noteworthy was that seen by Humboldt,

when travelling with M. Bonpland in South America.

He writes: ' On the morning of the 13th of Novem-

ber we saw a most extraordinary display of shooting-

stars. Thousands of bolides and stars succeeded each

other during four hours. Their motion was very

regular from north to south. From the beginning of

the phenomenon there was not a space equal in extent

to three diameters of the moon, which was not filled

each instant with shooting-stars. All the meteors left

phosphorescent traces behind them.'
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In 1833, also, there was a magnificent display of

meteoric fireworks. It was accompanied by a brilliant

exhibition of the aurora borealis. The same phenome-
non was seen also at Bremen, in 1838, during a fall of

meteors and shooting-stars.

Before proceeding to detail some of the singular

results which have rewarded the modern examination

of this interesting subject, it may be well to exhibit

the guesses and theories which were suggested of old,

to explain the observed phenomena.
The Greeks, as usual with them, guessed boldly,

sometimes acutely. Among the earliest of their theo-

ries we find the view that shooting-stars are generated

by vapours ascending from the earth, an hypothesis

that has been sustained quite recently by Egen,

Fischer, and Ideler. Aristotle supposed that aerolites

were masses of stone which had been raised by tem-

pests from the earth's surface. He explained in this

way the appearance even of the gigantic mass which

fell at ./Egos Potamos. Others again, seeing that

meteorites fell in full sunlight, conceived the notion

that they were projected to us from the sun. Amongst
those who held this opinion was Anaxagoras of

Clazomene. This philosopher, we are told, predicted

the fall of aerolites from the sun, a tradition regis-

tered and ridiculed by Pliny. But some among the

Greeks held opinions which, though somewhat vaguely

expressed, may be looked upon as (at the least) very

good guesses. We may cite, for instance, the following

remarkable passage in Plutarch's life of Lysander:
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6 The opinion held by those who thought that shoot-

ing-stars are not mere emanations from ethereal fire,

becoming extinguished quickly after being kindled, is

a probable one ; nor are falling stars produced by the

inflammation and combustion of a mass of air which

had moved away towards the higher regions ; rather

they are celestial bodies which are precipitated through
an intermission of the centrifugal force, and fall, not

only on inhabited places, but in even larger numbers

into the great sea, where they are never seen.' We
find in this passage a tacit reference to the opinion of

Anaxagoras that the heavenly bodies are masses of

rock torn from the earth by the centrifugal force of

the surrounding ether, and set on fire in the heavens.

The opinion of Diogenes of Apollonia is not dissimilar;

he says,
(

Together with the visible stars there move

other invisible ones, which are therefore without

names. These sometimes fall on the earth and are

extinguished, as took place with the star of stone which

fell at ^Egos Potamos.'

In the Middle Ages the phenomena presented by

shooting-stars were explained in a somewhat authori-

tative, but not very satisfactory, manner. The

judicious use of a few set phrases sufficed to clear up
jill difficulties. We hear of humours and exhalations

attracted
'

by affinity to the upper regions of air ; of

condensation, concretion, ultimate repulsion, and so

on ; and all this not in a doubtful hypothetical tone,

but in the authoritative manner of men possessing all

knowledge. On one point especially the writers of
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those days are very positive, meteors are in no way
to be regarded as astronomical phenomena. They
marked out peremptorily the bodies they consented to

look upon as celestial. Their knowledge of the laws

regulating these bodies was far too exact, in their

opinion, for any doubt to exist that a number of

erratic short-lived bodies, moving in a hasty and un-

dignified manner across the sky, were not to be ad-

mitted as members of the stately family of planets,

still less as copartners with the stars of the crystalline.

One, even, who saw opening out before him a new

system, who aided to overturn the old, and to lay the

foundation of modern astronomy the ingenious Kepler

yielded to the old idea on this point, to the fascina-

ting phantasy that things are to be seen as men would

have them, not as indeed they are. In his case, per-

haps, this is hardly to be wondered at. He had dis-

covered and rejoiced in the ( harmonies of the planets ;

*'

he had written in his enthusiasm,
e

Nothing holds

me ; I will indulge my sacred fury ; I will triumph

over mankind, for I have stolen the golden vases of the

Egyptians.' And it would doubtless have seemed as

a strange thing to him to conceive that he had heardO O

'mt a few stray notes of the music of the spheres, that

he had not yet as he had hoped
Come on that which is, and caught

The deep pulsations of the world,

JEonian music measuring out

The steps of Time.

Turn we to the investigations of modern scientific

men, of men whose principle it is, or ought to be,.
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that theory-framing should be preceded by systematic

observation, by careful calculation and examination,
and if possible by experiment. They have success-

fully attacked problems which seem to the uninitiated

wholly insoluble, determining the heights at which

shooting-stars appear and disappear, the velocity with

which they move, their size and weight, nay, the very
substances of which they are composed ; they have

discovered laws regulating the numbers and paths of

these visitors ; they have analysed aerolites chemically
and microscopically ; and, lastly, they have sought to

determine whether it is possible to construct artificial

meteorites.

The determination of the height of shooting-stars is

a problem which has been successfully attacked by
Brandes, Heis, Schmidt, Olbers, and others. From
the results of observations made by these astronomers,

Professor Newton and Mr. Alexander Herschel have

calculated that shooting-stars appear, on an average,

at a height of seventy-two miles, and disappear at a

height of fifty-two miles. The Padre Secchi, at Rome,
on the nights of 5th-10th August, carried on a series

of simultaneous observations, by telegraphic communi-

cation between Rome and Civita Vecchia. The result

obtained by him was that shooting-stars appear at a

height of seventy-four and a half miles, and disappear

at a height of fifty miles, a result almost coincident

with the former. It appears, then, that shooting-stars

.are some twenty miles nearer when they are just dis-

appearing than at their first appearance.
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When the distance of a shooting-star is known, it

is easy to determine the velocity of the star's motion.

It appears from a careful series of observations that

shooting-stars describe a visible arc many miles in

length, with an average velocity of about thirty-four

miles per second. This velocity is nearly twice as

great as that wherewith the earth describes her orbit

about the sun. Moving with such a velocity, a body
would pass from the earth to the moon in about a

couple of hours, or from London to Edinburgh in about

ten seconds.

Meteors, as might be expected, approach nearer to

the earth than shooting-stars. They do not in general

move quite so rapidly. A remarkable meteor which

appeared on April 29, was seen by two practised

observers, Messrs. Baxendell and Wood, at Liverpool

and W^eston-super-Mare respectively. From a careful

examination of their observations it results that the

meteor appeared when at a height of fifty-two miles

vertically over Lichfield, that it travelled in a southerly

direction at the rate of about twenty miles per se-

cond, and disappeared when over Oxford at a height

of thirty-seven miles, having traversed a distance

of nearly seventy-five miles. The meteor appears
J o have belonged to the detonating class. Eight
minutes after its appearance Mr. Wood heard a sound
6 which resembled the momentary roar of a railway-

train, at some distance, crossing over a bridge.' It is

worth noticing that Mr. Wood must have heard the

roar of the meteor inversely, that is, the first part of
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the sound which he heard was the part generated last,

and vice versa. A detonation was also heard at

Stony Stratford, a place lying nearly under the path

of the meteor.

To determine the actual size of a meteor is not easy,

nor indeed can much weight be attached to such deter-

minations. From observations of the apparent dimen-

sions of several meteors which have travelled at known

distances, it would seem that these bodies vary in

diameter from 100 to 13,000 feet.

Singularly enough, it is easier to determine the

weight of a meteor or shooting-star than its size. The

method of doing so could not be very well explained in

these pages ;
it will be sufficient to say that it depends

on the observation of the amount of light received from

a body travelling with known velocity through a resist-

ing atmosphere. From such observations it appears that

shooting-stars weigh on an average but a few ounces,

while some meteors weigh hundreds of pounds. We
have seen that aerolites of much greater weight

occasionally reach the earth.

Still more strange is the fact that we are able to

determine the substances, or some of them, which enter

into the composition of meteors or shooting-stars. This

is done by means of a spectroscope so constructed as to

take in a large part of the heavens. For instance,

when an instrument of this sort is turned towards the

Great Bear the spectra of the seven principal stars of

that constellation are seen at one view. Mr. A. Herschel

observed with such an instrument the spectra of many
of the shooting-stars which appeared on the nights
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9th llth August. He found that some of these

bodies exhibit a continuous spectrum, showing that

they are probably solid bodies, heated to ignition.

Others exhibit a greyish-white spectrum, indicating

(probably) a nucleus and train of heated sparks. But

the greater number of meteors give a spectrum

consisting of one or more lines, showing that during

apparition most of these bodies are gaseous. The

gaseous meteors exhibit with remarkable distinctness a

strong yellow line, perfectly agreeing in position with

the well-known line given by the ignited vapour of

the metal sodium. Other lines, due to the presence

cither of potassium, sulphur, or phosphorus, are also

frequently seen. It is noteworthy that the sodium

line is exhibited in the spectrum of lightning, so that

it is not quite certain that this line in the meteor-

spectrum is due to the presence of sodium in the

chemical composition of meteors. However, it cannot

but be considered as highly improbable that any traces

of sodium exist in the atmosphere at the great height

at which meteors travel ;
still less probable is it that

such considerable quantities of sodium exist as would

account for the strongly-marked character of the

yellow line shown in meteor-spectra. Mr. Herschel

notes especially of those trains which fade most slowly

that they consist of nothing else but soda-Jlames during

the latter portion of the time that they continue visible.

* Their condition is then exactly that of the flame of

a spirit-lamp, newly trimmed, and largely dosed with

supply of moistened salt.'

M
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One of the most remarkable facts which observation

has revealed respecting shooting-stars, is the recurrence

of star-showers of greater or less intensity on certain

clays of the year. It was observed long ago that on

the nights of August 9-1 1 stars fell in much greater

numbers than usual. For instance, there is a legend

in parts of Thessaly, that near the time of the festival

of St. Laurence, the heavens open and exhibit shining

lights (KavbrjXia) ;
and in an ancient English church

calendar, the August star-showers are described as

c

fiery tears.' We find the 10th of August also

characterised by the word meteorodes, in a MS. called

Ephemerides rerum naturalium, preserved in Christ's

College, Cambridge. The great November shower

was not recognised so soon. This shower is character-

ised by an alternate increase and decrease of intensity,

the interval between successive maxima being thirty-

three or thirty-four years. For several years before

and after the true year of maximum intensity the

shower is in general distinctly exhibited. My readers

will not need to be reminded of the recurrence of this

shower in November 1866, as predicted by astronomers.

The year 1866 was spoken of in these predictions as

the year in which the November shower would exhibit

its maximum of splendour. My own opinion is that

1867 will turn out to be the true year of maximum

intensity, and that fine showers will be seen during

the years 1868 and 1869. Whether, however, such

showers, should they occur, will be as well seen in Eng-
land as that of November 13th 1866, is problematical,
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since it has frequently happened that magnificent

showers are seen in certain longitudes, and but a

moderate display in others. 1 Besides the August and

November showers, there are the showers of October

16-23, of December 6-13, of April 9-10, of July

25-30, and others. There are in fact nearly
( one

hundred recognised star-showers, as well determined

in the majority of cases as are the older and better

known showers of August and November.' While

on this point, I may note that aerolites have their

favourite seasons for visiting the earth, and that of

the twenty which are known to have fallen on the

British Isles, three fell on May 17-18, four on August

4-9, two on July 3-4, and two on April 1-5. Of the-

other nine, three are undated.

Another singular law has been detected in the

motions of shooting-stars which appear at the same

season. It is found that when their paths are produced

backwards they pass through or near one point on the

celestial sphere, and that this point has no fixed

relation to the horizon of the observer, but is fixed

among the stars. Sometimes the shooting-stars which

appear on the same night may be divided into two sets,

eac
1

. having a distinct f radiant point,' as astrono-

mers have named these centres of divergence. Each

of the fifty-six star-showers spoken of above has its

radiant point. Humboldt states that the radiant

points of the November and August showers are those

1 A full account of the fulfilment of these anticipations, and ad-

ditional information respecting meteors, is given in my Essays 011

Astronomy, pp. 105-162.
M2
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points precisely towards which the earth is travelling

at those seasons respectively. He has been followed

in this statement by many writers on astronomy. But

the statement is not true. In fact, these radiant

points do not lie on the ecliptic, whereas the point

towards which the earth is travelling at any moment,

necessarily lies upon the ecliptic.

Aerolites have been analysed, and it is found that

they contain many elements known on earth. These

usually appear combined in the following types :
-

metallic iron, magnetic iron, sulphuret of iron, oxide

of tin, silicates, olivine, &c. In one aerolite only,

namely, in a stone which fell on April 15, 1857, near

Kaba-Debreczin ( a small quantity of organic matter

akin to parafine
' has been detected, a very note-

worthy circumstance. It is also remarkable that no

new element, and only one or two new compounds

(compounds, at least, which have not yet been recog-

nised among terrestrial formations) have ever been

detected in meteorites.

The microscopical examination of aerolites has also

revealed much that is interesting and instructive. The

crystals of the mixed minerals which appear in aerolites

are found to differ in some important respects from

those of volcanic rocks,
' but their consolidation must

have taken place from fusion in masses of mountain

size.' The alloy of metallic iron and nickel which is a

principal component of meteorites is often found to be

as regularly crystallised as a mass of spar.

M. Daubree has attempted to produce artificial
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meteorites by combining together suitable elements

and compounds. In doing so he has discovered a very

singular fact. The crystals he obtained resembled the

long needles which are seen to form on water when it

is slowly frozen ; whereas the black crystalline crust

with which all meteorites are covered has a granular

structure resembling snow or hoar-frost, which we

know to be formed by the sudden passage of water

from the vaporous to the solid state. This phenomenon
shows that meteoric masses have been subjected to

actions altogether different from those which the

chemist is able to bring into operation.

The result of the series of observations which we

have here recorded is that we are able to attempt the

formation of a theory of shooting-stars with some con-

fidence.

In the first place, we|ire able to reject decisively cer-

tain theories which have found favour at different times.

The immense height at which shooting-stars appeal-

enables us to reject the atmospheric origin which has

been suggested, for we have every reason for supposing

that the air at a height of seventy miles above the

art
T

t is of extreme tenuity, and therefore quite in-

capable of supporting in sufficient quantity those

vapours from which shooting-stars, on this theory, arc

assumed to be generated.

Two other theories, which have not hitherto been

mentioned, are also overthrown by the results of

modern observation. Both may be called volcanic, but

one assumes that shooting-stars are bodies which have
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been projected from volcanoes on the earth, while the

other assumes that they have come from volcanoes on

the moon. Observation has shown that when Mount

Etna is in full activity, the masses of stone thrown

from its crater have a velocity of less than 1,600 feet

per second, which is but one-112th part of the mean

velocity with which shooting-stars are observed to

move. The theory that falling-stars come from the

moon was first propounded by Terzago, an Italian, in

the seventeenth century. It appears, however, to

have been not unknown in ancient times, since wre

learn that the Syrian astronomers were in the habit of

looking for shooting-stars when the moon was full ;

while Greek astronomers considered the most favour-

able season to be at the time of lunar eclipse, that is,

when the moon is full, but the sky dark. Bizarre as

it may seem, this fanciful explanation has been thought

worthy of strict mathematical examination by such

astronomers as Laplace, Olbers, and Poisson. It

appears, from their calculations, that the velocity with

which stone showers should be propelled from the

moon in order to reach our earth with the velocities

observed among shooting-stars may be considered to

be utterly beyond the powers we could concede to

lunar volcanoes, even if it were proved (which is far

from being the case) that any active volcanoes now

exist on the moon's surface.

The three theories just considered have been

effectually overthrown by the simple observation of

the height and velocities of shooting-stars. When we
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add to this consideration the recurrence of star-showers,

not in particular states of the earth's atmosphere, not

connected in any way with the activity of terrestrial

volcanoes, nor conceivably with the action of assumed

lunar volcanoes, these theories appear yet more inade-

quate to explain observed phenomena. The phenome-
non of radiant points, lastly, is so wholly inexplicable

on any of these theories, that we may dismiss them

finally as utterly untenable.

We must, therefore, turn to the theory which had

already been suggested by Greek philosophers that

shooting-stars and meteors are extraneous bodies

dragged towards the earth by the force of her attractive

influence. But modern scientific discoveries enable

us to exhibit this theory in a more inviting form, and

at the same time to offer analogues obviously tending

to confirm the hypothesis. The discovery of a zone of

planetoids, the inquiry into the nature of the zodiacal

light, and the mathematical examination of the 6 sta-

bility
'

of the Saturnian ring-system, have led astrono-

mers ^o recognise the existence in the solar system of

minute bodies travelling in zones or clusters around a

central orb. There is, therefore, nothing unreasonable

in the supposition that there are zones and clusters of

such bodies travelling round the sun in orbits which

intersect the earth's path. When in her course around

the sun she encounters any of the bodies forming such

zones and clusters, they are ignited by friction as they

pass through the upper layers of the air, and become

visible as shooting-stars or meteors according to their
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dimensions
; or they may even fall upon her surface as

aerolites.

The recurrence of star-showers is a necessary con-

sequence of the hypothesis we are considering. For,

if we suppose the zones of meteors, or the orbits cf

meteor-clusters, to have a fixed position in the solar

system, or to be subject to those slow, progressive or

retrogressive shiftings with which the study of the

solar system familiarises us, there will necessarily

result a regular recurrence of showers either on fixed

days, or on days uniformly shifting round among the

seasons. This is precisely what is observed with the

fifty-six recognised star-showers.

The earth does not necessarily (or probably) pass

centrally through a meteor-cluster every year, nor

probably are the meteor-zones uniformly rich through-

out. Thus we can readily understand periodic undu-

lations in the intensity of star-showers, or even periodic

intermittences. .

The phenomenon of radiant points also is not

merely reconcilable with, but obviously indicates the

hypothesis we are considering. For during the brief

interval occupied by the earth in passing through a

well-marked zone or cluster, the bodies composing

such zone or cluster may be considered to be moving

(relatively to the moving earth) in parallel lines.

Therefore, by a well-known law in perspective, their

apparent paths, viewed from the earth, must have a

(

vanishing point 'on the celestial sphere, that is, a

f radiant point
'

among the fixed stars.
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The remarkable velocity with which shooting-stars

travel is satisfactorily accounted for by the modern

theory. If we suppose zones and clusters of cosmical

bodies (pocket-planets we may term them with

Humboldt) to be travelling in different directions

around the sun, it is clear that the members of those

zones which travel in the same direction as the earth,

will overtake, or be overtaken by her, with the differ-

ence of their respective velocities, while those which

travel in the contrary direction will encounter the

earth with the sum of their own and the earth's

velocity. Now, just as in walking along a crowded

road we meet many more people than we overtake, or

are overtaken by ; so, clearly, by far the larger

number of observed shooting-stars must belong to the

latter class named above, and therefore the average

observed velocity will not fall very far short of the

sum of the velocities of the earth and the shooting-star

system.

Fairly considered, the modern theory may be looked

upon a? established: for, first, all other available

hypotheses have been shown to be untenable
; and,

secondly, the most remarkable shooting-star phenomena
are shown to be consistent with, or rather to point

directly to, the modern hypothesis. It remains only

that some minor peculiarities should be noticed.

It has been remarked that shooting-stars are much

more commonly seen in the months from July to

December, than in those from January to June. Re-

membering that this remark refers to observations
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made in our northern hemisphere, it is easily reconciled

with the modern theory, when we consider that the

north pole is on the forward hemisphere of the earth

(considered with reference to her orbital motion) during

the first-named period, and on the rear (or sheltered)

hemisphere during the second.

Again, it has been remarked that shooting-stars are

seen more commonly in the hours after midnight, and

that aerolites fall more commonly before noon. In

other words, these extraneous bodies reach the earth

(or her atmosphere) more frequently in the hours from

midnight to noon than in those from noon to midnight.

Humboldt suggests in explanation we know not what

theory of variation in the ignition-powers of different

hours. But it is clear that the true explanation is

founded on the principle presented in the preceding

paragraph, since the forward hemisphere contains

places whose local time lies, roughly speaking, between

midnight and noon, while places whose local hour

lies between noon and midnight lie on the sheltered

hemisphere.

If we remember that the earth is but a point in

space, we may fairly conclude that the number of

bodies composing meteor-zones is all but infinite.

Large, therefore, as the numbers of these bodies which

fall on the earth may be, there is no reason to suppose

(perhaps if we knew the true functions of these bodies,

we might say there is no reason to fear) that the

supply of meteors will ever be perceptibly diminished.

Although the contrary opinion is often expressed, it is
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demonstrable that a very small proportion only of the

shooting-stars which become visible to us, can escape

from the earth's atmosphere. The result is of course

that they must reach the earth, probably in a dispersed

and divided state. It seems to me indeed not wholly

improbable that some of those elements which the

lightning-spectrum shows to exist in the atmosphere,

may be due to the perpetual dissipation and precipita-

tion of the substance of shooting-stars.

The remarkable discovery lately made, that the

great November star-stream travels in the track of a

telescopic comet (whose period is 33J years), that the

August stream, in like manner, follows the track of

the great comet of 1862 (whose period is 142 years),

and that other noted shooting-star systems show a

similar relation to the paths of other comets, opens out

the most startling views of the manner in which

cosmical space or at least that part of space over

which the sun's attractive power bears sway is occu-

pied by myriads on myriads of bodies more or less

minute. If those comets not one in fifty even of

discovered comets whose orbits approach that of the

earth, are attended by such important streams of

cosmic matter : if, for instance, the minute telescopic

comet (known as I., 1866), in whose track the Novem-

ber meteors travel, is attended by a train capable of

producing magnificent star-showers for nine hundred

years what multitudes of minute planets must be

supposed to exist in the complete cometary system !

The Corn 1i ill Magazine for November 1867
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METEORS AND METEOR SYSTEMS.

ONE of the most remarkable features in the history

of scientific progress has been the slowness with which

the full significance of important discoveries has been

recognised even by the professed students of science.

When a great discovery is made, one can understand

that some delay should occur before the newly learned

fact is accepted as a recognised truth
;
but when some

great new truth has been admitted on all hands, it

might be supposed that all the consequences which

follow from that truth would at once be accepted ; or

rather that the students of science would vie with each

other in pushing the search for such results to its

utmost legitimate limits.

This however seldom happens. Whether it is that

a discovery effected by another is regarded as not pre-

senting an inviting subject of study and contemplation ;

or whether it is that men are ready to hope more from

their own original researches than from work devoted

to the investigation of the discoveries of others ;
or

whether, lastly (but surely this cannot be the true in-

terpretation), it is feared that all credit for results

obtained by studying a truth discovered by another

will be assigned to him it is certain that we very

seldom find the students of science willing to analyse
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the results obtained by other men. There are of

course exceptions, and noble exceptions. The investi-

gation by the Continental mathematicians of the results

flowing from the law of gravity, the study by spectro-

^copists of the results flowing from Kirchhoff's great

discovery, and some other cases may be cited. But

unless a new truth is, as in these instances, of a very

striking and even imposing nature, it is left very much

to itself, and only by slow degrees are its fruits

gathered in.

The discoveries recently made by Schiaparelli,

Adams, and others, respecting the bodies called

meteors (under which name may be conveniently in-

cluded shooting-stars, aerolites, bolides, and the like),

afford a very apt illustration of the peculiarity I have

referred to. The consequences which flow directly

from these discoveries, and still more those which may
be legitimately deduced from them by careful reason-

ing, are full of interest, and bear in a most important

manner on t le economy of the solar system ; nay, it

needs but a moderate study of the subject to see that

questions affecting even the relations of the inter-

planetary spaces are suggested by the discoveries

which have recently been made respecting meteors

and their motions. Yet but few among modern

astronomers have been willing to make researches

into these matters. Professors Herschel and Newton,

Mr. Stoney, Sir John Herschel, and a few others,

have dealt with the subject ;
but the great body of

TvStronomers would seem almost to have forgotten that
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Schiaparelli and Adams had made any important dis

coveries at all in this matter.

I propose briefly to describe the discoveries referred

to, and then to consider some of the conclusions which

may be deduced from them.

Not many years ago a comparatively insignificant

position was assigned to meteors, regarded as members

of the solar system. It was but recently, indeed, that

these bodies had come to be looked upon as belonging

to the solar system at all. From being regarded as a

species of exhalations consumed during some sudden

processes of change in the upper region of air, they had

risen to the rank of volcanic missiles from the moon.

Next, the occurrence of meteoric showers at certain

definite times of the year that is, as the earth traverses

certain definite parts of her orbit had compelled

astronomers to recognise the fact that meteor systems

must exist, which, regarded as systems, occupy a rela-

tively fixed position in the solar system. The indi-

vidual meteors may or rather must be in swift motion ;

and if a meteor system includes a swarm of meteors,

then that swarm must also be in swift motion: but

regarding the system as a whole, it must have the same

sort of relative fixity which the earth's orbit itself has.

Otherwise the occurrence of annual showers would

remain unaccounted for ; since we require that near a

certain point the earth's path should be crossed or

closely approached by the track of the meteors belong-

ing to a system and this not for a single year, but

for many years or even centuries in succession.
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jXiow, directing their search to other parts of the

solar system, astronomers presently found what they

took to be the analogue of the meteor families traversed

by the earth. The zone of asteroids consists of a

number of relatively minute bodies travelling around

the sun. Distinct in all its characteristics from the

family of smaller planets circling close by his globe, and

equally distinct from the moon-attended family of outer

planets, the aoteroidal zone may be regarded as forming

a family apart. We do not know how many members

there may be in this family, nor do we know what

may be the extreme limits of its range, either outwards

towards the family of major planets, or inwards towards

the terrestrial family of planets. But what we know

respecting it teaches us to infer that if all the asteroidal

orbits could be seen as rings of light around the sun

from some distant station, the combined system of

rings would form a ring system whose densest portion

would appear as , nearly circular and somewhat flat zone

between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, and close to

the plane of the ecliptic. And we have only to con-

ceive the case of a large planet circling around the sun

along the thick part of this ring to see that results

analogous to those presented as the earth circles amidst

the imagined meteor systems would inevitably follow.

Hence astronomers inferred that a number of meteor

systems travelling in orbits of no considerable eccen-

tricity occupy the region through which the earth's

orbit passes. The boldest reasoned that in all pro-

bability the whole space between the earth's orbit and
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the sun was more or less occupied by these meteor

systems, and that some of the systems might even pass

to moderate distances outside the earth's orbit. The

phenomenon known as the zodiacal light was associated

with the existence of such meteoric systems, though the

idea of such an association was scouted by not a few as

wild and chimerical.

But the actual facts, as revealed by recent re-

searches, are far more wonderful, whether we regard
their direct significance or the conclusions which may
fairly be deduced from them.

The history of these researches reads almost like a

romance, so strange are the coincidences and the

examples of '

good luck
' which it presents to our con-

sideration.

In the first place, the approach of the expected

display of November meteors in 1866 led many
astronomers to direct their attention very specially to

the subject of meteoric astronomy. Not only were

observations made much more systematically than in

previous years, but the records of former phenomena
were carefully searched, and in particular those which

relate to the November system, or, as these meteors

have been termed, the Leonides. 1 It was during this

process, rendered necessary, as it seemed, by the

difficulty of determining when and where the shower

of 1866 would be seen, that the significant fact of a

slow progression of the place where the earth en-

counters the system became known. Of old, setting

1 Because they seem to radiate from tlie constellation Leo.
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apart the difference of style, and also the effect of

precession, the earth crossed the November system

somewhat earlier in the year. In other words, she has

now to travel somewhat farther forward (measuring
her motion from the spring equinox,) before she en-

counters the Leonides.

There is nothing specially remarkable about this

peculiarity. It corresponds to what is observed in the

case of planetary orbits. These are continually

though slowly shifting in position, their inclination

changing within certain limits, and the line in which

their plane crosses the medial plane of the whole

system travelling round, though not without occasional

cessation, and even retrogression, yet, on the whole, in

one direction. But mathematicians began to feel

hopeful of determining the true shape and position of

the November meteor system when they thus saw that

a measurable amount of perturbation affects the motion

of its members.

A more striking feature of the system had before

this attracted notice ; I mean the recurrence of great

displays at intervals of about a third part of a century.

It was, indeed, this feature which had caused astrono-

mers to look forward with so much interest to the

display of 1866.

What might this periodic recurrence of great

displays be assumed to mean ? The natural answer to

this question would have been that the meteor system

circles once around the sun in about thirty-three years,

but for a circumstance which was very justly held to*

N
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be strongly opposed to such a solution of the problem.

The period of revolution of any body round the sun

tells us with absolute certainty the mean distance of

the body's orbit. We have only, in fact, to multiply

by itself the number representing in years the body's

period, and to take the cube root of the product, in

order to obtain the number representing the body's

mean distance (the earth's mean distance being taken

as unity). Now, when we multiply thirty-three by
itself we get 1089, and the cube root of this is greater

than ten; so that if the period of these November

meteors were thirty-three years or thereabouts, their

mean distance would be more than ten times the earth's ;

greater, therefore, than the mean distance of Saturn.

But this by no means indicates the full extent of their

range in space on the supposition implied ; for since

the earth encounters them, they come at least so near

to the sun in one part of their course as to have their

distance represented by one, or reduced from the mean

distance by as much as nine. Hence at the opposite

part of their course their distance must be just as much

greater than the mean distance, ten, or must be as

great as nineteen times the earth's mean distance. This

would place the most distant part of their track as far

off as the orbit of the planet Uranus.

Now, it certainly does appear that astronomers were

justified in rejecting such a view as this in favour of

hypotheses which gave a less extended sweep to the

meteor orbits. Nor was it difficult to suggest other

modes of explaining the observed peculiarity. Sup-
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posing the rich part of the system, instead of circling

once round the sun in thirty-three years, or thereabouts,

circled once more or once less than thirty-three times in

that interval, then the recurrence of maximum displays

at intervals of thirty-three years would be fully ac-

counted for. It needs but a momentary consideration

of the matter to see that this is so. In one case, at the

end of the first year after a great display, the rich part

of the cluster would have gone once round and a thirty-

third part, at the end of the second it would have gone

twice round and two thirty-third parts, and so on.

Each year would find it advanced one thirty-third part

farther, and at the end of the thirty-three years it

would have completed the extra circuit. Indeed, the

supposition, on the face of it, brings the rich part back

to the place of encounter at the end of thirty-three

years ;
but the abo/

re way of considering the matter

shows also that this part of the system cannot be at

the place of encounter, when the earth is there, during

any of the intermediate years. And the like would

occur on the second supposition, only in this case the

rich portion would at the end of each successive year

be found one thirty-third part behind instead of in

advance of its original position.

It is well to notice, before passing to the work by
which the true theory was educed, that Professor

Newton, of America, was able in 1865, imperfect as

our knowledge of the November meteor system then

was, to calculate very closely the epoch of maximum

display in November 1866. No other difference ap-

x 2
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peared in the observed and the predicted results,

except that we in England, instead of Newton and his

fellow-countrymen in America, witnessed that wonder-

ful display. In other words, though the last great

display had occurred more than thirty years before,

though no one knew along what course the rich part

of the meteor system had since been travelling, and

though the extent and nature of the rich aggregation

were also wholly unknown, the encounter between the

earth and the long-absent cluster preceded the time

predicted for it only by the brief interval separating the

successive passages of England and America across a

given rotation-space. If we imagine that from some

distant orb a being were watching the event, knowing
the nature of Newton's prediction and uncertain as to

the result, then this being would have seen the Leon-

ides rushing onwards to the scene of encounter on the

one part, and the earth sweeping towards the same

point on the other ; he would have seen Asia passing

round from the dark to the illuminated hemisphere,

then Europe following, and the Atlantic coming round

to that portion of the dark hemisphere on which the

Leonides were preparing to fall. But while he would

still be doubtful whether America would come round

to the same side before the encounter took place, and

so the prediction of the American astronomer be

exactly fulfilled, he would see that all over Europe and

the western parts of Asia, and in a less degree over

the foreshortened Atlantic, the meteors were already

falling; the display would grow richer and richer
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under liis eyes as the meteors kindled in their swift

flight through the resisting air ; but after awhile it

would diminish in splendour; and finally, just as

America began to show on the exposed hemisphere, the

encounter would come to an end, the earth passing

onwards to the relatively barren regions lying beyond
the meteor orbit.

In the meantime the astronomers of Europe had

gazed their fill upon the strange scene. Thenceforward

the true import of the before neglected falling stars

began to be felt in full force. From one and from

another came opinions some fanciful, some well con-

sidered. And then began the work of survey. Ob-

servation had brought together a sufficient number of

facts, and careful study was to educe from those facts

something of their true value. 1

It happened that /ie of the most striking facts

learned about this time resulted from what was in.

1 Can anything be stranger than that in our day, after all the in-

stances which should be so familiar to us of the practical value of the

analysis of observations, there should still bo some who venture to

speak of such work with contempt? Yet again and again we hear

those who study the results of observation decried as theorisers, and

observation lauded as the sole means of advancing science. Those who

speak thus are in reality those who have the lowest opinion of the value

of observation, while those who examine and re-examine the evidence

gathered together could not better show the high esteem in which they

hold the work of observers. If Flamsteed had ridiculed Sir Isaac

Newton for analysing the observed motions of the moon and attempting

to found upon them the theory of gravitation, he would not have acted

more unwisely, meseems, than those who urge, in our day, that obser-

vation alone is capable of advancing science. He could, indeed, have

better justified himself for so acting ; since, in his day, the evidence in

favour of careful theorising was much less forceful than that which

we possess.
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truth but a daring guess. It referred to the August

meteors, called sometimes the Perseides, because they

seemed to radiate from the constellation Perseus.

The Italian astronomer Schiaparelli had been led

to notice that a comet which appeared in 1862 a

comet less brilliant, indeed, than either Donati's or

the comet of 1861, but still a remarkable object, and

conspicuous to unaided vision had an orbit which

approaches the earth's path nearly opposite the place

she occupies on August 10 the date when the Per-

seides appear. It occurred to him to inquire whether,

if one only supposed the meteors to travel on as

eccentric a path as the comet, the deduced orbit would

resemble that of the comet in position also. Let us

briefly inquire what assumption was to be made, and

what likelihood there was, that without any real as-

sociation existing between the comet and the meteors,

the remaining features of the orbits would seem to

resemble each other pretty closely. The period of

the comet was known to be about a century and

a half, and the figure of its orbit is therefore so

eccentric that in aphelion the comet is much farther

off than Neptune. Hence the velocity of the comet

where it passes close by the earth's track was readily

calculated to be greater than the earth's velocity,

about as fourteen is greater than ten. All that Schia-

parelli assumed was that the August meteors have the

same velocity (about twenty-six miles per second).

But knowing their real velocity, we could, from their

apparent course as they enter the earth's atmosphere,

determine the real direction in which they approach
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us. And so, their real direction and their real velocity

at the earth's distance being known, their orbit around

the sun would be completely determined. The real

velocity at that distance would not alone suffice to

determine the orbit ; for we can conceive bodies pro-

jected with that velocity from the point where the

earth is, on or about August 10, in a myriad different

directions, and all those bodies would travel on dif-

ferent paths, only possessing this common feature that

their mean distances would be all equal to that of the

comet of 1862. The longer axes of the paths thus

determined might be directed towards any part of the

heavens (towards any star, if we please). We see

then that the antecedent probability was minute

indeed, that when the real direction of the August

meteors, as shown by the part of the sky they seem

to come from, was taken into account, their orbit would

seem to accord exactly with that of the comet of 1862,

unless some real association existed.

But the paths were found to agree perfectly.

Schiaparelli himself, Leverrier, and a few other

mathematicians of high repute, were at once convinced

that the comet of 1862 and the August meteors are

in some way associated. It is true that there was an

initial assumption, and so far the force of the evidence

seemed diminished. But to mathematicians accustomed

to weigh the value of probabilities it was at once ob-

vious that the evidence remained altogether too strong

to be resisted. Accordingly we find that Leverrier

about this time, seeing that the August meteors travel

in an orbit of such enormous eccentricity, no longer
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regarded the 33-year period as an unlikely one for

the November meteors ;
and he proceeded to calculate

their path on the assumption that the recurrence of

maximum displays three times in a century indicates

the true period of the system.

But in the mean time the same result had been

arrived at in a more direct and convincing manner by
Professor Adams, co-discoverer with Leverrier of the

distant Neptune. I have spoken of the slow progres-

sive motion of the point in which the November

meteor system crosses the earth's orbit. In this motion

Professor Adams recognised a means of determining

the actual orbit of the meteor system. For on any

given assumption respecting the figure of this orbit

it was possible to calculate the perturbing action of the

planets, and so to deduce the rate at which the plane

of the orbit would shift. It was possible, I say ;
but

on certain assumptions as to the figure of the orbit,

the calculation was by no means easy. In fact, it

may be justly said, that to determine rightly the degree

of perturbation of a ring of bodies whose orbit is

assumed to extend from the earth's orbit to the orbit

of Uranus would be a problem which would overtax

the powers of the most subtle modes of mathematical

analysis yet devised. I do not enter here into the

nature of the methods by which Professor Adams
dealt with this subject, my purpose being rather to

discuss results than the means employed to obtain them.

Suffice it that he showed, beyond all possibility of

question, that the only orbit which will satisfy the ob-
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served relations is the one already referred to as carrying

the meteors beyond the orbit of the planet Uranus.

It need hardly be said that the orbit thus assigned

to the meteors was identical with that determined by
Leverrier the work of Adams altogether surpassing

Leverrier's, however, in importance, since the English

astronomer alone had proved that the meteors travel

011 this widely extended orbit. In fact, Professor

Adams was the first astronomer who had ever under-

taken to deal with meteors as members of the solar

system, and the first, also, to determine from the per-

turbations of celestial bodies, the dimensions of the

path along which they travel.

A telescopic comet, only discovered in 1866, was

found to travel in the same path as the November

meteors. In this case there was not even that doubt-

ful feature which had seemed to render the aspect of

Schiaparelli's discovery questionable to those unskilled

in judging of probabilities. No assumption had been

made as to the path of the November meteors. The

path had been established first, and the comet searched

for afterwards. The path of the comet, too, had not

remained uncalculated until the orbit of the meteors

had been determined. The two orbits were determined

altogether independently of each other, and then

each complete in all its details they were brought

into comparison with each other. The agreement was

practically perfect.

Now it is at this point that the above-considered

unreadiness to trace out the consequences of an im-
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portant discovery begins to be apparent. The work of

Schiaparelli, Leverrier, Adams, and others having

brought meteoric astronomy to this point, astronomers

seem to have been, for the most part, willing to leave

the matter there. Thus the August meteors are admitted

to be bodies travelling along an orbit of enormous

extent carrying them much farther away from the sun

than the orbit of Neptune ; the November meteors are

admitted to be bodies travelling in an orbit extending

beyond the orbit of Uranus ; and the association of

both meteor systems with the comets I have spoken of

is also admitted. But as for the remaining meteor

systems which the earth encounters 011 her course

round the sun fifty-six of which were known when

Adams's researches were made, and more than a hun-

dred of which are at present recognised very little

indeed (most astronomers seem to think) is to be re-

garded as known. Some few of these systems may

appear to be associated with certain comets, and others

again may appear, from the periodic recurrence of

considerable displays, to travel in long periods, and

therefore, in eccentric orbits around the sun ; but until

these things have been demonstrated they are not even

to be admitted as probable. Still less are we to form

any opinion respecting the possible existence of other

meteoric systems than those which the earth is actually

known to encounter.

This seems to me as little reasonable as though the

law of gravitation had been restricted to the moon's

motions round the earth until astronomers had been
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able to examine as closely the motions of every other

celestial body as they have examined those of our

satellite ; or as though the laws of Kepler had been

restricted to Mars until the same processes which

Kepler had occupied nearly a quarter of a century in

applying to that planet had been extended in all their

fullness to the other planets.

We ought rather to take the general negatives im-

plied by what has been discovered respecting the

August and November meteors than to consider those

particular positive results which Schiaparelli and

Adams have established. Let us start from such

propositions as these :

The meteor systems encountered by the earth are not

necessarily of small eccentricity ;

Their paths are not necessarily limited to the portion

of space traversed by the earth and the three other

minor planets, Mercury, Venus, and Mars.

And let us add to these propositions, which are the

direct results of the discoveries considered above, one

positive proposition also deduced directly from them,

viz. :

The meteor systems hitherto considered (and there-

fore, presumably, others also) are associated with

comets ;

and this further proposition known before any of the

others, but not at that time considered with sufficient

attention,

The orbits of the meteor systems are inclined at all
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possible degrees of slope to the plane of the ecliptic

from coincidence with direct motion, through all

angles up to a right angle; and beyond such an

angle, down through all angles to coincidence again

with retrograde motion.

Then these four propositions, rightly considered,

will lead us directly, as I take it, to results of extreme

importance, tending to modify altogether our concep-

tions of the condition of those portions of the sun's

domain which we have been in the habit of regarding

as untenanted.

Taking first a general view of the four propositions,

we see that they all agree in assigning to the meteoric

systems the characteristics of cometic orbits. There

is no rule limiting the motions of the meteors in any
of those ways in which the planetary motions are

limited that is, either as respects the shape, extent,

or position of their orbits, or as respects the direction

in which they travel.

Now, consider the case of a meteor system, whose

orbit is to be assigned altogether at random, in accord-

ance with what is taught by our four propositions.

First, as to the shape and extent of the meteor system.

If in aphelion its distance be greater than the earth's

orbit, while in perihelion its distance is less, the

system is such a one as the earth's orbit may intersect ;

but if both these conditions are not fulfilled, the

earth's orbit cannot by any possibility intersect the

system. The antecedent probability against an inter-
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section of the orbits is on this account alone enormous.

Next as to the slope and position of the meteor

system. The plane of the system will intersect the'

plane of the earth's path in a line through the sun
;

and the meteor system itself will cross this line at two

points on opposite sides of the sun. If the distance

of one of these two points agree with the earth's dis-

tance from the sun, the meteor system will intersect

the earth's orbit; otherwise not. The antecedent

probability against intersection on this account also

is enormous. Now the actual antecedent probability

against intersection is obtained, not by adding these

two enormous probabilities together, but by multiply-

ing them together. For instance, if we set the chance

that each condition would be fulfilled at one-1000th

(altogether too high, be it noted), then the chance

of intersection will not be one-2,000th, but one-

1,000,000th.

Taking this value of the chance for the sake of

illustration, as fairly representing a chance which in

reality is very far smaller, we see that an enormous

number of these random meteor systems would be

required in order that there should be a reasonable

probability of the earth encountering one of them.

If we had a teetotum with a million faces, all different,

we should require a large number of trials in order to

have a fair chance of turning up some specified face. 1

1 It is easy to calculate the number of trials required in order that

the chance may be exactly one-half. We have only to determine to

what same power the numbers 999,999 and 1,000,000 must be both raised
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And the case of the meteor systems (on the assumed

and certainly unexaggerated estimate of the probability

in question) is exactly parallel.

Now, considered in connection with the facts here

dealt with, the observed facts that

First, the earth encounters two meteor systems

which are certainly very eccentric, very widely ex-

tended, and considerably inclined after the manner

of cometic orbits.

And secondly, the earth encounters more than a

hundred meteor systems, which are probably no less

cometic in all their characteristics, and many of which

are certainly cometic as respects one characteristic,

in order that the raised value of 999,999 may be exactly half the raised

value of 1,000,000. The number expressing this power will represent

the number of trials required. It is easily shown that about three-

quarters of a million trials would be required to give an even chance. It

is worthy of notice that nearly every person unfamiliar with the theory
of probabilities, to whom this question is submitted, will answer that

half a million of trials will give an even chance. It is said that a

notorious swindler once took advantage of the mistaken views commonly
entertained on such points, in the following way. He agreed to give an

opponent always three throws with a single die to turn any named face,

these sets of three trials to continue for a sitting of many hours, and a

stated sum to be won or lost by his opponent according as he succeeded

or not in turning the named face. The swindler won in the long run a

large sum
;
for three throws of a die are not sufficient to give an even

chance of turning any specified face. Had the number of throws been

four, the result would have been the other way; four throws giving
more than an even chance. There is a very ready way of showing that

three throws are insufficient. They give clearly the same chance as if

three dice were thrown at once. Now if three dice thus thrown neces-

sarily showed different faces, it is obvious that the chance that one of

those faces would be the specified one, would be exactly one-half; so

that the chance of the thrower has to be increased by this particular

condition, to make it equal to the chance against him. Under the

actual circumstances, then, the odds are against him.
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being inclined considerably to the plane of the earth's

orbit.

The legitimate conclusion from the estimated ante-

cedent improbability that a meteor system supposed
to be placed and shaped at random would cross the

earth's orbit, and these observed facts, is beyond all

question this, that the meteor systems actually en-

countered by the earth form but a minute proportion

of the total number of meteor systems actually belong-

ing to the solar domain. There is absolutely but one

way in which this conclusion could be avoided, and

that way, as we shall see, is barred. If we had reason

to suppose that our earth had the power of forcing

meteor systems to take up a position intersecting her

orbit, we should no longer be compelled to believe

that for each such system millions of others exist within

the solar scheme. For in the course of long past asons

a large proportion of the meteor systems might have

been swayed into a partial subjection to the earth.

If the earth, like Jupiter, for instance, surpassed

in bulk and weight the combined mass of all the

planets, we might suppose that to her own attrac-

tive energies alone the fact was due that so many
meteor systems cross her path. Jupiter has swayed,

and still continues to sway, comets in this way ; and

doubtless he has swayed, and still continues to sway,

meteor systems into partial submission. But the

earth's influence over meteor systems is relatively all

but evanescent. She has had no part or share in

swaying to their present position either of those two
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systems whose paths have been determined. Indeed,

Leverrier has shown that the November system has

been swayed into its present course by the planet

Uranus. Most probably too or rather, almost cer-

tainly not one of all the meteor systems crossed by
the earth has been brought appreciably nearer to her

orbit by her own influence.

But as a commentary on these relations, let us con-

sider how the two meteor systems whose orbits have

been determined stand related to other planets besides

the earth. There is the August system, as an illustra-

tion of a system taken at random. It does not pass

near the orbit of any known planet of the solar system

save the earth alone. Jupiter, mighty as he is, has

had no power to bring the August system close to

his orbit; Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, have been

equally ineffective. If these planets have inhabitants,

the August meteor system is utterly unknown to

them. The November meteor system, again, does

not pass within millions on millions of miles of the

orbits of any of the planets, save only the earth and

Uranus.

Two, then, of the known meteoric systems and two

taken at random so far as the question we are upon
is concerned are &o placed that their existence must

remain wholly unknown to the inhabitants of all the

other planets, except (as respects one system) the

planet Uranus. Is not the conclusion legitimate, or

rather for there is no real question of the justice of

the conclusion is it not rendered perfectly clear, that
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an enormous proportion of the meteor systems recog-

nisable from other planets are so situated that we can

never become cognisant of . their existence ? A large

proportion of the actually existent meteor systems also

must be so situated that they cannot be recognised

from any of the planets at all.

Here then we have, as a direct and legitimate con-

clusion from admitted facts, a view of the solar system

which four years ago would have been justly regarded

as too startling for belief. We see the vast gaps which

separate planet from planet no longer untenanted, or

only traversed by an occasional comet, but literally

crowded with meteor systems. If a vast model of the

solar system could be constructed, all the parts being

justly proportioned on some such scale as is considered

in the well-known description given in Herschel's Out-

lines of Astronomy, and if the orbit of every meteor

system were represented in this model by an oval

hoop made of the finest possible wire, justly placed and

shaped, then the space around the sun, to a distance

far exceeding the radius of the earth's orbit, would be

an absolute network of these wire orbits. Nor would it

be easy to say how far from the two-feet globe re-

presenting the sun some of the closed orbits would

extend ; while myriads of parabolic and hyperbolic

wires would have to be introduced to indicate the

paths of those meteoric clusters which assuredly

approach from outer space and return to the star-

depths, never again to visit our sun's neighbourhood.

Amidst these millions of orbit-wires the paths of the

o
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planets., if similarly indicated, would be almost lost ;

though individually the least of the planets probably

surpasses the combined mass of all the members of

those meteor systems which belong specially to the

solar domain.

It would, indeed, be difficult to determine, even

approximately, the weight either of any meteor system

or of the system of such systems circling around the

sun. We know that among those meteoric masses

which actually reach the earth there are some few of

great weight. One at least has fallen whose weight

amounts to about fifteen tons. Nor again can we

regard the masses which are found in the earth after

the explosion of a bolide as more than the fragments

of much larger masses. But, on the other hand, the

bodies which form such systems as the Leonides and

the Perseides are for the most part exceedingly minute,

insomuch that the weight of some of these bodies has

been estimated at less than a single grain. Between

these limits lie the meteors which explode in the upper

regions of air, but without casting their fragments to

the earth's surface in a solid form.

It is worthy of notice, however, that even if we

set on one side meteoric displays properly so called,

and the great aerolites which from time to time crash

down upon the earth, we yet find abundant reason

for believing that our earth alone, small as she is,

grows yearly in weight by many tons through the

downfall of meteoric matter. Professor Newton has

calculated from perfectly reliable data that on an
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average in the course of a single day, 7,500,000

meteors large enough to be visible to the naked eye

are consumed in the earth's atmosphere, and about

400,000,000 meteors such as could be seen with a tele-

scope of moderate power. Now, if we consider the

latter set to be equivalent to the former, and assign

a single grain as the weight of each meteor visible

to the naked eye, we deduce fifteen millions of grains

us the earth's daily increase of weight. This is rather

less than a ton. So that in the course of about three

years the earth's weight must increase (even on the

very low value here assigned to a meteor's weight) by a

thousand tons ; and in the course of the three thousand

years during which astronomy has been a science the

earth's weight must have increased a million tons. 1

The moon's mass in the same time would be increased

by about a sixteenth part of this amount. 2

If, then, the earth alone, in circling once around

the sun, gathers up tons of meteoric matter, it will

be conceived how vast must be the weight of that

meteoric matter (light though its particles be) which

1 This is a mere trifle compared with the earth's own weight, which

is 6,000 millions of millions of times greater. Indeed, it may easily be

shown that the actual increase of the earth's radius in this interval of

3,000 years would be about the 70,000,000th part of an inch.
2 The dynamical effect of these increments would be an increase in

the rate at which the moon circles around the earth. But the increase

would be inconceivably minute
;
and the earth's mass must have been

increased to a much greater extent if the actual observed excess of acce-

leration of the moon's motion over what the theory of gravity can ac-

count for, is to be explained in this way. Doubtless the retardation of

the earth's rotation is the real explanation of the greater part of this

acceleration, which comes therefore to be regarded as apparent only.

o 2
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in the course of a year lias been within the earth's

mean distance from the sun, and how enormous must

be the combined weight of all the meteor systems,

when this abundance of matter is continually main-

tained, though the matter present in any one year has

for the most part passed away before the next, and

though year after year a proportion of the meteoric

matter is withdrawn from orbital motion around

the sun, and forced to form part either of his own

mass or of the mass of some one of the orbs which

attend upon him.

But the considerations which now urge themselves

upon our attention are far too numerous and too im-

portant to be discussed at the close of an essay like

the present. I leave to another occasion the study

of details which bear in the most striking manner

on the economy of the solar system. I would par-

ticularly point to the fact that the new discoveries

altogether change the aspect of the planetary scheme.

The solar system as seen by Kepler and Newton may
be compared to the trunk and main branches of a

mighty tree, which modern discoveries present to us

as adorned with lesser branches, twigs, and foliage, a

tree still living and still growing It may well be

that as the study of astronomy proceeds we may recog-

nise far more clearly and satisfactorily than now, the

origin and the principles of the development of this

mighty system.

Frascr's Magazine for February 1871.
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PROFESSOR TYNDALL'S THEORY OF
COMETS.

ASTKONOMERS have not hitherto been fortunate in

their theories respecting comets. These mysterious

objects present so many perplexing appearances, and

seem regulated by laws apparently so incongruous,

that it has not been found possible to form an hypo-

thesis which shall account even for the most important

cometic characteristics. Although some comets are

the largest objects in the solar system, surpassing even

the sun himself in volume, yet the most brilliant

comets are outweighed (perhaps many million-fold)

by the tiniest asteroid, or even by the least of those

minute satellites which make up the ring of Saturn.

Obeying the attractive influence of the sun as submis-

sively as the most orderly of the planets, comets yet

seem subject to other influences, repelling a portion of

their substance with a force which seems a thousand-

fold more intense than the attractive influence of gra-

vitation. Lastly, while we have the clearest evidence

that a portion of the light we receive from comets is

reflected solar light, exactly like that which we receive

from the planets, we yet have equally decisive proof

that comets are also self-luminous objects. So contra-

dictory and perplexing are the peculiarities of these

mysterious entities.
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It is clear that the problem presented by comets is

one which requires for its solution a rare combination

of powers and a widely extended range of research.

The most profound acquaintance with physical laws is

as necessary as a thorough grasp of the astronomical

significance of cometic peculiarities. The ablest astro-

nomer cannot hope to solve the problem by the un-

aided resources of his own science ;
nor can the

physicist alone, however sound his knowledge, how-

ever clear his perceptions of the bearings of physical

facts, or how great soever his skill in co-ordinating

those facts into systematic hypotheses, hope to be more

successful than the astronomer. The two, by working

together, may at length succeed in mastering the

problem which has, above all others, excited the

curiosity of men of science, and more than any other

has foiled their skill and ingenuity.

It is pleasing, therefore, to find one of the most

eminent physicists of our day turning his thoughts to

the solution of this interesting problem. As Sir John

Herschel remarked, when Professor Tyndall first began

to investigate another well-known scientific crux, so

may we say with reference to TyndalPs researches

about comets :
e The subject is one eminently calcu-

lated to set one thinking, and it seems to have had

that effect upon Professor Tyndall to an excellent

purpose.' We must rejoice that e he has been brought

into contact with
'

comets,
( and still more so if he

should be led to any satisfactory explanation
'

of their

phenomena.
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It will be gathered that I am not able to recognise

in the theory which I am about to describe the com-

plete or even a satisfactory solution of the problem

which has so long perplexed men of science. It was

scarcely, indeed, to be expected that the class of

researches which guided Professor Tyndall to the

views he has put forward should lead at once to a

solution of a problem of so much difficulty. Yet I

believe that he has set us on the track of a useful and

promising process of research, which, for anything that

appears to the contrary, may eventually lead to the

long-desired solution of that problem.

Let it be premised that the fundamental idea run-

ning through all the noble series of researches carried

out by Professor Tyndall, depends, if I understand his

words and works aright, on the analysis of the ulti-

mate particles of matter by the action of aethereal

waves. Professor Tyndall has grasped, perhaps more

fully than any living physicist, the fact that the undu-

lations of the a3ther that subtle medium whose exist-

ence is only known through its effects afford the best

if not the only available means of analysing what

Newton called 'the more secret and noble works of

nature within the corpuscles.' What science is waiting

for is the Newton of the infinitely minute, and Profes-

sor Tyndall will one day, perhaps, be recognised as

the Kepler of the great system of science, which is

only awaiting the fulness of time to reveal itself to us

in all its grandeur. However this may be, it is cer-

tain that his researches are gradually unfolding before
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us highly important laws of molecular and atomic

action.

Now amongst the most important considerations

associated with this branch of inquiry, is that which

assigns their various qualities to the three forms of

undulation to which the aether is subject, viz., light-

waves, heat-waves, and actinic-waves.

"We commonly speak of light as if it were a simple

emanation from certain bodies. But in reality the

light emitted from the sun (to take an example) is

intimately associated with the heat received from that

luminary, and also with that particular form of force

which is termed Actinism. "We may look upon the sun,

in fact, as a centre whence waves of disturbance are

propagated in every direction through the aether. And
these waves are of every degree of length between

limits as yet undetermined. Speaking generally, the

longest waves are the heat-waves, the medium waves

are the light-waves, and the shortest waves are the

actinic- or chemical-waves. But waves between cer-

tain limits of length combine all the three properties.

Now, to illustrate these waves, which are altogether
too minute to be recognised by the senses (otherwise

than through their effects), let us imagine a wide sea

traversed by waves of various length, from the long
mile-wide roller to the tossing billow, and thence to

the ripple which courses swiftly along the heaving sur-

face of billow and roller. Consider how various the

effects of these various forms of disturbance. A Great

Eastern on such a sea would remain uninfluenced by
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the billows, which would simply break against her sides

as against a rock. But to the slow heave of the rollers

the monster ship would sway responsive, and that with

a force and energy of movement which would seem

surprising to those who had watched her behaviour in

a billow-tossed sea. A smaller ship would act diffe-

rently. The long rollers would scarcely affect such a

vessel. She would, of course, rise and sink as the crest

and the valley of the roller successively passed under

her, but she would not be swayed by the movement.

It is to the rush of the billow that such a ship would

respond. Wave after wave would add to or maintain

the swaying motion, and the time of oscillation would

indicate the particular length of wave corresponding to

the swing of the ship. A chip or a cork floating on

the same sea would be swayed neither by the roller

nor by the billow, but would respond only to the

ripples which suited its small oscillations.

Just so it is with the waves which traverse aether.

Let light-waves or actinic-waves be poured in ever

such enormous quantity upon a piece of ice, and it will

remain unaffected by their action. Its molecules will

not respond to the waves which produce luminous or

actinic impressions. But the moment we suffer heat-

waves to stream upon our piece of ice, its molecules

begin to respond to the comparatively slow swing of

the heat-waves, and when the energy of this molecular

vibration has become sufficiently great, the ice melts.

So also would it be with a mass of cloud or vapour.

Mere light would not disperse the cloud, but to heat
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the cloud molecules respond at once, and after a while

the liquid particles assume the state of invisible vapour.

Consider again the effect of light upon the eye.

The molecular structure of the retina of the eye

refuses to vibrate responsively to the longer forms

of heat-wave, or again to the shorter forms of the

chemical-wave. ( I have often permitted waves to

enter my own eye,' says Professor Tyndall,
e of a

power which, if differently distributed, would have

instantly and utterly ruined the optic nerve, but

which failed to produce any impression whatever upon

consciousness, because their periods were not those

demanded by the retina.'

Lastly, there are forms of matter, and it is with

such forms that we have principally to deal in con-

sidering TyndalFs theory of comets, which respond

neither to the heat-waves nor to the light-waves, but

are influenced immediately by the action of the smaller

actinic-waves. We know, indeed, that the photo-

grapher owes entirely to this peculiarity his power of

obtaining sun-pictures of objects, since the actinic

or chemical rays alone can produce those changes on

which photographic action depends.

I may note also, in passing, the relation between

sethereal wave-lengths and colour. The heat-waves

belong to the red end of the prismatic spectrum, but

extend considerably beyond it
; the light-waves

occupy the whole of the spectrum, as is proved by
the fact that we can see every part of the spectrum,

but they are most intense in the middle or yellow part
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of the rainbow-coloured streak of light ; the chemical-

waves belong to the violet end of the spectrum and

extend considerably beyond it.

Now the discovery on which Professor Tyndall has

based his theory of comets is this :

Having charged tubes of glass with certain gases

and vapours, which he wished to submit to the action

of radiant heat, he thought it desirable, in order to

render visible what took place within the tubes, to

illuminate their interior with an intensely brilliant

light. He made use, for this purpose, of the electric

light. Now he found that as a general rule the

vapours remained perfectly transparent. In some

cases, however, a faint cloudiness showed itself within

the tube. At first this appearance perplexed him ;

and it was some time before he was able to convince

himself that the cloud revealed by the electric light

was also generated by that light. Then he felt that

6 the observation opened a new door into that region

inaccessible to sense, which embraces so much of the

intellectual life of the physical investigator.'

Let us read his own description of the processes by
which he conceives the cloud to be rendered visible.

( To all appearance,' he remarks of the tube in which

the vapour has been introduced,
( the tube is absolutely

empty. The air and the vapour are both invisible.

We will permit the electric beam to play upon this

vapour. The lens of the lamp is so situated as to

render the beam slightly convergent, the focus being

formed in the vapour at about the middle of the tube.
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You will notice that the tube remains dark for a

moment after the turning on of the beam, but the

chemical action will be so rapid that attention is re-

quisite to mark this interval of darkness. I ignite

the lamp ; the tube for a moment seems empty ; but

suddenly the beam darts through a luminous white

cloud which has banished the preceding darkness. It

has, in fact, shaken asunder the molecules of the vapour,

and brought down upon itself a shower of liquid

particles which cause it to flash forth like a solid

luminous spear.'
c It is worth while,' he adds, 'to

mark how this experiment illustrates the fact that

however intense a luminous beam may be, it remains

invisible unless it has something to shine upon. Space,

though traversed by the rays from all suns and all

stars, is itself unseen. Not even the aether, which fills

space, and whose motions are the light of the universe,

is itself visible.'

And here let us pause for a moment to inquire

how far what we have hitherto seen bears upon known

facts respecting comets.

The light of the sun shines upon all parts of the

space which surrounds hiYn. There might be trans-

parent vapours in enormous masses in any part of that

space, sweeping around the sun with motions of incon-

ceivable rapidity, and yet not a trace of their existence

would be revealed to us, so long as the sun's rays

were unable to change those vapours into clouds. Such

vapours would resemble those which remain trans-

parent when subjected to the action of Tyndall's elee-
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trie beam. But if vapours resembling those which

become transmuted into cloud under the same action

existed in any part of the solar domain,, there can be

no doubt that his rays would render them visible pre-

cisely as the beam of the electric lamp renders visible

the e solid luminous spear
'

of TyndalPs experiment.

Here, then, the fact is suggested as at least possible

that comets may resemble the clouds which make their

appearance when the electric light transmutes certain

transparent vapours into visible nebulous matter.

And one peculiarity of comets accords well with

this view. Professor Tyndall found that when he had

reduced the amount of transparent vapour in the tube to

a quantity bearing an indefinitely minute proportion to

the mass of the air in the same tube, the cloud still

made its appearance under the action of the electric

light, but was so exceedingly delicate that the faintest

light seen through it remained altogether undimmed.

IS
Tow it is well known that comets present a feature pre-

cisely corresponding to this peculiarity of Tyndall's

clouds. They have been known to pass over nebulae of

excessive faintness, not only without obliterating them,

but without appreciably diminishing their light. This

is the first of the interesting series of analogies on which

Professor Tyndall's theory of comets has been founded.

According to this view, then, we are to look upon

a comet as composed of a vapour which the sun's light

is able to decompose : in fact, as an actinic cloud formed

by the sun's decomposing power. The tail of the

comet is not matter projected from the head, either by
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some power inherent in the comet, or by the repulsive

influence of the sun, but is matter precipitated upon

the solar beams which traverse the cometary atmo-

sphere. It must be understood, according to this

theory, that the comet's atmosphere extends not only

to the tail, but to an equal distance on every side of

the comet's head. 1 The sun's rays after passing through

the comet are assumed to have a power which they do

not ordinarily possess, the power, namely, of drawing

down upon themselves from the cometary atmosphere

the matter which renders them visible. Let us see

how Professor Tyndall accounts for this new power.

The condensation to which the formation of the

visible cloud is due he finds to depend entirely on the

action of the actinic-rays, and these rays are absorbed

in passing through the vapour. Light-rays and heat-

rays have no power so produce the effects described.

Nay, the heat-rays have the power of dissipating the

visible cloud when the actinic-rays are weakened. A
sort of contest may in general be supposed to be going

on between the heat-rays and the actinic-rays; and

where one or other preponderates, there visible cloud

is absent or present. Now Professor Tyndall assumes

that the head and nucleus of a comet have the power
of intercepting all or nearly all the heat-rays. Hence

in the part of space which is screened by the head

and nucleus, the actinic-rays are relatively more

1 In many cases this would imply that some of the longer-tailed

comets have had atmospheres surrounding and including the sun and all

the planets within the orbit of Mars.
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powerful, and are thus enabled to bring down from the

interplanetary spaces the matter which renders the tail

visible. Elsewhere the heat-rays prevent the forma-

tion of any such visible cloudy matter.

It will be observed that this theory accounts for

many facts which had seemed very perplexing. When
we remember that many comets have approached the

neighbourhood of the sun with a tail streaming millions

of miles (in one case two hundred millions of miles)

behind them, and after passing perihelion (in some in-

stances only a few hours later), have been seen with a

precisely similar tail carried in front of them, so that,

as Sir John Herschel remarked, the apparent motion of

the tail resembles that of a stick whirled around by the

handle, we cannot but look with satisfaction on a theory

which promises to remove so serious a difficulty. For

undoubtedly the formation of a tail in one direction,

and the destruction of all vestiges of former tails which

had projected in other directions, would be processes

which might take place with all the rapidity with which

light flashes through space, if Professor Tyndall's

theory be true.

Unfortunately the theory is surrounded with many
and grave difficulties.

In the first place there are cometic phenomena of

which it fails to give account. The formation of the

luminous envelopes which the nucleus throws off as

the comet approaches the sun, is a process which by
no means takes place with the rapidity which Professor

Tyndall's theory seems to require. I would not lay
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much stress on this point, however. The envelopes

are frequently separated from the head of the comet

by dark spaces. Now the cloudy matter existing

under the conditions described by Professor Tyndall

might as the comet approached the sun be in part con-

verted by the increased heat into invisible vapour.

But no sufficient reason suggests itself why this vapour

after rising towards the sun should be reconverted into

visible cloud. Still more perplexing (remembering

always Professor TyndalFs assumption as to the

nature of the vapour) seems the repetition of this pro-

cess, often seen to result in the formation of several

distinct envelopes.

Nor must we conceal from ourselves the fact that

the appearance presented during the development of

the tail is as though the matter of the envelope were

being driven away by some powerful repulsive influence

proceeding from the sun. It is impossible to look upon
some of the drawings which experienced observers have

made of comets, without feeling that processes of con-

siderable violence are at work in the formation of the

tail. I am aware that appearances of this sort are very

apt to be deceptive, and therefore lay the less stress

upon the evidence they afford. Still these appearances

require to be considered in forming a theory of comets.

There is nothing in Professor TyndalFs theory to

afford any satisfactory explanation (so far as I can see)

of the strange variety of forms observed in the heads,

envelopes, and tails of comets.

According to the theory,
( old tails

'

are dissipated
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by the heat-waves, so soon as these pass clear of the

head towards the space occupied by the part of the

tail which is to be dissipated ; and Professor Tyndall
accounts for the apparent bending towards the end of

the tail as arising from the finite though small period

occupied by the heat-waves in travelling down to the

tip of the tail. It is not, therefore, the ordinary

progress of the heat-waves which is in question. For

heat-waves travel as fast as light-waves, and would

therefore traverse the length of a. comet's tail of

unusually large dimensions in less than ten minutes

(in which time light, as we know, would travel more

than one hundred millions of miles). Hence the

utmost curvature we could allow the tail from this

cause is such that the direction of the tip of the tail,

instead of pointing towards the actual position of the

head, would point to the position the head had occupied

ten minutes before. Such a deviation would be alto-

gether inappreciable (save in one or two exceptional

instances, in which, however, the contrary would only

hold for a very brief interval of time) ; yet we know

that comets' tails are often curved in a very perceptible

manner, and this during the whole time of the comet's

visibility. But this difficulty is removed, if, as Pro-

fessor Tyndall believes, the rate at which the tail is

rendered apparent (or formed, we may say) may be

comparatively slow or practically instantaneous; the

like holding of the rate at which the old tails are de-

stroyed. A little consideration will show that in this

case, comets' tails ought in many instances to present

p
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the appearance of transverse streaks. As a matter of

fact, the tail of Donati's comet did present such an

appearance ; a fact which seems to supply somewhat

remarkable evidence in favour of Tyndall's theory.

It may be mentioned that Benedict Prev^t long ago

suggested a view so closely resembling Professor Tyn-

dall's (though inferior in the all-important respect that

it was a mere speculation, not an hypothesis founded

on observed relations) that the same arguments avail-

able against one may be urged with apparently equal

force against the other. He considered that the head

of a comet is converted by the sun's heat into invisible

vapour extending to an enormous distance from the

head in all directions. Behind the head this vapour is

cooled, because it is sheltered from the sun's heat. It

therefore condenses into cloud, which reflects light,

and forms the comet's tail. This cloud he assumed to

be dissipated precisely as Professor Tyndall assumes

the old tails to be destroyed.

Dr. Huggins, whose spectroscopic researches

have given us the first real facts we have obtained

respecting the structure of comets, remarks that

Prevot's theory is
6

obviously inconsistent with the

observed appearances and forms of the tails, and

especially with the rays which are frequently projected

in a direction different from that of the tail, with the

absence of tail immediately behind the head, and with

the different degrees of brightness of the sides of the

tail.'

The last two peculiarities seem wholly inexplicable
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on Tyndall's hypothesis, and therefore it may seem

unnecessary to consider the first. I may as well

remark, however, that there is a possibility of explain-

ing the existence of subsidiary tails in certain direc-

tions, as due to the refractive power which irregulari-

ties in the head may exert on rays passing through it ;

or we may even suppose that the brighter planets

(which undoubtedly reflect actinic rays, since it has

been found possible to photograph these bodies) may
in certain cases have caused these smaller tails by

pouring their rays through the head of the comet in

the same manner as the sun is supposed to do according

to the theory, though with less energy.

The existence of subsidiary tails or multiple tails

generally is indeed at least as inconsistent with the

idea of a repulsive force exerted by the sun, as with

the (

negative shadow '

theory. We can understand

that light should be so refracted in its passage through

the head of a comet (with its envelopes within envelopes

and central spherical nucleus) as to be sent off, accord-

ing to the part of the head on which it fell, in the

various directions actually observed in several in-

stances ;
whereas a repulsive action exerted by the

sun on the matter thrown off from the head seems

wholly inconsistent with subsidiary tails stretching

directly from the comet's head at a considerable angle

with the principal tail.

That the luminous envelopes have the power of

absorbing or reflecting certain rays and suffering

others to pass through them is accordant with observa-

p 2
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tion. It is certain, for instance, that the brilliant

comet called Donati's (which appeared in 1858) did

not reflect the actinic rays, since Dr. De la Rue was

unable to photograph this object. He exposed a

sensitised collodion plate to the action of the comet's

light, in the focus of his *1 3-inch reflector, for three

minutes, without obtaining the slightest trace of an

image, though a small star which happened to be close

to the comet left its impression twice over (the clock-

work having received a slight disturbance). And

again, after exposure for fifteen minutes, during which

time the faint luminosity of the sky had appreciably

affected the collodion-plate, the comet obstinately

refused to leave any trace of its figure. We see then

that in this case (and doubtless in many others, if not

in all cases) the actinic rays passed freely through the

matter which reflected the light-waves to us, and so

rendered the comet visible.

We must not forget the evidence which the spectro-

scope has afforded respecting the structure of comets. 1

We have learned, by means of Dr. Huggins's observa-

tions with this instrument, that the nucleus of a comet

consists (at least in every case yet observed) of self-

luminous gas. In one case it has even been found

possible to determine the exact nature of the gas, and

thus we are able to pronounce that Winnecke's comet

(which appeared in 1868) consists of the luminous

vapour of carbon. The coma that is, the faint light

1 See the preceding paper.
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around the nucleus is found, on the other hand, to

shine in part by reflecting solar light. Of the tails of

comets we have as yet learned nothing, and we must

wait for the appearance of a brilliant and long-tailed

comet before hoping for definite information respecting

the nature of these appendages.

Another fact, which must not be left out of con-

sideration in forming a theory of comets, is that which

was discovered in 1866-67 by the united labours of

Peters, Tempel, Schiaparelli, Adams, and Leverrier,

but must be held to be more intimately associated with

the name of Professor Adams than with that of any
other astronomer. I refer to the remarkable rela-

tion between comets and meteor-systems, according to

which meteoric bodies are found to travel in the same

orbits as certain comets. How it comes about that the

track of vaporous bodies like the comets should be

followed by numbers of minute solid bodies such as the

meteors, it would be difficult to explain in the present

state of our information respecting comets. But no

theory of comets can be considered complete in which

this relation is left unaccounted for.

It is evident that he who would form a consistent

and satisfactory theory of comets will have no easy

task. In the absence of definite information on many

points, it seems at present even hopeless to attack

the question. Doubtless, as Dr. Huggins has re-

marked,
' we must wait for further positive knowledge

of the nature of cometary phenomena, until the

searching method of analysis by the prism can be
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applied to the series of changes presented by a

brilliant comet.' Then we require further know-

ledge respecting the relation between meteors and

comets, and between both these classes of bodies and

that strange phenomenon the zodiacal light, the pecu-

liarities of which will be found, I venture to predict,

to be much more intimately associated with cometic

phenomena than is at present commonly supposed.

Yet again, we must make an approach towards mas-

tering the relations which exist between the sun's

action as a centre of many forms of force, and the

phenomena of terrestrial magnetism, looking upon these

phenomena as indicative of processes which affect the

whole solar domain. When we remember that the

appearance of intensely brilliant light-patches on the

sun's orb, has been found to be accompanied by an

instantaneous thrill of the whole magnetic frame of the

earth, presently followed by the appearance of auroral

lights in both hemispheres, we recognise the action of

solar influences which must be capable of largely

affecting such bodies as the comets.

But again, in forming a theory of comets, account

must be taken of every phenomenon of importance

which these bodies have exhibited to the telescopic

observer. The jets of light which the nucleus seems

to throw out towards the sun, the mode in which the

envelopes are formed round the head, the peculiar

distribution of light and shade across the breadth of

the tail, the dark space behind the head, the strange

configuration of the tail, and the occurrence of mul-
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tiple, and sometimes even of abnormal tails, must all

be taken fully into account. The yet more perplex-

ing phenomenon of the breaking up of a comet into

two distinct comets, each with its own nucleus, coma,

and tail, and even if ancient records can be trusted

the formation of a multiple system of comets out of

a single comet, must also be interpreted. And many
other matters, which it would be tedious to enter upon

here, must be explained satisfactorily before any theory

of comets can take its place in the rank of physical

truths.

In conclusion, I must remark that it would be unfair

to form an estimate of Professor TyndalPs views or

at any rate to decide finally on their value until he

has had time to arrange and co-ordinate them with

reference to all the facts which lie at his disposal. It

is not to be expected, and he doubtless would be the

last to suppose, that a discovery so recently made as

the one on which the theory is founded, should in a

moment remove all the difficulties and reconcile all the

incongruities presented by cometary phenomena. If

we were to estimate the theory as at present exhibited,

we could hardly look upon it (based though it be on

observed facts) as other than a highly ingenious specu-

lation. It is because I look upon the views which

Professor Tyndall has brought before the scientific

world, as affording promise of further researches on

the same subject, and that such researches made by
such a physicist as Professor Tyndall cannot fail to

bear useful fruit, that I have dealt at length with
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views which, however ingenious, must be looked upon at

present as speculative. It must be remembered, also,

that astronomers have not been so successful in theo-

rising respecting comets, that they can claim (or

afford) to reject the assistance which one of the most

eminent of living physicists is offering them in the

treatment of a question which they have been too

much in the habit of considering as peculiarly their

own.

Frasers Magazine, October 1869.
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COMETS AND COMETS' TAILS.

AMONG the many startling suggestions recently thrown

out by men of science, not one, perhaps, has seemed

more amazing to the general public than the idea put

forward by Sir "W. Thomson in the able address with

which he inaugurated the late meeting of the British

Association that life on the earth may have had its

origin from seeds borne to our planet by meteors, the

remnants of former worlds. Coupling this startling

theory with the partly-admitted view that the tails of

comets and comets themselves consist of meteoric

flights, he presented the '

hairy stars
' which men so

long viewed with terror in a somewhat novel light.

Regarded not so many years ago as probably the

vehicles of the Almighty's wrath, comets are made by
this new hypothesis to appear as the parents of uni-

versal life. How would Whiston, and those who

thought with him that a comet in old times effected

the destruction of all living things (save a chosen few)
with water, and that a comet at perhaps no very dis-

tant future would destroy the whole earth with fire,

have contemplated a theory according to which the

seed-bearing fragments of a comet's tail peopled the

earth with all the living things which at present exist

upon its surface ? The ' fear of change
'

with which
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in old times comets perplexed the nations must be

replaced, it would seem, by another sort of fear. We
need not dread the approaching dissolution of the

world through cometic agency, though the thought of

a. vast catastrophe may be suggested by the considera-

tion that we see in the comet but the fragments of

another world. But if this new theory should be

accepted, we have reason to regard with apprehension

the too close approach of one of these visitants ;
be-

cause, if one comet supplied the seeds of the living

things now existing on the world, another may supply

myriads of seeds of undesirable living things ; and

perhaps the sequent struggle for life may not result in

the survival of the fittest.

It is hardly necessary for me to say, perhaps, that

I am not troubled by such misgivings. I can scarcely

bring myself to believe, indeed, that the eminent profes-

sor was serious in urging his hypothesis of seed-bearing

meteors. Englishmen speak sometimes of the slow-

ness with which a Scotsman apprehends a jest ;
but

the Scotsman may return the compliment so far, at

least, as the southern estimate of Scottish humour is

concerned. For a true Scot makes his jests with a

gravity and aplomb unequalled among Sassenach hu-

morists. It is far from improbable that the seriousness

with Avhich the seed-bearing meteorites have been dis-

cussed proved infinitely amusing to the gathering of

the clans in Edinburgh. Thomson and Tait, Andrews,

Geikie, and Stewart, in fine, all the Scottish men of

science who were present at the gathering, may be
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ready to retort Sydney Smith's gibe, maintaining hence-

forth that nothing short of a surgical operation will

enable an Englishman to appreciate Scottish humour.

For it will be noticed that the explanation of the

oiigin of life upon our globe leaves the real question of

the origin of life where it was. The theory, in this

respect, resembles that undoubtedly humorous account

which the Hindoo sages gave of the manner in which

our earth is supported ;
and precisely as the Hindoo

student of science might ask how the tortoise who sup-

ports the earth is himself supported, so may we ask how

the worlds which, by bursting, supplied space with seed-

bearing meteors, were themselves peopled with living

things. This circumstance of itself throws an air of

doubt over the new hypothesis, as a seriously-intended

account of the origin of life on our earth. It may
seem superfluous to add that in a collision by which a

world was shivered into fragments the seeds of life

would have what may be described as a warm time,

since the collision could hardly fail to vaporise the

destroyed world. The fiery heat generated by the

collision, followed by a voyage during myriads of mil-

lions of ages through the inconceivable cold of space,

and lastly, by the fierce heat which accompanies the

fall of meteoric masses upon our earth, would seem so

unfavourable to the germs of life, that Pouchet him-

self might accept with confidence the belief that all

such germs had been completely destroyed before

reaching this planet.

But while the theory of seed-bearing meteors can
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hardly be regarded as a complete solution of the per-

plexing problem of the origin of life, the facts to which

the eminent Scottish professor referred while discuss-

ing it are of singular interest and importance. The

whole history of recent scientific research into the

subject of the relation between meteors and comets is

full of instruction. The subject is discussed in two

preceding papers ; and in my
'

Essays on Astronomy
'

there are four papers containing a full account of

the researches of Schiaparelli, Adams, Leverrier,

arid those other men of science who have placed

meteoric astronomy in its present position. I propose

here, therefore, to take for granted many of the con-

clusions dealt with in my former paper. This will

enable me to discuss with greater freedom, as regards

space, the views respecting comets, and more especially

respecting cometic appendages, which seem to be sug-

gested by observed phenomena, taken in connection

with the association recently recognised between comets

and meteors. The subject is as yet too newT for the

enunciation of definite theories, and still less can we

eafely dogmatise respecting it. But much has been

established which will well bear careful investigation,

and I believe that the conclusions which may be fairly

deduced from observations already made are much

more important than is commonly supposed.

The phenomena presented by comets have long

perplexed astronomers. Setting aside the fact that

the head of a comet strictly obeys the law of gravita-

tion, there is scarcely one known fact respecting comets
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which astronomers have succeeded in interpreting to

their satisfaction. The facts recently ascertained,

striking and important though they undoubtedly are,

yet not only fail to explain the phenomena of comets,

but are absolutely more perplexing than any which

had before come to light. The present position of

cometic astronomy is, in fact, this : Many facts are

known, and many others may be inferred ;
but these

facts have yet to be combined in such a way as to

afford a consistent theory respecting comets.

It is now known that the comets which are so bril-

liant as to attract general notice are but a few amongO O

those which actually approach the earth. The tele-

scope detects each year (with scarcely an exception)

more than one comet. It is probable, indeed, that if

systematic search were diligently made, many comets

would be detected yearly.
1

Already, however, nearly

seven hundred comets have been discovered, of which

by far the greater number have been the reward of

modern telescopic research.

Of observed comets, only the more brilliant are

adorned with tails of considerable length. But nearly

all comets show, during their approach towards the

sun, a certain lengthening of their figure, correspond-

ing to the change which, in the case of larger comets,

precedes the formation of a tail. So that a tail may
be regarded as a normal, or at least a natural, appen-

dage of comets though special conditions may be

1 A prize has been offered to the astronomer or telescopist who shall

first succeed in discovering eight comets within the year.
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requisite for the evolution of the appendage. This

will appear the more probable when the fact is noted

that, in all cases where a tail is formed, this tail ap-

pears as an extension of the part of the head known

as the coma or hair the fainter light surrounding the

nucleus of the comet and no comet has ever appeared

without showing a coma during one period or another

of its existence. Commonly, the coma continues visi-

ble as long as the comet itself can be discerned, though

there have been instances in which the comet seems to

have been shorn of its hair; and, in one noteworthy

instance, a comet of considerable splendour lost in a

few days both its tail and hair.

Now when we consider the remarkable appearance

which the tails of comets have presented, the great

variety of their aspect, and the wonderful changes

which have been noted in the appearance of one and

the same comet, we begin to recognise the enormous

difficulty of the problem which astronomers have to

solve. It will be instructive to discuss some of these

peculiarities at length, because they seem to oppose
themselves in a very striking manner to theories which

have been somewhat confidently urged of late.

In the earliest ages of the history of our subject,

the fact was noted that the tails of comets commonly
lie in the direction opposite to the place of the sun.

Appian, indeed, was the first European astronomer

who observed this peculiarity, but M. Biot has suc-

ceeded in proving that the discovery had been made

long before by Chinese astronomers.
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If the tail of a comet strictly obeyed this rule, if it

were always directed in a perfectly straight line from

the sun's place, the peculiarity might admit perhaps of

a tolerably simple explanation. This, however, is not

in general the case ;
in fact, I do not know of a single

instance in which a comet's tail has extended exactly

in the direction of a line from the sun throughout the

tail's whole length. The tail of an approaching comet

generally seems to bend towards the track along which

the comet has recently passed, and the effect, when

the tail is long, is to give the appendage a slight cur-

vature. To cite only one instance out of many, it will

be sufficient to refer to the splendid comet which ap-

peared in 1858, and was known as Donati's. Soon

after the first appearance of the tail a slight curvature

could be recognised in the appendage ; and this curva-

ture became gradually more and more conspicuous,

until, to use Sir John Herschel's words, the tail
' as-

sumed at length that superb aigrette-like form, like a

tall plume wafted by the breeze, which has never

probably formed so conspicuous a feature in any

previous comet.'

Here is a peculiarity which at once serves to dis-

pose of the theory according to which the tail of a

comet is to be compared to a beam of light such as a

lantern throws amid darkness. The theory seems so

naturally suggested by the general fact that a comet's

tail tends from the sun, as to lead many to forget that

the so-called beam of light thrown by a lantern is in

reality due to the illumination of material particles ;
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and that in the case of a comet we can neither explain

why particles behind the comet (with regard to the

sun) should be more brilliantly illuminated than others,

nor how the particles come to be there at all. Despite

these and other difficulties, the (

negative shadow'

theory, as it has been called, has been again and again

urged, though only to be again and again refuted.

Let it be noted, however, before other peculiarities

are considered, that the curvature of comets' tails is no

argument against the ingenious theory by which Pro-

fessor Tyiidall has endeavoured to explain their direc-

tion from the sun. According to this theory, the

passage of light through and beyond the head of the

comet is the real cause to which the appearance of the

tail is to be ascribed. But a physical process is sup-

posed to occur as the light traverses the region behind

the comet; and the rate at which this process takes

place need not necessarily correspond to the enormous

velocity with which light travels. So that, instead of

the whole tail being exactly in a straight line with the

head and the sun, as it must be (appreciably) if the

phenomenon were a mere luminous track, the end of

the tail (the part formed earliest) would lie in the

direction of a solar ray through the place occupied

some time earlier by the head. This, in fact, corre-

sponds somewhat closely with observed appearances;

and so far Professor TyndalPs theory receives un-

doubted support from recognised facts.

Indeed, we seem almost driven to the conclusion

that some such action as Tyndall has conceived takes
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place in the formation of a comet's tail that either

light, or electricity, or some swiftly-travelling cause,

is at work by the marvellous rapidity with which

in some instances the tail of a comet has seemingly

changed its position. The comet of 1680, commonly
known as Newton's comet, affords a remarkable in-

stance of this. I take the following narrative from Sir

John Herschel's e Familiar Lectures,' article f

Comets,'

noting that the student of the subject, and especially

the student of those theories which have of late been

advanced respecting comets, would do well to study

that paper carefully, as well as the chapter on e Hal-

ley's Comet,' in Herschel's volume on his Cape Ob-

servations :

f The comet passed its perihelion (that

is, the point of its course nearest to the sun) on

December 8, and when nearest to the sun was only

one-sixth of the sun's diameter from his surface '-

travelling at the rate of 1,200,000 miles an hour.

' Noiv observe one thing? says Herschel ;

( the distance

from the sun's centre was about one 160th part of our

distance from it. All the heat we enjoy on this earth

comes from the sun. Imagine the heat we should

have to endure if the sun were to approach us, or we

the sun, to one 160th part of its present distance. It

would not be merely as if 160 suns were shining on

us all at once, but 160 times 160, according to a rule

which is well known to all who are conversant with

such matters. Now that is 25,600. Only imagine a

glare 25,600 times fiercer than that of an equatorial

sunshine at noonday, with the sun vertical. And
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again, only conceive a light 25,600 times more glaring

than the glare of such a noonday ! In such a heat

there is no substance we know of which would not

run like water boil and be converted into smoke or

vapour. No wonder the comet gave evidence of vio-

lent excitement, coming from the cold region outside

the planetary system, torpid and icebound. Already,

when arrived even in our temperate region, it began

to show signs of internal activity ; the head had begun

to develop and the tail to elongate till the comet was

for a time lost sight of. No human eye beheld the

wondrous spectacle it must have offered on the 8th

December. Only four days afterwards, however, it

was seen ; and its tail, whose direction was reversed,

and which, observe, could not possibly be the same tail

it had before (for it is not to be conceived as a stick

brandished round, or a naming sword, but fresh matter

continually streaming forth) its tail, I say, had

already lengthened to an extent of about ninety

millions of miles, so that it must have been shot out

with immense force in a direction from the sun, a

force far greater than that with which the sun acted on

and controlled the head of the comet itself, which, as the

reader will have observed, took from November 10 to

December 8, or twenty-eight days, to fall to the sun

from the same distance, and that with all the velocity it

had on November 10 to start with.''

My readers will doubtless remember that in his

address to the British Association Sir W. Thomson

referred to the above passage, with the express object
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of commending the simplicity with which a theory

lately suggested by Professor Tait seems to explain

all the facts referred to by Sir John Herschel. Ac-

cording to this theory the tail of a comet consists of a

multitude of meteors, travelling in a sort of flat flight,

like sea-birds ;
and the seemingly rapid extension of a

comet's tail is not due to the rapid projection of matter

in a direction from the sun, but merely to a shifting of

our position with respect to the level of the meteoric

flight. Precisely as a flight of birds, scarcely visible

when its level is slanted, may become visible along its

entire length when the level is turned edgewise

towards the observer, so a change of the earth's posi-

tion, bringing her nearer the level of a meteoric

flight, might cause the whole length of the flight to

become visible, and thus an appendage of the nature

of a tail might seem to grow with inconceivable rapi-

dity, although in reality it had existed with the same

degree of extension before it became visible to us.

This theory to which, says Professor Thomson,

the name of ' the sea-bird analogy
'

has been given

has not yet found a place in treatises on astronomy ;

and, with all deference to its author, I would submit

that astronomers are not to be blamed for rejecting

it. Its simplicity is great, no doubt ; but its adequacy
to account for cometic phenomena may be more than

questioned. It seems barely equal to explain the

visibility of a comet's tail, account being had of the

enormous number of meteors which would be required

that the reflected light might be recognisable even

Q 2
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when the flight was seen edgewise. But it offers no

explanation whatever of the direction in which comets'

tails are commonly seen still less of the generally

observed curvature of the tail. And if we take the

special account from which Sir W. Thomson has drawn

reasons for favourably commenting on Tait's theory,

we shall certainly find much in Sir John Herschel's

narrative to throw doubt on the ' sea-bird' theory.

For the tail of the comet (regarded as a real entity)

swept round like a brandished stick so that either con-

tinually new flights of meteors were seen successively

edgewise, the order of succession being such as to cor-

respond to the changing position of the tail, or else the

same flight remaining throughout so placed as to be

seen edgewise swept round as described. Now the

latter view may be dismissed at once. It is the essential

point of Herschel's reasoning, and is clearly demon-

strable according to the laws of motion, that no

meteors which were behind the comet before its ap-

proach to the sun could be 90,000,000 miles in front

of the comet only four days after that approach in

other words, no meteors forming the tail in the first

position could have reached a position undoubtedly

occupied by some meteors (on the supposition we are

considering) four days afterwards. As for the former

view, according to which the tail after the comet's

passage by the sun was formed of other flights of

meteors than had formed the tail before this passage,

it must be rejected on account simply of its being

utterly incredible. If the comet had been thus girt
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about by meteor systems, the sun himself would have

been darkened as the comet swept past. And even

if we admitted these multiple flights in this and other

instances (for Newton's comet was not the only one

which has exhibited this peculiarity), it still remains

utterly unintelligible why the flights behind a comet

should be visible while the comet is approaching, and

those in front of the comet while the comet is passing

away.

The actual facts respecting the seeming motions of

a comet's tail are, indeed, not always adequately real-

ised by students of astronomy. We so often hear a

comet's tail described as a vast stream of light extend-

ing behind the comet like the wake behind a swiftly-

sailing ship that we are apt to forget that in reality

it is only while a comet is approaching the sun that

the tail even approximates to this rearward position.

So soon as the comet has commenced its journey away
from the sun, the tail is carried in advance more and

more in advance as the comet gets farther and farther

away until at length the tail lies nearly on the track

which the comet is about to follow. At this time the

comet's head is moving almost as if it were about to

rush into the body of the tail.

But it is noteworthy that the tail of a comet at no

time agrees in position with any part of the path of

the comet. So that if we accept as strictly true the

theory that certain meteor systems as notably those

which produce the August and November showers

follow exactly in the path of certain comets, we are
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bound to accept the conclusion that whatever the con-

nection between the comet and meteor system may be,

the meteor system is certainly not the comet's tail.

We are thus led to inquire into the circumstances

which attend the formation of a comet's tail. We
have seen how the tail behaves, and how its motions

appear to suggest the idea of a force of some sort

exerted repulsively by the sun. Let us inquire

whether the telescopic scrutiny of the comet's head

appears to confirm this idea.

No comet was ever studied so carefully with high

telescopic powers as the splendid comet of 1858 already

referred to. The remarks of Sir John Herschel on

the subject of the drawings executed by Professor

Bond,
1 of America, may still be quoted without a word

of change ; the series of engravings in which the

comet is represented in every stage of its progress still

leaves far behind in point of exquisite finish and

beauty of delineation everything hitherto done in

that department of astronomy.'

Like all large comets, Donati's, when studied with

powerful telescopic means, showed a capping or en-

velope of light around the bright central nucleus.

This envelope was separated by a dark interval from

the nucleus ; but a connection could be traced between

the two in the form of jets of light which seemed to

issue from different parts of the nucleus,
'

giving rise,'

1 The telescope employed by Professor Bond, of America, was a fine

refractor, 15 inches in aperture, similar in all respects to the celebrated

Poulkowa refractor, and to the fine telescope which is generally called

the Great Equatorial of the Greenwich Observatory.
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says Sir John Herschel,
'

by their more or less oblique

presentation to the eye, to exceedingly varied appear-

ances sometimes like the spokes of a wheel or the

radial sticks of a fan, sometimes blotted by patches of

irregular light, and sometimes interrupted by equally

irregular blots of darkness.' A mouth and a half after

the first appearance of the tail, the nucleus was seen

to be surrounded by no less than three distinct en-

velopes, each of the two outer being related to the

next inner envelope in the same way that the inner-

most was related to the nucleus ;
that is, there was a

dark intervening space crossed by radial streaks of

light. Professor Bond considered that these ( had been

thrown off in intermittent succession, as if the forces

of ejection had been temporarily exhausted, and again

and again resumed a phase of activity ; the peculiar

action by which the matter of the envelopes was ulti-

mately driven into the tail, taking place, not on the

surface of the nucleus, but at successively higher

levels.' But Sir John Herschel, from whom the above

account of Bond's ideas has been taken, considered

rather that the matter forming the envelopes was, as

it were, sifted
(

by solar action the levitating portion

of it being hurried off, the gravitating remaining be-

hind in the form of a transparent, gaseous, non-reflec-

tive medium.'

Only a few days after the formation of these three

envelopes, a striking change took place in the tele-

scopic aspect of the comet, or rather in the aspect

which it presented when seen, even with the naked
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eye, in a clear atmosphere. A new tail made its ap-

pearance beside the main or primary tail. The new

tail was perfectly straight, and very narrow, and, un-

like the primary tail, was directed almost exactly from

the sun. Soon after another tail, similar in its general

appearance, but somewhat fainter, was discerned.

This tail was seen on one or two subsequent nights ;

but only when the atmospheric conditions were very

favourable. ( These appearances were presented,' says

Sir John Herschel,
' from the 28th September (1858)

to the llth October. They are peculiarly instructive,

as they clearly indicate an analysis of the cometic

matter by the suns repulsive action the matter of the

secondary tails being evidently darted off with incom-

parably greater velocity (indicating an incomparably

greater intensity of repulsive energy) than that which

went to form the primary one.' Sir John Herschel

does not notice the seeming connection between the

appearance of these new tails and the formation of the

additional envelopes. The three envelopes were first

seen on the 24th September, and remained visible until

the 10th October. The new tails were first noticed

on the 28th September, as though some little time

had been occupied in their formation from the matter

of the outer envelopes, and they continued visible till

the llth of October, or one day longer than the enve-

lopes, as though some interval were required for their

dissipation. This circumstance seems highly signifi-

cant, more especially when it is considered in con-

nection with the condition of the head during the
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continuance of the triple envelope. For during this

interval,
l and especially/ says Herschel,

( from the

7th to the 10th of October that is to say, when the

full effect of the sun's perihelion action had been

endured the nucleus offered every appearance of

most violent and, so to speak, angry excitement, evi-

denced by the complicated structure and convolutions

of the jets issuing from it. From this time,' he adds,
' until the comet's final disappearance, the violence of

action gradually calmed down, while the comet itself

went southwards, and at length vanished from our

horizon.'

I would notice in passing that the circumstances

here related seem to throw some light on a phenomenon
which has hitherto proved most perplexing the ap-

pearance of comets having multiple tails. The ac-

counts which have been given of such comets seem

utterly inexplicable, unless we adopt a theory resem-

bling that which Sir John Herschel has touched on in

the passages I have quoted. The comet of 1807 had

two tails, neither of which agreed exactly with a line

tending directly from the sun. The comet of 1823

had in like manner two tails ; but the position of one

of these was wholly abnormal, since this tail was

directed towards, instead of from the sun. This might

perplex us, were it not for the observed fact that the

repulsive energy by which (in whatever way) the sun

seems to sweep from his neighbourhood the matter of

comets' tails, seems to struggle in the first place with

a tendency in the matter of the comet's head to form
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one or more jets towards the sun. We may suppose

that the tail directed towards the sun was simply a jet

of this sort, able (owing to some exceptional feature in

its constitution) to resist the sun's repulsive action.

Side tails have been noticed in several instances a

fact which seems readily explicable by Herschel's

theory. Less intelligible at first sight is the account

of the great comet of 1843 as seen at Chili; for this

comet is said to have had ( a lateral tail issuing fromO

the original one at a distance of ten degrees from the

head, and extending to a much greater length than the

other.' It seems reasonable to suppose that in this

instance two sorts of matter had been entangled

together, as it were, when first swept away from the

head, a separation only taking place after they had

already been carried together to a considerable dis-

tance ; thenceforth, it would seem, each kind of matter

obeyed its own special law of retreat from the nucleus.

We should, therefore, still have a process of sifting,

complicated, so to speak, by the condition in which the

repulsed matter left the head of the comet in the first

instance.

But perhaps the comet which of all others seems to

afford the most striking evidence of the justice of

Herschel's theory is the remarkable comet of 1744.

According to Cheseaux this comet had no less than six

tails spread in the manner of a fan. Now, in a case of

this sort, we must not forget to take special notice of

the fact that a comet is not a flat object painted, so to

speak, upon the surface of the celestial vault, but an
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object occupying a certain region of space. We are

forbidden, therefore, to regard the six seeming tails of

the comet of 1744 as being in reality six distinct tails,

unless we are prepared with some explanation of their

symmetrical adjustment. So far as I am aware this

circumstance has not hitherto been noticed adequately,

or at all, in our treatises on astronomy. When we see

a straight-tailed comet, like that of 1811, showing two

well-marked and nearly parallel striations, which seem

to extend from either side of the head, and enclose

between them a space of comparative darkness, we are

not led to regard these bounding streaks as two distinct

tails. We accept, on the contrary, the explanation

suggested by the aspect of the comet, and regard the

tail as shaped like a hollow cone. This accords well,

be it noted in passing, with Herschel's theory ; for the

envelope round the nucleus, if swept away by the

sun's repulsive energy, would form a conical shell of

matter behind the head, much as a vertical jet of

water, caused to spread during its upward motion,

descends in a hollow conical 1 shell of spray beneath

the level of the jet. But while we thus interpret the

appearance of a straight-tailed comet, we are apt to

apply a different, and, in reality, inadmissible mode of

interpretation to comets whose structure seems more

complex. Now, if we extend to the six-tailed comet

1 I have purposely avoided here the proper technical words for de-

scribing the shape of the spray-fall. The actual shape of any portion
of the shell beneath a certain level is fairly described as conical that

is, this portion of the shell corresponds in shape to a portion of a cone's

surface.
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of 1744 the same principle of interpretation that we

apply to the straight-tailed comet of 1811, we shall be

led to regard the former as not in reality six-tailed,

but three- tailed. Three conical shells of luminous

matter, one inside the other, and separated from each

other by dark spaces, would present an appearance

resembling that of the multiple tail of the comet of

1744. Nor would the curvature actually seen in the

tails of that comet render this interpretation less satis-

factory, since this peculiarity corresponds precisely

with what is observed in less complex cometic append-

ages. Now, in order to account for the existence of

three tails, one inside the other, we need only conceive

that the comet of 1744 had three envelopes, like those

seen round the nucleus of Donati's comet, and that

precisely as the matter of a single envelope swept

away by solar repulsion produces a single tail, so the

matter of these three envelopes similarly swept away

produced three tails, the inner enveloped by the two

outer. It is not absolutely necessary, however, to

assume that the three tails thus formed successive

shells ; for each envelope of the head may have had its

own distinct tail thrown off in its own distinct direction.

Indeed, the aspect of the three tails of Donati's comet

would seem to render this view the more probable, for

the two fainter tails came from one side of the head, as

though they severally formed but the halves of com-

plete shell-formed tails, the other halves being, perhaps,
hidden from our view by the primary tail.

It must not be forgotten that the theory which I
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have here employed as the basis of these several ideas

was one which Sir John Herschel regarded as demon-

strated by the evidence he obtained while observing

Halley's comet in 1836. When Sir John Herschel

spoke of a theory as demonstrated, one might fairly

conclude that overwhelming evidence had been obtained

in its favour for few surpassed him in scientific

caution. Now the terms in which he spoke on this

subject are undoubtedly most positive far more so, I

believe, than in any other passage which can be quoted

from his works. 1 refer here specially to the words

used at p. 406 of Herschel's great work,
( The Results

of Astronomical Observations made at the Cape of

Good Hope.' But his account of the comet, and of

later comets, in his charming series of f Familiar

Essays,' leaves no doubt on the reader's mind that

the great astronomer, after more than twenty years'

further study of the subject, still retained his convic-

tion.
' The whole series of the phenomena presented

by this comet has given us,' he says,
' more insight

into the interior economy of a comet, and the forces

developed in it by the sun's action, than anything

before or since.' And further on he remarks that

clearly the tail of a comet is neither more nor less

than the accumulation of a sort of luminous vapour,

darted off in the first instance towards the sun, as if it

were something raised up, and as it were exploded by
the sun's heat, out of the kernel, and then immediately

and forcibly turned back and repelled from the sun.

Nor does this account of the formation of a comet's
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tail seem otherwise than perfectly reconcilable with

the observed association between meteors and comets.

Indeed, it is well worthy of notice that in the great

work already referred to, Sir John Herschel does, in

the most distinct way, anticipate this remarkable dis-

covery, besides supplying a partial interpretation of

the association.
(

Supposing the approach of a comet

to the sun,' he says,
( to be such as to enable the

repulsive force to overcome the attractive in those

portions of its tail remote from the nucleus, they

would, of course, be driven off irrecoverably. The

separation of a portion of the tail, here contemplated,

could hardly be accomplished without carrying off

some portion of the gravitating matter.'

It happens singularly enough
1 that one of the two

comets which have alone as yet been fairly associated

with meteoric systems was observed by Sir John Her-

schel f with septuagenarian eyes,' he mentions and

that his remarks respecting its appearance bear in an

interesting manner on the subject of the connection

between comets and meteors. I refer to the great

comet of 1862, which has been shown by Schiaparelli

to travel in the same path, or very nearly so, as the

August meteors. With Sir John Herschel's account

of this comet I shall conclude this paper, already
drawn out to a greater length than I had proposed. It

will be noticed that the observed appearances serve to

connect several of the facts already referred to. After

1 One of the many strange coincidences in the history of meteoric

and cometic astronomy of late years.
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noting the circumstances under which this comet came

into view, Hersche! remarks that '
it passed us closely

and swiftly, swelling into importance, and dying away
with unusual rapidity. The phenomena exhibited by
its nucleus and head were on this account peculiarly

interesting and instructive, it being only on very rare

occasions that a comet can be closely inspected at

the very crisis of its fate, so that we can witness

the actual effect of the sun's rays on it. In this

instance, the pouring forth of the cometic matter

from the singularly bright and highly condensed

nucleus, took place in a single compact stream, which,

after attaining a short distance, equal to rather less

than a diameter of the nucleus itself, was so suddenly

broken up and dispersed as to give, on the first in-

spection, the impression of a double nucleus. The

direction of this jet varied considerably from day to

day, but always declined more or less from the exact

direction from the sun.' It seems far from improbable

that what was here witnessed represented the actual

generation of new August meteors, and that at some

more or less distant epoch portions of the matter thus

swept away from the comet of 1862 may take their

part in producing a display of falling stars.

The St. Paul's Magazine for September 1871.
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THE SUN'S CORONA.

IN a paper which appeared in ( Eraser's Magazine
'

for

February 1870,
1 I called attention to certain results

which seemed fairly deducible from the observations

made by American astronomers and physicists during

the eclipse of August 7 , 1869. The news of those

observations reached me while I was engaged on that

paper (entitled
f

Strange Discoveries respecting the

Aurora
'),

and seemed to add a new importance to the

discover!esHvhich I had already recorded. The aurora

had been analysed with the spectroscope, and the

results were full of interest. The zodiacal light had

been similarly analysed, with results indicating an

association between this phenomenon and the terrestrial

aurora; and this circumstance seemed even more

interesting than the facts revealed respecting the

aurora itself. But scarcely had these results been

recorded when there came the news that the solar

corona had also been analysed with the spectroscope

during the eclipse of 1869, and that its spectrum pre-

sented the same bright lines which appear in that of

the terrestrial aurora! Three phenomena severally

interesting, as well as severally perplexing, were thus

1 See '

Light Science for Leisure Hours.'
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brought into seeming association ; and though the

nature of any one of them was by no means definitely

revealed, yet considerations of the most significant

nature were suggested considerations at once enhan-

cing the interest of these several phenomena and pro-

mising to afford one day a means by which all three

might be interpreted.

Let us examine what is the present state of our

knowledge respecting the sun's corona, noting specially

what new light, if any, has been thrown upon the

problem by the recent eclipse expeditions, but also

not forgetting that vast mass of evidence which former

observers have accumulated for our use. It may be

noted, indeed, that if we are in a position to theorise

at all respecting the corona's nature, we shall certainly

not theorise safely unless we consider all the evidence

we have. To take this or that fact, however striking,

and on it to found a theory respecting a phenomenon
so remarkable, and presenting so many complex rela-

tions, would be unwise indeed. We must endeavour

to bear in mind all that has been learned, to apportion

to each observed fact its due weight, and where

observed facts seem opposed to each other to analyse

them with special care, since nearly always the most

definite and striking evidence is afforded by those

observations which seem most perplexing.

Let us first examine what is known about the sun

and his surroundings, in order that we may the more

satisfactorily weigh the evidence respecting phenomena
as yet unexplained. Such a course is also rendered

B
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advisable by the fact that there will be frequent occa-

sion to refer to the prominences and other like features

in speaking of the corona and the problems it presents

to us for solution.

The rainbow-tinted streak which forms the basis (so

to speak) of the solar spectrum tells us that the sun's

light comes in the first place from matter which is

incandescent, and is either solid or liquid ; or, if

gaseous, exists at a very great pressure. The in-

numerable dark lines which cross the rainbow-tinted

streak show that outside this matter there are the

vapours of many well-known terrestrial elements,

existing at a lower temperature than the matter which

gives the continuous background of the spectrum. Of
the exact position of these absorbing vapours we know

(or, perhaps, I should say we knew, before the recent

eclipse) comparatively little ; but they must necessarily

lie above the regions whence the really white light

proceeds.

Outside these absorbing vapours is that region into

which the coloured prominences are projected. But

far lower than the summits of the prominences there

lies the region to which the Astronomer-Royal gave

(in 1842) the expressive name of the sierra. It appears

in solar eclipses as an arc of red light around the sun.

Its border is well defined and serrated. In colour it

resembles closely the prominences ; and the researches

of spectroscopists have shown that it consists in the

main of the same gases.

Then, lastly, outside the prominences and the sierra
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there had been recognised the corona, a glory of light

surrounding the sun during total eclipses. Precisely

as the coloured matter is divisible into lofty promi-

nences and the low sierra, so this corona had been seen

to consist of two distinct portions, viz., projecting

radiations extending sometimes to a distance from. the

sun far exceeding his apparent diameter, and a lower,

brighter, and more uniform portion extending to a dis-

tance of little more than a fifth of the sun's apparent

diameter. Since the recognition of this peculiarity

has been described by those little familiar with the

history of solar eclipses as the most important result of

the recent eclipse expeditions, it may be as well to

remark in this place that the fact has been known for

at least 164 years. For in 1706 MM. Plantade and

Capies recognised the existence of a ring of very white

light around the moon, within the limits of which ring
6 the light was everywhere equally vivid ; but beyond

the exterior contour the light was less intense, and

was seen to fade off gradually into the surrounding

darkness, forming an annulus round the moon of

about eight degrees in diameter.' I quote from
6 Grant's Physical Astronomy,' to which excellent

treatise I would refer the curious reader for many
other accounts respecting the ring-formed portion of

the corona.

It is this seemingly compound object the solar

corona that astronomers have been so anxiously

seeking to interpret during the last two or three years.

The recent acquisition of new powers of research, as

it 2
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well as the new knowledge lately obtained respecting

the constitution of the solar system, at once suggested

hopes that this problem might be at length mastered,

and encouraged the expectation that the results would

throw a most important light on the economy of those

regions of space which immediately surround the solar

orb.

It may be said that the first attempt to apply the

new means of research to the phenomena presented by
the corona was made during the eclipse of 1860, when

Dr. De la Rue and Fr. Secchi photographed the

eclipsed sun. The success of these physicists was

not great, however, as respects the corona. They
succeeded in obtaining excellent photographs of the

coloured prominences; but only faint indications of

the corona are shown even in the best of their pictures.

The photograph which showed the widest extension of

the corona was one of Fr. Secchi's
;

and he was

enabled to draw from this view the conclusion that the

corona is somewhat brighter and more developed over

the solar spot-zone than near either the equator or

poles of the sun.

Eight years passed, and then the approach of the

great Indian eclipse, one of the most remarkable which

have ever occurred, led astronomers to hope that the

powers of the spectroscope might reveal something of

the true nature of the coronal glory. Indeed more

was hoped from the study of the corona than from that

of the prominences. This is evident from the words

in which Capt. Herschel describes the moments pre-
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ceding totality. Addressing Dr. Huggins, he says,
6 You may conceive my state of nervous tension at this

moment. Whatever the corona was competent to

show must in a few seconds have been revealed;

unless, indeed, it should happen that a prominence or

sierra should be situated at that particular spot, in

which case the double spectrum would be presented,'

But the result by no means corresponded with the

expectations of astronomers. The prominences were

successfully analysed by spectroscopists, whereas the

corona on this occasion baffled their exertions. Major
Tennant alone succeeded in obtaining any definite

result. He found that the light of the corona gave a

faint continuous spectrum, without either bright or

dark lines ; but he was not so satisfied on this point

as to feel able to draw the conclusion which would

inevitably flow from such an observation if satisfactorily

made the conclusion, namely, that the corona consists

of solid or liquid particles, incandescent with intensity

of heat.

Let us briefly consider in what respects Major
Tennant's observations were unsatisfactory to him.

The sun's light when analysed prismatically is re-

solved into a rainbow-tinted streak crossed by dark

lines. If the corona were a solar atmosphere shining

by reflecting solar light, its spectrum should resemble

the solar spectrum, only of course the coronal spectrum

would be very much fainter. When we turn a spec-

troscope towards the sky, we see always the solar

spectrum with its dark lines, if the spectroscope be but
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properly adjusted. I take up from beside me, as I

write, one of Browning's miniature spectroscopes, and

direct it towards a white cloud. I see a rainbow-

tinted streak, but I can distinguish no dark lines. I

have only to turn the collar, however, which adjusts

the slit, in such sort as to make the slit narrow enough,

and then at once there start into view the principal

dark lines, or Fraunhofer lines, as they are called.

The fact then that Major Tennant had seen no dark

lines might not necessarily prove that the coronal

spectrum is aught but a faint solar spectrum such as

we get from the light which our own atmosphere

reflects to us. Turning to his account we learn those

particulars which are to guide us in forming an opinion.
6

Thinking,' he writes,
' that want of light prevented

me from seeing the bright lines which I had fully

expected to see on the lower strata of the corona, I

opened the jaws of the slit. What I saw? he proceeds,
( was undoubtedly a continuous spectrum, and I saw

no lines.' (The italics are his.)
' There may have

been dark lines, of course, but with so faint a spectrum
and the jaws of the slit wide apart, they might escape

notice.'

During the year which elapsed before further

attempts were made to sotye the problem, certain

results were achieved which seemed to bear indirectly

on the subject of the corona. The bright lines belong-

ing to the spectrum of the prominences were found to

be visible when the sun is not eclipsed, if only spectro-

scopes of adequate dispersive power (able, therefore, to
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sufficiently reduce the light of our own atmosphere,

which blots out the prominences themselves) were

made use of. Now amongst these bright lines are

those of the gas hydrogen, and physicists knew some-

thing of the laws according to which the lines of this

gas vary, with varying circumstances of pressure,

temperature, and so on. Applying these principles,

they were able to conclude that in all probability the

atmospheric pressure close by the sun's surface is not

nearly so great as we should expect it to be if the

corona is a solar atmosphere. Wullner, a most ex-

perienced spectroscopist, was able to deduce from his

own observations this interesting result, that close by
the visible limits of the solar disc, the atmospheric

pressure lies between that corresponding to two inches

of the mercurial barometer at the earth's surface, and

that corresponding to twenty inches ; or, in other

words, falls considerably short (even at the highest

assignable value) of the pressure of our own atmo-

sphere near the sea-level. For this last-named pres-

sure corresponds, on the average, to about thirty

inches of the mercurial barometer.

Now, without admitting this conclusion as in reality

affording sufficient evidence respecting the atmospheric

pressure at the sun's surface, it yet shows that at a

depth of many thousands of miles below the apparent

boundary, even of the inner corona, the pressure is by
no means such as we should anticipate on the theory

that the corona is a solar atmosphere. Remembering
that our own atmosphere is commonly supposed to be
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less than 200 miles high, and that it is subject to the

relatively puny forces of terrestrial gravitation alone,

it will be recognised how enormous the pressure of a

solar atmosphere would be, if that atmosphere were

similarly constituted and reached many thousands of

miles from the solar surface, while the attractive force

to which it would be subjected would be the mighty

energy of solar gravitation.

There was grave reason, then, for doubting whether

that theory of the corona was true, according to which

it was regarded (even as respects those parts which

present a radiated structure) as a solar atmosphere.

Let us pass on, however, to the evidence which

American astronomers obtained during the eclipse of

August 7, 1869.

It had been reported to them (by mistake) that

Major Tennant had found the coronal spectrum to be

simply a faint solar spectrum. One and all expressed

their surprise that they could find no dark lines on the

faint continuous spectrum presented by the corona;

but they detected bright lines. Professor Harkness

found one bright line. Professor Young recognised

the same line and suspected the existence of two

others. Professor Pickering saw three bright lines.

Here was a result which seemed to exhibit the

corona as formed, in part at any rate, of luminous

vapour.

The important discovery made by the American

astronomers was questioned by many. Some held

that by mistake prominence-matter had been
'

exa-
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mined, others that the observers had been deceived as

to the real existence of these lines. And an attempt

was even made to explain away these lines, regarded

as really seen in the spectrum of light from the

direction in which the corona appeared. In some

respects the attempt was not wanting in ingenuity.

It was reasoned that a spectrum apparently con-

tinuous may be made up in reality by the combination

of two spectra a spectrum crossed by dark lines and

a spectrum consisting of bright lines only. Thus, if a

certain small proportion of sun-light such, for in-

stance, as we get from the sky on a dull day were

combined with a large proportion of light from the

coloured prominences and the sierra (the bright lines

in whose spectrum correspond with the principal solar

dark lines), the solar spectrum from the former would

have its principal dark lines filled up by the promi-

nence-spectrum from the latter. This, it was sug-

gested, is in all probability the case during total

eclipse : the solar light received by the atmosphere at

that time is greatly diminished, it was argued ; the light

from the prominences is not diminished at all
; hence

results the effective obliteration of the dark lines in

the solar spectrum, while the brighter lines belonging

to the prominence-spectrum become visible as such,

and so cause the appearance of those three bright

lines which the American astronomers had mistakenly

assigned to the corona.

Only one thing was needed to render this ingenious

theory acceptable. The theory required that a certain
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quantity of solar light should fall on that part of the

atmosphere which lies towards the moon's place during

totality, and it was unfortunately demonstrable that

nothing of the sort can happen. It is not necessary

now, however, to insist on the arguments by which

the theory was opposed as soon as urged, because

the evidence obtained during recent eclipses has suf-

ficed to dispose altogether of the hypothesis. In-

deed, a year or so after it was propounded a view far

less open to attack was substituted. It was suggested

that the sun's light reached our atmosphere after being

reflected by a solar atmosphere. This solar atmo-

sphere was regarded as the true corona, and the coronal

radiations as due to the illumination of our own atmo-

sphere by the light from the inner corona. Against
this theory there are none of those obvious objections

which oppose themselves to the others. That our

atmosphere is illuminated by light from the inner and

brighter parts of the corona is evident to the senses ;

for during total eclipse we see this inner part of the

corona that is, its light reaches us and if us, then,

of course, the air around and above us. Nor is it at all

unlikely that precisely as we often see a halo round

the uneclipsed sun, so the uneclipsed inner corona

may produce a similar phenomenon.

Nor, again, did the same reasons present them-

selves for oppugning this theory which had appeared
when the former was propounded. For clearly the

enunciation of the theory that the light of the corona

is simply due to the passage of the solar rays through
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our own atmosphere might be expected to lead the

observers of solar eclipses to attach but small import-

ance to the corona. If the corona were of this nature

a mere optical phenomenon it would be no better

worthy of study than those solar beams which pass

from between openings in clouds. But no such harm

could accrue from the later theory, even though that

theory were false ; because it could only lead to the

careful analysis of the corona's structure, and the

results of such analysis could scarcely fail to prove

highly instructive.

But while recognising what had indeed been

demonstrated many years before a real difference be-

tween the inner and outer parts of the corona, and

while also recognising the fact that no inconsiderable

portion of the light received from the sky during total

eclipse must have undergone both reflection and refrac-

tion in our own atmosphere, the theory that the coronal

radiations are merely terrestrial phenomena seemed to

me (as I believe to all familiar with the history of

former eclipses) altogether untenable. A single radia-

tion, or several seen during past eclipses, might be

explained in this way. But the accounts given of

some extensions of the coronal light were such as

could be by no means explained away as merely phe-
nomena of our own atmosphere. Negative evidence,

it is to be remembered, could prove little or no-

thing. That during any given eclipse, or that at

any given station, no radiations appeared, would prove

indeed the extreme delicacy of the light received from
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the coronal rays, but not that there are no such rays.

Again, the apparent motion or disappearance of a ray,

even if accepted as proving that some atmospheric

phenomenon was in question, would by no means

prove that all coronal rays have the same atmospheric

origin. We may, in fact, accept both these circum-

stances as proved. Unquestionably the coronal

radiations are phenomena of exceeding delicacy, and

almost unquestionably atmospheric radiations are

sometimes visible ; but the real existence of coronal

radiations is not therefore disproved, or even rendered

improbable.

On the other hand, positive evidence, even if small

in quantity, must needs be absolutely demonstrative.

For let us see what is required if the radiations are

really solar appendages. A beam in our own atmo-

sphere would of course move swiftly during the pro-

gress of the moon across the solar disc ; but matter in

the upper regions of the air, if illuminated during the

whole duration of totality, might present the appear-

ance of fixity, and so simulate the nature of a coronal

radiation. To prove that a radiation was not of this

nature it would be necessary that it should be seen at

stations several miles apart. This then is the first

requisite : in order to show that any radial projection

of the corona belongs to a real solar appendage, it

should be seen unmistakably from stations widely

separated. But this is not all. If a beam or radiation

were caused by the solar light falling on some matter
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close by the moon's places
] after the manner of the

beam from an electric lamp falling on dusty air

then this beam would shift rapidly, as the moon

shifted. Hence, this is the second requisite : a radial

projection, if a real solar appendage, must remain

unchanged in position as seen from one and the same

station.

If both of these conditions are satisfied in any single

instance, if the same radiation is seen from stations

wide apart and remains unchanged in position during

the whole continuance of totality, there can be no

further question that the corona has an extension cor-

responding to at least the visible limits of the radiation.

And a single demonstrated instance of this sort removes

all reasons for doubt as to those other instances where

it had only seemed strongly probable that the coronal

radiations were solar appendages.

Now the first points to be noticed in the accounts of

the eclipse of December 1870, although full of interest

and importance, yet do not bear on this particular con-

sideration.

In the first place we received from many quar-

1 I refer to this view because Oudemann has lately urged the theory
that certain phenomena of the corona may be thus explained. For

reasons elsewhere stated, however, I regard Oudemann's theory as wholly
untenable. To mention no other objection, if matter extends from the

sun beyond the earth's orbit, as Oudemann supposes (which indeed I do

not question), and if this matter is of such a nature that the part between

the moon and the earth can send us an appreciable quantity of light, as

Oudemann's theory requires, then the part lying beyond and in the same

visual direction, right up to the sun's neighbourhood, would send at least

1,000 times as much light, which coming from the same quarter would

wholly prevent us from recognising the former portion.
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ters abundant evidence that the observations made

by the American astronomers in 1869 were trust-

worthy. The double character of the coronal spectrum

was proved in a manner admitting of no question.

The continuous spectrum without dark lines was seen

at four different stations, while at as many the bright

lines which had been seen in 1869, and other bright

lines not then discernible, were clearly recognised. It

is not my purpose, nor indeed does space permit me, to

give an account of the several observations made in

Spain and Sicily. The following extract from a valu-

able paper by Mr. Langley shows what the American

physicist, Professor Winlock, noted near Cadiz, and

the account may be regarded as typical of the general

results deduced by the observers :
'

Using a spectro-

scope of two prisms on a five and a half inch achromatic

(directed by Mr. A. Clark at the finder), Professor

Winlock found a faint continuous spectrum without

dark lines. Of the bright lines the most conspicuous

was " 1474 Kirchhoff"
'

(a line belonging to the spec-

trum of the aurora),
6 which was followed round the

sun to at least twenty minutes from the disc. It may
be here remarked,' adds Mr. Langley,

f that all the

spectroscopes showed this as much the most conspicu-

ous coronal line. A number of other lines were also

noted, and their position recorded.' l

1 An observation was made by Professor Young which is highly in-

teresting in itself, and personally interesting to me as agreeing perfectly

with anticipations I had myself expressed. Placing the slit of his

spectroscope so as to include a linear space forming a tangent to the

sun's disc, he found that 'at the moment of obscuration, and for one or
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It was demonstrated, then, that the coronal light is,

at least in part, distinct from that of the prominences

or sierra, since in their light the line e 1474 KirchhoiF

is by no means the most prominent, nor even at all

times visible. Confirmation was also given to that

startling theory which I urged in (
. Eraser's Magazine

'

so far back as February 1870 l

(and which had been

earlier urged by others), that the corona is of the nature

of a solar aurora.

But ifwe consider the evidence, we find that it does

two seconds later, the field of the instrument -was filled with bright lines.

As far as could be judged, during this brief interval, every non-atmo-

spheric line of the visible spectrum showed bright, an interesting obser-

vation confirmed by Mr. Pye.'
' From the concurrence of these quite

independent observations,' says Mr. Langley,
' we seem to be justified in

assuming the probable existence of an envelope surrounding the photo-

sphere, and beneath the chromosphere usually so called, whose thickness

must be limited to two or three seconds of arc, and which gives a dis-

continuous spectrum consisting of all or nearly all the ordinary lines,

showing them, that is to say, bright on a dark field.' In a note at p. 295 of

the first edition of my treatise on the sun (proof sheets to p. 384 were in

the hands of some of the observers who went to Spain) I wrote,
' There may

be an atmosphere including the vapours of iron, sodium, magnesium,
&c. (of all the elements, in fine, whose dark lines appear in the solar

spectrum), extending, say, one hundred miles above the photosphere,
and yet no instruments we possess could suffice' (I refer to observations

made on the uneclipsed sun)
' to reveal any trace of its existence. . . .

The arguments on the strength of which it has been assumed that the

absorption to which the dark lines are due takes place below the visible

photosphere, appear, to say the least, far from demonstrative.' It had

in fact always seemed to me that those who urged such arguments

forgot how minute an angle one hundred miles at the sun's distance

subtends, and that in fact their instrumental means could not avail to

render a layer of such a depth even sensible, far less to analyse its

structure.
1 See the Essay on the Aurora Borealis, in my 'Light Science

for Leisure Hours.'
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not throw any satisfactory light on the chief question

at issue the question, namely, of the corona's exten-

sion. Illuminated as our own air must needs have

been by that intensely bright part of the corona which

lies close to the sun, the coronal spectrum might well

be given by the light from our atmosphere. There

was, indeed, a way of determining whether this was so

or not. Of course, the portion of the atmosphere

lying directly towards the moon would be illuminated

by the corona as fully as the portion outside ; unless,

indeed, there were haze in the air, in which case the

figure of the coronal ring would be in some sort repre-

sented, though with considerable expansion, in the

resulting halo. If, then, the spectroscope were directed

to the moon's seemingly dark disc, the bright lines of

the corona ought to be visible about as clearly as when

the spectroscope was directed outside the true limits

(whatever they may be) of the corona. Captain Mac-

lear found that the bright lines of the corona were

visible in the light received from the direction in which

the moon's centre lay ; but the lines were not half so

bright as those seen when the spectroscope was directed

to a distance from the moon's edge (outside of it) equal

to about one-fourth of the moon's apparent diameter.

This would imply that in the latter case the spectro-

scope was still directed to a spot within the real limits

of the corona, or rather of that portion of the corona

which is partly gaseous.

It will be seen, however, that considerable doubt

rests on the spectroscopic observations, so far as they
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bear on the question of the real extension of the

corona. In this respect, indeeJ, they can scarcely give

either negative or positive evidence which can be

trusted. For even if the bright line spectrum were

not given by light beyond a certain distance from the

sun, it would by no means follow that the coronal

light in that direction did not come from a real solar

appendage. The gaseity of the corona might be

limited to certain distances from the sun, although the

corona itself extended very much farther. Nor, again,

can the positive evidence supplied by the visibility of

the bright lines at considerable distances from the sun

be trusted implicitly, since, as we have seen, our atmo-

sphere may reflect the light which supplies those bright

lines.

Thus the whole question of the corona's extension

depended on the success of those who sought for evi-

dence of the fixity of coronal radiations seen at any

given station, and of the identity of radiations so seen

from different stations.

So far as ordinary methods of observation were con-

cerned, there was little reason for hoping that this

particular eclipse would give better results than former

ones. If any eclipse could have settled the question,

one would have supposed the American eclipse of 1869

would have done so. For then the corona was seen

from a number of stations along a track crossing the

whole breadth of North America; favourable weather

was nearly everywhere experienced ; skilful observers

were prepared to note the appearance of the coronal
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radiations ;
and finally, it was hoped that photographers

might succeed in obtaining good pictures of the

corona. But inasmuch as the photographs actually

obtained only showed the brightest part of the corona,

all depended on direct observation ;
and in this, as in

many former instances, discrepancies appeared in the

various accounts, while the sketches differed also con-

siderably inter se. Observers agreed in describing

the corona as four-cornered in figure ; but as to its

colour, its extension, and the exact position of the

radiations, they were not by any means in satisfactory

agreement. The question remained in abeyance ;

and many were disposed to believe that the eclipse

of December 1870 would leave this particular problem

still unsolved.

Now as respects direct observations last December,

though there was much that seemed to indicate that

certain radiations were seen from different stations, and

that these radiations remained unchanged in position

during totality, there was still an element of uncer-

tainty. Mr. Langley, in the account from which I

have already quoted, fairly sums up the results of

observation :
' In some well-marked features all agree,

in other minor ones such differences exist that one

might almost say each saw a different corona.'

But at this time the photographs taken in Spain and

Sicily had not been compared with each other, or with

the drawings of different observers. Already, indeed,

peculiarities had been recognised in the drawings taken

in Spain, which promised to give decisive evidence on the
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point at issue. At three stations, forming a triangle

with sides five or six miles long, near Cadiz, a well-

marked Y-shaped gap with clearly defined bounding

radiations, opposite the moon's south-eastern quadrant,

had been noticed as the most prominent feature of the

corona. It had remained unchanged in position during

the whole continuance of totality, although the play of

light and shade over the eclipsed sun had been con-

siderable. It was pictured in a large drawing exhibited

by Lieut. Brown at the January (1871) meeting of the

Hoyal Astronomical Society. At the same meeting Mr.

Hudson, a fellow of St. John's College, who had seen

it from another station, remarked that in the picture,

marked as this feature was, it was not so marked as it

had appeared to himself; and Lieut. Brown admitted

that his picture did not present this striking feature to-

his own satisfaction.

If only all the evidence here stated could be ad-

mitted as certain, the question of the existence of real

solar radiations to a distance nearly equal to the moon's

apparent diameter was demonstrated. But doubts were

still expressed whether the accounts and drawings dis-

posed finally of the question.

At the same meeting photographs by Lord Lindsay

were handed round, and these seemed scarcely to con-

firm the view that this great Y-shaped gap really

existed in some vast solar appendage. In these photo-

graphs no very considerable extension of the corona

could be traced, and it seemed open to question

whether, in taking so many as nine, Lord Lindsay had

s 2
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not unduly shortened the exposure for each. 1

Again,

there were obvious signs in the best of the photographs

that at Lord Lindsay's station a haze or some other

atmospheric cause had tended to mar the distinctness

of the corona ;
for the disc of the moon, especially on

the side where the corona was brightest, was illuminated

with a light far too strong to be otherwise explained

(assuming always that all the photographic operations

had been satisfactorily performed).

But after this meeting attention was directed to a

photograph taken by the American observers at a

station close by. In this photograph only a portion of

the corona was shown ;

'2 but the extension of the

corona was considerably greater than in any photo-

graphs which had hitherto been taken ; and there, in

the south-eastern quadrant, was that very V-shaped

gap of which the observers had spoken, and which

Lieut. Brown and others had depicted. It was not a

mere faintly-seen or perhaps half-suspected feature,

but the most striking feature in the photograph.

One thing only was required to remove all shadow

of doubt. News had reached England that Mr.

Brothers had been most successful in photographing

the corona at his station near Syracuse. In the fifth

1 I wrote this under correction
;
the complete series of photographs

not being available for examination at the time. Certainly, though

complete success may not have rewarded Lord Lindsay's exertions,

there can be no question of the degree of credit due to him. At one

time it seemed probable that his expedition, set forth at his own charge,

would be the only one to uphold the scientific credit of our country.
2 I do not mean that the outer part had failed to appear on the glass,

but that the glass only included the inner half.
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plate of six he had taken,
( the corona is shown,' said

the account,
' as it was never seen on glass before.'

Here a crucial test seemed available. If the great

gap opposite the south-eastern quadrant was not seen

in this photograph, negative evidence, about as strong

as negative evidence could be in this case, would be

supplied against the theory that the radiations are true

solar appendages. On the other hand, if the great

gap appeared in the photograph, then positive evidence

of the most convincing kind would be afforded on this

interesting question.

I was so fortunate as to be the first to receive in-

telligence on this point. Mr. Brothers forwarded,

through me, to Dr. Huggins, a rough drawing of his

best photograph, and in that picture the V-shaped

gap appears as the most striking feature of the corona.

It is more plainly shown than in the American photo-

graph, and its borders can be traced very much farther

from the sun. The photograph, indeed, fairly bears

out the statement that the corona is shown as it was

never seen on glass before ; it is facile princeps among

photographs of the corona : but, except in this greater

clearness and extension, the figure of the great gap

and of the bounding radiations agrees perfectly with

the American photograph.

At length, then, we have evidence which cannot be

questioned on this long-mooted point. The corona

itself has left us an unmistakable record, has written

down in the plainest possible characters a statement of

its true nature. By a piece of good fortune such as
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few were so sanguine as to anticipate, a feature

strongly marked enough to be recognisable beyond the

possibility of question has been depicted in two excep-

tionally successful photographs, taken at widely sepa-

rated stations. This one feature proves all that we

require. Granted that two radiations (for the gap

implies necessarily the existence of two bounding rays)

exist in some real solar appendage, it will no longer

be doubted that radiations of the same nature exist all

round the sun. Nor will it now be questioned that

ilie faint prolongations of such radial beams, seen when

eclipses are viewed under very favourable circum-

stances, belong also to this solar appendage. Those

expansions of the four-cornered corona in 1869, which

General Myer, stationed 5,000 feet above the sea-level,

was able to trace to a distance of ' two or three diame-

ters of the moon's disc,' must now be regarded as in-

dubitably appertaining to some solar appendage. For

the faint shadow of doubt which hung over the con-

current accounts of the figure of the corona during theO O

American eclipse has been fairly dissipated by the

testimony now obtained ; and once admitting the

coronal projections seen at lower stations as belonging

to a solar appendage, the extensions of those projec-

tions seen by observers above the denser atmospheric

strata must of course equally be associated with that

appendage. The fixity of those four far-reaching

extensions during the four minutes of totality, as also

the fixity of the far-reaching extensions seen during

the Swedish eclipse of 1736, not only during totality,
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but for several seconds afterwards, can now be under-

stood. Astronomers have not had to deal, in these

and other instances, with beams shining through our

own atmosphere, but with illuminated regions of space

exceeding the sun's own orb many times in volume.

As to the physical meaning of the coronal phe-

nomena, I refrain at present from speaking. The sub-

ject is one of wide extent, and could not fitly be

treated at the close of such a paper as the present. The

interpretation of the coronal radiations is connected, I

believe, with the subject of meteoric astronomy already

dealt with in these pages, with the phenomena of our

own auroras, with the zodiacal light, with cometary

systems, and finally with those strange laws according

to which magnetic and auroral phenomena are asso-

ciated with the disturbance of the solar photosphere.

The task of duly presenting these interwoven relations

must be left to another occasion.

Frascr's Magazine, March 1871.
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WHAT, THEN, IS THE CORONA?

IT is not easy for a thoughtful mind to study the

evidence bearing on any scientific subject without

being led to theorise. Even though the evidence be

imperfect, even though- however carefully sifted and

analysed it still leave the problem indeterminate, the

mind will yet weigh fact against fact, and probability

against probability, adopting then, though but pro-

visionally, the theory which seems best to accord with

such facts as have been revealed. As fresh facts are

ascertained, the theory may have to be modified or

even abandoned ; and often one theory after another

may thus be adopted for a while and presently rejected;

yet it is only by thus theorising boldly, but with due

deference to facts that the truth can finally be esta-

blished. There is no recorded instance so far as I

know of any difficult problem in science which has

been mastered otherwise than by resolute and indus-

trious theorising based on the careful study of all the

observed facts bearing upon the subject matter. So

Copernicus was enabled to place the sun at the centre

of the planetary scheme; so Kepler assigned to the

planets the laws according to which they move ; so

Newton was able to discover the mainspring of the

universe. No otherwise, again, did Romer learn how

to measure the velocity of light, or Bradley find a
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meaning in the aberration-ovals traced out by all the

stars upon the heavens. These men, and a hundred

others whose names stand highest in the records of

science, were theorists ; some of them mere theorists ;

and Newton, the greatest of them all, was (so far as

astronomy is concerned) so completely the theorist

that he never made a single astronomical observation

of any real importance.
1

Therefore I do not think that the fear of being

called theorisers by the unthinking should deter us

from an attempt to found upon the evidence already

obtained respecting the corona such conclusions as

that evidence may seem fairly to support. So far as

I am myself concerned I am the readier to do this,

because I think I shall have to modify very import-

antly certain opinions in which I had but, lately some

confidence. I do not indeed find that any theories I

had urged as in effect demonstrated are otherwise than

strengthened by the evidence lately obtained ; but

some opinions which had appeared probable to me
some time since seem open now to grave objection.

1 There is a sentence in the introductory pages of the Astronomer

Eoyal's admirable ' Lectures on Astronomy
'

which reads strangely in con-

nection with the known facts of Newton's life : I mean that sentence in

which he divides those who merely take interest in the science of astro-

nomy from '

persons who are officially attached to observatories, or in

other ways professionally cognisant of the technicalities of practical

astronomy.' How shall Newton, thus judged, retain his place as an

astronomer, or rather the greatest of astronomers? Where are the

transits he took ? the star-catalogues he formed? the physical features

he detected in sun, or moon, or planet? the double stars he divided

or measured? In all that some in our day call astronomical work he

did absolutely nothing. Where others worked he only thought; and

thus all that he could do was to create modern astronomy.
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Much of the evidence on the corona is presented

in the preceding paper on that subject ;
but some facts

which only reached me after that paper was written,

require to be briefly noticed. For a full account of

the scientific details, together with pictures of the

corona as photographed, &c., I would refer the student

to the second edition of my
l Treatise on the Sun.'

The reader of the preceding paper on the corona

will gather that I look on the evidence recently ob-

tained, which proves the coronal radiations to bel ing

to a real solar appendage, as in effect but ' a demon-

stration of the demonstrated.' No one who had studied

the immense mass of evidence acquired during the last

two centuries on this point could feel any doubt as to

the real existence of these radiations in some amazing
solar appendage.

I was prepared therefore to learn that the corona

as seen and photographed in Sicily corresponded in all

essential respects with the corona as seen and photo-

graphed in Spain. This correspondence exists beyond
all possibility of question ; but when the best records

are studied, and when the photographs are carefully

examined, something more is revealed which, whatever

its interpretation, is undoubtedly full of meaning.

Where any great gap or rift appears in the outer or

radiated part of the corona^ there a depression is seen in

the inner and much brighter portion ; and yet again,

where this inner portion is thus depressed, there the

coloured prominences are wanting, and the sierra is

shallow. As to the former point I shall merely remark
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that the peculiarity is very markedly shown in Lieut.

Brown's drawing of the corona as seen in Spain ;
that

he referred to it as a fact he had specially noticed ;

and that both in the Spanish and Sicilian photographs

it is most strikingly manifested. As to the latter, I

shall quote Professor Roscoe's words respecting Mr.

Seabroke's maps of the prominences and Professor

Watson's drawing of the corona :
( On comparing the

two drawings thus independently made, a most inter-

esting series of coincidences presented themselves.

Wherever on the solar disc a large group of pro-

minences was seen in Mr. Seabroke's map, there a

corresponding bulging out of the corona was chronicled

on Professor Watson's drawing ;
and at the positions

where no prominences presented themselves, there the

bright portions of the corona extended to the smallest

distances from the sun's limb.' l But I must add one

piece of evidence directly associating the most distant

portion of the corona with the region richest in solar

prominences. Mr. Brothers's photographs all show

the corona extending much farther towards the west

than towards the east.
' There can be no question,'

he writes,
' that there was more coronal light on the

west side of the moon than at the other points ;

' and

then he calls attention to the fact ( that the prominences

are more numerous on the side where the corona is

brightest.'

1 It is perhaps necessary to point out that Mr. Seabroke's drawing

was not made in the hurry of the eclipse, but (by the spectroscopic

method) before the eclipse began.
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Now here is a fact of the utmost significance so

significant, indeed, that it will be well to inquire

whether it is in any way supported by the evidence

obtained during former total eclipses of the sun.

Fortunately, it is not difficult to find corroborative

evidence of the most satisfactory kind. We have only

to turn to the account of the corona as seen during the

American eclipse of 1869, and to compare the drawings

with the photographs, to see that then also this feature

was presented. The peculiar trapezoidal figure of the

corona as seen on that occasion is most clearly indi-

cated in the much smaller corona shown in the best

photographs then taken. And indeed, one piece of

evidence then obtained goes somewhat beyond any that

can be deduced from the observations made last De-

cember. For at a station where the observers were

raised more than 5,500 feet above the sea-level, the

quadrangular figure of the corona was seen to be ex-

tended into four radial streamers, reaching to a distance

equal to three times the moon's apparent diameter. 1 It

1 I feel compelled to set aside the evidence of Dr. Gould. He saw

moving streamers not agreeing with the inner quadrangular radiance :

but he alone gives such an account
;
and surely it would be absurd to

reject the numerous accounts pointing to identity and fixedness on the

score of one easily explained account of a different kind. Nothing is

more natural than that at some station or other atmospheric effects

should be mistaken for the real coronal radiations. But to reject on
this account the narratives of witnesses describing close resemblance is

surely unwarranted. It is as though, after twenty witnesses had stated

that a person dressed in a particular way had passed along a certain

road, their evidence should be regarded as not relating to one and the

same person because one witness had seen a differently-dressed person
traverse the same road.
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may be added that this four-cornered aspect of the

corona has been very commonly noticed in former

eclipses, and the greatest extensions have always been

opposite the points midway between the solar poles

and equator ;
in other words, opposite the solar spot-

zones, where also Professor Respighi has demonstrated

that the prominences are largest and most numerous.

Now let us carefully study the observed facts, and

see in what direction they seem to point. I premise

that in this place I pay no attention to the atmospheric

glare theory. It was permissible in my former paper

to discuss all the theories, profound or shallow, which

had been urged in explanation of the corona ; for, in

fact, unless that had been done, a popular essay on the

subject would have been incomplete. But we are now

engaged on a more arduous task
; we are proposing to

analyse evidence of interest and importance ;
and

therefore we must no longer afford room for the con-

sideration of ideas, whicfy in the presence of all the

evidence now available can be regarded only as

puerilities.

The associations we have to explain are somewhat

numerous, and at first view most perplexing. First,

there is the demonstrated association between the solar

spot-zone and the larger prominences ; secondly, that

between the larger prominences and the bright inner

portion of the corona ; thirdly, that between the inner

corona and the outer, fainter, and more strikingly

radiated portion of the corona \ while, lastly, those

long streamers or projections into which the radiations
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are seen under favourable circumstances to extend

themselves, will require to be examined. We must

also endeavour not to lose sight of a single recorded

fact respecting either the corona, or the prominences, or

the solar spot-zone.

The difficulty in explaining the connection between

the spot-zone and the prominences consists in this, that

prominences a,re seen outside the spot-zone and even

at the solar poles and equator, though prominences so

situated are smaller, less numerous, and last for a

shorter time, than the majority of those which appear

over the spot-zone. In one sense, indeed, it may be

said that the whole circumference of the sun's disc at

all times shows prominences, for the edge of the sierra

is always marked by serrations which may be taken to

be small prominences or the remains of larger ones. 1

We see, then, that notwithstanding the association

between the prominences and the spot-zone, the pro-

minences have a greater range than the spots. Further-

more, Respighi has noted and Secchi is of the same

opinion that it is rather over the faculce or bright

streaks which surround the spots than over the spots

themselves that the prominences are most strikingly

developed. We find ourselves thus brought into the

presence of those most perplexing problems which are

1 This we know from eclipse observations since 1842. When the

supposed discovery of the sierra (in 1868) was first announced, it was

imagined that the evidence showed the sierra to have a smooth out-

line. Professor Respighi soon after announced the jagged character of

the sierra's edge, speaking also (I believe) in ignorance of the piior

recognition of the sierra. It is now beyond question that the sierra

nearly always presents a rough outline.
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suggested by the behaviour of sun-spots and faculas
;

by the curdled or mottled aspect which the sun's whole

surface presents, but which is most marked in the zone

of spots ; by those much finer granulations which have

been compared to willow leaves, rice grains, straw-

thatching, and the rest : in fine, we have to deal with

problems which have been attacked over and over

again without as yet any seeming approach to a solu-

tion. Assuredly there is little promise of our obtaining

an answer to the questions suggested by the corona, if

we associate them just at present with other problems

of such exceeding difficulty.

Let us then pass on to the next point, viz., the ob-

served association between the coloured prominences

and the inner and brighter part of the corona.

In order to see the real importance of this associa-

tion it is well to remember what has been learned

about the prominences. The researches of Zollner

and Respighi leave no room to question the fact that

the prominences are phenomena of eruption. We seem

clearly to have to do with masses of glowing vapour

flung violently forth from some considerable depth be-

neath the visible surface of the sun. And quite apart

from any theories as to the cause of these eruptions, we

can make little question that before each eruption the

gas eventually erupted had been prevented from escap-

ing by some temporary barrier of considerable resisting

power. No otherwise can we explain the violence of

the eruption or the signs of an energy acquired and

concentrated by compression. In fact, even though
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an explosion of some previously quiescent substances

such an explosion, I mean, as takes place when gun-

powder is ignited were here in question, yet unless

there were some restraining or imprisoning matter the

explosion could never have that definite propulsive cha-

racter which we see in Zollner's and Respighi's erup-

tion-prominences. The Trennungschicht of Zollner

seems, in any case, a necessary part of any theory by
which these prominences are to be adequately explained.

Now, this assumed, can we see any reason why the

bright parts of the corona should seem to extend

farther from the sun over the large prominences, or

rather over the regions of large prominences, than

elsewhere ? If there is an atmosphere extending far

above the prominences, and quite distinct both from

the prominences and the sierra as seems all but cer-

tain yet why should the projection of prominence-

matter into that atmosphere cause any perceptible ex-

pansion ? Either much more matter than is contained

within the visible prominences is flung into this part

of the atmosphere, or some effect is produced by the

erupted prominence-matter in expanding, illuminating,

or heating the surrounding portions of the solar atmo-

sphere. Yet beyond question neither of these inter-

pretations is acceptable as it stands ; nor does spectro-

scopic analysis of the inner part of the corona during
total eclipse affovd a particle of evidence that these

expanded portions are in any different condition from

the shallower portions of the inner corona
; whereas,

on either of the above suppositions whether a quan-
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tity of fresh atmospheric matter had been added where

the corona is deeper, or whether there had been a

great and striking extension of a certain condition of

its substance-matter it would seem inevitable that

the spectroscope would show some signs of the

change.

Yet we seem no nearer a solution if we suppose the

inner corona to indicate the presence ofnon-atmospheric

matter in the sun's neighbourhood, that is, of matter

not constituting a veritable solar envelope. Supposing

for example that a theory to which I had been for

many months inclining were the true one that me-

teoric and cometic systems circling around the sun,

many of them passing very close to him, and these

much more intensely illuminated than the more distant,

were the real source of the coronal light ; yet what

explanation can we find of the observed extension of

this inner part of the corona over the regions of great

prominences ? How can the occurrence of great solar

eruptions affect meteoric or cometic matter travelling

myriads of miles above those regions ? We cannot at

any rate suppose that a sufficient superiority exists in

the light-giving or heat-giving powers of the promi-

nence-regions to explain so marked a difference ; for

we can test the spot-zones in both respects, and we

find on so doing that no such superiority exists. Nor

again is it easy to suppose that some special form of

electrical or magnetical action exerted above the spot-

zones and prominence-regions is the true explanation

of the peculiarity. That in some way or other elec-

T
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tricity is at work in the production of the coronal light,

may well be believed ;
and further, that electrical ac-

tion is at work in some special manner above the pro-

minence-regions is far from improbable ; yet to explain

a coronal extension by the assumed extension of this

electrical action is to explain our problem by another

of far greater difficulty.

But if we find a source of perplexity in the exten-

sion of the bright inner portion of the corona where

the prominences are most markedly developed, our

perplexity is greatly increased when we see that the

outer radiations reach their greatest extension over the

extensions of the inner corona. Remembering that the

radiations seen even under relatively unfavourable cir-

cumstances often extend to a distance from the sun

nearly equal to his own apparent diameter that is, at

the very least (assigning no effect to foreshortening for

example), to about three-quarters of a million of miles,

or three times the moon's distance from the earth it

is difficult indeed to understand how matter so distant

from the sun should seem to be associated with the

inner corona (seemingly forming an irregular envelope

so much nearer to him), and finally with the promi-

nence-regions so far again below the limits even of the

inner corona. Yet more difficult does the problem be-

come when we recall the fact that the corona is not a

glory of light, painted, so to speak, upon the surface of

the vault of heaven, but belongs to what may roughly
be regarded as a globe of matter, a globe exceeding at

least twerty times in volume the volume of the solar
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globe which it encloses. What is that mysterious

association existing; between the sun's surface-regionso o

and the matter included within these gigantic outer

regions which causes disturbances taking place in the

former to be reflected, as it were, to the outermost

limits of the latter ?

But finally, when we consider the long radial

streamers which have been observed during total

eclipses as prolongations of the inner radiations, how

shall we face the yet more serious difficulties which

suggest themselves? If these outer streamers had

belonged, as I was once inclined to suppose, to meteoric

systems circling around the sun, there would be no

reason whatever why they should be directed as if to-

wards his centre. A streamer might, by a coincidence,

be so seen, but the coincidence would be uncommon.

And even were it common, there would still be no

reason why these meteoric streamers should be directed

always along those radial lines which the corona affects.

We have something here to explain which the meteoric

theory is insufficient to deal with. Let me be clearly

understood. The meteoric theory per se is demon-

strably correct. No one who is acquainted with the

evidence bearing on the subject can for a moment doubt

that the sun's neighbourhood is traversed by countless

millions of meteoric families ; nor again can anyone

acquainted with the evidence feel any doubt that a

large quantity of light must needs be reflected during

total eclipse from those meteoric bodies which lie to-

wards the sun's place ; but the meteoric theory per se

T 2
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cannot account for all the phenomena presented by

the corona, nor (especially) for the particular series of

phenomena dealt with above.

And before proceeding farther, I would note that the

difficulty now considered had not escaped my notice at

an earlier stage of the inquiry. I have considered it

as a difficulty (that is, without endeavouring to ex-

plain it) in the chapter on the Corona in my book on

the Sun, and it caused me to write thus hesitatingly

respecting the constitution of the corona :
' As to details

we may be doubtful ;
other matter than meteoric or

cometic matter may well be in question ; other modes

of producing light, save heat, electricity, or direct illu-

mination, may be in operation ; and lastly, there may
Be other forces at work than the attractive influence

of solar gravity, or the form of repulsive force evidenced

by the phenomena of comets.' I was able at that

time to express confidence only in one general fact, viz.

( that the corona and zodiacal light form a solar appen-

dage of amazing extent and importance, not being

mere terrestrial phenomena, but worthy of all the atten-

tion astronomers and physicists can direct to them.'

But somewhat later, while preparing a paper on

the Eclipse Expeditions for the January number of the

'

Popular Science Review,' a renewed examination of

the same difficulty led me to approach somewhat closely

to that theory which I shall presently advocate, not in-

deed as certainly established or even nearly so, but as

the one which seems to accord best with the evidence

thus far adduced. As often happens, the explanation
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of one great difficulty was suggested by associating

with it another scarcely less important. I quote the

passage in extenso, as conveniently leading up to the

theory to be enunciated farther on. f If I were willing

to hazard a speculation as to the structure and physical

cause of the coronal beams/ I then wrote,
' I should

associate them, I think, with the tails of comets, and

regard them as phenomena indicating the action of some

repulsive force exerted by the sun. Sir John Herschel

has pointed out that we have demonstrative evidence

of the real existence of repulsive forces exerted by the

sun with great energy under certain conditions and

upon certain forms of matter. A source of perplexity

exists, however, in the relative narrowness of these

beams, whose apparent cross-section, as delineated by
most observers, is far less than the apparent diameter

of the sun. One would thus be led to infer that the

real seat of these repulsive energies lies far beneath

the solar photosphere. It is worthy of notice, too, that

the beams usually appear to extend from the zone of

spots ; and one might almost infer that the repulsive

action is exerted with peculiar energy in lines extend-

ing from the sun's centre towards the so-called spot-

zones.'

The relatively narrow beams here spoken of are

those which make up the great radiations. Under

favourable circumstances the structure of the corona is

found to be by no means so simple as it is commonly

supposed to be ; and it seems established by evidence

too striking to be overlooked that close by the sun this
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structure assumes the form of radial jets issuing nearly

at right angles to the sun's edge. This is a pecu-

liarity which seems likely, if carefully studied, to throw

some noteworthy light on the problems we are dealing

with. Let us first examine the evidence on which it

rests.

The corona has seldom been examined under favour-

able atmospheric conditions with a telescope of con-

siderable power. Nearly always, when such telescopes

have been employed during eclipses, the observer's

attention has been specially directed to the coloured

prominences. It happened, however, that during the

important American eclipse of 1869 a party of obser-

vers, headed by Mr. W. S. Gilman, jun., of New York

(a well-known telescopist), very carefully studied the

intimate constitution of the corona. Mr. Gilman him-

self employed an excellent telescope four inches in

aperture, and others of the observing party were armed

with good though smaller telescopes. The weather

also was all that could be desired. So that perhaps
there is no other instance in the history of eclipse-

observations where the study of the corona's structure

was prosecuted under more favourable conditions.

Here then is Mr. Gilman's report of the aspect of

that part of the corona which lay close by the moon :

e The corona was composed of an infinitude of fine

violet, mauve-coloured, white, and yellowish-white rays,

issuing from behind the moon.' Mr. Farrell, who ob-

served in company with Mr. Gilman, spoke thus on

the subject of the corona :
f It was a silvery gray
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crown of light, and looked as if it was the product of

countless fine jets of steam issuing from behind a dark

globe.' In the '

Quarterly Journal of Science
'

for

October 1870 Mr. Oilman gives a more detailed account

of the fine radial lines. He says :
' The absorption-bands

of the solar spectrum occurred to me at the time as an

illustration of the delicate striations in these portions

of the corona. In the case of one gap a multitude of

fine violet lines were compressed into a space about ten

degrees
'

(of arc round the sun's disc)
' in width, form-

ing to my mind one of the most beautiful features of

the eclipse. The same striated appearance was noted

in other regions of the corona, though in a less striking

degree.'

The solution obviously suggested is that these seem-

ing jets were real jets that they indicate the existence

of an eruptive action exerted beneath certain portions

of the solar surface. But though this is the obvious

answer to the questions suggested by observed appear-

ances, it is one which seems at a first view altogether too

startling to be accepted. For although there is nothing

absolutely incredible in the conception that masses of

gaseous, liquid, or solid matter should be flung to a

height exceeding manifold that of the loftiest of the

coloured prominences, yet the idea (first enunciated by
Mr. Mattieu Williams in his < Fuel of the Sun')

seems too much opposed to formerly-received concep-

tion to be readily admitted. Before dismissing the

supposition, however incredible, it will be well to re-

member that on the one hand it is not opposed to any
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known laws, physical or dynamical, while on the other

it is supported by much evidence of a kind that it

would be unsafe to overlook. Combining these con-

siderations with the circumstance that the supposition

seems to promise a solution of some of the difficulties

which have been considered above, while evidence of the

most striking character has been obtained respecting

the sun's eruptive energies, it seems desirable that we

should examine it very carefully.

It will be obvious even at a first view that if the

sun has power to propel streams of gaseous, liquid, or

solid matter to distances corresponding to the observed

extension of the coronal radiations, all those difficul-

ties which depend on the association of the radiations

with the bulging portions of the inner corona, and the

regions of most active prominence-formation, vanish at

once. The observed relations are in fact what the

theory would require : if others were noticed, the theory

would have to be rejected.

But is it conceivable that the required velocity of

projection or eruption can be given to such streams or

masses ? Or rather have we any evidence which could

render the conception credible ? For I take it that as

regards the sun's potential energies in respect of erup-

tive action, it would be very difficult to fix any definite

limit. The forces at work within the sun are so enor-

mous that there would be nothing absolutely incredible

in the idea that a globe as vast as our earth, or even as

one of the giant planets which travel outside the zone

of asteroids, might be propelled from him with a velo-
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city sufficing to carry it within the sphere of attraction

ruled over by some other sun.

We have in the eruption prominences the means of

gauging in some sort the sun's propulsive energies. It

seems to have been proved beyond possibility of ques-

tion that some of these prominences have been projected

from the sun with a velocity of about one hundred and

twenty miles per second. 1 Zollner gives this as the

result of direct observation, and the inference has been

confirmed by observations made with the spectroscope.

Motions within the sierra at such a rate, as well as

up-and-down motions in the hydrogen around the

photosphere at a similar rate, seem to leave no question

that glowing hydrogen is at times urged with this

inconceivable velocity through the solar atmospheric

envelope.

But now,assuming with Zollner that the phenomena
of eruption are due to a force of compression having its

birthplace far below the photosphere, and in regions

where the atmospheric resistance must enormously

exceed the resistance occurring above the photosphere,

we may conclude that in the beginning the velocity is

far greater than that of which we can alone become

cognisant. The eruption-prominences when first dis-

cernible by us (I speak of their first appearance, it

will be understood), are rushing upwards with a velocity

1 The two white spots seen by Carrington in September 1859 tra-

velled at a rate of at least 120 miles per second. If their paths were

foreshortened, as is most probable, their rate must have been much

greater.
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which is but what is left of the far larger velocity

originally imparted to them. This at least seems no

unreasonable inference, but on the contrary highly

probable. And again, although the larger proportion

of the erupted matter may be glowing hydrogen, yet

it seems far from unlikely that other and denser matter,

even perhaps liquid matter, may be propelled along

with the hydrogen much as water, sand, and mud are

propelled along with steam in the explosions of an Ice-

land geyser. And precisely as the water, &c. thus

propelled from a geyser reaches to a far greater height

than the steam, as is shown by the place of the cloud

into which the latter resolves itself, so it seems reason-

able to infer that any denser matter, and especially

any liquid or solid matter projected during a solar

eruption, would reach to a far greater height than the

erupted hydrogen, or, which is more to my present

purpose, would rush from the sun's surface with a far

greater proportion of the velocity originally imparted.

When we remember that observations made during the

recent eclipse serve to show that immediately above

the solar photosphere there exists an atmosphere

(which, to be sensible at all, can scarcely be less than

two hundred miles deep) compounded of the vapours

of nearly all the elements known to exist in the sun,
1

1 I refer to the observations made both by Professor Young and Mr.

Pye. At the moment of totality a spectroscope having its slit placed

tangentially to the sun's edge at the place of contact with the moon's

shows for a second or two all the Fraunhofer lines reversed
;

that is,

bright instead of dark. I had ventured some time before to express my
belief that the compound atmosphere thus indicated really exists at all
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and therefore necessarily (under the enormous influence

of his attractive energy) exceedingly dense, it will not,

I think, be unreasonable to assign as the initial velocity

imparted far below even the photospheric level, a rate

exceeding twice or thrice that observed within the

sierra. This would give us for the velocity of such

denser or even liquid matter as we have supposed to

be erupted along with the hydrogen, a rate of between

two hundred and forty and three hundred and sixty

miles per second. The least of these velocities would

suffice to carry a projectile as far from the sun as the

outer limits of those coronal radiations observed under

ordinarily favourable conditions. A velocity of three

hundred and sixty miles per second would suffice to

send a projectile as far from the sun as our earth's

orbit. It would need but an addition of twenty miles

per second to this velocity to send a projectile clean

away from the sun ; while if there were any further

increase, the erupted matter would not only be pro-

pelled with force enough to carry it beyond the domain

of the sun, but when it eventually entered the domain

of another sun, then, over and above the velocity im-

parted to it by the attractive energies of that sun, it

times above the photosphere ; though I felt by no means confident that

observation could thus have revealed its existence. Observers, who

had once seen hundreds of the Fraunhofer lines reversed in this manner,

had assumed the phenomenon to be altogether exceptional, and that it is

below the photosphere that the reversal of the Fraunhofer lines really

takes place. This had always seemed to me an untenable proposition

for reasons I have indicated elsewhere. But assuredly, even if there

were more evidence in its favour, this opinion would not suffice to nega-

tive such observations as those made by Professor Young and Mr. Pye.
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would possess a proportion of the velocity imparted to

it by its parent sun. 1

It would almost seem, then, that we are proving too

much ; that velocities not so much greater than those

necessary to explain the coronal radiations as pheno-

mena of eruption would cause our earth to be saluted

with solar missiles ;
and also for we must push this

argument to its limit our sun sending within

the domains of other stars masses still possessing a

portion of their initial velocity, we should be led to

expect that from out those domains masses would reach

our solar system with extra-solar velocities. In the

former case it is clear that the fall of large meteoric

masses (assuming solar and stellar eruptions to vomit

such bodies) should be a phenomenon occurring oftener

in the day-time than at night that is, over the hemi-

sphere turned towards the sun. Strangely enough,

this preponderance of day-falls actually exists in a very

marked degree, and has never, so far as I know, re-

ceived any adequate explanation. Yet again if mete-

oric masses reached us with extra-solar velocities

that is, with velocities greater than the sun could im-

part to matter drawn by him from an indefinitely great

distance up to our earth's place then the observations

which have been made upon the motions of meteors

and falling stars ought to have revealed this excessive

velocity. Here again it happens that velocities far

1 For a complete investigation of the subject here considered, so far

at least as the sun's propulsive energies are concerned, the reader is

referred to the author's '

Essays on Astronomy,' pp. 210, et seq.
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greater than could be explained by the sun's attractive

energies
l had been assigned by very careful observers

to certain meteoric bodies ; and it had been pointed out

(I think first by Mayer) that these velocities presented

a difficulty very hard to interpret ; nor, so far as I am

aware, had any satisfactory explanation been afforded.

Quite apart too from the perhaps questionable obser-

vations of meteoric velocities, many comets had been

proved beyond all cavil to travel on hyperbolic orbits,

the velocity in such orbits being (in part) necessarily

extra-solar. The observed association between meteor-

systems and certain comets renders this evidence as

satisfactory as the direct measurement of meteoric

velocities.

Have meteors, then, been expelled from the stars ?

Surely it might be supposed that such an idea is too

wild to be entertained for an instant. Let us pause,

however, to learn what the meteors themselves may
have to tell us on this point. We are travelling rather

far, it may seem, from the solar corona ; but we shall

1 The greatest possible velocity with which a meteor could enter the

earth's atmosphere under solar influence alone would amount to 44'4

miles per second obtained by adding the earth's perihelion velocity of

18'5 miles per second to the maximum velocity of 25'9 miles per second,

which the sun could give to a body at the earth's distance. But the

observed velocities of meteors range from 1 7 to 80 miles per second. In

the case of a meteor rushing at the rate of 80 miles per second through
our atmosphere, we know certainly that 3.V6 miles per second of that

velocity is extra-solar, or has been imparted to the meteor by other

suns than ours. Neither the earth's rotation nor her power of attraction

need be considered in this inquiry ;
since neither cause can give meteors

any velocity comparable with that due to their own and the earth's

motion.
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return to it presently ;
and in the mean time these

are questions which must be answered before we can

safely adopt such a theory as the one we are dealing

with.

Now there is one fact respecting meteors which had

long been a source of great perplexity to me. Soon

after I had published my treatise on ( Saturn and its

System,' Mr. Sorby, F.R.S., sent me notes of his

researches into the structure of meteoric bodies, as

bearing on the questions which I had discussed in

Chapter Y. (on the nature of the Saturnian Rings).

He found evidence that the substance composing

meteors had been vaporised while existing under enor-

mous pressure
( in mountain masses/ as he expressed

it. Whence and how had come the enormous tempe-

rature and the enormous pressure thus indicated ? On

any of the ordinary theories respecting meteors I can

see my way to no explanation. Collision, friction in

passing through resisting media, and other like pro-

cesses, are altogether inadequate to account for the

observed facts. But if meteors had their birth in far-

off suns, in the very midst of that intense heat and

light which causes those suns to shine clearly in our

skies from beyond depths wholly inconceivable by us,

then the explanation of what Sorby's microscope has

revealed is found at once. We should expect to find

the substance of meteors in precisely that condition

which he describes.

But then, if meteors were thus propelled from be-

neath the surface of sun or star, one might expect that
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chemical as well as microscopic traces of their origin

might be recognised. Supposing, for instance, that the

hydrogen of an eruption-prominence is to be compared
with the smoke which rushes from the mouth of a

cannon, volleys of meteors being the missiles, is it not

likely that these meteors would show some signs of

having been originally surrounded by intensely hot

hydrogen existing at an inconceivably enormous pres-

sure ? It has been established by the researches of

chemists, and especially by those of the late Professor

Graham, that iron solidified under such conditions

would condense within its substance a considerable

proportion of hydrogen. Since, then, meteorites con-

tain always a large quantity of iron, the question

suggests itself whether that iron shows any signs of

having been surrounded by hydrogen when as yet the

metal had not solidified. The answer comes in no

doubtful terms. To Professor Graham himself we owe

the examination of meteoric iron and the definite enun-

ciation of the conclusions warranted by his prior

researches. He examined a piece of the meteoric

iron of Lenarto, which, says Mr. Mattieu Williams,

has been shown by the analysis of Werle'to consist of

90-883 parts of iron, to 8-450 parts of nickel, 0-665 of

cobalt, and 0-002 of copper. When a volume of 5 ?8

cubic centimetres of this iron was heated to redness,

'gas came off' rather freely namely, in thirty-five

minutes 5*38 cubic centimetres, in the next one hundred

minutes 9'52, and in the next twenty minutes 1*63

cubic centimetres
'

in all, in rather more than two
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hours and a half, no less than 16 '53 cubic centimetres,

or about three times the volume of the iron itself.

6 The first portion of the gas collected,' says Professor

Graham,
1 ( had a slight odour, but much less than the

natural gases occluded by ordinary hydrogen. It did

not contain a trace of carbonic acid.' The second

portion of gas collected (consisting of 9*52 cubic cen-

timetres) gave of hydrogen 85*68 parts per cent., the

rest consisting of nitrogen and carbonic oxide. ' The

Lenarto iron appears, therefore, to yield 2 '8 5 times its

volume of gas,' says Graham,
' of which 86 per cent,

nearly is hydrogen, the proportion of carbonic oxide

being so low as 4-J per cent.' But the gas occluded

by iron from a carbonaceous fire is very different, the

prevailing gas then being carbonic oxide. For com-

parison a quantity of clean horse-shoe nails was sub-

mitted to a similar distillation.' This metal gave 2 '66

times its volume of gas ; the first portion collected

contained only 35 per cent, of hydrogen, 50-3 percent,

being carbonic oxide, 7 '7 per cent, carbonic acid, and

7 per cent, nitrogen ; the second portion gave no car-

bonic acid, but 58 per cent, of carbonic oxide, and

only 21 per cent, of hydrogen. The contrast between

these results and the former is very marked. But

1 I quote from Mr. Williams's work, The Fuel of the Sun, not having
Graham's original paper by me. This work is well deserving of careful

study, especially by the astronomer, too often apt to forget the teachings
of other sciences than his own. Doubtless there is much in the book
which is not in accordance with known dynamical laws, much therefore

respecting which Mr. Williams has something to learn from astronomers
;

but on the other hand he has much every well- informed student of

chemistry has much to teach astronomers.
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let us hear Professor Graham's own reasoning on the

subject.
' It has been found difficult,' he says,

f to impreg-
nate malleable iron with more than an equal volume of

hydrogen under the pressure of our atmosphere. Now
the meteoric iron (this Lenarto iron is remarkably pure
and malleable) gave up about three times that amount

without being fully exhausted. The inference is that

the meteorite has been extrudedfrom a dense atmosphere

of hydrogen gas, for which we must look beyond the

light cometary matter floating about within the limits

of our solar system.' . . .
<

Hydrogen has been recog-

nised in the spectrum analysis of the light of the fixed

stars by Messrs. Huggins and Miller. The same gas

constitutes, according to the wide researches of Father

Seech i, the principal elements of a numerous class of

stars, of which a Lyras is the type. The iron ofLenarto

has no doubt come from such an atmosphere, in which

hydrogen greatly prevailed. This meteorite may be

looked upon as holding imprisoned within it, and bearing

to us, the hydrogen of the stars.'

So far, then, is the theory we are dealing with from

being negatived by the startling conclusions to which

it seems to point, that on the contrary it seems to

afford an account of startling facts which appear in no

other way explicable. But let us consider whether

the corona itself supplies any further evidence on the

subject.

The coronal spectrum is compound, consisting of

certain bright lines superposed on a continuous spec-

u
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trum. Now the bright lines correspond to those seen

in the auroral spectrum, and had been held to indicate

that the corona is a perpetual aurora. But a great

difficulty was suggested by the question how the elec-

trical action thus indicated could be excited. If the

theory we are now upon be correct, the rush of the

erupted matter through even the exceedingly tenuous

medium at great distances from the sun should produce

precisely such an effect. The fact that one of the lines

of the coronal spectrum belongs to the spectrum of iron

may be regarded as supplying subsidiary evidence of

some weight. As regards the continuous spectrum, in-

dicative of liquid or solid matter in a state of incan-

descence, the theory obviously requires that such a

spectrum should be discernible. 1

It will be seen that according to the theory we are

dealing with, the prominences, large and small, come

to be regarded as the signs of the shooting forth of

liquid or solid masses or streams of matter
; and it

might be asked whether any direct evidence has ever

been obtained of the outpouring of such substances.

It might well be that no such evidence was available
;

for it must be remembered that such masses of matter

must needs be very far less in actual volume than the

prominences; that owing to their rapid motion their

detection would be very difficult; and that as their

1 It seems not unlikely that far the largest portion of the corona's

light corresponds to the continuous portion of the spectrum ; although,

being spread over a considerable range, this light may seem relatively
far less brilliant in the spectrum itself than that constituting the bright
lines.
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light would give a continuous spectrum, their detection

by means of the spectroscope would be almost out of

the question. Still, swiftly as they are supposed to

move, a velocity even of three hundred miles per

second would not cause them at the vast distance of

the sun to pass very quickly across the field of view of

a telescope; on the contrary, if viewed during total

eclipses (the only occasions on which they could be

expected to become telescopically visible), they could

be watched quite readily, their motion, even during so

long an eclipse as the Indian one, sufficing only to carry

them over about such a distance as would correspond

to the height of one of the tall prominences. It would

be their minuteness rather than their swift motion

which might be expected to defeat scrutiny. Single

masses indeed could hardly be seen, but only streams

or clusters formed of many masses. I think the ex-

ceedingly brilliant flakes seen by Mr. Gilman in the

largest prominence visible during the eclipse of 1869

may be regarded as presenting the appearance to be

expected.
6

They stood out,' he says,
( as if totally

disconnected from the rest of the prominence.' Again,

there is an observation of Zollner's which seems to

bear on this matter. I have said that only with the

telescope could the liquid or solid matter be actually

seen. In the spectroscope they would give a con-

tinuous streak; and unless the light of the matter were

very much brighter than that of the prominences, such

a spectrum could not be recognised. For it is the

concentration of the prominence-light into a few

u 2
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definite parts of the spectrum's length which enables

us to see the prominences when the suji is not eclipsed.

The light from the liquid matter being spread out into

a continuous streak would be matched on equal terms

with the light from our own illuminated atmosphere,

which we know blots out the prominence-light alto-

gether. Yet Zollner, on June 27, 1869, made the

following remarkable observation :
f As soon,' he

writes,
( as I approached the slit of the spectroscope to

a certain position in the sun's limb, where the protube-

rance lines appeared particularly long and bright,

brilliant linear flashes passed through the whole length

of the dull spectrum over the limb of the sun, about

three or four minutes distant from the latter. These

flashes passed over the whole of the spectrum in the

field of view, and became so intense at a certain point

of the sun's limb as to produce the impression of a

series of electrical discharges rapidly succeeding one

another and passing through the whole of the spectrum
in straight lines. Mr. Vogel, who afterwards for a

short time took part in these observations, found the

same phenomenon at a different portion of the sun's

limb, where protuberances also appeared.'' Zollner

proceeds to remark that ( the phenomenon can be ex-

plained by the hypothesis that small, intensely incan-

descent bodies moving near the surface of the sun emit

rays of all degrees of refrangibility, and produce flashes

of a thread-like spectrum as their image passes before

the slit of the spectroscope.'

It may be added that the researches of De la Rue,
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Stewart, and Loewy seem to prove that f the faculaB of

a spot have been uplifted from the very area occupied

by the spot, and have fallen behind from being thrown

up into a region where the velocity of rotation is

greater.' This, of course, would correspond with the

results which the theory we are dealing with would

suggest. And it may be noticed that regarding spots

as phenomena of eruption that is, beginning with

eruption we can find a reason for their occurrence

being associated, as De la Rue and his fellow-workers

believe, with the relative proximity of the planets.

For eruptions and earthquakes on our own earth, stable

as its substance undoubtedly is by comparison with the

sun's, have been observed to occur more frequently

when the moon is in perigee ; and again Herschel has

explained the predominance of active volcanoes and

earthquake regions along shore-lines, as depending on

the seemingly insignificant changes of controlling pres-

sure due to tidal action. How much more, therefore,

might we expect that the solar equilibrium would be

disturbed by planetary action, when all that has been re-

vealed respecting the sun tends to show that the mightiest

conceivable forces are always contending beneath his

photosphere, one or other needing only (it may well

be) the minutest assistance from without to gain a tem-

porary mastery over its rivals ! And if, as recent

observations tend to show, the mightiest of the planets

sympathises with solar action if, when the sun is most

disturbed, the belts of Jupiter are also subject (as of

late and in 1860) to strange phenomena of change,
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how readily do we find an explanation of what other-

wise would seem so mysterious, when we remember

that as Jupiter disturbs the mighty mass of the sun, so

the sun would reciprocally disturb the mass of the

largest of his attendant orbs.

In conclusion, let me remark that I by no means

urge the somewhat startling theory here put forward

as definitely to be adopted. It does seem, however,

to afford an explanation, or at least some account, of

many striking facts which at first sight seem in no way
associated ; and therefore it is not to be safely dis-

missed without further and very careful examination.

I have made no reference hitherto to the circumstance

which first directed my attention in a special manner

to this particular theory the fact, namely, that with

the photographs of the late eclipse before me, the con-

ception of eruptive action seemed forced upon me as

the true explanation of the corona's peculiarities. But

the direct evidence thus afforded by the aspect of the

corona is not to be neglected, simple though it is in

character. It is in this respect that the photographs

of the late eclipse are, as I think, calculated to be

most useful. We can study at our leisure appearances
which during an eclipse must be hastily examined,

under circumstances not favourable to the calm exer-

cise of the reasoning faculties. As time progresses,

and other photographic records of the corona are

placed at our disposal, I believe the definite solution

of the problem it presents may be confidently antici-

pated.

Fraser's Magazine for April 1871.
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THE CORONA AS A PHENOMENON OF
ERUPTION.

BEFOKE adducing fresh evidence in favour of the

eruption theory, I think it desirable to make a few

preliminary remarks on the subject of the accumulation

of evidence in favour of theoretical views. It has been

urged once or twice, and that by persons to whose

opinion I feel bound to pay respectful attention, that

in advocating a theory I have shown myself somewhat

too apt to adopt a tone resembling special pleading

that I have endeavoured to show not merely that cer-

tain arguments favour the theory, but that all the

known circumstances of the case point in the same

direction. This has been said, in particular, of those

reasonings by which I endeavoured to convince others

as I was convinced myself, long since, that the corona

is a solar appendage, and not, as had been urged,

a mere phenomenon of our atmosphere or due to the

illumination of matter lying between the earth and

the moon. I dwelt very earnestly on my views about

the corona, because I felt that when the evidence was

duly weighed, the atmospheric theory could not but be

regarded as disposed of, and that the labours of eclipse

observers could be directed to determine the nature of
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the solar surroundings, instead of being wasted on the

inquiry whether in the corona solar surroundings were

in question at all. It was urged (and not untruly)

that a variety of circumstances seemed to favour

the atmospheric theory, and that the consideration

of these circumstances had led others to entertain

an opinion different from that which I was advo-

cating.

The circumstance that the observations made during

the late eclipse have at length definitely convinced

even those who had been most doubtful, that the

corona is a solar appendage, and that the able observer,

Janssen, has, in the most uncompromising terms,

enunciated the opinion which I advocated so earnestly

two years ago,
1

places me in a position to defend with

some confidence that method of advocacy which has

been depreciated.

It seems to me then, that those who oppose the

accumulation of evidence in favour of a theory that

is, the attempt to show that all the known circum-

1 He -writes, 'Le resultat de mes observations a Sholoor indique, sans

aucun doute, 1'origine solaire de la couronne et 1'existence de matieres

au-dela de la chromosphere ;' and again,
' Kien de plus beau, de plus lu-

mineux, avec des formes speciales qui excluent to\ite possibilite d'une

origine atmospherique terrestre. . . . Je crois tranchee la question de

savoir si la couronne est due a 1'atmosphere terrestre, et nous avons

devant nous la perspective de 1'etude des regions extra-solaires, quisera
bien interessante et feconde.' The expressions here used are singularly

emphatic, and they are the more effective that Janssen himself had

adopted no definite theory of the corona, while M. Faye, to whom they
were addressed, had once been the chief advocate of a non-solar inter-

pretation though (as appears from some expressions in Janssen's letter)

M. Faye had of late adopted the theory now shown to be the just one.
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stances favour the theory have not sufficiently kept

the fact in mind that the only circumstance which can

justify the advocacy of a theory at all, is the conviction

on the part of the theorist that the theory is the true

one. If he merely conceives that the theory is more

probable than some other theory or theories which have

been discussed, he should only present those facts

which appear to favour the theory, making careful

mention of the circumstance that other facts seem less

favourable or even contradictory to the theory. Until

he can show that not one known fact opposes the

theory, or seems difficult of explanation in connection

with it, he has no right to advocate the theory at all

(in the proper sense of these words). But the case is

altogether different when he is convinced that a theory

is the correct one. For this conviction can only arise

from the fact that every known fact has been carefully

compared with the requirements of the theory, and

found to be altogether in accordance, with it. It is

only to false but plausible theories that Voltaire's de-

scription applies :
' A theory is like a mouse which

passes through nineteen holes, and is stopped at the

twentieth.' The very first duty of a theorist who

conceives that he has lighted upon the true explanation

of any physical phenomenon, is to test his theory by

bringing it into the presence of every single known

fact respecting that phenomenon, and to forsake it at

once if a single fact is opposed to it. Supposing it

stands such a test, how can the theorist otherwise

present it to the world than as in accordance with all
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known facts, showing carefully that this is so in the

case of each particular fact ? His doing this may have

an air of special pleading to those who conceive that

he is bringing forward facts thought of after the theory

had been adopted; but when it is understood that

those facts have been the tests to which the theory

was exposed before being adopted, it will appear not

only natural, but necessary that they should be

adduced.

It seems to me, indeed, that the course reprehended

as resembling special pleading is so far from being ob-

jectionable that it is to be regarded as the only proper

course for the theorist ; and I am sure that if this

method were applied rigidly to every theory suggested

to the minds of scientific inquirers, we should have

fewer ill-digested theories under discussion than at the

present time. Speaking for myself, I can safely assert

that if the method has on- a few occasions caused me to

be somewhat confident respecting theories which I have

advocated and still hold, it has again and again caused

me to abandon theories which I had begun to regard
with favour and should undoubtedly have still enter-

tained but that on some one or other point they would

not bear the test thus applied to them.

Now it will be noticed that the eruption theory of

the solar corona was not advocated in my former paper.

It was described, and the evidence, which seemed

favourable to it, was discussed at considerable length ;

but although no evidence suggested itself as unfavour-

able to the theory, there was still not that overwhelm-
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ing array of facts necessary in the case of a theory

which is to be deliberately advocated.

In particular, I recognised certain difficulties which

no evidence available when I wrote enabled me to re-

move. For instance, although it seemed reasonable to

infer that matter propelled from the sun must be enor-

mously retarded by his atmosphere, and that the rarer

matter so erupted would be more retarded than the

denser, yet there was no direct evidence of such re-

tardation. All the prominences which had been re-

garded by Zollner, Respighi, and others, as phenomena
of eruption, had been observed when already formed,

and the estimate of the velocity of ejection had been

simply based on the height attained by the erupted

matter. In no single instance had the actual upward
motion of prominence matter been watched, measured,

and timed. Again, the theory seemed to require that

the eruption-prominences should be somewhat more

markedly limited to the solar spot-zones than at the

time appeared to be shown. Respighi had found the

prominences on the spot-zone larger and better de-

veloped than those in the sun's equatorial or polar

regions ; yet prominences were not wanting in the

last-named parts of the sun, and some of those seen

there have been, as Respighi's pictures show, of no

inconsiderable magnitude. Yet again, it seemed that

if other matter, as the metallic elements, were pro-

pelled along with the glowing hydrogen of the promi-

nences, the spectroscopic analysis of the prominences

ought to reveal traces of the presence of such matter
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more markedly in eruption-prominences than in others,

even if traces of such matter ought not to be wholly

wanting in prominences not apparently eruptive.

Such were some of the doubts suggested by the

analysis of the evidence available a year ago. But all

these doubts have been removed by evidence which

has since been obtained.

Father Secchi has conducted a long series of careful

researches into the appearance and behaviour of the

coloured prominences ; and the results of his researches,

recently communicated to the Paris Academy of

Sciences (and enthusiastically received), bear im-

portantly on the subject of solar eruptions.

Passing over other matter not directly related to

our subject, it is noteworthy that Secchi divides the

prominences into two classes, presenting very marked

contrasts. He calls the prominences of the two classes

jets and plumes. The jets alone he regards as pheno-

mena of eruption, while the plumes appear to be not

uncommonly formed in the upper regions of the solar

atmosphere, and as though by the motion of solar air-

currents.

Now if we carefully study the characteristics of the

jet prominences, we shall find that they almost force

upon us the eruption theory of their origin. They are

in the first place much more luminous than the plume

prominences, their great luminosity implying that they

have been propelled from the intensely hot regions

below the solar photosphere.
* The luminosity of the

jets is always very great,' Secchi says, their roots
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being more luminous than the rest of the. solar surface.

Their appearance is extremely beautiful, and the most

splendid display of fireworks would fall far short of

realising to the imagination the magnificent glory of

the sublime spectacle they present. Their light is so

bright that they can be seen through the light clouds

into which the chromatosphere
' breaks up.' Again,

as phenomena of eruption we should expect them to

form rapidly and soon to disappear. On this point

Secchi says,
* A characteristic of these prominences is

their short duration ; they rarely last an hour, fre-

quently only a few minutes.' On the other hand, the

plume prominences frequently last for two or three

days in succession. Again, if the jets are phenomena
of eruption they should exhibit under spectroscopic

analysis the traces of the presence of other matter

than the hydrogen common to all the prominences ;

and they should also exhibit the spectroscopic indica-

tions of rapid motion (in other words, displacement of

their bright lines either towards the red or towards the

violet end of the spectrum). Here again Secchi sup-

plies the required evidence. ' The spectrum of the jet

prominences indicates,' he says,
* besides hydrogen, the

presence of many other substances ; and I frequently

observe in them a great variability in the refrangibility

of the rays.' Lastly, Secchi tells us that the jets are

1 I prefer this form of the word to that more commonly employed
viz. chromosphere. It can scarcely be believed indeed that the word

chromosphere can long remain unchanged. It is, of course, as incorrect

as phosphere would be for photosphere, phography for photography,
chromic for chromatic, and so on.
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distinguished from the plumes in being limited to the

neighbourhood of the spots.

In the following passage Secchi sums up his results

respecting the distinctive characteristics of the two

orders of prominences: 'In distinguishing between

jets and plumes,' he says,
' I have no intention to

decide whether plumes may not also be jets. The real

distinction appears to be that in jets a part of the pho-

tosphere is lifted up (let this be compared with De la

Rue's explanation of the phenomena of solar spots.

See preceding essay, p. 296), whereas in the case of

plumes it is only the chromatosphere which is disturbed.

It does not appear to be established as a fact that all

prominences require an orifice of projection ;
and still

less that the height of a prominence can be taken as

the measure of the pressure which has projected the

gaseous stream, since plumes have been seen to form

themselves in the masses suspended in the free solar

atmosphere, far above the possibility of liquid origin.

The persistence of plumes is very remarkable as com-

pared with the continuance of the jets. In spite of

the mobility of the former, they may be found for two

or three days in the same place, and towards the poles

their existence lasts still longer; whereas the most

beautiful jets generally last but a few minutes, in very
rare cases a few hours. This confirms me in the

opinion that sheaves are due to a veritable eruption,

taking place at a great depth, the matter composing
them having an exceedingly high temperature, and

being propelled with immense velocity. The presence
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of jets and sheaves is the most certain sign that a spot

is imminent. As to the connection between protu-

berances and the solar faculce, it may be stated that

jets, whatever may be their shape, are invariably ac-

companied by facul(R\ but that plumes, more par-

ticularly if they are small, are often seen where there

are no faculce. A peculiarity worthy of notice is the

feebleness of the light from prominences near the poles

an indication, as I have before stated, of less activity

and a less powerful propelling force. The protube-

rances, both as to number and size, are in accordance

with the solar activity a? manifested by the spots ; the

fewer the spots the less numerous and the less exten-

sive are the protuberances likewise.'

But although the evidence here cited removes

several of the sources of doubt referred to above,

since it clearly shows that eruptions take place in

those parts of the sun which the theory points to,

and that these eruptions present the features which

we should expect if the theory be true, yet the main

difficulty remains. So far we have had no absolute

evidence in favour of the existence of velocities of

outrush corresponding to the requirements of the erup-

tion theory. Nay, to a certain extent, the evidence

just presented tends to throw doubt on what had ap-

peared to be satisfactory evidence of enormous velocities

of ejection. For it may be remembered that I referred

to the heights of certain prominences as indicative of

such and such initial velocities ; those velocities, namely,

which would suffice to carry a projectile from the sun's
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surface to the observed altitudes, supposing there were

no appreciable atmospheric resistance. But Secchi

has proved that some of the very loftiest of the pro-

minences are not phenomena of eruption at all ; and

although other tall prominences are demonstrably

eruptive, yet a certain degree of doubt is thrown over

the inference (which had before seemed trustworthy)

FIG. 1.

SOLA.R CLOTJD PROMINENCE, SEEN BY PROFESSOR YOUNG, SEPT. 7, 1871.

that the highest range of these prominences is solely

due to the velocity of projection.

But it is precisely respecting this chief source of

doubt that we have recently obtained the most satis-

factory information. We no longer have to draw

questionable inferences from the observed height of

any eruptive prominence ; but we have a case to deal

with (and a single case is all we require in this in-

stance) in which the actual upward motion of promi-

nence matter was measured and timed.

On September 7, 1871, Professor Young, the emi-

nent American spectroscopist, was observing a large
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hydrogen cloud by the sun's edge (fig. 1
).

This cloud was

about 100,000 miles long ; and its upper surface was

some 50,000 miles, the lower surface about 15,000

miles, above the sun's surface. The whole had the

appearance of being supported on pillars of fire
;

FIG. 2.

THE SAME HALF AN HOUK LATEIi.

these seeming pillars being in reality hydrogen jets,

brighter and more active than the substance of the

cloud. At half-past twelve, when Professor Young
chanced to be called away from his observatory, there

were no indications of any approaching change, except
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that one of ' the connecting stems of the southern ex-

tremity of the cloud had grown considerably brighter,

and was curiously bent to one side ; and near the base

of another, at the northern end, a little brilliant lump

had developed itself, shaped much like a summer

thunderhead.'

But when Professor Young returned, about half an

hour later, he found that a very remarkable change

had taken place, and that a very remarkable process

was actually in progress.
' The whole thing had been

literally blown to shreds,' he says,
(

by some incon-

ceivable uprush from beneath (fig. 2). In place of the

quiet cloud I had left, the air if I may use the expres-

sion was filled with flying debris, a mass of detached

vertical fusiform fragments, each from ten to thirty

seconds (i.e. from 4,500 to 1 3,500 miles) long by two or

three seconds (900 or 1,350 miles) wide, brighter and

closer together, where the pillars had formerly stood,

and rapidly ascending. When I looked some of them

had already reached a height of nearly four minutes

(100,000 miles) ;
and while I watched them, they rose

with a motion almost perceptible to the eye, until in

ten minutes, the uppermost were more than 200,000

miles above the solar surface. This was ascertained

by careful measurements, the mean of three closely ac-

cordant determinations giving 210,000 miles as the

extreme altitude attained. I am particular in the

statement, because, so far as I know, chromatospheric

matter (red hydrogen in this case) has never before

been observed at an altitude exceeding five minutes, or
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135,000 miles. 1 The velocity of ascent also 167

miles per second is considerably greater than anything

hitherto recorded. .... As the filaments rose, they

gradually faded away like a dissolving cloud, and at a

quarter past one, only a few filmy wisps, with some

brighter streamers low down, near the chromatosphere,

remained to mark the place. But in the meanwhile

the little
" thunderhead "

before alluded to had grown

FIG. 3.

CHANGED APPEARANCE OF THE SOLAR 'THUNDER CLOUD.'

and developed wonderfully into a mass of rolling and

ever-changing flame, to speak according to appearances.

First it was crowded down, as it were, along the solar

surface; later (fig. 3) it rose almost pyramidally fifty

thousand miles in height ; then its summit was drawn

down into long filaments and threads (fig. 4), which were

most curiously rolled backwards and forwards like the

volutes of an Ionic capital ; and finally it faded away,
and by half-past two had vanished like the other.

The whole phenomenon,' adds Professor Young,
(

sug-

1
This, however, is a mistake, since Eespighi had already seen pro-

minences reaching to a height of 160,000 miles.

x 2
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gested most forcibly the idea of an explosion under

the great prominence, acting mainly upwards, but

also in all directions outwards, and then, after an

interval, followed by a corresponding inrush ; and it

seems far from impossible that the mysterious coronal

streamers, if they turn out to be truly solar, as now

seems likely, may find their origin and explanation in

such events.'

FIG. 4.

THE SAME A FEW MINUTES LATER.

Here the complete narrative of this stupendous

solar outburst has been given because the event re-

quires to be thoroughly understood in its general rela-

tions, in order that inferences from details may have

their full weight. But the point which mainly concerns

us in the above account is the actual observed velocity

with which the hydrogen wisps travelled upwards.

This velocity is estimated by Professor Young at 167

miles per second ;
but his estimate relates only to the

average velocity with which a certain range was

traversed, not to the maximum velocity within that
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range, and still less to the initial velocity of ejection,

which (even according to the ordinary law of projected

bodies) must have been considerably greater. It will

be remembered that such a velocity as 300 miles per

second would be required for the ejection of matter to

distances corresponding to the observed extension of

the corona. It can now be shown that matter must

have moved with such a velocity nay, with a much

greater velocity, during the eruption witnessed by
Professor Young.

I may premise that it is by no means to be regarded
as certain perhaps it is scarcely probable that the

hydrogen seen travelling upwards was itself erupted

matter. It may have been merely following the track

of the matter actually erupted, being carried along

that track by the currents generated during the incon-

ceivably rapid outrush of the erupted matter. In this

case we can safely infer an even greater velocity of

outrush than would be deduced if we regarded the

hydrogen as itself erupted.

Again, it is not certain that the eruption, whatever

may have been its nature, took place actually at the

edge or very close to the edge of the sun's visible

hemisphere. If the scene of the eruption were at any
considerable distance from the edge, the motion of the

hydrogen wisps must have been, to some extent, fore-

shortened. In this case a greater range was in reality

traversed, and the average velocity, as well as the

inferred initial velocity, would be so much the greater.

Yet, again, Professor Young saw hydrogen wisps
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which had not yet reached a height of 100,000 miles

carried to a height of 210,000 miles in ten minutes.

His estimate of the average rate of motion is based on

the assumption that such matter only travelled from a

height of 100,000 miles to a height of 200,000 miles

in ten minutes. We should obtain an appreciably

larger estimate of the initial velocity by taking the

actually observed limits of the range than by follow-

ing Professor Young in regarding 200,000 miles as

the true range.

But even if we neglect all these considerations, we

shall yet be enabled, or rather we shall be obliged, to

infer an initial velocity amply sufficient for the require-

ments of the eruption theory.

We should, of course, be justified in regarding the

observed height of 210,000 miles as the limit of the

flight of matter projected from the sun, and in thence

inferring tl e velocity of outrush. For the objection

which was valid as against the former employment of

this method of calculation, is invalid against Professor

Young's observation, in which matter was actually

seen to be transported to the elevation just mentioned.

On this supposition we should infer an initial velocity

of 210 miles per second, and the general considerations

advanced in my former paper would suffice to indicate

a real initial velocity greatly in excess even of this

enormous amount.

But, as a matter of fact, a careful analysis of Pro-

fessor Young's observation shows that it supplies much

more satisfactory evidence.
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We can readily calculate the time which a projectile

from the sun's surface ejected to an extreme height of

200,000 miles in vacua would occupy in traversing the

upper half of its upward course. Now the time re-

quired is found to be as nearly as possible twenty-six

minutes. The corresponding space in the case of Pro-

fessor Young's hydrogen wisps was traversed in ten

minutes. Here is a discrepancy which must be ex-

plained in some way before we can safely proceed in

our inquiry.

We may ask first under what circumstances a pro-

jectile from the sun, in vacuo, would traverse the

second space of 100,000 miles of its upward course in

ten minutes. It is found that, for this, the actual

vertical range must be 360,000 miles ; corresponding

to an initial velocity of 260 miles per second. But is

it conceivable that the actual upward range of the

glowing hydrogen was so great as this, and that the

wisps only appeared to be checked in their upward
course at a height of 200,000 miles, because at this

height they lost their great brightness, and so passed

out of view ? I cannot but think that Professor Young's

narrative will bear no such interpretation. He says,

indeed, that the hydrogen films faded gradually as they

rose ; but he actually measured their distance from the

sun when they had reached their greatest elevation, so

that they must still have been distinctly visible at that

time. Had they continued to rise after that (at the

enormous rate proper to them if they were making for

an extreme elevation of 360,000 miles), so acute an
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observer as Professor Young could scarcely have failed

to recognise the circumstance.

Only one explanation of the rapidity with which the

observed range was traversed remains available. We
must assume that the hydrogen wisps had originally

had imparted to them a much greater velocity than

would have sufficed to carry them to the observed

height ; but that the retardation caused by the solar

atmosphere deprived the uprushing hydrogen of a large

part of this velocity the sun's attraction destroying

only the remainder and not the whole, as the hypothesis

of motion in a vacuum would require.

Now let the results of this supposition be carefully

attended to, this being remembered, that they are not

hypothetical inferences, but follow demonstrably when

the retarding action of the solar atmosphere has once

been admitted. Moreover, let it be remembered that

the existence of this retarding action must be regarded

as in the first place a certainty in itself, and in the

second as observationally demonstrated by Professor

Young.
We have seen that to pass from a height of 100,000

miles to a height of 200,000 miles in ten minutes, in

vacuo, a projectile must travel so as to reach an extreme

UDward range of 360,000 miles ; and the velocity with

which it would commence this part of its range would

correspond to an initial velocity of 260 miles per second

at the sun's surface. But such a velocity, though ade-

quate to carry the projectile from a height of 100,000

to a height of 200,000 miles in ten minutes in vacua,
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must obviously be quite inadequate in a medium exer-

cising so remarkable a retardative effect that the ex-

treme upward range is reduced from 360,000 to 200,000

miles. In the case of motion in a vacuum, under the

supposed circumstances, the velocity at the height of

200,000 miles would still be very great; but in the

actual circumstances the velocity was reduced to nothing

at this height, and must have been correspondingly less

at all the intermediate levels in the range of from

100,000 to 200,000 miles. So that to traverse the

observed range in the observed time a very much

greater velocity was necessary at the height of 100,000

miles than that which would carry the projected matter

in vacua to a height of 360,000 miles. Let us take, as

a very moderate estimate, a velocity, at the height of

100,000 miles, such as, if not affected by the retarding

atmosphere, would carry the projected matter to a

height of 500,000 miles.

But now let this be noticed: The atmosphere above

the height of 100,000 miles sufficed so to reduce the

velocity of our projected matter that instead of travel-

ling 400,000 miles beyond that level it travelled only

100,000 miles, losing thus three-fourths of its range

above 100,000 miles. But the atmosphere must be

very much denser I had almost said infinitely denser

below the level of 100,000 miles than above that

level ; so that its retardative effect, while the projected

matter was passing from the sun's surface to a height

of 100,000 miles, must have been very much greater

than that exerted during the remaining portion of the
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projectile's flight. Suppose and again the supposition

is most moderate that the retardative action was but

twice as great in the lower half of the actual range of

200,000 miles. Then, as a very rough method of cal-

culation a method falling far short of the truth we

may take the total vertical range of 500,000 miles

(which would have resulted if no retardative action

were exerted after the matter had passed the height of

100,000 miles) as one-eighth of the total range if there

had been no retardation at all.
1 It follows from this

that the actual range in vacuo would have been no less

than four millions of miles, or much greater than the

observed extension of the solar corona.

This, however, is but a rough and a wholly in-

adequate method of estimating the effects of retarda-

tion. If it be remembered that the retarding action of

the solar atmosphere caused the projected matter to

come to rest at a height of 200,000 miles (where, if

unretarded by atmospheric resistance, it would still have

had a velocity of more than 100 miles per second, we see

that we must add a velocity of 200 or 300 miles per

second to the initial velocity as estimated for a vacuum.

Thus we arrive at some such velocity as five or six

hundred miles per second, and a velocity of 380 miles

per second is all that is needed to carry matter clean

away from the sun to the domain of some other star.

It is abundantly clear, therefore, that in solar erup-

1 The reader will see why this has been done. We are now con-

ceiving twice as great a retarding effect to be exerted as in the upper

part, where, as we have seen, the remaining range was reduced to one-

fourth the range in vacuo.
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tions matter is ejected with a velocity fully equal to

the requirements of the eruption theory of the corona.

The only question, then, which remains is whether

along with, or in front of, tb^ uprushing hydrogen,

some solid, liquid, or at least very dense matter, is

expelled in these stupendous eruptions such matter
1

retaining a much larger proportion of its velocity, be-

cause much less effectually resisted by the solar atmo-

sphere than hydrogen, the rarest of all known gases.

On this point we have no direct evidence ;
but we

have indirect evidence of such a character as to leave

little room for any doubt. Much evidence of this

sort has already been given in the earlier part of the

present essay and in the preceding paper. There is

yet other evidence ; but this evidence is not such as

can be suitably presented at the close of a paper

already drawn beyond the limits proposed when it was

commenced. For the present, then, I must remain

content with having presented the evidence recently

obtained respecting the nature of solar eruptions as

respects the regions where they chiefly occur, the

features which distinguish the prominences to which

they give birth, and the enormous velocities with which

the erupted matter travels when close by the solar sur-

face. Viewed in connection with the eruption theory

of the corona, the facts here adduced amount very

nearly to a demonstration
; but apart from all reference

to theoretical considerations they possess an exceeding

interest, in so far as they bear on our ideas respecting

the physical habitudes of the great luminary which

rules the planetary system.
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COLOURS OF THE DOUBLE STARS.

OLD ZAHN, in the strange work called the '

Syntagma/

says of the stars that they shine ' more like torches

burning with eternal flame before the altar of the

Most High, than the lamps of the ethereal vault, or

the funeral lights of the setting sun.' And he proceeds

to discuss the various colours seen among the stars,

arguing that the stars show by their tint to which

planetary party they belong. There are the partisans

of Saturn, with a dull and leaden aspect ; the Jovial

stars brilliantly white ; and the Martial party with

fiery, ruddy rays. Those stars which have an orange-

coloured light are the adherents, he thought, of our

sun ; while those which are pale and faint belong to

the moon. Lastly, the stars which obey the planet of

Love, shine with a box-coloured light !

One cannot wonder that even before its true sig-

nificance was understood, a phenomenon so beautiful

as the coloured splendours of the stars should have

attracted attention. In our latitudes, indeed, the

colours of the stars are not very striking, though even

here they may be very easily recognised when the air

is clear and dry. But in southern climes, and es-

pecially in the land where astronomy had its birth,
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the colours of the stars form a very beautiful feature

of the nocturnal heavens. ' The whole sky,' remarks

a modern traveller,
( seems set with thousands of varied

gems.' Nay, even the shooting-star, as it flashes across

the heavens, exhibits colours which are never seen ia

our latitudes. Sir Alexander Burnes remarks on the

magnificent spectacle presented by the coloured

shooting-stars seen from the elevated table-land of

Bokhara, and Humboldt was deeply impressed by the

same beautiful phenomenon.

The colours, then, which we notice in the stars are

to be looked upon as giving but the faintest notion of

the real splendour of the hues with which those distant

suns are shining. If the mere change from our lati-

tudes to tropical climes can add so much to the bril-

liancy of the stellar colours, how gorgeous would be

the scene if we could behold the galaxy of suns from

above the limits of our own obscuring atmosphere !

We should see Arcturus and Aldebaran, Pollux,

Antares, and Betelgeux, blazing like sun-lit rubies

among their fainter neighbours; the glorious yellow

of Capella and Procyon would surpass the most

splendid golden or topaz colours known to our artists ;

while the brilliant white hues of Vega and Altair

and the blazing Sirius would be no less beautiful and

striking.

But even such a scene as this, wonderful as it would

appear, would be as nothing when compared with the

splendours which would come into view if the powers

of the observer's vision could be gradually increased
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until the stars, which are now only detected by the

piercing eye of the telescope, were seen in all the rich-

ness and variety of their colours. It is among the

stars which are invisible to the unaided eye that the

real splendours of celestial colouring are to be found.

No words can adequately describe the beauty of the

scene which our observer would behold ; but if he

sought to convey some imperfect notion of the glories

revealed to him, he could find perhaps no apter account

than the well-known lines of Thomson :

First the flaming red

Sprang vivid forth
;

the tawny orange next,

And next delicious yellow; by whose side

Fell the kind beams of all-refreshing green.

Then the pure blue that swells autumnal skies,

Ethereal played ;
and then, of sadder hue

Emerged the deeper indigo (as when

The heavy-skirted evening droops with frost),

While the last gleamings of refracted light

Died in the fainting violet away.

In this order would the colours of the stars come

into view. We see in the nocturnal skies no traces of

those green and violet and blue and purple suns which

are really pouring forth their richly-tinted rays on

other worlds and other scenes. Only the ruddier tints

of the prismatic colour-scale are visible to the unaided

eye, and even these not with that fulness or depth

of tone which may be recognised in the telescopic

stars.

But even among the stars which the telescope

reveals to us, the full range of colour is only to be

seen among the members of a peculiar order. There
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is a little difference among astronomers on this point ;

but most of them agree that no isolated stars of a

blue, or green, or purple colour can be seen even

with powerful telescopes. So commonly has this

been asserted, that the late Admiral Smyth, who

thought he could recognise very decided blue tints

among the minuter stars, expressed a doubt whether

this might not be due to some idiosyncrasy of his

eyesight. And certainly there is no instance, among
the thousands on thousands of stars whose places have

been recorded, of one isolated star of a well-marked

blue colour.

But when we turn to those interesting objects, the

double stars, the scene is wholly changed. Every

variety of colour is seen among these singular systems.

We not only find all the tints of the rainbow, but

a number of other colours, such as fawn, buff, ash-

colour, silvery white, coppery, and grey. The range

of colour seems, in fact, wholly unlimited ; and astro-

nomers need the aid of a practical artist before they

can even tabulate the long list of colours which the

double stars exhibit to them.

There are few subjects which seem better calculated

to attract and interest even the least thoughtful than

the presence of these singularly beautiful colours among
the orbs of heaven. Regarding the fixed stars as suns,

the centres of schemes of dependent worlds resembling

in many respects the worlds which circle around our

sun, we cannot but look with wonder upon the strange

scene which must be presented amid those distant
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systems. It would be interesting enough to consider

merely the case of a number of worlds circling around

a red, or orange, or yellow sun. But when we imagine

the condition of those worlds which travel round a pair

of differently-coloured suns, we are lost amid the

perplexing considerations which suggest themselves.

'

Imagination fails to conceive,' says Sir John Herschel,
( the charming contrasts and grateful vicissitudes of a

red and green day, alternating with white light or

with darkness, in the planetary systems belonging to

these suns.'

Perhaps, however, we do not see in this description

the true result of the presence of two suns as the

companion rulers of a planetary scheme. Until we

know something of the distance at which the members

of such a system circle round their double primary,

we can hardly assert with confidence that those

planets have days of different colours. It may well

be that they are so far from both the orbs which sway
their motions that their two suns are always seen

close together, as they appear to us, who are so much

farther off.

But even when we take this view, we are struck

with the thought of the strange scene which the sky of

one of those distant planets must present. Conceive

two coloured suns above our horizon. Now one, now

the other, is the leading light of the firmament. Their

distance from each other is constantly varying as the

planet circles round them. Often one must pass before

the other, and then the colour of the day changes,
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passing through many gradations, as the strange

transit of sun over sun is in progress. Then every

object on such a planet must cast two different

shadows. If the suns are red and green, for instance,

the shadows are green and red. When we remember

how large a part shadows play in the appearance of a

landscape, we see at once how strange a scene the hills

and dales and valleys and woods in those distant worlds

must present to those who inhabit them. Living
creatures must exhibit a yet stranger aspect.

But our object is not to deal with fanciful specula-

tions such as these. There is a real physical meaning
in the colours of the double stars which is well worth

searching out.

Let us first notice certain facts about the colours

of the double stars which are at once interesting and

instructive.

In the first place, it has long been noticed that

among many double stars complementary colours may
be recognised. Red and green companions are com-

monly met with
;
in some instances the beautiful con-

trast between yellow and purple is exhibited ; while

not unfrequently blue and orange stars- are seen in

company.
It was suggested that this peculiarity might in

reality be optical rather than real. It is well known

that where the brighter of two neighbouring objects

presents a well-marked colour, the fainter very com-

monly presents the complementary colour, though not

in reality tinted with that hue. Artists are familiar

T
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with this peculiarity, insomuch that some of the most

striking effects of colour in well-known paintings, have

been produced, not by a real intensity in the colours

made use of, but by the judicious contrast of suitable

complementary colours. Many of our readers have

doubtless heard the story of the French painter who

tried in vain to obtain a certain brilliant yellow tint

which he was desirous of introducing into a picture,

and was about to set out for the Louvre, to see how

other painters had mastered the difficulty, when a

passing cabriolet, the yellow wheels of which were

picked out with purple, showed him how he could give

brilliancy to the yellows he had been so little satisfied

with. Thus astronomers thought the green companions

of brilliant red stars, or the blue companions of brilliant

orange stars, might in reality simply be white stars

whose purity of tint was overmastered by the effect of

contrast.

But this idea had to be abandoned. It was found

possible in several instances to hide the brighter of the

two stars from view while the smaller still continued

visible. When this was done there remained, of course,

no effect of contrast. Yet in nearly every instance the

colour of the smaller star continued as well marked

though not perhaps as pleasing as when both stars

were visible together. Usually this plan of hiding one

star while the other continued visible was effected by
artificial means, a small cross-bar of brass or copper

being introduced into the telescopic eye-piece for the

purpose. But there is one instance in which the moon
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was made to aid the astronomer ; and the story seems

to us so interesting that we venture to give it iu

full :

The star Antares, or the Scorpion's Heart, had long

been a source of perplexity to astronomers. It is a

brilliantly-red star, and has indeed been called the

Sirius of red stars. But when the star is watched

intently, especially with an instrument of adequate

power, a singular scintillation of green light is found

to obtrude itself most persistently into notice. It was

suspected, at length, that this star must have a green

companion ; but for a long time none could be found.

At length the late General Mitchell, with the fine

telescope of the Cincinnati Observatory, detected a

companion to the brilliant Antares ; and as had been

suspected, this companion proved to be green. This,

the first noteworthy achievement of the Cincinnati

telescope, was a source of considerable gratification to

Mitchell, until he heard that at another observatory

two green companions could be seen. He searched

again and again for the second green star, but could

find no trace of it ; and at last the welcome news came

that the telescope of the other observatory was in

fault. It possessed the undesirable faculty of dividing

small stars on its own account that is to say, it

divided stars which really were single. Reassured of

the fidelity of his telescope, General Mitchell re-

examined the star. But he, and others who joined in

the work, found it difficult to satisfy themselves as to

the real greenness of the companion. The latter also

T 2
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was too minute an object, and too close to its primary,

to be separated by the artificial device mentioned above.

It happens, however, that Antares is one of those stars

which the moon occasionally passes over as she travels

along the zodiac ;
and the late Mr. Dawes, perhaps the

most sharp-sighted observer that ever used a telescope,

availed himself of one of these passages to settle the

question of the tiny star's colour. When the moon

had hidden Antares, the small companion was shining

alone for a few seconds, in the telescope's field of

view. Its colour was then seen to be unmistakably

green.

Another peculiarity of the coloured stars is even

more surprising. Some of them appear to possess the

extraordinary power of changing colour. They are,

as it were, chameleon stars. Startling as this circum-

stance appears, yet the evidence on which it rests is too

strong to be resisted.

We may remark, in the first place, that even among
the brighter stars a similar peculiarity appears to exist.

Sirius, which outshines nearly fourfold all the other

stars visible in our northern skies, is now brilliantly

white. Yet the ancients recognised Sirius as a red

star. Both Ptolemy and Seneca expressly mention his

ruddiness of hue ; indeed, it is doubtless to this tint that

the star owed its bad reputation among the ancients.

Another star, called by astronomers Gamma Leonis^

was white in Sir William Herschel's time, but is now

golden yellow ; and it happens that we are more cer-

tain than we could otherwise be about the reality of
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this change because Sir William Herschel was rather

apt to over-estimate the yellowness or ruddiness of

stars, so that a star described by him as pure white

might be suspected of having been even somewhat

bluish.

But some of the changes among the double stars

are more striking even than these. I shall confine

myself to one very noteworthy instance :

In the year 1856, Admiral Smyth, who took par-

ticular interest in the question of star-colours, called

the attention of his son, the present Astronomer-Royal
for Scotland, to the good results which might be

secured if the latter observer examined the colours of

the stars from the summit of Teneriffe, whither he then

proposed to betake himself to carry out his now cele-

brated ' astronomical experiments.' An observatory

was not set up on the summit of TenerifFe, owing to

insuperable difficulties, but the Pattinson telescope, of

7 J inches aperture, was hauled up to the Alta Vista,

and there mounted at an elevation of 1 1,000 feet above

the sea-level. In pursuance of his father's wishes,

Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth observed carefully the colours

of several well-known doubles. Often he had the

assistance of visitors in this work
;

and among the

stars which he examined in company with others was

one known to astronomers as 95 Herculis. He entered

the colours of this double in his note-book as ( both

yellow, with tinge of bluish green.' Admiral Smyth
adds that ( the tints of the two stars though not quite

the same at each examination were judged to be
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common to both, and the impression was ratified by
the evidence of some Spanish visitor at the astronomi-

cal eerie.'

Now this particular double had been very carefully

studied by the elder Smyth, and he had described the

companion stars as '

apple green
' and 6

cherry red.'

He therefore re-examined the double, and there were

the colours apple green and cherry red as before. He
next applied to other well-known observers of double

stars. Mr. Dawes wrote to him as follows f On

referring to my colour-estimations I find that they

agree very nearly with your own.' Lord Wrottesley

pronounced the brighter star to be greenish, the

other reddish. Mr. Fletcher said that 'to his eye the

brighter appeared light green, the other pink.' Mr.

H. A. Fletcher thought the stars bluish green and

orange. Mr. Carr thought them light green and dull

red.

These results, it will be seen, agree closely enough

together, but are altogether opposed to the Teneriffe

observations. And to add to the difficulty, it was

found that in 1844 the Italian astronomer, Sestini, had

seen both the stars golden yellow, while his colleague

De Vico,
' in the same place and with the same instru-

ment dubs them " rossa e verdi."
'

f

Assuredly,' as Admiral Smyth remarks,
(
all this

is passing strange.' It was quite impossible to refer the

difference to peculiarities in the visual powers of the

observers, because no known instances of colour-blind-

ness correspond to this particular case. And besides,
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the list sent by Piazzi Smyth to his father showed in

all other respects the most satisfactory accordance with

the observations made by the latter.
C A general

agreement existed throughout the list,' remarks

Admiral Smyth,
' even in some of the most delicate

hues.'

It may, however, be interesting to inquire what

effect can be ascribed to different qualities of eyesight

in this peculiarly delicate work of estimating star-

colours. Admiral Smyth fortunately was at the pains

to try the experiment, and the result will be found

at once amusing and instructive :

He placed a fine Gregorian telescope of 5 inches

aperture
1 in front of the south portico of his house,

and invited a party of six ladies and five gentlemen to

gaze upon the fine double star Cor Caroli. 6

They
were each to tell me,' he says,

f but sotto voce, to pre-

vent bias, what they deemed the respective colours of

the components to be.' First to step forth was the

late Rev. Mr. Pawsey,
( more addicted,' says the

Admiral,
' to heraldry than to astronomy.'

f After

a momentary watch, he flatly declared that "he

could make out nothing particular.'" The other

spectators were more patient; and their respective

impressions are thus noted down in the large album

of the Hartwell Observatory. It is to be noticed

that A. means the chief star of the pair, B. the com-

panion :

1 It is worth noticing that small reflectors are the best telescopes for

showing star-colours.
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' Mr,Tyndale . .

{ ^ >

Mrs.Ku* . . . {r
TV*-- IT /A. Yellowish.
Miss Honour . .

(B Lilac

Miss Charlotte . .

{ jgj

din^ yellow '

MissEmily. . . (^ S^olour.

Miss Mary Anne . . <
-g'

TVT -D, /A- Cream colour.
Mr. Kose . . .

|B . Violet cream
(!).

Mr. B. Smith
f A. Pale blue./A.
(B . Darker blue.

-n T O. /A. Whitish.

\B. Light purple.

Captain Smyth . . (22lfcBF^
One would hardly imagine that so great a difference

would be found in the estimates made by different

persons of the colours of the same pair of stars. As

Admiral Smyth remarks,
6 Whatever may be said

about instrumental means, weather influence, atmo-

sphere, or the position of the object, it is clear that in

this instance all these properties were common to the

whole party, and we doubtless all meant the same

hues. It must be admitted, however, that the star

was new to most of the spectators ; and although,' adds

the gallant seaman,
e some of the eyes were surpass-

ingly bright, they had never been drilled among the

celestials.'

The experiment is one which might be repeated

with advantage. The regular observer of the stars is

not apt to look with particular complacency on the

advent of visitors, but the most cross-grained of
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star-gazers might sometimes usefully apply the sight-

seeing energies of his visitors in the way suggested.

It will be noticed that there is nothing in the above

list of colour-estimates to explain the discrepancies in

the case of the star 95 Herculis. All the observers

recognised a difference of tint between the two stars,

and only one, Mr. B. Smith, failed to recognise the

difference in the colours. It may be accepted, there-

fore, as certain that the components of this re-

markable pair change in colour to a very noteworthy

extent.

Among the various explanations which were put

forward to account for the enormous variety observed

in the colours of the double stars, and also for the fact

that these objects sometimes seem to change in colour,

there is one which, though incorrect, is too interesting

to pass unnoticed.

The reader is aware that light is merely a form of

motion ; that it travels in a series of undulations, not

by a transmission of material particles ; and that the

colour of the light depends on the length of these

undulations. In ordinary cases light-waves of many
different lengths travel together, just as we often see

the face of the ocean traversed, not by a series of

uniform waves, but .by a number of waves of many
different sizes.

Now the idea occurred to the French astronomer

Doppler, that if we are rapidly approaching a star or

receding from it, either by our own motion or the star's,

its colour ought to be changed* To a swimmer swiftly
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crossing a wave-tossed sea, the waves will clearly seem

narrower or broader according as he swims against or

with them; for in the first case he will pass them

more rapidly. So, too, of the waves which produce

sound. It has been shown that if an instrument which

is giving forth a particular note is moved rapidly

towards or from the hearer, the tone of the note per-

ceptibly varies. When the instrument is approaching
the hearer, all the sound-waves are apparently shortened

so that the tone appears more acute ;
and when the

source of sound is moving away, the tone appears more

grave. Professor Tyndall remarks that when the

whistle of the steam-engine is sounded as an express

train rushes rapidly through a station, persons on the

platform can detect a well-marked lowering in the tone

of the whistle as the train, after rapidly nearing them,

as rapidly passes away.
If we apply this principle to the case of light, we

see that there might conceivably be a star which, while

seemingly blue, or red, or green, was in reality sending

forth light of another colour. If a star were emitting

those light-waves, for example, which produce a red

colour, and we were very rapidly approaching the

star, the light-waves might be apparently so much

shortened that they would produce the eifect of blue

light : in other words, the star would seem to be blue,

though in reality it would be red. And so a blue star

rapidly receding from us might appear red. And if a

green star were sweeping rapidly round and round in a

long oval path, first coming swiftly towards us and then
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moving as swiftly from us, it might change in colour,

apparently, through all the hues of the rainbow.

This was a very ingenious theory, but, unfortu-

nately, like many other very ingenious theories, it was

surrounded with great difficulties.

In the first place, it seemed inconceivable that any
of the stars could be moving with the enormous velocity

which the theory required. It must be remembered that

to produce any apparent change of colour a velocity

was required which should bear an appreciable propor-

tion to the velocity with which light travels. To re-

turn to the case of our swimmer: unless he were

urging his way through the water with considerable

speed, he would not seem to cross the waves much more

rapidly when he was facing them than when he was

swimming with them. Nor, again, in the case of sound,

can we notice any appreciable change of tone unless

the motion with which the source of sound is approach-

ing or receding is very great in fact, unless it bears

an appreciable proportion to the velocity with which

sound travels. But the velocity of sound may be

looked upon as absolute rest compared with the

tremendous velocity of light. We know that when a

cannon is fired at some distance from us, an appreciable

interval elapses after our seeing the flash before the

sound is heard. But light travels so swiftly, that while

the sound of Big Ben is travelling from Westminster

to Constitution Hill, light would travel a distance ex-

ceeding that which separates us from the moon. Eight

times would light circle this earth on which we live in
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the course of a single second. It was reasonably

doubted, therefore, whether the stars can be assumed

to travel with a velocity which can be compared with

the inconceivable velocity of light.

But this was not all. It was pointed out that even

if the double stars were circling around each other

with a velocity so enormous as M. Doppler's theory

required, yet there would be no apparent change in

their colour. We have been supposing that the light-

waves proceeding from a star were all of one definite

length. But this is not the case. The light of a star,

like the light of our sun, is composed of waves

corresponding to many different colours. This is as

true of the coloured stars as of the white ones. Their

light, when subjected to prismatic analysis, is changed
into the rainbow-tinted streak which is called the pris-

matic spectrum.

Now this changes the nature of the case altogether.

So long as it was supposed that only light-waves of a

certain length came from a star, then we might fairly

compare those waves to a series of rollers crossing a

sea over which a stout swimmer was urging his way,
or to the uniform sound-waves which proceed from a

railway-whistle. But now we must alter the analogy

altogether. We must suppose our swimmer to be in

the midst of a sea across which waves of many different

forms are travelling. We must imagine that the

approaching or receding railway-whistle gives out,

not one sound, but a number of different tones. We
see that this alters the result altogether. Our swimmer
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would no longer be able to recognise the effects of his

own motion; nor would the nicest ear be able to

appreciate the change produced in the tones which

reached it. And in the case of the star we see that,

while there could be a change, it w6uld be one far more

difficult to detect even if nothing more remained to

be said than the change we considered before. As a

matter of fact, however, it would be absolutely im-

possible to detect it, for a reason which remains to be

noticed.

At each end of the rainbow-tinted streak called the

spectrum there are waves which produce in us no sense

of light. Beyond the red end there are waves longer

than those which produce red light, and these waves,

while they produce the sensation we call heat, exert no

effect on the visual organs. Beyond the blue end of

the spectrum there are waves shorter than those which

produce violet light, and these, though they produce

certain chemical effects, are also not recognisable by
the eye. Now, if all the light-waves were lengthened

through the rapid recession of a star, some of the waves

at the red end of the spectrum would be rendered

invisible, being changed into heat rays. Beyond the

blue end of the spectrum a number of chemical rays

would be lengthened, and become visible as violet

light. We see, then, that the rainbow-streak would

remain absolutely unaltered. It would begin with the

deepest visible red, and would pass through all the

seven gradations of colour down to the deepest visible

violet just as it did before. And clearly the rapid
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approach of a star would be similarly ineffective in

changing its apparent colour.

Doppler's theory, therefore, though it had had a

singular fascination for many thoughtful minds, had to

be given up.

But the time was approaching when the powers of

the most searching instrument which the astronomer

has yet been able to devise were to be directed to the

solution of this difficulty. It had long ago occurred to

Sir David Brewster that if the light of the coloured

stars could be analysed by means of the spectroscope,

something might be learned respecting the cause of

those beautiful and varied tints which they exhibit to

the telescopist. This, be it remembered, was before

the invention of what is now termed spectroscopic

analysis. He could not have argued more justly than

he did, however, had he known all that KirchhofF

afterwards discovered. ' There can be no doubt,' he

remarks,
f that the spectrum of every coloured star

wants certain of the rays which exist in the solar

spectrum.' Nay, he made an observation with a rock-

salt prism, which may be looked upon as absolutely the

first application of the spectroscopic analysis to the

stars. He says,
' In the orange-coloured star of the

double Herculis I have observed that there are

several defective bands. By applying a fine rock-salt

prism to this orange star, as seen in Sir James South's

great achromatic refractor, its spectrum clearly showed

that there was one defective band in the red space, and

two more in the blue space. Hence the colour of the
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star is orange, because there is greater defect of blue

than of red rays.'

Here is, in fact, the optical explanation of the whole

matter. Subsequent observations, by the experienced

spectroscopists who now apply the power of the new

analysis to the stars, have confirmed Sir David

Brewster's observations in the fullest possible manner ;

and so far as the mere optical peculiarity is concerned,

nothing further remains to be said. But it must be

remembered that the new analysis deals with more

than mere optical peculiarities. It is its distinguishing

characteristic that it gives a physical interpretation of

those peculiarities. A certain dark line, or group of

lines, is seen across the rainbow-tinted spectrum, and

the physicist at once announces that the vapour of a

certain element surrounds the body whose light he is

analysing. A certain set of bright lines appears as the

spectrum itself of a given source of light, and he pro-

nounces with equal confidence that that source is a

certain incandescent vapour.

Now, how does the spectroscopist interpret the fact

which Sir David Brewster discovered ?

It is, of course, not always possible to say of a set

of bands crossing the spectrum of the light from a star

that it is due to the presence of this or that element,

because as yet spectroscopic analysis is in its infancy,

and we do not know the spectra of many of the ele-

ments so exactly as we hope to do ; but the physicist

knows very certainly that the presence of a set of

bands indicates the existence of some absorbing vapours
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around the source of light. And this is precisely what

Sir David Brewster did not know. In fact, Admiral

Smyth, after quoting Sir David Brewster's observa-

tions, added,
' We have no reason to believe that these

defective rays are absorbed by any atmosphere through

which they pass.' At present we have not only reason

to believe this, but we feel absolutely certain about it.

What we know, then, about the colours of the

double stars is this, that they are due to the existence

of certain vapours around the stars. Why the two

stars should be in many cases differently constituted,

so that around one a set of vapours should be suspended

different from those around the other, we do not know.

But we can readily understand that such differences

should exist. Again, we cannot tell at present why
these vapours should sometimes subside, as they must

do when a star changes colour. But this also is not

difficult to understand, since we know that even our

own terrestrial atmosphere is more heavily loaded

sometimes with aqueous vapour than it is at others.

What we do know is, however, sufficiently interest-

ing, without hazarding speculations about that which is

unknown. We see that those beautiful objects which

have been so long the delight of our telescopists can

teach us much respecting the constitution of the uni-

verse. Out yonder, amid the unfathomable depths

which the telescope only can explore, vapours are

forming and dissipating according to laws not dissimi-

lar to those which regulate the vapours of our own

atmosphere. There is no quiescence in those far-off
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regions any more than in our own neighbourhood.

Ceaseless change and endless variety characterise no

less the universe of stars than the terrestrial scene with

which we are so familiar.

The St. Pauls Magazine, February 1870.
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nomy.
By John Stuart Mill.

Second Edition. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Utilitarianism.

By John Stuart Mill.

Fourth Edition. Szv. $s.

A System of Logic,
Ratiocinative and Induc-
tive. By John Stuart Mill.

Eighth Edition. 2 vols. %vo. 25^.

Examination of Sir
William Hamilton s Phi-

losophy, and of the princi-

pal Philosophical Qiiestions

discussed in his Writings.

By John Stuart Mill.

Fourth Edition. . i6s.

TheSubjection ofWomen.
*

By John Stuart Mill.

New Edition. Post Svo. $s.

Dissertations and Dis-
cussions.

By John Stuart Mill.

Second Edition. 3 vols. Svo. 36^.
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Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of theHuman Mind.

By James Mill. New
Edition, with Notes,
Illustrative and Critical.

2 Vols. %VO. 2&S.

A Systematic View of
the Science of Jurispru-
dence.

By Sheldon Amos, M.A.
Svo. i&f.

A Primer of the English
Constitution and Govern-

ment.

By Sheldon Amos, M.A.
New Edition, revised. Post&vo.

[In the press,

Principles ofEconomical

Philosophy.

By H. D. Macleod, M.A.
Barrister-at-Law.

Second Edition, in 2 vols. Vol. I. %vo. \$s.

The Institutes of Jus-
tinian; with English In-

troduction, Translation,
and Notes.

By T. C. Sandars, M.A.
Sixth Edition. 8vo. iSs.

Lord Bacon's Works,
Collected and Edited by R.
L. Ellis, M.A. J. Sped-

ding, M.A. and D. D.
Heath.

New and Cheaper Edition, 7 vols. 8vo.

3- 13* M.

Letters and Life oj
Francis Bacon, including
all his Occasional Works.
Collected and edited, with

a Commentary, by J.

Spedding.
7 vols. 4-r.

TheNicomacheanEthics
ofAristotle. Nezvly trans-

lated into English.
By R. Williams, B.A.

The Politics ofAristotle;
Greek Text, with English
Notes.

ByRichardCongreve,M.A.
New Edition, revised, 8vo. iSs.

The Ethics of Aristotle ;

with Essays and Notes.

By Sir A. Grant, Bart.
M.A. LL.D.

Third Edition, revised andpartly re-written.

[In the press.

Bacons Essays, with
Annotations.

By R. Whately, D.D.
New Edition. 8vc. ior. 6d.

Elements of Logic.

By R. Whately, D.D.
New Edition. %vo. IQJ-. 6d. cr. Sz>0. ^s. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric.

By R. Whately, D.D.
New Edition. 8vo. los. 6d. cr. %vo. s. 6d.
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An Outline of the Neces-

sary Laws of Thought : a
Treatise on P^cre and

Applied Logic.

By the Most Rev. W.
Thomson, D.D. Arch-

bishop of York.

Ninth Thousand. Crcnvn 8v0. $s. 6a.

An Introduction to Men-
tal Philosophy, on the In-

diictive Method.

By J. D. Morell, LL.D.
&VO. I2J-.

Elements of Psychology,
containing the Analysis of
the Intellectual Powers.

By J. D. Morell, LL.D.
Post %vo. 7-r. 6d.

The Secret of Hegel:
being the Hegelian System
in Origin, Principle, Form,
and Matter.

By J. H. Stirling, LL.D.
2 Vols. Sv0. 2&S.

Sir William Hamilton ;

being the Philosophy of
Perception : an Analysis.

By J. H. Stirling, LL.D.
%vo.

5.$-.

The Philosophy of Ne-
cessity ; or, Natural Law
as applicable to Mental,
Moral, and Social Science.

By Charles Bray.
Second Edition. 8v0.

Ueberwegs System of
Logic, and History of

Logical Doctrines.

Translated, with Notes and
Appendices, by T. M.
Lindsay, M.A. F.R.S.E.

Svo. i6s.

The Senses and the
Intellect.

By A. Bain, LL.D. Prof.

of Logic, Univ.Aberdeen.

Mental and Moral
Science ; a Compendium of
Psychology and Ethics.

By A. Bain, LL.D.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. los. 6d. Or

separately: Part /. Mental Science, 6s. 6d.

Part II. Moral Science, 4^. 6d.

Humes Treatise on Hu-
man Nature.

Edited, with Notes, &c. by
T. H. Green, M.A. and
the Rev. T. H. Grose,
M.A.
2 vols. 8z>0. 2%s.

Humes Essays Moral,
Political, and Literary.

By the same Editors.

2 vols. 8vo. 2%s.

*** The aboveform a complete and uniform
Edition of HUME'S Philosophical
Works.
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MISCELLANEOUS & CRITICAL WORKS.
Miscellaneous and Post-
humous Works of the late

Henry Thomas Buckle.

Edited^with a Biographical
Notice, by Helen Taylor.

Short Studies on Great

Subjects.

By J. A. Froude, M.A.
formerly Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford.
2. vols. crown 8vo. 12s.

Lord Macaulays Mis-
cellaneous Writings.

LIBRARY EDITION, 2 vols. 8vo. Portrait, 2is.

PEOPLE'S EDITION, i vol. cr. %vo. ^s. 6d.

Lord Macaulay's Mis-
cellaneous Writings and
Speeches.

Students' Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Speeches of the Right
Hon. Lord Macaiday, cor-

rected by Himself.
People's Edition. Crown %vo. 3^. 6d.

LordMacaulay'sSpeeches
on Parliamentary Reform
in 1831 and 1832.

i6mo. is.

The Rev. Sydney Smiths
Essays contributed to the

Edinburgh Review.
Authorised Edition, complete in One Volume,
Crown %vo. 2s. 6d. sewed, or $s. 6d. cloth.

The Rev. Sydney Smiths
Miscellaneous Works.

Crown %vo. 6s.

The JVit and Wisdom of
the Rev. Sydney Smith.

Crcnvn Svo. 5^. 6d.

The Miscellaneous
Works ofThomas Arnold,
D.D. Late HeadMaster of

Rugby School and Regius
Professor of Modern His-

tory in the Univ. of Ox-

ford, collected and repub-
lished.

&vo. is. 6d.

Manual of English Lite-

rature, Historical and
Critical.

By Thomas Arnold, M.A.
New Edition. Crown &vo. 'js. 6d.

Realities of Irish Life.
By W. Steuart Trench.
Cr. Sz>0. 2s. 6d. sewed, or 3^. 6d. cloth.

Lectures on the Science

of Language.
By F. Max Miiller, M.A.

&c.
Seventh Edition. 2 vols. crown Svo. i6s.

Chips from a German
Workshop; being Essays
on the Science of Religion,
and on Mythology, Tradi-

tions, and Customs.

By F. Max Miiller, M.A.
&c.
3 vols. Svo. 2.
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Families of
'

Speech.
Four Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution.

By F. W. Farrar, M.A.
F.R.S.

New Edition. Crown %vo. 3-r. 6d.

Chapters on Language.
By F. W. Farrar, M.A.

F.R.S.

Neiv Edition. Crtnvn Svo. $s.

Southeys Doctor, com-

plete in One Volume.

Edited by Rev. J. W.
Warier, B.D.

Square crown Sz'o. I2s. 6d.

A Budget ofParadoxes.

By Augustus De Morgan,
F.R.A.S.

Reprinted^ ivith Authors Additions, from
the Athenaeum. %>vo. 15^.

Recreations of a Cozmtry
Parson.

By A. K. H. B.

Two Series, 3^. 6d. each.

Landscapes, Churches,
and Moralities.

By A. K. H. B.

Crown Svo. 3-r.
6d.

Seaside Miisings on Sun-

days and Weekdays.

By A. K. H. B.

Crown %vo. 3-r. 6^/.

Changed Aspects of Un-
changed Truths.

By A. K. H. B.
Croum Svo. 3^. (>d.

Counsel and Comfort
from a City Pulpit.

By A. K. H. B.
Crown Svo. s. 6d.

Lessons of Middle

By A. K. H. B.
Crown &z>o. 3^. 6d.

Leisure Hours in Town
By A. K. H. B.

Crown Sz>0. 3^. 6d.

The Aufotmn Holidays
of a Country Parson.

By A. K. H. B.

Crown *&vo. "$$. ()d.

Sunday Afternoons %
at

the Parish Church of a
Scottish University City.

By A. K. H. B.
'

Crown Stv. 3^. 6d.

7*he Commonplace Phi-

losopher in Town and

Country*

By A. K. H. B.
Crown Sz>0. 3^. 6d.

Present-Day Thoughts.
By A. K. H. B.

Crown %vo. ^. 6d.
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Critical Essays of a

Country Parson.

By A. K. H. B.
Crown 8vo. $s. 6d.

The Graver Thoughts of
a Coimtry Parson.

By A. K. H. B.
Two Series, 3-r. 6d. each.

Principles of Education,
drawn from Nature and
Revelation, and applied to

Female Ediccation in the

Upper Classes.

By the Author of 'Amy
Herbert'
2 vols. fcp. Svc. 12s. 6d

From January to De-
cem her; aBookfor Children.

Second Edition. Qvo. 3^. 6</.

The Election of Repre-
sentatives, Parliamentary
and Municipal; a Treatise.

By Thos. Hare, Barrister.

Fourth Edition. Post &z>0. *]s.

Miscellaneous Writings
of John Conington, M.A.
Edited by J . A. Symonds,
M.A. With a Memoir
by H. J. S. Smith, M.A.
2 VOh. SVO. 2&S.

DICTIONARIES and OTHER BOOKS of

REFERENCE.

A Dictionary of the

English Language.
By R. G. Latham, M.A.
M.D. F.R.S. Founded
on the Dictionary ofDr.
S. Johnson, as edited by
the Rev. H. J. Todd,
with mimerous Emenda-
tions and Additions.

4 vols. qto. 7.

Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases, classi-

fied and arranged so as to

facilitate the expression of
Ideas,andassist inLiterary

Composition.

By P. M. Roget, M.D.
Crown 8vo. IDS. 6d.

English Synonymes.
ByE.J. Whately. Edited

by Archbishop Whately.
Fifth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. $s.

A Practical Dictionary
of the French and English
Languages.
By Le~on Contanseau, many

years French Examiner

for Military and Civil

Appointments, &c.
Post $vo. IOJ-. 6d.

Contanseaus Pocket Die-

tionary, French and Eng-
lish, abridged from the

Practical Dictionary, by
the Author.

Square . 3-r. 6d.
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New Practical Diction-

ary of the German Lan-

guage ; German - English
and English-German.

By Rev. W. L. Blackley,
M.A. and Dr. C. M.
Friedlander.

Post %vo. 7-r. 6d.

A Dictionary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities.
With 2,000 Woodc^lts

from Ancient Originals,
illustrative of the Arts
and Life of the Greeks and
Romans.

By Anthony Rich, B.A.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 'js.

6d.

The Mastery of Lan-

guages ; or, the Art of
Speaking Foreign Tongues
Idiomatically.

By Thomas Prendergast.
Second Edition. 8ve. 6s.

A PracticalEnglishDic-

tionary.

By John T. White, D.D.
Oxon. and T. C. Donkin,
M.A.

I vol. post 8vo. uniform with Contansearfs

Practical French Dictionary.

\In the press.

A Latin-English Die-

tionary.

By John T. White, D.D.
Oxon. and J . E. Riddle,
M.A. Oxon.

Third Edition, revised. 2 vols. 4/0. 42^.

Whites College L.atin-

English Diction ary ;

abridged from the Parent
Work for the use of Uni-

versity Students.

Medium 8vo. iSs.

A Latin -English Dic-

tionary adaptedfor the use

of Middle-Class Schools,

By John T. White, D.D.
Oxon.

Squarefcp. %vo. 3.?.

White sJuniorStudent's

Complete Latin -
English

and English-Latin Dic-

tionary.

Square I2mo. I2s.

s. 6d.

A Greek-English Lexi-
con.

By H. G. Liddell, D.D.
Dean of Christchurch,
and R. Scott, D.D.
Dean of Rochester.

Sixth Edition. Crown 4/0. 36^.

A Lexicon, Greek and
English, abridged for
Schools from Liddell and
Scott's Greek -

English
Lexicon.

Fourteenth Edition. Square \2nio. *js. 6d.
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An English-Greek Lexi-
con, 'containing all the Greek
Words used by Writers of
good authority*

By C. D. Yonge, B.A.
New Edition, 4/0. 2 is.

Mr. YongesNewLexicon,
English andGreek^abridged
from his larger Lexicon.

Square \2nio. 8s. 6d.

Ml

Citlloclts Dictionary,
Practical, Theoretical, and
Historical, of Commerce
and Commercial Naviga-
tion.

Edited by H. G. Reid.

ThePost Office Gazetteer

of the United Kingdom : a

Complete Dictionary of all

Cities, Towns, Villages, and
of the Principal Gentle-

men s Seats, in Great Bri-
tain and Ireland, referred
to the nearest Post Town,
Railway& Telegraph Sta-

tion; withNaturalFeatiires
and Objects of Note.

By J. A. Sharp.
In i vol. 8vo. of abotit 1, 500 pages.

\Ju thepress.

^4 General Dictionary
of Geography', Descriptive,

Physical, Statistical, and
Historical; forming a com-

plete Gazetteerofthe World.

By A. Keith Johnston,
F.R.S.E.
Neiv Edition, thoroughly revised.

\In the press.

The PublicSchools Atlas
ofModern Geography. In

3 1 Maps, exhibiting clearly
the more important Physi-
cal Features of the Coun-
tries delineated.

Edited, ivith Introduction,

by Rev. G. Butler, M.A.
Imperial quarto, 3-r. 6d. sewed; $s. cloth.

The Piiblic Schools Ma-
nualofModern Geography
Forming a Companion to
' The Pliblie Schools Atlas

ofModern Geography'
By Rev. G. Butler, M.A.

\In the press.

The PublicSchools Atlas
of Ancient Geography.
Edited, with an Introdiic-

tion on the St^Ldy ofAn-
cient Geography, by the

Rev. G. Biitler, M.A.
Imperial Quarto. \In the press.
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ASTRONOMY and METEOROLOGY.
The Universe and the

Coming Transits ; Re-
searches into and Neiv
Vicivs respecting the Con-
stitution of the Heavens.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With 22 Charts and 22 Diagrams. %vo. l6s.

The Transits of Venus ;

A PopularAccountofPast
andComing Transits,from
the Jirst observed by Hor-
rocks A.D. 1639 to the

Transit of A.D. 2112.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
Cantab.

With 20 Plates and numerous Woodcuts.

Crown Svo. [Nearly ready.

Essays on Astronomy.
A Series of Papers on
Planets and Meteors, the

S^ln and Sim-surrounding
Space, Stars and Star
Cloudlets.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With 10 Plates and 24 Woodcuts. Svo. I2s.

The Moon ; her Motions,
Aspect, Scenery, and Phy-

. sical Condition.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
With Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Lunar

Photographs. Crcnvn Svo. 1
5-r.

The Sun ; Rider, Light,
Fire, and Life of the Pla-

netary System.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
Second Edition. Plates and IVoodcnts. Cr.

8vo. 14-;.

Saturn and its System.
By R. A. Proctor, B.A.

8vo. with 14 Plates, 14.?.

The Orbs Around Us; a
Series of Familiar Essays
on the Moon and Planets,
Meteors and Comets, the

Sun and Coloiired Pairs of
Sims.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
Crown %vo. Js. 6d.

Other Worlds than Ours;
The Plurality of Worlds
Stiidied under the Light
of Recent Scientific Re-
searches.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
Third Edition, with 14 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo. ios.6d.

Brinkley's Astronomy.
Revisedandpartly re-writ-

ten, with Additional Chap-
ters, and an Appendix of
QuestionsforExamination.

By John W. Stubbs, D.D.
Trin. Coll. Dublin and
F. Brimnow, Ph.D.
Astronomer Royal of
Ireland.

With 49 Diagrams, Crown 8vt>. 6s.

Outlines of Astronomy.
By Sir y. F. W. Herschel,
Bart. M.A.

Latest Edition, -with Plates and Diagrams.
Square crown %>vo. \ 2s.
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A New Star Atlas, for
the Library, the School, and
the Observatory, in 1 2 Cir-

cular Maps (with 2 Index

Plates].

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
Crown %vo. $s.

Celestial ObjectsforCom-
mon Telescopes.

By T. W. Webb, M.A.
F.R.A.S.

JVew Edition, with Map of the Moon and
Woodcuts. Crown 8vc. *js. 6d.

LargerStarAtlas,forthe

Library, in Twelve Cir-

cular Maps, photolitho-

graphed by A. Brothers,
F.R.A.S. With 2 Index
Plates and a Letterpress
Introduction.

By R. A. Proctor, BA.
Second Edition. Smallfolio, 2$s.

Magnetism and Devia-
tion of the Compass. For
the iise ofStudents in Navi-

gation and Science Schools.

By J. Merrifield, LL.D.
. is. 6ct.

Doves Law of Storms,
consideredin connexion with

the ordinary Movements of
the Atmosphere.
Translated by R. H. Scott\

M.A.
8vo. los. 6d.

Air and Rain ; the Be-

ginnings of a Chemical

Climatology.

By R. A. Smith, F.R.S.
Sv0. 2/JJ-.

Nautical Surveying, an
Introduction to the Practi-

cal and Theoretical Stiidy

of.

By J. K. Laughton, M.A.
Small *&vo. 6s.

SchellensSpectrumAna-
lysis, in its Application to

Terrestrial Substances and
thePhysical Constitution of
the Heavenly Bodies.

Translated by Jane and
C. Lassell ; edited, with

Notes, by W. Hiiggins,
LL.D. F.R.S.

With 13 Plates and 2.2^ Woodcuts. Svo. 2%s.

NATURAL HISTORY and PHYSICAL
SCIENCE.

The Correlation of Phy-
sical Forces.

By the Hon. Sir W. R.

Grove, F.R.S. &c.

Sixth Edition, with other Contributions to

Science. 2>vo. l$s.

Professor Hehnholtz
Popular Lectures on Scien-

tific Subjects.
Translated by E. Atkinson,
F.C.S.

With m*ny Illustrative Wood Engravings.
%vo, I2s. 6d.
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Ganofs Nat^lral Philo-

sophy for General Readers
and Young Persons; a
Course of Physics divested

of Mathematical Formula
and expressed in the lan-

guage of daily life.

Translated by E. Atkinson,
F.C.S.

Cr. 8vo. with 404 Woodcuts, JS. 6d.

Ganofs Elementary
Treatise on Physics, Ex-

perimental and Applied,

for the ^lse of Colleges and
Schools.

Translatedand editedby E.

Atkinson, F.C.S.

New Edition, "with a Coloured Plate and
726 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. i$s.

Principles of Animal
Mechanics.

By the Rev. S. Haiighton,
F.R.S.
Second Edition. %vo. 2 is.

Weinholcfs Introduction
to Experimental Physics,
Theoretical and Practical ;

including Directions for
Constructing Physical Ap-
paratiis and for Making
Experiments.
Translated by B. Loewy,
F.R.A.S. With a Pre-

face by G. C. Foster,

F.R.S.
With numerous Woodctits. &vo.

\_Nearly ready.

Text-Books of Science,
Mechanical and Physical,

adaptedfor the use of Arti-
sans and of Students in
Public and other Schools.

(The first Ten edited by
T. M. Goodeve, M.A. Lec-
turer on Applied Science at

the Royal School ofMines;
the remainder edited by
C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S.
an Examiner in the De-

partment of Public Ediica-

tion.)
Small Svo, Woodcuts.

Edited by T. M. Goodeve, M.A.

Anderson's Strength of Materials, 3^. 6d.

Bloxam's Metals, 3J-. 6d.

Goodeve's Mechanics, 3.$-.
6d.

Mechanism, $s. 6d.

Griffin's Algebra 6 Trigonometry, 35-. 6d.

Notes on the same, with Solutions, 3.$-.
6d.

Jenkin's Electricity &* Magnetism, 3^. 6d.

Maxwell's Theory of Heat, 3.?. 6d.

Merrifield's Technical Arithmetic, ^s. 6d.

Key, 3J. 6d.

Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, 3-r. 6d.

Shelley's Workshop Appliances, 3.5-.
6d.

Watson's Plane 6 Solid Geometry, $s. 6d.

Edited by C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S.

Armstrong's Organic Chemistry, 3^. 6d.

Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis, 4?. 6d.

Thorpe and Muir's Qualitative Analysis^

3J. 6d.

Address delivered before
the British Association

assembled at Belfast ; with
Additions and a Preface.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
President.

^>vo. pnce 3.?.

Fragments of Science.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
Third Edition. &vo. 1?.
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Heat a Mode of Motion.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. with Woodcuts,

IQS. 6d.

Sound; a Course ofEight
Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution of Great

Britain.

By John Tyndalt, F.R.S.

Portrait and Woodcttts. Cr. Svo. gs.

Researches on Diamag-
netism and Magne-Crystal-
lic Action; including the

Question of Diamagnetic
Polarity.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.

With 6 Plates andmany Woodcuts. %vo. 14^.

Contributions to Mole-
cidar Physics in the do-

main of Radiant Heat.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.

With 2 Plates and 31 Woodcuts. Svo. i6s.

Lectures on Light, de-

livered in the United States

of America in 1872 and

1873-

By 7. Tyndall, F.R.S.

Crown 8zv. "js.
6d.

Notes of a Course of
Seven Lectures on Electri-

cal Phenomena and Theo-

ries, delivered at the Royal
Institution.

By J. Tyndall, F.R.S.
Crown 8vo. is. sewed, or is. 6d. doth.

Notes ofa Course ofNine
Lectures on Light, delivered

at the Royal Institution.

By J. Tyndall, F.R.S.

Crown 8vo. is. sewed, or is. 6d. doth.

Treatise on Magne-
tism, General and Terres-

trial.

By Humphrey Lloyd,
D.D. D.C.L. Provost of
Trinity College, Dublin.
8zv. price lOs. 6d.

Rlementary Treatise on
the Wave-Theory of Light.
By H. Lloyd, D.D. D.C.L.

Third Edition. 8z>0. los. 6d.

Professor Owens Lec-
tures on the Comparative
Anatomy and Physiology
of Invertebrate A nimals.

2nd Edition, with 235 Woodcuts. $>vo. 21 s.

The Comparative Ana-
tomy and Physiology of the

Vertebrate Animals.

By Richard Owen, F.R.S.

With 1,472 Woodcuts. $vols. %vo. 3. 13^.6^.

Light Science for Lei-
sure Hoiirs ; a Series of
Familiar Essays on Scien-

tific Subjects, NaturalPhe-
nomena, &c.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A.
First and Second Series. 2 vols. crown 8z>0*

JS. 6d. each.
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Kirby and Spences In-
Production to Entomology,
or Elements of the Natural

History of Insects.

Crown $vo. $s.

StrangeDwellings; aDe-

scription ofthe Habitations

ofA nimals, abridgedfrom
' Homes without Hands.'

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With Frontispiece and 60 V/oodcuts. Crown

Homes without Hands ;

a Description of the Habi-
tations of Animals, classed

according to their Principle

of Construction.

ByRev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With about 140 Vignettes on Wood. Sz'o. 2is.

Oitt of Doors ; a Selec-

tion of Original Articles

on Practical Natural His-

tory.

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With 6 Illustrations from Original Designs

engraved on Wood. Crown 8z*o. 'js. 6d.

The Polar World : a

Popular Description of
Man and Nature *in the

Arctic and Antarctic Re-

gions of the Globe.

By Dr. G. Hartivig.
With Chromoxylographs, Maps, and Wood-

cuts. Sz'0. IDS. 6d.

The Sea and its Living
Wonders.

By Dr. G. Hartwig.
Fourth Edition, enlarged. 8vo. with many

Illustrations, los. 6d.

The Tropical World ; a

Popular Scientific Account

of the Natural History of
the Equatorial Regions.

By Dr. G. Hartwig.
With about 200 Illustrations. %>vo. los. 6d.

TheSubterranean World.
By Dr. G. Hartwig.

With Maps and many Woodctits. 8v0. 2 is.

The Aerial World.

By Dr. George Hartwig.
With 8 Chromoxylographs and about 60

other Illustrations engraved on Wood.
St'o. price 2ls.

Insects atHome; aPopu-
lar Account of British

Insects, their Stmcture,

Habits, and Transforma-
tions.

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With upwards oj'700 Woodcuts. %vo. 2is.

Insects Abroad ; being a

PopiUarAccountofForeign
Insects, theirStmcture,Ha-
bits, and Transformations.

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With upwards of 700 Woodcuts. Svc. 2is.

A Familiar History of
Birds.

By E. Stanley, D.D. late

Ld. Bishop of Norwich.
Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 3^. 6d.
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Rocks Classifiedand De-
scribed.

By B. Von Cotta.

English Edition, by P. H. LAWRENCE (with

English, German, and French Syno-
nymes), revised by the Author. Post
%vo. 14-r.

PrimaevalJVorldofSwit-
zerland.

By Professor Oswald Heer,
of the University of
Zurich. Translated by
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S.
and edited by James
Heywood, M.A. F.R.S.

2. vols. 8z><?. with numercnis Illustrations.

\In the press.

The Origin of Civilisa-

tion, and the Primitive
Condition of Man; Men-
tal and Social Condition of
Savages.

By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.
M.P. F.R.S.

Third Edition, with 25 Woodcuts. 8z/<?. i6s.

A Manual of Anthro-
pology, or Science of Man,
based on Modern Research.

By Charles Bray.
Crown %vo. $s.

A Phrenologist amongst
the Todas, or the Sfaidy of
a Primitive Tribe in South

India; History, 'Character,

C^lstoms, Religion, Infanti-
cide, Polyandry, Langiiage.
By W. E. Marshall, Lieiit.-

Col. Bengal Staff Corps.
With 26 Illustrations. 8vo. 21 s.

The Ancient Stone Im-

plements, Weapons, and Or-
naments of Great Britain.

By John Evans, F.R.S.
With 2. Plates and 476 Woodcuts. 8vo. 2$s.

The Elements of Botany
for Families and Schools.

Tenth Edition, revised by
Thomas Moore, F.L.S,

Fcp. 8vo. with 154 Woodcuts 2s. 6d.

Bible Animals ; a De-

scription of every Living
Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures, from the Apt
to the Coral.

ByRev. J. G. Wood, M.A.
With about loo Vignettes on Wood. Svo. 21 s.

The Rose Amateur s

Guide.

By Thomas Rivers.

Tenth Edition. Fcp. Svo. qs.

A Dictionary of Science,

Literature, and Art.
Fourth Edition, re-edited

by the late W. T. Brande

(theA^lthor)andRev. G.

W. Cox, M.A.
3 vols. medium %>vo. 63^.
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The Treasury ofBotany,
or Popular Dictionary of
the Vegetable Kingdom ;

with which is incorporated
a Glossary of Botanical

Terms.
Edited by J. L indley,

F.R.S. and T. Moore,
F.L.S.

With 274 Woodcuts and 2o Steel Plates.

Two Paris, ftp. Svo. I2s.

Handbook of Hardy
Trees, Shrubs, and Her-
baceous Plants; containing

Descriptions &c. of the

Best Species in Cultivation;
with Citltural Details,

Comparative Hardiness,

suitability for particidar

positions, &c. Based on
the French Work of De-
caisne and Naudin, and

. including the 720 Original
Woodcut Illustrations.

By W. B. Hemsley.
Medium %>vo. 2U.

A General System of
Descriptive and Analytical
Botany.

Translatedfrom theFrench
of Le Maout and De-

caisne, by Mrs. Hooker.
Edited and arranged
according to the English
Botanical System, by J .

D. Hooker, M.D. &c.
Director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.

With 5 , 500 Woodcuts. Imperial Svo. 5 2j. &/.

Forest Trees and JVood-
land Scenery, as described

in Ancient and Modern
Poets.

By William Menzies, De-

puty Surveyor of Wind-
sorForestandParks, &c.

In One Volume, imperial ^to. -with Twenty
Plates, Coloured in facsimile of the

original drawings, price^5. 5.?.

\Preparingfor publication.

CHEMISTRY and PHYSIOLOGY.

Miller s Elements of
Chemistry, Theoretical and
Practical.

Re-edited, with Additions,

by H. Macleod, F.C.S.

3 vols. %vo. 3.

PART I. CHEMICAL PHYSICS, 15-1-.

PART II. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, zis.

PART III. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 24-$-.

A Manual of Chemical

Physiology, including its

Points of Contact with

Pathology.

By J. L. W. Thudichum,
M.D.

8vo. with Woodcuts, Js. 6J.
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A Dictionary of Che-

mistry and the Allied

Branches of other Sciences.

By Henry Watts, F.C.S.

assisted by eminent

Scientific and Practical

Chemists.

6 vols. medium Sz'o. S. 14^. 6(7.

Second Supplement com-

pleting the Record of Dis-

covery to the end of 1872.

[/;/ thefress.

A Course of Practical

Chemistry, for the use of
Medical Students.

By W. Odling, F.R.S.

Crown $>vo. Woodcuts, "js. 6d.

Select Methods in Chemi-
cal Analysis, chiefly Inor-

ganic.

By Wm. Crookes, F.R.S.
With 22 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6J.

Todd and Bowman s

PhysiologicalA natomy,and

Physiology of Man.
Vol. II. wit/i numerous IHustrathns, 25^.

Vol. I. Neiv Edition by Dr. LIONEL S.

BEALE, F.R.S. /;/ course of publication^
with numerous Illustrations. Parts I. and
II. in Sz'o. price "js. 6d. each.

Outlines of Physiology,
Hitman and Comparative.

By J. Marshall, F.R.C.S.

Surgeon to the Univer-

sity College Hospital.
2 vols. cr. Szv. wit/i 122 Woodcuts, 32^.

The FINE ARTS and ILLUSTRATED
EDITIONS.

Albert Durer, his Life
and Works; includingAu-

tobiographical Papers and

Complete Catalogues.

By William B. Scott.

With 6 Etchings by the Author and other

Illustrations, ^vo. i6j\

In Fairyland ; Pictures

from the Elf- World. By
Richard Doyle. With a

Poem by W. Allingham.
With 1 6 coloured Plates, containing 36 De-

sio-ns. Second Edition, folio, 1
5-r.

A Dictionary of Artists

of the English School:

Painters, Sculptors, Archi-

tects, Engravers, and Orna-
mentists ; with Notices of
their Lives and Works.

By Samuel Redgrave.
%vo. i6s.

The New Testament, il-

lustrated with Wood En-

gravings after the Early
Masters, chiefly of the

Italian School.
Crown 4/0. 63^.
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The Life of Man Sym-
bolised by the Months of
the Year.

Text selected by R. Pigot.

25 Illustrations on Wood from Designs by

JoJin LeigJiton, F.S.A, Quarto, 42^.

Lyra Germanica ; the
Christian Year and the

Christian Life.
Translated by Miss C.

Winkworth.
With about 325 Woodcut Illustrations by J.

Leighton, F.S.A. and other Artists.

2. vols. 4/0. price 42^.

Lord Macaulays Lays
of Ancient Rome. With

90 Illustrations on Wood
from Drawings by G.

Scharf.
Fcp. . 2IJ-.

Miniature Edition, with

Scharfs 90 Illustrations

reduced in Lithography.
Imp. . los. 6d.

Sacred and Legendary
Art.

By Mrs. Jameson.

6 vols. square crown 8vo. price^5. 15^-. 6d.

asfollvivs :

Legends of the Saints
and Martyrs.

Neiu Edition, with 19 Etchings and 187
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 31.?. 6d.

Legends of the Monastic
Orders.

New Edition, with 1 1 Etchings and 88
Woodcuts. I vol. 21 s.

Legends ofthe Madonna.
New Edition, with 27 Etchings and 165

Woodcuts. I vol. 2 is.

The History ofOurLord,
with that of his Types and
Precursors.

Completed by Lady East-

lake.

Revised Edition, luith 13 Etchings and 281

Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42s.

The USEFUL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, &c.

A Manual of Architec-
ture : being a Concise His-

tory andExplanation ofthe

Principal Styles of Euro-

pean Architecture, Ancient,

Medieval,andRenaissance;
with a Glossary.

By Thomas Mitchell, Au-
thor of

' The Stepping
Stone to Architecture'

With 150 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Plistory of the Gothic
Revival ; an Attempt to

shew how far the taste for
MedievalA rchitecture was
retainedin Englandduring
the last two centuries, and
has been re-developed in the

present.

By Charles L. Eastlake,
Architect.

With 48 Illustrations. Imp. 8zv. 3U. 6d.
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Industrial Chemistry ; a
Manual for Manufactu-
rers and for Colleges or

Technical Schools. Being a
Translation of Professors
Stohmann and Englers
German Edition ofPayens
' Precis de Chimie Indus-

trielle; by Dr. J. D. Barry.
Edited, and supplemented

with Chapters on the

Chemistry of the Metals,

by B. H. Paul, Ph.D.
8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts.

[In the press.

Gwilfs Encyclopedia of
A rchitecture, with above

i,600 Woodcuts.

Fifth Edition, withA Itera

tions and Additions, by

Wyatt Papworth.
%VO. $2S. 6d.

The Three Cathedrals
dedicated to St. Paid in

London ; their History
from the Foundation of
the First B^dlding in the

Sixth Centiiry to the Pro-

posals for the Adornment

of the Present Cathedral.

By W. Longman, F.S.A.
With numerous Illustrations. Square crown

%vo. 2U.

Hints on Household
Taste in Fiirnfaire, Up-
holstery, and other Details.

By Charles L. Eastlake,
Architect.

2?ew Edition, with about 90 Illustrations,

Square crown Svo. 14^.

Geometric Turning; com-

prising a Description of
Plant's New Geometric

Chiick, with Directionsfor
its use, and a Series of
Patterns cut by it, with

Explanations.

By H. S. Savory.
With 571 Woodcuts. Square cr. %vo. 2is.

Lathes and Turning,
Simple, Mechanical, and
Ornamental.

By W. Henry Northcott.

With 240 Illustrations. %vo. i8s.

Handbook of Practical

Telegraphy.

By R. S. Culley, Memb.
Inst. C.E. Engineer-in-

Chief of Telegraphs to

the Post- Office.

Sixth Edition, Plates& Woodcuts. Svo. i6s.

i

Principles ofMechanism,
for the use of Stiidents in

the Universities, and for
Engineering Stiidents.

ByR. Willis, M.A.F.R.S.

Professor in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge.
SecondEdition, with 374 Woodcuts. %vo. l8>r.

Perspective ; or, the Art
ofDrawing what one Sees :

for the Use of those Sketch-

ing from Natiire.

By Lieut. W. H. Collins,

R.E. F.R.A.S.
With 37 Woodcuts. Crown %vo. 5-r.
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Encyclopedia of Civil

Engineering, Historical,

Theoretical, and Practical.

By E. Cresy, C.E.

With above 3, ooo Woodcuts. 2>vo. 42s.

A Treatise on the Steam

Engine, in its various ap-

plications to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Rail-

ways and Agricidture.

By J. Bourne, C.E.

With Portrait, 37 Plates, and 546 Wood-
cuts. 4/0. 42J-.

Catechism of the Steam

Engine',
in its various Ap-

plications.

By John Bourne, C.E.

New Edition, with 89 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Handbook of the Steam

Engine.

By J . Bourne, C.E. form-
ing a KEY to theAuthor's

Catechism of the Steam

Engine.
With 67 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svc. gs.

Recent Improvements in

the Steam Engine.

By J. Bourne, C.E.
With 124 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Lowndess Engineer's
Handbook ; explaining the

Principles which should

g^dde the Yoimg Engineer
in the Construction ofMa-

chinery.
PostKvo. 5-r.

Ures DictionaryofArts,
Manufactures, and Mines.

Sixth Edition, re-written

and greatly enlarged by
R. Hunt, F.R.S.. assisted

by numerous Contributors.

With 2,000 Woodcuts. 3 vols. medium %>vo.

Handbook to the Minera-

logy of Cornwall and
Devon; with Instructions

for their Discrimination,
and copious Tables of Lo-

cality.

By J. H. Collins, F.G.S.

With 10 Plates, 8v0. 6s.

Guns and Steel ; Miscel-
laneousPapers on Mechani-
cal Siibjects.

By Sir J. Whitworth,
C.E. F.R.S.

With Illustrations. Royal %vo. JS. 6d.

Practical Treatise on

Metalhtrgy,

Adaptedfrom the last Ger-

manEdition ofProfessor
Kerl's Metallurgy by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. &c. and
E. Rohrig, Ph.D.

3 vols. %vo. with 625 Woodcuts. 4. igs.

Treatise on Mills and
Millwork.

By Sir W. Fairbairn, Bt.

With 1 8 Plates Wid 322 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

t>vo. 32.T.
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Useful Information for
Engineers.

By Sir W. Fairbairn, Bt.

With many Plates and Woodcuts. 3 vols.

crown &vo. 31 s. 6d.

The Application of Cast
and Wrought Iron to

Building Pitrposes.

By Sir W. Fairbairn, Bt.

With 6 Plates and 118 Woodcuts. Svo. i6s.

The Strains in Trusses

Computed by means of Dia-

grams ; (tilth 20 Examples.

By F. A. Ranken, C.E.
With 35 Diagrams. Square cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Practical Handbook of
Dyeing and Calico-Print-

ing.

By W. Crookes, F.R.S. &c.
With numerous Illustrations and Specimens

of Dyed Textile Fabrics. 8z>0, 42^.

Mitchell's Manual of
Practical Assaying.
Fourth Edition, revised,

with the Recent Disco--

veries incorporated, by
W. Crookes, F.R.S.
%vo. Woodcuts, .31-5-. 6d.

Occasional Papers on

Subjects connected with

Civil Engineering, G^m-

nery, and Navat Archi-
tecture.

By Michael Scott, Memb.
Inst. C.E. & of Inst.

N.A.
2 z'ols. Stv. with Plates, 42^.

London's Encyclopaedia
of Gardening : comprising
the Theory and Practice of
Horticulture, Floriculture,

Arboriculture, and Land-

scape Gardening.
With 1,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 2is.

London's Encyclopaedia

ofAgriculture : comprising
the Laying-out, Improve-
ment, and Management of
Landed Property, and the

Cultivation and Economy
ofthe Productions ofAgri-
culture.

With 1,100 Woodcuts. Svo. 2 is.

RELIGIOUS and MORAL WORKS.

An Exposition of the 39
Articles, Historical and
Doctrinal.

By E. H. Browne, D.D.

Bishop of Winchester.

New Edition. %vo. 1 6s.

An Introduction to the

Theology of the Church of
England, in an Exposition

ofthe 39 Articles. By Rev.

T. P. Boultbee, LL.D.
Fcp. %vo. 6s.
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Historical Lectures on

the Life ofOur Lord Jesus
Christ.

By C. J. Ellicott, D.D.

Fifth Edition. &vo. I2s.

Sermons; including Two
Sermons on the Interpre-
tation of Prophecy, and an

Essay on the Right Inter-

pretation and Understand-

ing of the Scriptures.

By the late Rev. Thomas
Arnold, D.D,

3 vols. %vo. price 2^s.

Christian Life, its

Course, its Hindrances,
and its Helps; Sermons

preached mostly in the

Chapel of Rugby School.

By the late Rev. Thomas
Arnold, D.D.

Christian Life, its

Hopes, its Fears, and its

Close; Sermons preached

mostly in the Chapel of

Rugby School.

By the late Rev. Thomas.

Arnold, D.D.
Svo. 7s. 6d.

Sermons Chiefly on the

Interpretation of Scrip-
ture.

By the late Rev. Thomas
Arnold, D.D.
8zv. price Js. 6d.

Sermons preached in the

Chapel of Rugby School ;

with an Address before

Confirmation.

By the late Rev. Thomas:

Arnold, D.D.
Fcp. Sz>o. price 3^. 6J.

Three Essays on Reli-

gion : Nature ; the Utility

of Religion; Theism.

By John Stuart Mill.

Svo. price i or. 6tt.

Synonyms ofthe Old Tes-

tament, their Bearing on

Christian Faith and
Practice.

By Rev. R. B. Girdlestone*

Reasons of Faith ; or,

the Order of the Christian

Argument Developed and

Explained.

By Rev. G. S. Drew, M.A.
Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

The Eclipse of Faith ;

or a Visit lo a Religious

Sceptic.

By Henrv Ropers.

Latest Edition. Fcp. Svo, $s.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith.

By Henry Rogers.
Latest Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 3-f.

6</.
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Sermons for the Times

preached in St. Paid's

Cathedral and elsewhere.

By Rev. T. Griffith, M.A.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Life and Rpistles of
St. Paul.

By Rev. W. J. Conybeare,
M.A. and Very Rev. J.
S. Howson, D.D.

LIBRARY EDITION, with all the Original
Illustrations

', Maps, Landscapes on Steel,

Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4/0. 48-$-.

INTERMEDIATE EDITION, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols.

square crown 8z>o. 2is.

STUDENT'S EDITION, revisedand condensed,
with 46 Illustrations and Maps. I vol.

crown 8vo. <)s.

A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary on St.

Paul's Epistles.

By C. J. Ellicott, D.D.
8vo. Galatians, 8s. 6d. Ephesians, Ss. 6d.

Pastoral Epistles, los. 6d. Philippi-

ans, Colossians, & Philemon, IO.T. 6d.

Thessalonians, 7^. 6d.

The Voyage and Ship-
wreck of St. Paul ; with

Dissertations on the Ships
and Navigation of the

Ancients.

By James Smith, F.R.S.
Crown &vo. Charts, los. 6d.

Evidence of the Truth

of the Christian Religion
derived from the Literal

Fulfilment of Prophecy.

By Alexander Keith, D.D.
Edition, with numerous Plates.

Square %vo. I2s. bd. or in post Sz'o.

with 5 Plates, 6s.

Historical and Critical

Commentary on the Old
Testament; with a New
Translation.

By M. M. Kalisch, Ph.D.
Vol. /. Genesis, 8vo. iSs. or adaptedfor the

General Reader, 1 2s. Vol. //. Exodus,
1 5J. or adapted for the General Reader

,

I2j. Vol. III. Leviticus, Parti. \$s.
or adapted for the General Reader, 8s.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. \$s. or

adaptedfor the General Reader, 8s.

The History and Litera-
ture of the Israelites, ac-

cording to the Old Testa-

ment and the Apocrypha.
By C. De Rothschild and
A. De Rothschild.

Second Edition. 2 vols. crown%vo. \2.s. 6d.

Abridged Edition, in I vol. fcp. %vo. 3^. 6d.

Rwald' s History oj
Israel.

Translated from the Ger-

man by J . E. Carpenter\

M.A. with Preface by
R. Martineau, M.A.
5 vols. 8vo. 63-5-.

Commentary on Epistle
to the Romans.

By Rev. W. A. O Conor.
Crown

3.5-.

A Commentary on the

Gospel of St. John.

By Rev. W. A. O Conor.
Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

The Epistle to the He-
brews ; with Analytical
Introduction and Notes.

By Rev. W. A. O Conor.
Crown %vo. ^. 6d.
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Thoughts for the Age.
By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 3*. 6d.

Passing Thoitghts on

Religion.

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

Fcp. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Self-examination before

Confirmation .

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

Preparationfor the Holy
Communion ; the Devotions

chiefly from the works of
Jeremy Taylor.

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

. 3-r.

Readings for a Month
Preparatory to Confirma-
tion, from Writers of the

Early andEnglish Church.

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

Fcp. 4-r.

Readingsfor Every Day
in Lent, compiledfrom the

Writings of Bishop
Jeremy Taylor.

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

Fcp. 8vo. 5-r.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's
Entire Works ; with Life
by Bishop Heber.

Revised and corrected by
the Rev. C. P. Eden.
10 vols. 5. 5.?.

Hymns of Praise and
Prayer.
Collectedandedited by Rev.

J. Martineau, LL.D.
Croum 8z>o. 4^. 6d.

Thoughts for the Holy
Week, for Young Persons.

By Elizabeth M. Sewell.

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 2s.

Spiritual Songs for the

Simdays and Holidays
throughout the Year.

ByJ. S. B. Monsell, LL.D.
Fourth Edition. Fcp. Sv0. 4^. 6d.

Lyra Gennanica; Hymns
translated/Torn the German

by Miss C. Winkworth.
2 series, fcp. &vo. 3^. 6d. each.

Endeavours after the

Christian Life; Discourses.

By Rev. J . Martineau,
LL.D.
Fifth Edition. Crown $vo. Js. 6d.

An Introduction to the

Study of the New Testa-

ment, Critical, Exegetical,
and Theological.

By Rev. S. Davidson, D.D.
2 vols. 8v0. 30$-.

Supernatural Religion ;

an Inquiry into the Reality

of Divine Revelation.

New Edition. 2 vols. %vo. 2s.
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The Life of Christ.

For the use of Young Per-

sons, selectedfrom the Gos-

pels and Chronologically

arranged ; with Supple-

mentary Notices from
parallel Passages.

By the Rev. R. B. Gar-

diner, M.A.
Crown Sz'0. 2s.

Lectitres on the Penta-
teuch& the Moabite Stone;
with Appendices.

By J. W. Colenso, D.D.

Bishop of Natal.
Svo. 12s.

ThePentateuchandBook

of Joshua Critically Ex-^

amincd.

By J. W. Colenso, D.D.

Bishop of Natal.
Crown %vo. 6s.

The New Bible Com-

mentary, by Bishops and
other Clergy of the An-

glican Church, critically

examined by the Rt. Rev.

J. W. Colenso, D.D.

Bishop of Natal.

TRAVELS, VOYAG-ES, &e.

The Valleys of Tirol ;

their Traditions and Cus-

toms, and How to Visit

them.

By Miss R. H. Busk,
Author of

' The Folk-

Lore ofRome' &c.
:With Frontispiece and 3 Maps. Crown

Eight Years in Ceylon.

By Sir Samuel W. Baker,
M.A. F.R.G.S.

JVeiv Edition, with Illustrations engraved
on Wood by G. Pearson. Croivn Svo.

Price "js.
6rf.

T/te Rifle and the Hound
in Ceylon.

By Sir Samuel W. Baker,
M.A. F.R.G.S.

Edition, ivllh Illustrations engraved
nil IVartff Itv (7. Pearson. C.rmtnt. 8777.

Meeting the Sun ; a

Journey all round tJie

World through Egypt,
China, Japan, and Cali-

fornia.

By William Simpson,
F.R.G.S.

With Heliotypes and Woodcuts. Svo. 24*.

The Rural Life of Eng-
land.

By William Howitt.

Woodcuts, 8vo. I2s. 6d.

The Dolomite Moun-
tains. Excursions through

Tyrol, Carinthia, Carniola,
and Friuli.

By J. Gilbert and G. C.

Churchill, F.R.G.S.
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The Alpine Club Map
of the Chain of Mont
Blanc, from an actual Sur-

vey in 1863-1864.

By A. Adams-Reilly,
F.R.G.S. M.A.C.

In CJiromolithography, on extra stcnit draw-

ing paper IOJ. or motmted on canvas

in a folding case, I2s. 6d.

The Alpine Club Map
of the Valpelline, the Val

Tournanche, andthe Soitth-

ern Valleys of the Chain of
Monte Rosa, from actual

Survey.

By A. Adams-Reilly,
F.R.G.S. M.A.C.

Price 6s. on extra Stout Drawing Paper, or

7-r. 6d. mounted in a Folding Case.

Hours of Exercise in the

Alps.

By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
Third Edition, with 7 Woodcuts by E.

Whymper. Crown %vo. I2s. 6d.

G^lide to thePyrenees,for
the use of Moimtaineers.

By Charles Packe.
Second Edition, with Maps &c. and Ap-

pendix. Crown %vo. TS. 6d.

How to See Norway.
By J. R. Campbell.
With Map and 5 Woodcuts, ftp. Szv. $s.

Untrodden Peaks and
Unfrequented Valleys ; a
Midsinnmer Ramble among
the Dolomites.

By Amelia B. Edwards.
With numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 21 s.

The Alpine Club Map
of Sivitzerland, with parts
of the Neighbouring Co^m-

tries, on the scale offour
miles to an Inch.

Edited by R. C. Nichols,
F.S.A. F.R.G.S.

In Four Sheets, in Portfolio, 42^. or

mounted in a Case, $2s. 6d. Each
Sheet may be had separately, price 1 2s.

or mounted in a Case, 15^. .

The Alpine Guide.

By John Ball, M.R.I.A.
late President of the

Alpine Club.
Post &z>0. with Maps andother Illustrations.

Eastern Alps.
Price los. 6d.

Central Alps, including
all the Oberland District.

Price 7-r. 6d.

Western Alps, inchiding
Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa,

Zermatt, &c.
Price 6s. 6d.

Introdiiction on Alpine
Travelling in general, and
on the Geology of the Alps.

Price I s. Either oftheThree Volumes or Parts

of the 'Alpine Guide"
1

may be had with

this Introduction prefixed, is. extra,

Visits to Remarkable

Places, and Scenes illus-

trative ofstriking Passages
in English History and

Poetry.

By William Howitt.
2 z-ols. Sz>0. Woodcuts, 2$s.
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WORKS of FICTION,

Whispers from Fairy-
land.

By the Rt. Hon. E. H.
Knatchbull - Hugessen,
M.P. Author of

' Stories

formy Children!
' Moon-

shine',
'

Queer Folk! &c.
With 9 Illustrations from Original De-

signs engraved on Wood by G. Pear-

son. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Elena, an Italian Tale.

By L. N. Cornyn.
2 vols. post &vo. 145-.

Lady Willoughby' s

Diary diiring the Reign of
Charles the First, the Pro-

tectorate, and the Restora-

tion.

Crown 8vo. Js. d.

Centulle, a Tale of Pan.

By Denys Shyne Lawlor,
Author of

'

Pilgrimages in

the Pyrenees and Landes!
Crown los. 6d.

The Folk-Lore of Rome,
collectedby Wordof Moitth

from the People.

By R. H. Busk, Author of
< The Valleys of Tirol'

&c.
Crown %vo, 12s. 6d.

Cyllene ; or, The Fall of
Paganism.
By Henry Sneyd, M.A.

2 vols. pos 8z'0. 1 45".

Tales of the Teutonic

Lands.

By Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A.
and E. H. Jones.
Crown 8vo. icxr. 6d.

Becker s Callus; or Ro-
man Scenes of the Time of
Augustus.

Post %vo. 7j. 6d.

Becker's Charicles : Il-

lustrative of Private Life
of the Ancient Greeks.

Post Svo. 7j. 6d.

Tales ofAncient Greece.

By the Rev. G. W. Cox,
M.A.
Crown %vo. 6s. 6d.

The Modern Novelist's

Library.
Atherstone Prioiy> 2s. boards

; 2s. 6d. cloth.

The Burgomaster's Family, 2s. boards;
2.s. 6d. cloth.

MELVILLE'S Digby Grand, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Gladiators, 2s. and 2s. dd.

. . Goodfor Nothing, is, &2s. 6d.

Holmby House, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Interpreter, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Kate Coventry, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

Queen's Maries, 2s. and 2s. 6d.

GeneralBounce, 2s. and2s. 6d.

TROLLOPE'S Warden, is. 6d. and 2s.

Barchester Towers, 2s. and
zs. 6d.

BRAMLEY-MOORE'S Six Sisters of the Val-

leys, 2s. boards ; 2s. 6d, cloth.
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Novels and Tales.

By the Right Hon. Benja-
min Disraeli, M.P.

Cabinet Editions, complete in Ten Volumes,
crown 8z>o. 6s. each, asfollows :

Lothair, 6s.

Coningsby, 6s.

Sybil, 6s.

Tancred, 6s.

Henrietta Temple, 6s.

Contarini Fleming,

Venetia, 6s.

Alroy,Ixion, &>c. 6s.

YoungDuke, 6c. 6s.

Vivian Grey, 6s.

6s.

CabinetEdition, in crown
%vo. of Stories and Tales

by Miss Sewell :

Amy Herbert, 2s. 6d.

Gertrude, 2s. 6d.

EarPs Daughter,
2s. 6d.

Experience of Life,
2s. 6d.

Cleve Hall, 2s. 6d.

Ursula

Ivors, 2s. 6d.

Katharine Ashton,
2s. 6d.

Margaret Percival,

3*. 6d.

Laneton Parsonage,
3-y. 6d.

s. 6d.

POETRY and THE DRAMA.

Ballads and Lyrics of
Old France; with other

Poems.

By A.
Squarefcp. 8vo. $s.

Moore s Lalla Rookh,
TennieVs Edition, with 68

Wood Engravings.
Fcp. #0. 2 is.

Moore s Irish Melodies,
Maclise s Edition, with 161

Steel Plates.

Super-royal %>vo. y.s. 6d.

Miniature Edition of
Moore s Irish Melodies,

with MacUses 161 Ilhis-

trations reduced in Litho-

graphy.
Imp. i6mo. IDS. 6d.

Milton s Lycidas and
Epitaphium Damonis.

Edited, with Notes and
Introduction, by C. S.

Jerrant, M.A.
Crown &vo. V. 6d.

Lays of Ancient Rome ;

with Ivry and the Ar-
mada.

By the Right Hon. Lord
Macaulay.
i6mo. 3-r. 6d.

Lord Macaulay's Lays
of Ancient Rome. With

90 Illustrations on Wood
from Drawings by G.

Scharf.
Fcp. tfo. 21 s.

Miniature Edition of
Lord Macaiclays Lays
of Ancient Rome, with

Scharfs 90 Illustrations

reduced in Lithography.
Imp. i6nio. icxr. 6</.

Sotitkey'sPoeticalWorks
with the Author s last Cor-

rections and Additions.
Medium 8vo. "with Portrait, 14^.

Bowdlers Family Shak-

speare, cheaper Genuine
Edition.

Complete in I vol. medium 8w. large type,
ivith 36 Woodcut Illustrations, 14^. or
in 6 vols. fcp. %vo.^ price 2\s.
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Horatii Opera, Library
Edition, with English
Notes, MarginalReferences
and varioiis Readings.
Edited by Rev.J . E. Yonge.

8vo. 2is.

The Alneid of Virgil
Translated into English
Verse.

By J. Conington, M.A.
Crown 8vo. ys.

Poems by Jean Ingelow.
2 vols. Fcp. $vo. IDS.

FIRST SERIES, containing 'Divided,'
' The

Star's Monument* &c. l6th Thousand.

Fcp. %vo. $s.

SECOND SERIES, 'A Story ofDoom'
' Gla-

dys and her IslandJ &c. $th Thousand,

Fcp. Svo. 5-r.

Poems by Jean Ingelow.
First Series, ^vith nearly
100 Woodcut Illustrations.

Fcp. 4&>. 21 s.

RURAL SPORTS, HORSE and
MANAGEMENT, &e.

CATTLE

Down the Road ; or,

Reminiscences of a Gentle-

man Coachman.

By C. T. S. Birch Rey-
nardson.

With Twelve Chromolithograph Illustra-

tions from Original Paintings by H.
AIken. Medium 8v0. \Ncarly ready.

Elaine's Encyclopaedia of
Rural Sports; Complete
Accounts, Historical, Prac-

tical, and Descriptive, of

Hunting, Shooting, Fish-

ing, Racing, &c.
With above 600 Woodcuts (20from Designs

by JOHN LEECH). 8w. 2is.

A Book on Angling:
a Treatise on the Art of

Angling in every branch,

including full Illustrated

Lists of Salmon Flies.

By Francis Francis.

Post^vo. Portrait and Plates, KJ.

Wilcockss Sea-Fisher-
man : comprising the Chief
Methods ofHook and Line

Fishing, a glance at Nets,
and remarks on Boats and

Boating.
New Edition, with 80 Woodcuts.

Post 8vo. I2s. 6d.

The Ox, his Diseases and
their Treatment ; with an

Essay on Parturition in the

Cow.

By J. R. Dobson, Memb.
R.C.V.S.

Crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 'js. 6d.

A Treatise on Horse-

Shoeing and Lameness.

By y. Gamgee, Vet. Surg.
8v0. with 55 Woodcuts, \QS. 6d.

Youatt on the Horse.
Revisedandenlargedby W.

Watson, M.R.C.V.S.
8vo. Woodcuts, 12s. 6d,
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Youatfs Work on the

Dog, revised and enlarged.
8v0. Woodcuts, 6s.

Horses and Stables.

By Colonel F. Fitzwygram,
XV. the King sHussars.

With 24 Plates of Illustrations. Sv0. ios.6d.

The Dog in Health and
Disease.

By Stonehenge.
With 73 Wood Engravings. Square crown

8v0. 7s. 6d.

The Greyhound.
By Stonehenge.

Revised Edition^ with 24 Portraits of Grey-
hounds. Square crown 8vo. icxr. 6d.

Stables and Stable Fit-

tings.

By W. Miles, Esq.
Imp. 8vo. with 13 Plates, \$s.

The Horses Foot, and
how to keep it Sound.

By W. Miles, Esq.
Ninth Edition. Imp. Svo. Woodcuts, 12s. Get.

A Plain Treatise on

Horse-shoeing.

By W. Miles, Esq.

Sixth Edition. Post %vo. Woodcuts, 2s. 6d.

Remarks on Horses'

Teeth, addressed to Pur-
chasers.

By W. Miles, Esq.
Post 8vo. is. 6d.

The Fly-Fisher's Ento-

mology.

By Alfred Ronalds.

With coloured Representa-
tions of the Natiiral and

Artificial Insect.

With 20 coloured Plates. Svo. 17.

TheDeddShot, orSports-
man's Complete Guide; a
Treatise on the Use of the

G^m, Dog-breaking, Pigeon-

shooting, &c.

By Marksman.

Fcp. Svo. "with Plates, 5^.
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WORKS of UTILITY and GENERAL
INFORMATION.

Maimders Treasury of
Knowledge and Library of
Reference ; comprising an

English Dictionary and
Grammar, Universal Ga-

zetteer, Classical Diction-

ary, Chronology, Law Dic-

tionary, Synopsis of the

Peerage, UsefulTables,&c.
Fcp, 8v0. 6s.

Maunder s Biographical
Treastiry.
Latest Edition, recon-

structed and partly re-

written, with aboiit 1,000
additional Memoirs, by
W. L. R. Gates.

Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Maunder s Scientific and
Literary Treasury ; a

Popular Encyclopedia of
Science, Literature, and
Art.

New Edition, in part re-

written,with above 1,000
new articles, by J . Y.

Johnson.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Maunder s Treasury of
Geography, Physical, His-

torical, Descriptive, and
Political.

Edited by W. Hiighes,
F.R.G.S.

With 7 Maps and 1 6 Plates. Fcp. %vo. 6s.

Maunder s Historical

Treasiiry ; General Inlro-

diictory Outlines of Uni-

versal History, and a
Series of Separate His-
tories.

Revised by the Rev. G. W.
Cox, M.A.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Maimders Treasury of
NaturalHistory ; orPopu-
lar Dictionary of Zoology.

Revised and corrected Edition. Fcp. 8z>0.

ivith 900 Woodcuts, 6s.

The Treasiiry of Bible

Knowledge ; being a Dic-

tionary of the Books, Per-

sons, Places, Events, and
other Matters of which
mention is made in Holy
Scriphire.

By Rev. J. Ayre, M.A.
With Maps, 1 5 Plates, and numerous Wood-

cuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Collieries and Colliers:

a Handbook of the Law
and Leading Cases relat-

ing thereto.

By J. C. Fowler.

Third Edition. Fcp. %vo. Js. 6d.

The Theory and Prac-
tice of Banking.
By H. D. Macleod, M.A.

Second Edition. 2 vols. %vo. 0*.
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Modern Cookeryfor Pri-
vate Families, reduced to a

System ofEasy Practice in

a Series of carefully-tested

Receipts.

By Eliza Acton.
With 8 Plates& 1 50 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

A Practical Treatise on

Brewing ; with Formidcz

for P^lbl^c Brewers, and
Inspections for Private
Families.

By W. Black.

Fifth Edition. %vo. ios. 6d.

Three Hundred Original
ChessProblemsandStudies.

By Jas. Pierce, M.A. and
W. T. Pierce.

With many Diagrams. Sq. fcp. %vo. Js. 6d.

Chess Openings.

By F. W. Longman, Bal-
liol College, Oxford.

Second Edition, revised. Fcp. $vo. 2s. 6d.

The Theory of the Mo-
dern Scientific Game of
Whist.

By W. Pole, F.R.S.

Fifth Edition. Fcp. 8w. 2s. 6d.

The Cabinet Lawyer ; a

PopiclarDigest oftheLaws
of England, Civil, Crimi-

nal, and Constitiitional.

Twenty-fourth Edition, corrected and ex-

tended. Fcp. 8v0. cjs.

Blackstone Economised ;

being a Compendium of the

Laws of England to the

Present Time.

By D. M. Aird, Barrister.

Revised Edition. Post 8ve. Js. 6d.

Pewtners Comprehensive
Specifier ; a Guide to the

Practical Specification of

every^
kind of Bidlding-

Artificers Work.
Edited by W. Young.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

Hints to Mothers on
the Management of their

Health during the Period

of Pregnancy and in the

Lying-in Room.

By Thomas Bull, M.D.
Fcp. 8vo. $s.

The Maternal Manage-
ment ofChildren in Health
and Disease.

By Thomas Bull, M.D.
Fcp. Svo.

5J-.
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KNOWLEDGE
The Stepping-Stone to Know-

ledge; or upwards 0/700 Questions
and Answers on Miscellaneous

Subjects, adapted to the capacity of

Infant minds.

. is.

SecondSeries of the Stepping-
Stone to Knowledge: Containing

upwards of 800 Questions and
Answers on Miscellaneous Subjects
not contained in the First Series.

The Stepping-Stone to Geo-

graphy : Containing several Hun-
dred Questions and Answers on

Geographical Subjects.

The Stepping-Stone to Eng-
lish History; Questions and An-
swers on the History of England.

. is.

The Stepping-Stone to Bible

Knowledge; Questions and An-
swers on the Old and New Testa-

ments.

is.

The Stepping-Stone to Bio-

graphy; Questions and Answers
on the Lives of Eminent Mm and
Women.

. is.

The Stepping-Stone to Irish

History : Containing severalHun-
dred Questions and Answers on
the History of Ireland.

. is.

The Stepping-Stone to French
History: Containing severalHun-
dred Questions and Answers on
the History of France.

for the YOUNG.
The Stepping-Stone to Roman

History: Containing severalHun-
dred Questions and Answers on

the History of Rome.
. IS.

. is.

The Stepping-Stoneto Grecian

History: Containing severalHun-
dred Questions and Answers on

the History of Greece.

The Stepping-Stone to Eng-
lish Grammar : Containing seve-

ral Hundred Questions and An-
swers on English Grammar.

The Stepping-Stone to French
Pronunciation and Conversation :

Containing several Hundred

Questions and Answers.
\%mo. is.

The Stepping-Stone to Astro-

nomy : Containing several Hun-
dred familiar Questions and
Answers on the Earth and the

Solar and Stellar Systems.
is.

The Stepping-Stone to Music:

Containing several Hundred

Questions on the Science; also a
short History of Music.

i%mo. is.

The Stepping-Stone to Natu-
ral History : Vertebrate or Back-
boned Animals. Part /. Mam-
malia; Part //. Birds, Reptiles,

Fishes.

\%mo. is. each Part.

The Stepping-Stone to Archi-

tecture; Questions and Answers

explaining the Principles and

Progress of Architecture from the

Earliest Times.

With IOO Woodcuts.
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Aird's Blackstone Economised
Alpine Club Map of Switzerland

Alpine Guide (The)
Amos's Jurisprudence ...<

Primer of the Constitution
Andersons Strength of Materials

Armstrong's Organic Chemistry
Arnold's (Dr.) Christian Life

Lectures on Modern History
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School Sermons
Sermons

(T.) Manual of English Literature
Arnould's Life of Lord Denman
Atherstone Priory
Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson ...

Ayres Treasury of Bible Knowledge

Bacon's Essays, by Whaiely
Life and Letters, by Spedding
Works ...

Bain's Mental and Moral Science
on the Senses and Intellect

Baker's Two Works on Ceylon
Ball's Guide to the Central Alps

Guide to the Western Alps
Guide to the Eastern Alps

Becker s Charicles and Gallus
Black's Treatise on Brewing
Blackleys German-English Dictionary
Elaine's Rural Sports
Bloxam's Metals
Boultbee on 39 Articles

Bourne's Catechism of the Steam Engine .

Handbook of Steam Engine
Treatise on the Steam Engine ...

Improvements in the same
Bawdier s Family Shakspeare
Bramley-Moore's Six Sisters of the Valley .

Brande's Dictionary of Science, Literature,
and Art

Bray's Manual of Anthropology
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Brinkley
'
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Changed Aspects of Unchanged Truth
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Modern Military Biography
Waterloo Campaign

dough's Lives from Plutarch
Colenso on Moabite Stone &c
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Speaker's Bible Commentary ...

Colons's Mineralogy of Cornwall

Perspective
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Country, by A. K. H. B
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Politics of Aristotle
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'
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Davidson's Introduction to New Testament 31
Dead Shot (The), by Marksman 37
De Caisne and Le Maout's Botany 23
De Morgan's Paradoxes 13
De Tocqueville's Democracy in America... 9
Disraeli's Lord George Bentinck 7

Novels and Tales 35
Dobson on the Ox 36
Dove's Law of Storms 18

Doyle's Fairyland 24
Drews Reasons of Faith 29

Eastlake's Gothic Revival 25
Hints on Household Taste 26

Edwards's Rambles among the Dolomites 33
Elements of Botany 22

Ellicott's Commentary on Ephesians 30
Galatians 30
Pastoral Epist. 30
Philippians, &c. 30
Thessalonians . 30

Lectures on Life of Christ 29

Epochs of History 6

Evans's Ancient Stone Implements 22

Ewald's History of Israel 30

Fairbairn's Application of Cast and

Wrought Iron to Building... 28

Information for Engineers 28

Treatise on Mills and Millwork 27
Farrar's Chapters on Language 13

Families of Speech 13

Fitzwygram on Horses and Stables 37
Forsytes Essays 9
Fowler's Collieries and Colliers 38
Francis's Fishing Book 36
Freeman's Historical Geography ofEurope 5
From January to December 14
Fronde's English in Ireland 2

History of England 2

Short Studies 12

Gairdner's Houses of Lancaster and York 6

Gamgee on Horse-Shoeing 36
Ganot's Elementary Physics 19

Natural Philosophy 19
Gardiner's Buckingham and Charles 3

Life of Christ 32
Thirty Years' War 6

Gilbert and Churchill's Dolomites 32
Girdlestone s Bible Synonyms 29
Goodeve s Mechanics 20

Mechanism 20
Grant's Ethics of Aristotle 10

Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson 14
Greville's Journal i

Griffin's Algebra and Trigonometry 20

Griffith's Sermons for the Times 29
Grove on Correlation of Physical Forces ... 18

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture 26

Hare on Election of Representatives 14

Harrison's Political Problems 8

Hartwigs Aerial World 21

Polar World 21

Sea and its Living Wonders ... 21

Subterranean World 21

Tropical World 21

Haughton s Animal Mechanics 19

Hayward's Biographical and Critical Essays 7
Heer's Switzerland 22

Helmholtz s Scientific Lectures 18

Helmsley's Trees, Shrubs, and Herbaceous
Plants 23

HerscheTs Outlines of Astronomy 17
Holland's Recollections 7
Howitt's Rural Life of England 32

Visits to Remarkable Places 33
Humboldt's Life 7
Hume's Essays 1 1

Treatise on Human Nature n

Ihnes History of Rome 5

Ingelow's Poems 36

Jamesons Legends of Saints and Martyrs . 25
Legends of the Madonna 25
Legends of the Monastic Orders 25
Legends of the Saviour 25

Jenkins Electricity and Magnetism 20

Jerram's Lycidas of Milton 35

Jerrold's Life of Napoleon i

Johnston s Geographical Dictionary 17

KaliscKs Commentary on the Bible 30
Keiths Evidence of Prophecy 30
Kenyan's (Lord) Life 7
Kerl

'

s Metallurgy, by Crookes and Rb'hrig. 27

Kirby and Spence's Entomology 21

Knatchbull-Hugesseris Whispers from

Fairy-Land 34

Landscapes, Churches, &c. by A. K. H. B. 13

Lang's Ballads and Lyrics 35
Latham s English Dictionary 14

Laughton 's Nautical Surveying 18

Lawlor's Centulle 34
Lawrence on Rocks 22

Lecky's History of European Morals 5
Rationalism 5

Leaders of Public Opinion 7
Leisure Hours in Town, by A. K. H. B.... 13
Lessons of Middle Age, by A. K. H. B.... 13
Lewes's Biographical History of Philosophy 5
Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicons 15
Life of Man Symbolised 25

Lindley and Moore's Treasury of Botany... 23

Lloyd's Magnetism 20

Wave-Theory of Light 20
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Longmans Chess Openings 39
. Edward the Third 3

Lectures on History of England 3
Old and New St. Paul's 26

London's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture ... 28

Gardening 28
: Plants 22

Lowndes's Engineer's Handbook 27
Lubbock's Origin of Civilisation 22

Lyra Germanica 25, 31

Macaulays (Lord) Essays 2

History of England ... 2

Lays of Ancient Rome 25,35
Miscellaneous Writings 12

Speeches 12

Works 2

McCulloch's Dictionary of Commerce 16

Machod's Principles of Economical Philo-

sophy 10

Theory and Practice of Banking 38
Markham's History of Persia 4
Marshall's Physiology 24

Todas 22

Marshmari s History of India 3
Life of Havelock 8

Martineau's Christian Life 31

Hymns 31
Maunder s Biographical Treasury 38

Geographical Treasury 38
Historical Treasury 38
Scientific and Literary Treasury 38

Treasury of Knowledge 38

Treasury of Natural History ... 38
Maxwell's Theory of Heat 20

Mays History of Democracy 2

History of England 2

Melville's Digby Grand 39
General Bounce 39
Gladiators 39
Good for Nothing 39

Holmby House 39

Interpreter 39
Kate Coventry 39

Queen's Maries 39
Mendelssohn's Letters 8

Menzies' Forest Trees and Woodland
Scenery 23

Merivales Fall of the Roman Republic ... 4
Romans under the Empire 4

Merrijield's Arithmetic and Mensuration... 20

Magnetism 18

Miles on Horse's Foot and Horse Shoeing 37
on Horse's Teeth and Stables 37

Mill
(J.)

on the Mind 10

(J. S.) on Liberty 9

Subjection of Women 9
on Representative Government 9

Utilitarianism 9
'.y Autobiography 6

Dissertations and Discussions 9

Essays on Religion &c 29
Hamilton's Philosophy 9

System of Logic 9
Mill's Political Economy 9

Unsettled Questions 9
Miller's Elements of Chemistry 23

Inorganic Chemistry 20

Mintds (Lord) Life and Letters 6
Mitchell's Manual of Architecture 25

Manual of Assaying 28
Modern Novelist's Library 34
MonselTs '

Spiritual Songs
'

31
Moore's Irish Melodies, illustrated 35

Lalla Rookh, illustrated 35
Morell's Elements of Psychology 1 1

Mental Philosophy 1 1

Morris's French Revolution 3
Mullers Chips from a German Workshop. 12

Science of Language 12

Science of Religion 5

New Testament Illustrated with Wood
Engravings from the Old Masters 24

Northcott on Lathes and Turning 26

O' Conor's Commentary on Hebrews 30
Romans 30
St. John 30

Odling's Course of Practical Chemistry ... 24
Owen's Comparative Anatomy and Physio-

logy of Vertebrate Animals 20
Owens Lectures on the Invertebrata 20

Packes Guide to the Pyrenees 33
Pattison s Casauban 7
Payen's Industrial Chemistry 26
Pewtner's Comprehensive Specifier 39
Pierce's Chess Problems 39
Pole's Game of Whist 39
Prendergast's Mastery of Languages 15
Present-Day Thoughts, by A. K. H. B. ... 13
Proctors Astronomical Essays 17

Moon 17
Orbs around Us 17
Other Worlds than Ours 17
Saturn 17
Scientific Essays (New Series) ... 20
Sun 17
Transits of Venus -17
Two Star Atlases 18
Universe 17

Public Schools Atlas 16
Modern Geography 16
Ancient Geography 16

Ranken on Strains in Trusses 28
Rawlinson

'

s Parthia 4
Sassanians 4

Recreations of a Country Parson 13
Redgrave's Dictionary of Artists 24
Reilly's Map of Mont Blanc 37

Monte Rosa 37
Reynardson s Down the Road 36
Rich's Dictionary of Antiquities 15
River s Rose Amateur's Guide 22

Rogers s Eclipse of Faith . 29
Defence of Eclipse of Faith 29
Essays. 9



NEW WORKS PUBLISHED BY LONGMANS & CO.

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and
Phrases 14

Ronald's Fly-Fisher's Entomology 37
Rothschild's Israelites 30
Russell on the Chri stian Religion 6

English Constitution 2

's Recollections and Suggestions ... 2

Sandarss Justinian's Institutes 10

Sanford's English Kings 2

Savory s Geometric Turning 26

Schellen's Spectrum Analysis 1 8

Scott's Albert Durer 24

Papers, on Civil Engineering 28

Seaside Musing, by A. K. H. B 13
Seebohm's Oxford Reformers of 1498 3

Protestant Revolution 6

Sewett's History of the Early Church 5

Passing Thoughts on Religion 31

Preparation for Communion 31

Principles of Education 14

Readings for Confirmation 31

Readings for Lent 31
Examination for Confirmation ... 31
Stories and Tales 35

Thoughts for the Age 31

Thoughts for the Holy Week 31

Sharp's Post-office Gazetteer ; 16

Shelley s Workshop Appliances 20

Short's Church History 5

Simpsons Meeting the Sun 32
Smith's Paul's Voyage and Shipwreck 30

(Sydney) Essays 12

Life and Letters 7
Miscellaneous Works ... 12

Wit and Wisdom 12

(Dr. R. A.) Air and Rain 18

Sneyds Cyllene 34
Southey s Doctor 13

PoeticalWorks 35

Stanley s History of British Birds 21

Stephen's Ecclesiastical Biography 7
Freethinking and Plainspeaking 9

Stepping Stones (the Series) 40

Stirling's Secret of Hegel n
Sir William Hamilton 1 1

Stonehenge on the Dog 37
on the Greyhound 37

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish Church of

a University City, by A. K. H. B 13

Supernatural Religion 31

Taylor's History of India 3
Manual of Ancient History 6

Manual of Modern History 6

(Jeremy] Works, edited by Eden. 31
IVxt-Books of Science 19
7 hirli'jatt's History of Greece 4

Thomson s Laws of Thought
Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis

and Mziir's Qualitative Analysis ..

Thudichum's Chemical Physiology
Todd (A.) on Parliamentary Government..

and Bowman s Anatomy am
Physiology of Man ....'

Trench's Realities of Irish Life

Trollope's Barchester Towers
Warden

Tyndall's American Lectures on Light ..

Belfast-Address

Diamagnetism
Fragments of Science
Hours of Exercise in the Alps..
Lectures on Electricity . . . ,

Lectures on Light
Lectures on Sound
Heat a Mode of Motion ,

Molecular Physics ,

Ueberwegs System of Logic
Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures
and Mines

Warburton
'

s Edward the Third
Watson's Geometry
Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry
Webb's Objects for Common Telescopes ..

Weinhola's Experimental Physics
Wellington s Life, by Gleig
Wltatdy's English Synonymes

Life and Correspondence
Logic
Rhetoric

White and Donkins English Dictionary..
and Riddle's Latin Dictionaries .

Whit-worth on Guns and Steel

Wilcocks's Sea-Fisherman
Williams's Aristotle's Ethics

Willis's Principles of Mechanism

Willoughby's (Lady) Diary
Wood's Bible Animals

Homes without Hands
Insects at Home
Insects Abroad
Out of Doors

Strange Dwellings

Yongc s English-Greek Lexicons
Horace

Youatt on the Dog ..

on the Horse

Zeller's Socrates

Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics.

Spottiswoode & Co., Printers, New-street Square, London.
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